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Five chapters of Peshitta Chronicles have been examined, 
I Chronicles 1 -3, 10; II Chronicles 19. 
While there are occasional links there is no evidence of any 
powerful impact from Septuagint or Vulgate. 
Apart from a few textual contacts there is no real sign of influ- 
ence from the Chronicles Targum, which we possess in three manuscripts. 
This Targum is a filter for many of the exegetical traditions found 
elsewhere, the Targumist using various exegetical techniques to bring 
out the meaning of the text, with alterations and expansions of varying 
length. Occasionally there is a quality of lateness about the Targum 
whose final redaction seems to be considerably post Babylonian Talmud. 
Perhaps there was no influence on Peshitta Chronicles from our 
Chronicles Targum because the latter did not exist when the former 
was translated. 
Peshitta Chronicles seems to be based on Massoretic Text which it 
reproduces sometimes faithfully, sometimes badly, with gaps in the 
text. There is some paraphrasing, a small number of Jewish 'set expres- 
sions' and, especially in unparalleled passages, strange departures 
from the text. If we accept a very broad definition of 'Targum', this 
could be called a Targum. Otherwise it is a mediocre translation of 
the Hebrew text, made by someone from a poor text or with a poor know- 
ledge of Hebrew but with a feeling for Syriac style, from a Jewish 
background. This translation was later revised with help from parallel 
passages especially Samuel. 
If Chronicles was overshadowed by Samuel -Kings in Judaism and in 
the early Church, this may have resulted in a loss of popularity lead- 
ing to neglect which would account for the low translation quality 
and the careless way in which the text has been transmitted. 
An attempt to get closer to the 'original Syriac' through an 
Armenian text did not prove very rewarding. 
2. 
INTRODUCTION 
In any discussion of the Peshitta of the O.T., five inter -related 
questions constantly arise: From what? By whom? For whom? When? 
Where? Is it a translation from the Hebrew, or from a Jewish Targum, 
both possibilities leaving room for influence from elsewhere, e.g. 
LXX? Was the translation made originally by Jews for Jews or for 
Christians, or by Christians for Christians? If by Jews for Jews, 
was the translation made B.C. or A.D.? If by Christians, in which 
centre of Christianity, and at which point in the historical develop- 
ment of the Church in that area? Is the text as witnessed to in the 
oldest Peshitta MSS the original text or is it a revision of "an old 
Syriac" - in which case, who made the revision and where and when and 
why and how? 
A detailed examination of all these questions lies outside the 
scope of this study, but an attempt to deal with even one of them 
cannot succeed unless some attention is paid also to the others. 
For F. C. Burkitt, 
1 
"The Peshitta is a direct translation from 
the Hebrew, in all essentials from the Massoretic text ", made, he 
believed, by Jews. L. Haefeli2 speaks of it as "eine . . . aus dem 
Hebräischen gelfossene Übersetzung, Peschitta genannt", and, like 
Burkitt, he regards this Hebrew text as very little different from our 
Massoretic text. Deviations from the Hebrew text were explained by 
Burkitt as "due to the caprice of the translator or his exegetical 
tradition "3 or by Haefeli as due to the LXX or Targumin (written or 
1. Early Christianity outside the Roman Empire, (1899), p. 18. 
2. Die Peschitta des Alten Testaments (1927), p. 4. 
3. BURKITT, op. cit., p. 18. 
3. 
oral) which were sometimes called in to help with the translation 
There are others, however, who see a much closer relationship 
between the Peshitta and the Jewish Targums. This 'Targum- emphasis' 
is usually associated with J. Perles who in 18592 put forward the view 
that the Peshitta was a translation produced by several Jews, and was 
based on ancient traditions which had originated in Palestine, and 
which at the time of the translation (Pentateuch first century A.D., 
Prophets and Writings later) were very widespread. M. J. Schönfelder 
in 1869, thought it possible that the Peshitta translation of the 
Pentateuch depended on Targum Onkelos. I. Prager, 1875, felt that the 
Peshitta was originally a Jewish Targum, taken over by the Christians, 
and considerably reshaped by them. 
In the twentieth century the names most associated with the Targum 
emphasis in Peshitta origins are A. Baumstark, P. Kahle, C. Peters and 
A. Voobus. 
A. Baumstark, from being 'anti -Targum' in 1922, in 1927 regarded 
the Peshitta of the Pentateuch as a Jewish product based on Palestinian 
Targum material which is now no longer preserved as a corpus, e.g. 
he was able to show the agreement of the Peshitta text of Gen. 29:17 
with a Genizah text and a Jerusalem fragment against Targum Onkelos 
and Ps Jon; he noted that the Peshitta, though written in an East - 
Aramaic idiom had a West- Aramaic basis, traces of which are still vis- 
ible. With this combination of East and West he suggested Adiabene as 
1. HAEFELI, op. cit., p. 95. 
2. For much of the survey I am depending on F. ROSENTHAL, Die Ara - 
maistische Forschung (1964), pp. 199 -206, P. E. KAHLE, The 
Cairo Geniza2(1959) pp. 265 -273, A. VÚÖBUS, Peschitta und 
Targumim des Pentateuchs (1958) pp. 9 -17, ROBERTS, pp. 217 -223, 
and WERNBERG- MOLLER. 
4. 
the place of translation, and the occasion, the conversion of King 
Izates and his mother Helena to Judaism about 40 A.D., which resulted 
in the maintenance of very close ties between Adiabene and Jerusalem 
in the succeeding years. 
C. Peters, in 1933, in a close study of the Peshitta text of the 
Pentateuch, isolated instances where, (a) Peshitta agrees with the 
whole Targumic tradition against MT, and (b) Peshitta agrees with at 
least one targumic witness. He concluded "dass wir in der Grundschicht 
der Peschitta ein aramäisches Targum zu erblicken haben ",1 that Targum 
being Palestinian: though in spite of what he called "die fast 
verwirrende Fülle" of agreements under (b), he found that he could not 
state specifically with which form of the Palestinian Targum that agree- 
ment consisted. 
P. Kahle, in 1959, reiterated his conclusions of 1930 and 1947, 
that, following Baumstark, the Peshitta is not a product of Christian 
translators in Edessa but a Jewish product "made by Jews for Jews "2, 
based on the Palestinian Targum which, he maintained, existed already 
in pre -Christian times, e.g. the use of instead of . in Gen. 1:1 
was for him strong evidence for Palestinian origin; and he concludes: 
"So the Jews of Jerusalem had already an Aramaic translation of the 
Pentateuch when the newly converted Jews of Adiabene were in need of 
an Aramaic Bible ".3 Kahle saw no reason why some of the expatriate 
Jews could not have translated this into Syriac. 
1. "Peschitta und Targumim des Pentateuchs. Ihre Beziehungen unter- 
sucht . . . ", Le Muséon XLVIII (1933), p. 39f; quoted in A. 
VÖÖBUS, op. cit. p. 13. 
2. P. E. KAHLE, The Cairo Geniza' (1959) , p. 288. 
3. ibid., p. 272. 
5. 
A. Vööbus is in broad agreement with this approach, that the parent 
of the Peshitta of the Pentateuch derives from a Palestinian Targum. 
His main contribution has been his attempt to document this statement 
from the patristic material, which, he believes, shows that up to the 
thirteenth century Syriac quotations from the Pentateuch display a 
dependence on the Palestinian Targumim and concludes: "dass die 
altpalästinische Targumüberlieferung die Frühgeschichte der Peschitta 
noch weit mehr überschattet hat, als uns die vorhandenen Handschriften 
der Peschitta darüber Auskunft geben wollen ".1 In a more recent art- 
ic1e,2 while leaving both options open for a Jewish or a Christian 
origin of the Peshitta, Vööbus still holds firmly to the Palestinian 
Targum origin of the parent of the Peshitta Pentateuch. 
Not everyone has been convinced by the arguments put forward in 
favour of the 'Palestinian- Targum- emphasis'. Even Baumstark at one 
point felt that Kahle's conclusions had gone beyond the available 
evidence and thought that the following statement was nearer the truth; 
1. We begin with a Palestinian Targum much older than that which 
Kahle wants to make the Grundlage of the Peshitta. 
2. This Palestinian Targum is transplanted to the East. 
3. There it is shorn of its paraphrases. 
4. In this shorn form it serves as the Vorlage for. both Peshitta 
and TO.3 
Sperber4 remarks that to be able to carry out stage 3 successfully 
one would require to have a sound knowledge of Hebrew and of the Bible, 
1. A. VÖÖBUS, Peschitta und Targumim des Pentateuchs (1958) p. 36. 
2. 'Syriac Versions' in IDB, Supplementary Volume (1976), p. 848f. 
3. A. SPERBER, IV B. p. 410. 
4. ibid. pp. 410 -412. 
6. 
and asks the rather pointed question - Why did such men, obviously well 
versed in Hebrew, not translate directly from the Hebrew text? 
Rosenthal felt unhappy about some of the arguments used by 
Baumstark and Kahle. Both, e.g. had regarded the presence of fa in 
Peshitta Pentateuch as evidence of a link with the Palestinian Targum. 
Rosenthal, however, maintains that it is very difficult to show that 
71~ is used only in Palestinian Aramaic. P. Wernberg -Moller points 
out that, as TO also uses 41ti in Gen. 1:1, and as for Kahle, TO 
originated in Babylonia, his argument loses some of its force. 
Wernberg -Moller makes three further important points in relation 
to the Palestinian -Targum theory: 
1. The case is weakened by the fact that none of its supporters 
can agree on the extent of the literary affinity between Peshitta and 
Palestinian Targum. 
2. So far as methodology is concerned ". . . literary dependence 
between two literary works, when it exists, is recognizable and indis- 
putable by its very nature . . . ", and such dependence must be evid- 
enced not just by the presence of identical or nearly identical isolated 
words, but by "some degree of phraseological similarity between them ". 
2 
It is the latter which he feels the Palestinian Targum advocates have 
failed to find. 
1. WERNBERG-MOLLER, p. 259, n. 2. 
2. ibid. p. 255. 
7. 
3. He follows A. Sperber1 and A. E. Silverstone in seeing a link 
between Peshitta of the Pentateuch and TO, and castigates Kahle in 
particular for failing to recognise that TO represents a revision of 
Palestinian material. Wernberg -Miller believes that "in this revised 
Babylonian form, it (TO) was consulted by the Syriac translator from 
time to time ".2 This, of course, partly concedes Kahle's point that 
the Palestinian Targum (though now in the revised TO format) lies 
somewhere behind the Peshitta, and Wernberg- M011er's putting TO, not 
as the major factor, but, as it were, on a consultative basis, is 
reminiscent of Haefeli's statement that Targums were sometimes called 
in to help in the translation.3 
This brief discussion on the 'Palestinian Targum emphasis' in 
relation to the Peshitta has perhaps demonstrated that in describing 
the character of the Peshitta it is easy to speak of a 'Targum emphasis' 
but exceptionally difficult to be more precise and relate this to a 
particular Targum. 
So far we have been concerned primarily with the Pentateuch: 
indeed, in the discussion on the Targum emphasis, "The Peshitta" has 
really meant "The Peshitta of the Pentateuch ". This is understandable, 
1. While P. Wernberg -Moller mentions Sperber in the context of a con- 
nection between TO and Peshitta, it does not seem that they see ' 
this connection in quite the same way. For Sperber, TO and 
Peshitta go back to a common ancestor, but they developed in 
different ways: ". . . the Peshitta with its literal translation 
of almost all the passages where Jewish tradition is involved, 
represents that stage in the development of Aramaic Bible trans- 
lations, which was in use before the adaptation of such a text 
to Rabbinic tradition and interpretation transformed it into what 
became known as Targum Onkelos", (A. SPERBER, IV B, p. 416). 
Thus the passages "where the Peshitta seems to follow a tradition 
similar to that which is underlying Onkelos" are very few. 
2. WERNBERG- MOLLER, p. 263. 
3. See above, p. 2f. 
8. 
for, with several Targums (in whole or in part) available there is more 
material for discussion and further, if the translation were the work 
of Jews - or of Christians from a Jewish background - this is the 
section which would probably be translated first. What then of 'The 
Prophets' or 'The Writings'? Can the same 'Targum emphasis' be detected 
in their translation? Here the 'block' approach is not so much in 
evidence; we do not hear scholars e.g. refer to "The Prophets" and its 
relationship to this Vorlage or that. As some books were probably 
translated at different periods by different hands, a more individual 
approach is usually adopted. A. Vööbus1 sums up the position for many 
books as follows: 
"Certain books render the Vorlage quite literally (Song of Songs); 
some even servilely (Job); others show more freedom (Psalms and 
especially Isaiah and the Minor Prophets); some display a surprising 
paraphrastic freedom (Ruth); others unfold Targumic pattern in 
textual formation (Pentateuch, Ezekiel, Proverbs), and some have 
an even fuller degree of paraphrastic renderings derived from the 
Midrashic and Targumic traditions (Chronicles). Disparate elements 
appear even in the fabric of the individual books. These phenomena 
indicate that different parts of the Peshitta go back to different 
textual bases, and that they originated in different periods." 
Many of these judgments do not concern us at the moment, but while 
some scholars would wish to modify Vööbus' views on the Targum influence 
on the Peshitta Pentateuch, most would give general assent to his 
verdict in the above quotation on the Peshitta of Chr. (PC). Even 
Burkitt, with his preference for MT as Vorlage admits that PC is 
"amazingly paraphrased "2. Eissfeldt3 notes: "Chronicles was translated 
. , in dependence upon a Targum". Roberts4 thinks that PC "more than 
any other book is paraphrastic, containing Midrashic elements and 
1. 'Syriac Versions' in IDB, Supplementary Volume (1976), p. 849. 
2. F. C. BURKITT, Early Christianity outside the Roman Empire (1899), 
p. 18. 
3. The Old Testament, (1965) p. 700. 
4. p. 221f. 
9. 
exhibiting many of the characters of a Targum ". F. Buhl1 comments on 
PC: "In this writing . . . a mere Jewish Targum, with all the pecul- 
iarities of such a work, is made use of ". Such quotations could be 
multiplied. The statement which puts the matter in the simplest terms 
is that of S. Fraenkel2 that PC is "ein reines und unverfälschtes 
jüdisches Targum ". 
His conclusions3 may be summarised as follows: 
(a) PC's Vorlage was unpointed, lacking sentence division, badly 
written, with many gaps in the text; 
(b) he often corrected his version, sometimes from Hebrew, often 
from Targums, especially the prophetic targums, as he held "the Prophets" 
in higher esteem than "the Writings "; 
(c) he alters or avoids anthropomorphisms; 
(d) he inserts additions to help clarify the sense, as well as 
haggadic interpretations; 
(e) he up -dates names of places and peoples; 
(f) sometimes he fills in gaps by simply inserting the parallel 
passage. 
Obviously he did not use our TC:4 
(i) there is little similarity between PC and TC; 
(ii) had he used it, he would have inserted it at those points 
where there are still gaps. 
The translation is not of Palestinian origin, for had the translator 
lived there, he would have used the Jerusalem prophetic Targum instead 
of the Babylonian. 
1. Canon and Text of the Old Testament, (1892), p. 191. 
2. p. 756. 
3. pp. 753 -8. 
4. Targum to Chr. 
10. 
The translation is not from one of the Babylonian towns with a 
large Jewish population, for had the translator lived there, he would 
have had access to a better text and would have had a firmer grasp of 
Hebrew. 
Fraenkel concludes, therefore, that PC was made in Edessa, by a 
Jew for Syrian Jews, and was taken over later by Christians. It must 
be pre -Aphraates, who quotes it, even if it is only from memory. He 
regards c. 250 A.D. as a possible date for the translation. 
All the indications so far point to some kind of Targumic emphasis 
in PC. The exact nature of this emphasis or the connexion with a 
particular Targum is rather more difficult to determine. Assuming for 
the moment with Fraenkel that PC is "a . . . Jewish Targum", certain 
questions immediately emerge: Was it a Syriac Targum which came into 
existence in the same way as e.g. the Aramaic Pentateuch Targums, i.e. 
in the context of the synagogue service? Or was it that, at a certain 
point in time, a decision was taken to translate Chr. into Syriac and 
a Jewish Aramaic Targum was used as the Vorlage? If the latter is the 
case, do we know anything of this Targum, and, as we have in our poss- 
ession a Targum to Chr. can it be shown that there is any connection 
whatever between our TC and the Targum to Chr. from which PC was 
translated? Each of these questions leads to a further series of 
questions, but underlying them all are two uncertain factors which 
must be briefly discussed: 
1. The status of Chr, among the Jews and the origin of our TC. 
2. The status of Chr, in Syriac -speaking Christianity. 
1. b. B. B. 14b places Chr. last in the Writings, and b. B. B. 15a 
provides us with some information on authorship: 1-1DD 0.110 2.:1T `J 
ly 1:1'73` ~1 T21 171Ü Df 47 . Ezra, then, wrote some of it and, a 
11. 
little later, we are told that Nehemiah finished it. Though Chr. con- 
tains details of the period before Ezra -Neh., the fact that in the list 
in b. B. B. 14b it comes after Ezra -Neh., and the statement on author- 
ship in b. B. B. 15a, may suggest the following line of progress to 
canonical status. If originally one with Ezra -Neh., the Ezra -Neh. 
section had no difficulty in achieving recognition because this was 
the basic document which told how God had worked for His people at a 
particular time, but the period which Chr. dealt with had already been 
adequately covered in Sam -Ki. and Chr. may therefore have been seen as 
redundant. I Chr. 1 -9, however, because of its genealogical data, was 
then seen as necessary and with the part entered also the whole, aided 
perhaps by the Davidic emphasis. This approach, which tends to regard 
Chr. as a not altogether vital addendum and which may also indicate 
that Chr.'s acceptance came rather late, would represent the view of 
e.g., Rosenberg-Kohler 
1 
, and while it seems a reasonable approach, 
should be balanced by the comment of H. E. Ryle2, who, having outlined 
a similar approach adds: 'We have nothing further to go upon than 
probability in assuming that . . . Song of Songs, Ecclesiastes, Esther, 
and Chronicles, were accepted into the Canon at a later date than the 
other writings of the Hagiographa ". 
When we try to learn more of the status of Chr. from an examination 
of its use in public worship we find we have very little evidence to 
work on. While the Scrolls gradually found a guaranteed place in the 
liturgy because of their link with certain festivals, no such good 
fortune came the way of Chr. We are aware from m. Yoma 1.6, that Chr. - 
1. pp. 135 -140 
2. The Canon of the Old Testament (1892), p. 141f. 
12. 
along with Ezra, Job and Dan - had the doubtful privilege of having 
selections from it read to an apparently illiterate High Priest before 
he took part in the ceremonies of the Day of Atonement, b. Shab. 116b 
suggests that in at least one centre of Judaism, Chr. may have had a 
part in public services: in Nehardea there was a reading from the 
Hagiographa as a kind of Haftarah at minlhah on the Sabbath. But this 
possibility is made more remote by J. Mann's comment1 that the whole 
passage in b. Shab. "refers to study at the Bet Hammidrash and not to 
the service in the synagogue as has been rightly pointed out by R. 
Isaiah di Trani . . ." S. Z. Leiman2 states: "There is no evidence 
that the books of Proverbs, Job, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah and Chronicles 
were recited publicly in the cult or read during the synagogue service ". 
This rather gloomy prospect, however, is brightened by the fact 
that in some quarters there was a little more enthusiasm for Chr.. 
Vay. R. I. 3 (cf. Ruth R. II. 1) quotes a saying attributed ultimately 
to Rab: "The Book of Chronicles was given only to be expounded 
midrashically. ". Whether such a saying had a certain derogatory tone, 
implying that there was little else one could do with the book, or 
whether it was meant to give Chr. a high rating by allotting to it this 
kind of interpretation, or whether Chr.'s names and lists had already 
become the source of much popular exegesis and this statement was an 
attempt to acknowledge the fact and to provide official approval, is 
difficult to say. But the very existence of such a statement, attached 
to a weighty name, allows us to conclude that at some time Chr. was 
used in this way and it seems that there was a collection of such 
1. 'Changes in the Divine Service', HUCA, IV (1927), p. 283, n. 88. 
2. The Canonization of Hebrew Scripture: the Talmudic and Midrashic 
Evidence (1976) p. 139, note 21. 
13. 
midrashic interpretations based on Chr., Toni', -vim e.g. b. Pes. 
62b: 
I n,'10n )ti V10 kJ Wi1 1081" 'VDT) í31]1u 1Z -k-r) 
( ID-111 " 7] 7 T11.4)-3 Lj ..S t. 7 
We find a hint as to the nature of this exegetical approach in b. Meg. 
13a: 1i L lUiD 111 -cTJ a pJ13W `a71 
-Ites 1-1`7 1 "1 -1 y`^ 13N1 Tlït `1114 "13`1 1?D ~7Z -Mg íj`71`:1 
When we look at the pesiktas, we note that both in the Pesikta de 
Rab Kahana, (compiled fifth century), and in Pesikta Rabbati (compiled 
sixth to seventh centuries), passages from Chr. feature in the expos- 
ition, though a glance at the indices reveals that the number of 
passages dealt with and referred to, is not nearly so great as for Sam. 
and Ki. Thus, while Chr. found no place in the passage read in the 
synagogue, gradually some of its material had infiltrated the synagogue 
by a different route. 
This estimate of Chr. - at first not very popular, but later being 
allowed to play a specific interpretative role - is in complete con- 
trast to the view put forward by A. Spirol. In an attempt to show that 
Ps. Philo based his work on the model of Chr. as he tried to do for 
the earlier period what Chr. had done for the later, Spiro stresses 
that up to the second century A.D., Chr. in Jewish thinking held a much 
more exalted place than Sam -Ki. (Spiro dates the Baraita in b. B. B. 
14b as second century A.D.). Sam -Ki was much larger and more difficult 
to handle; it contained some questionable material, and for these and 
1. 'Samaritans, Tobiads and Judahites in Pseudo -Philo', Proceedings 
of the American Academy for Jewish Research XX (1951) pp. 303- 
308. 
14. 
other reasons Chr. came to be "regarded as the authorised version of 
the history of Israel ".1 A shift in exegetical emphasis which allowed 
offensive parts of Sam -Ki. to be so interpreted as to reveal hidden 
and higher meanings helped to rehabilitate Sam -Ki. and the fact that 
it could claim prophetic authorship was the coup de gráce to Chr., 
which gradually lost its position of honour and was given "the last 
place in the Hagiographa as a useless and repetitious book ".2 One 
assumes that the same shift of emphasis opened up new interpretative 
horizons for Chr. also - perhaps this is what Vay. R. I 3 is referring 
to - but apparently the lack of prophetic authorship weighed heavily 
against it. At any rate, for Spiro, the change of fortune for Chr. 
is reflected in the "Baraitha, in TB Baba Bathra 14b, which degraded 
Chronicles to the last rung of the third -rate collection of Hagiographa 
n3 
It is difficult to say if the position in which a book appears 
in a list is necessarily an indication of the status of that book. 
In b. B. B. 14b, Chr. comes at the end of the Hagiographa, and this 
position does raise certain queries because that which precedes it 
position -wise follows it time -wise. But even if there was an initial 
uncertainty there is no reason why the book should carry this label 
for all time. C. D. Ginsburg4 notes that in the St. Petersburg Codex, 
dated A.D. 1009, Chr. occupies first place in the Hagiographa; describ- 
ing this from Adath Deborim as the Palestinian practice, "and the 
order which places Chronicles or Esther at the end of this division 
1. ibid. p. 304. 
2. ibid. p. 308. 
3. ibid. p. 307. 
4. Introduction to the Masoretic -Critical Edition of the Hebrew Bible 
(1897) , p. 2. 
15. 
as the Eastern or Babylonian practice . . . ". This may indeed have 
represented a difference in evaluation between East and West, or the 
position of Chr. in the St. Petersburg Codex which places Chr. just 
before the Psalms, may have been because Chr. in which David plays such 
a leading role, was regarded as a good introduction to the book attri- 
buted to him. In fact, the short discussion on the Writings in b. B. B. 
14b does not give any grounds for suggesting that the order of the 
books was determined by their importance. 
Thus, the status of Chr. in Judaism is uncertain: we have no 
evidence for its regular use in synagogue services, and whether Spiro 
is right that Chr. had once had a golden age before its eclipse by Sam - 
Ki. (about second century A.D.), or whether Chr. had always lived under 
its shadow, it does seem clear that at some point a special kind of 
interpretation was associated with Chr. though b. Pes. 62b hints that 
this kind of interpretation also fell out of favour. 
If, then, it is unlikely that Chr. was read in the synagogue, its 
chances of having a Targum are somewhat reduced, as the production of 
Targums was so closely linked with the synagogue services, though the 
fact that Job had a Targum must make us cautious in tying Targum pro- 
duction too closely to these services. In that there exists a TC, 
and as Chr. does not figure in the synagogue services, we must try to 
explain its origin. Did it arise solely within the context of study 
and have its Sitz im Leben in the Beth Hammidrash? In trying to answer 
this we must outline briefly what we know of TC. 
For a long time the very existence of a TC was unknown. Raschi 
(1045 -1105)1 was unaware of any Targum to the Hagiographa. David Kimhi 
1. ZUNZ, p. 68, note d) 
16. 
(1160 -1235) wrote commentaries on several Biblical books, including 
the Former and Latter Prophets, as well as on Chr. which was his first 
commentary. Now, when he is commentating on the Former and Latter 
Prophets, Kimhi constantly refers to the Targums to these books. Yet 
when dealing with Chr., he never once mentions a Targum to Chr. nor 
does he give any hint that he is aware of the existence of such a 
Targum. Indeed when discussing passages in Chr. which have parallels 
in Sam -Ki., he quotes the Targum to Sam -Ki. but does not refer to the 
fact that an identical interpretation of some of these passages is 
given also in TC.1 Elias Levita (1469 -1549) has no doubts about the 
matter. He is on record twice as saying that there is no Targum to 
Chr.2 In Brian Walton's London Polyglot of 1654 -57 no Targum is printed 
alongside the Hebrew text of Chr. 
We are now aware, however, of a TC from three MSS: 
(a) an Erfurt MS (E), dated 1343, now in the Deutsche Staatsbib- 
liothek in East Berlin, MS or fol. 1210, 1211, published by M. F. Beck 
in 1680, 1683; 
(b) a Cambridge MS (C), MS Or. Ee. 5.9, dated 1347, published 
by D. Wilkins in 1715; 
(c) a Vatican MS (V), Vat. Urb. Ebr. 1, dated 1294, published 
by R. Le Déaut and J. Robert in 1971. 
There was a fourth MS in Dresden, but it was destroyed in 1945. 
The lack of awareness of the existence of a TC in some distinguished 
mediaeval scholars must make one wonder if we are not dealing here with 
a work which circulated in an area for a limited time and then sank 
1. A. SPERBER, IV A. pp. 70-71. 
2. LE DÉAUT, I, p. 10. 
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into oblivion. Yet too much should not be deduced from this mediaeval 
unawareness. Rashi, e_g., seemed to be unaware of the existence of any 
Targums to the Hagiographa. 
1 
The view of Rosenberg -Kohler may be nearer 
the truth, that the lack of attention and study devoted to Chr. led 
to a failure to multiply copies of its Targum.2 
This brings us back to the earlier question - Whence came TC? 
With the door of the synagogue service largely closed to it, the only 
other door open is that of the Beth Hammidrash (unless we introduce 
a further possibility, the area of private study which, by its very 
nature, has an esoteric quality and is very difficult to document). 
It is to this 'house of study' that Rosenberg- Kohler allot all the 
activity which resulted in Targum production. "Wir müssen uns nach 
einer umfassenden Lehrthátigkeit umsehen, die sich fiber die Erklärung 
der ganzen Bibel erstreckte. "3 The centre of this Lehrthätigkeit they 
find in the Beth Hammidrash, the school. Palestine, above all from 
linguistic considerations, they consider its home4. Its final form 
they place as post Babylonian Talmud - on which it relies quite heav- 
ily, at a time when the Babylonian Talmud was already regarded as the 
main authoritative source of Biblical exposition. As there is no 
hint of Arab influence they do not want to come as far forward as the 
ninth century. Thus eighth century is regarded as the date of the 
final redaction of TC. 
2. As for the position of Chr. in the Syriac speaking Church, 
facts are few: 
1. ZUNZ, p. 68, note d) 
2. ROSENBERG-KOHLER, p. 277. 
3. p. 275. 
4. p. 276. cf. LE DÉAUT, I, 16-18. 
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(a) Aphraates, (first half of fourth century) seems to quote from 
PC, not word for word, but more in the nature of allusions or para- 
phrases; Fraenkell says he is quoting from memory. 
(b) Ephrem (306 -373) wrote no commentary on PC. 
(c) Theodore, bishop of Mopsuestia (c. 350 -428), excluded Chr. 
from his Canon. The Nestorians, for whom he was "The Interpreter ", 
followed his example. According to Nestle2 the Jacobites may also 
have omitted it from their Canon. At some point it was obviously 
restored to the respective Canons. 
(d) The original Armenian translation is thought to have been 
translated from Syriac early in the fifth century. If Chr. was included 
in that first Armenian translation - and I am unaware of evidence to 
the contrary - this would be some positive indication of the status of 
PC. 
(e) Our earliest MS of PC is of the sixth century, 6 h 13, Brit. 
Mus. Add. 17, 104. 
(f) Barhebraeus (1126 -86), a Jacobite bishop, famous for his 
Biblical scholia, gives no scholia for Chr. and in his grammar does 
not quote PC.3 
(g) Two things emerge from an examination of the List of Old 
Testament Peshitta Manuscripts (1961), produced by the Peshitta 
Institute: 
(i) In the MSS listed, apart from 7 a 1, where it occurs in the 
middle of a miscellaneous concluding section, Judith, Sirach, Chr., 
Apoc. Bar, IV Esd., Ezra -Neh., IV Macc . . ., Chr. normally is found 
1. p. 758. 
2. 'Bibelübersetzungen, syrische' PRE 3 III, p. 170. 
3. FRAENKEL, p. 758. 
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in the position it occupies in LXX, i.e. following Sam -Ki. 
(ii) While several books have gaps listed in some MSS, Chr. seems 
to display this feature more regularly than most. This may point to 
a certain carelessness in the transmission of the Chr. text, which in 
turn may be the direct result of its rather uncertain status within 
the Church. 
The general impression gained from these rather negative statements 
is that Chr. may not have been very highly regarded in the Syriac 
speaking Church. This uncertain status of Chr. is paralleled by the 
somewhat similar phenomenon in Judaism, and it is tempting to argue 
from this to a Jewish origin of the Syriac speaking Church and perhaps 
also of the Syriac Old Testament: that, in fact, this Church had simply 
taken over the Jewish estimate of Chr. One ought to remember, however, 
that elsewhere in the Christian Church, Chr. produced problems. Jerome 
(c. 342 -420) found Chr. a very confused and difficult book and his 
reason for translating it is to try "to sort out and arrange in orderly 
sections . . . the maze of difficulties in the Book and the tangle of 
proper names so confused by the errors of scribes, and the barbarous 
unintelligibility of the meaning":  y (sensuumque barbariem). He was 
doing this, because he regarded Chr. as a book for study by the select 
scholarly few - if this is the interpretation which can be put on 
eruditio Scripturarum in his remark u. . . quod omnis eruditio 
Scripturarum in hoc libro continetur ".2 This is how Willi interprets 
it.3 
1. J. P. MIGNE, PL, XXVIII co1.1326f. Translation from W. H. SEMPLE, 
'St. Jerome as a Biblical Translator', BJRL 48 (1965), p. 238. 
2. J. P. MIGNE, PL XXIX, col. 403. 
3. T. WILLI, Die Chronik als Auslegung (1972), p. 14. 
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It may be that it is along this line that we find the answer to 
the question of the status of Chr., i.e. that the much more readable 
and broader -in -scope version of Israel's history in Sam -Ki. had, in 
both Judaism and Christianity, transformed Chr. more and more into a 
special kind of 'reference book', a book to be consulted and used only 
by those capable of handling it, and that this usage - or lack of usage - 
led to a certain neglect of it by those less able and a carelessness in 
its transmission (which Jerome also found), giving the book a rather 
low status within Judaism, with certain detrimental side -effects so 
far as Targum production was concerned, and later within Christianity 
and especially - from our point of view - within Syriac- speaking 
Christianity. 
In this study five chapters of PC are examined: 
I Chr. 1 -3, 10 and II Chr. 19. These chapters are looked at in relation 
to the Versions but in particular in relation to TC on the basis that 
if a Targum is thought to lie behind PC, TC must be examined first, to 
see if it is the Targum in question and if not, to eliminate it from 
the enquiry. 
CHAPTERS ONE TO THREE. I Chr. 1 -3 consist largely of names, some- 
times with parallels in the Pentateuch, sometimes with parallels in Sam - 
Ki., sometimes with no parallels at all. In TC these chapters contain 
a considerable number of 'Targumic Expansions'. These expansions, 
their origin and development will be given particularly close attention, 
in an attempt to discover if the exegetical emphases they express find 
any point of contact whatever in PC. Textual matters will also be 
examined, especially in I Chr. 2 and 3. 
21. 
CHAPTER FOUR. I Chr. 10 is a self- contained narrative, most of 
which has a close parallel in Sam. An examination of this chapter may 
give us some insight into how PC, with much other material available, 
set about translating such a section into Syriac. 
CHAPTER FIVE. II Chr. 19 has been chosen because it has no 
parallel in the Old Testament. In this chapter we should be able to 
see how PC did his work when there were no external aids in the form 
of parallel passages available to assist him. 
CHAPTER SIX. In examining any passage in the Old Testament one 
is trying constantly to get back as near to the original text as pos- 
sible. Textual critical matters are therefore given considerable 
attention throughout, but in this chapter an old theory, which main- 
tained that through a thirteenth century Armenian MS we could come 
into very close contact with the fifth century Syriac text, is looked 
at, with the realisation that if the theory is valid, new horizons for 
the story of the Syriac text are immediately opened up. 
It is accepted that a mere five chapters provide a very narrow 
basis for discussion and it is not suggested that any conclusions 
reached in relation to these five chapters necessarily apply to similar 
chapters within Chr. But it is suggested that an examination of these 
representative chapters will allow us to see something of the nature 
and character of TC and of PC, which may or may not show signs of TC's 
influence. 





6 h 13 London. Brit. Mus. Add. 17,104 
7 a 1 Milan. Ambrosian Library. B 21. Inf. 
8 a 1 Paris. National Library. 341. 
9 a 1 Florence. Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana. 58. 
EDITIONS 
Edd. refers to the Editions of Walton (1654 -57) and Lee (1823). 
PC normally refers to the Peshitta text of Chr., but when PC is 
used in connection with a specific reading, it includes all the witnes- 
ses under MSS and Edd. above unless otherwise stated, except for II 
Chr. 19, where 7 a 1 is missing. 
PS normally refers to the Peshitta text of Sam., but when PS is used 
in connection with a specific reading, it includes only 7 a 1, Walton 
and Lee. 
For the Pentateuch, only the Edition of W. E. Barnes (1914) has been 
used. 
GREEK 
LXX - in Chr. and Sam. refers to the edition of Brooke - McLean 
(1932 and 1927 respectively) and elsewhere to the sixth edition of 
Rahlfs. 
LATIN 
Throughout,Vg refers to the Vulgate, edited by R. Weber (1969). 
ARMENIAN 
Arm refers to Zohrab's Edition of 1805, except in CHAPTER SIX, 
1. List of Old Testament Peshitta Manuscripts (1961). 
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where this edition is denoted by Arm(Z) to distinguish it from KH, the 
text of Khalatianz. 
ARAMAIC 
TC refers to the Targum to Chr. in general terms, but when used 
in connexion with a specific reading includes the following, unless 
otherwise stated: 
MS C Cambridge. Or. Ee. 5.9. 
MS V Vatican Library, Vat. Urb. Ebr. 1, as published by Le Déaut 
and Robert, 19. This has been used as the basic text throughout. 
MS E Staatsbibliothek, East Berlin, or. fol. 1210, 1211 could 
not be obtained on Microfilm because of the size and condition of the 
MS. In its place, the text in A. Sperber, The Bible in Aramaic IV A 
(1968) has been used. In his preface he states: "The Targum to 
Chronicles, as published and analyzed here, is based on the unique 
manuscript, which M. Steinschneider described sub numero 125 in his 
Verzeichnis . . ." Le Deaut1 notes that Sperber is in reality follow- 
ing Lagarde's edition (1873) of E, assisted by D. Wilkins' edition of 
C. 
For Targums to other books of the Old Testament, Sperber's 'The 
Bible in Aramaic' Vols. I, II, III is used, unless otherwise stated. 
In quotations from the Targum to Chr., underlining denotes a 
'Targumic Expansion', broken underlining denotes an alteration to the 
text of MT. 
1. I, p. 13, note 22. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
FIRST CHRONICLES CHAPTER ONE: TARGUMIC EXPANSIONS 
At various points in I Chr. 1, the Targumist - for whatever 
motives - has made additions to his text. Such 'expansions' are some- 
times brief and cryptic, sometimes longer and more involved. These 
TARGUMIC EXPANSIONS are now subjected to a rigorous investigation in 
an attempt to trace their origin, their development and the reason for 
their use in the present context. It is hoped that such a study will 
not only give some indication of the nature of the Targum and the 
methods of the Targumist, but will also show the extent to which such 
traditions may have had an effect on the translation of PC. 
I. I Chr. 1:10 NIMROD 
As well as an expansion in TC, we have, at the corresponding 
verses in Gen., (10:8, 9), similar expansions in the following Targums: 
Ps Jon, Neo I, Neo I M, FT. A comparison of all these may help to 
throw the expansion in TC into clearer relief. 
MT gives the following: 
I Chr. 1:10 "Cush was the father of Nimrod; he began to be a mighty 
one in the earth." 
Gen. 10:8, 9 "Cush was the father of Nimrod; he began to be a mighty 
one in the earth. He was a mighty hunter before the 
Lord; therefore it is said, 'Like Nimrod, a mighty 
hunter before the Lord." 
The Targums deal with these passages as follows:(for the sake of 
completeness, Targum Onkelos is included) 
TO 10:8 "And Cush was the father of Nimrod; he began to be a 
mighty one in the earth. 9. He was a mighty one before 
the Lord; therefore it is said, 'Like Nimrod, a mighty 
one before the Lord'." 
Ps Jon 10:8 
Neo I 10:8 
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"And Cush was the father of Nimrod; he began to be 
mighty in sin and to rebel before the Lord in the 
earth. 9. He was a mighty rebel before the Lord; 
therefore it is said, 'From the day in which the 
world was created there has not been like Nimrod a 
mighty one in hunting and a rebel before the Lord'." 
"And Cush was the father of Nimrod; he began to be a 
mighty one in the earth. 9. He was a mighty one in 
sin before the Lord: therefore it is said, 'Like 
Nimrod, a mighty one in sin before the Lord'." 
Neo I M 10:8 "in sin and to rebel before the Lord in the earth." 
FT 10:9 
TC 1:10 
10:9 "from the day that the world was created there has 
not been a mighty one in sin like Nimrod and a rebel 
against (lit, of) the Lord." 
"He was a mighty one in hunting, a mighty one in sin 
before the Lord. He was a hunter of the sons of men 
in their speech and he said to them, 'Remove your- 
selves far from the judgments of Shem and cleave to 
the judgments of Nimrod'. Therefore it is said, 
'Like Nimrod, the mighty one, mighty in hunting, 
mighty in sin before the Lord." 
"And Arab was the father of Nimrod, he began to be 
a mighty one in sin, he shed innocent blood, and a 
rebel before the Lord." 
These Targums give, individually, the following picture: 
Ps Jon 1. mighty in sin (8). 
2. rebel before the Lord (8) 
3. mighty rebel before the Lord (9) 
4. mighty hunter 
5. rebel before the Lord 
(9) proverb. 
Neo I 1. mighty one (8) 
2. mighty in sin (9) 
3. mighty in sin (9) - proverb. 
Neo I M 1. mighty in sin (8) 
2. mighty rebel (8) 
3. mighty in sin (9)1 
4. mighty rebel (9). - 
proverb. 
FT 1. mighty in hunting (9) 
2. mighty in sin (9) 
3. hunted men in their speech (9) 
4. tried to get men to follow his way (9) 




1. mighty in sin 
2. shed innocent blood 
3. rebel before the Lord 
From the above the following should be noted: 
1. TO seems to follow the MT reasonably closely, though in 10:9 
it has twice replaced MT's -1",.1k by l`12 
P . John Bowker 
1 
feels that 
here z1`'`j1 Si should be translated 'hard- hearted' or 'severe', and thus 
translated it would convey the same interpretation of Nimrod as do the 
other Targums. While the substitution in TO of for 11-11 -143 is 
puzzling, for in its present form 1r12.11 could be regarded almost as 
a synonym for î3A thus making the translation of 11"T. 1l -1 a 
rather cumbersome (unless we render it as 'a mighty one who was very 
powerful', i.e. 'a mighty one par excellence'), there does not seem 
to be any real need to translate 1~1217 as Bowker suggests, because: 
(a) the interpretation of Nimrod by other Targums does not stress 
his hard -heartedness etc., rather his sin and rebellion; 
(b) FT, while it goes on to give the 'sin and rebellion' emphasis, 
also uses initially the expression yjt?( -12`1 but Bowker's trans- 
lation would fit in most inappropriately here, as FT adds ?4-1',1:1, 
and the best translation in this context would therefore be, 'he was a 
man of exceptional prowess in hunting', i.e. retaining the note of 
'powerful' in ¶12.41 
l 
11 rather than that of 'hard -hearted'. 
2. Some of the Targums have a special emphasis the others lack, 
e.g. FT extends the hunting metaphor to the area of speech, though it 
should be noted that, like TO, Neo I even when supplemented by M, has 
1. p. 180. 
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completely dropped the 'hunter idea'; TC introduces the idea of shedd- 
ing innocent blood. 
3. Though all the Targums have one feature in common - mighty in 
sin - and each Targum shares at least one feature with at least one of 
the others, it cannot be said that any one of them is identical with 
any other. The two which seem closest are the parts of Ps Jon which 
correspond to Neo I M, and even they have important differences, as 
the following will show: 
Ps Jon . . in sin and to rebel before the Lord in the earth" (8) 
Neo I M " in sin and to rebel before the Lord in the earth" (8) 
Here the wording is identical, except for two insignificant spelling 
changes. 
Ps Jon "'From the day in which the world was created there has not 
been like Nimrod a mighty one in hunting and a rebel before 
the Lord'." (9) 
Neo I M "'from the day that the world was created there has not been 
a mighty one in sin like Nimrod and a rebel against (lit, of) 
the Lord'." 
Here there are two important differences: 
(a) Ps Jon has 'a mighty one in hunting and a rebel'. 
Neo I M has 'a mighty one in sin . . . and a rebel'. 
(b) There is some difference in wording and in word- order: 
e.g. 'like Nimrod' comes in different places; 
Ps Jon 'rebel before the Lord': Neo I M 'rebel of the Lord'. 
Thus, in the two variant readings supplied by Neo I M, the first 
(v. 8) is largely identical with Ps Jon, but in the second (v. 9) - 
the proverbial saying - Neo I M and Ps Jon, go slightly different ways 
in the main clause with changes in wording and word- order. 
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4. TC omits all reference to the hunter and the proverbial saying, 
and in so doing remains strictly within the limits of the parallel 
passage (I Chr. 1:8 -10 and Gen. 10:6 -8), not going beyond Gen. 10:8. 
It is quite close to Ps Jon Gen. 10:8, but it does introduce a new 
element - the 'shedding of innocent blood'. 
5. The Targums are reflecting (and perhaps at the same time help- 
ing to create) some of the many unfavourable traditions on Nimrod. 
Nimrod is the rebel par excellence. "Nimrod is the prototype of rebell- 
ion against the Almighty ".1 He rebelled himself and caused others to 
rebel. 
The Rabbis and others found the 'rebel' idea twice in the Gen. 
story: 
L 
(a) Ber R. XXVI. 4. R. Simon, examining occurrences of the verbJJr Y 7 T1 
and interpreting it as 'to rebel', answers an objection thus: "He" 
(i.e. God) "smote Nimrod's head, exclaiming, 'It is he who has incited 
them to rebel against me ".2 
(b) `í`t`1)13 is regarded as linked with J7'1-173 - 'to rebel'. 
In b. Pes. 94a -b, in a discussion centring on Isa. 14:14 in which 
Nebuchadrezzar is regarded as having a great affinity with Nimrod, 
this 'rebel' emphasis is stressed by R. Johanan b. Zakkai: 
t7V 7la p J14a"1 Tr-nNI 12)7 1-12 1s~ 
`V 7 ti 7 D D zY N `-i ` -172 1u 1 -t 1 
tYJ 
7 
This bath gol is found also in b. Hag. 13a. 
1. EJ, Vol. 12, col. 1167. 
2. cf. also Ber. R. XXIII. 7. 
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Pseudo -Philo is aware of a similar tendency in Nimrod. 'Ipse 
iniciavit esse superbus coram Domino.' 
1 
Rashi, in his comments on the consecutive verses 10:8, 9, also 
brings out the -1-)Y3 connection. 
On 10:8: ì1/111Zït J t35ïJl71 t7D 
ïl 1L D 1 - 'ri Jl ) 
On 10:9: -VJ Inv, `i "J a .il 'V" -I:1 2 I 711 1.1-1N-1 
ti'JD L'?1 119417 1' pony) .' -a>3D1-) --17-1nh2 
The 'rebel streak' is seen constantly in Nimrod's life and conduct. 
After he has acquired universal sway he becomes an idolater. He sets 
himself up as a God and tries to persuade men to give him Divine 
honour. He builds the tower of Babel, part of the motive being to 
meet God and defeat Him on His own ground, part to set up idols in 
heaven. Having read Abraham's birth in the stars, and knowing that 
Abraham would give the lie to his religion, he massacred the innocents 
to ensure that Abraham would not survive. He organised this as 
follows: all mothers -to -be were to come to a guarded house and give 
birth to their babies; if a daughter were born, the mother would be 
highly honoured: if a son, he would be killed at birth. In this way, 
at least 70,000 were murdered. The angels said to God: "Seest Thou 
not what he doth, yon sinner and blasphemer, Nimrod, son of Canaan, 
who slays so many innocent babes that have done no harm ?" Abraham, 
however, was delivered, grew up, and with more and more people worshipp- 
ing Abraham's God, Nimrod felt he had to do something about it. The 
climax came after Abraham had smashed Nimrod's idols and had been put 
in prison as a result. He is eventually condemned to be cast into a 
1. LAB, IV, 7. 
2. cf. Ber. R. XXXVII. 2. 
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lake of fire, but no one is able to do so, not even with the aid of 
Satan's catapult; the lake of fire becomes a pleasure garden and 
Abraham is saved. (TC II 28:3 declares how Abraham was saved by God 
from the fiery furnace of the Chaldeans because he would not worship 
an idol.) 
In another version of the story, Abraham for much the same reason, 
is thrown into the furnace and walks for three days and three nights 
in the midst of the fire and is delivered.1 
The picture of Nimrod thus presented by the Targums (excluding TO) 
and found scattered throughout Jewish literature is almost entirely 
of a very wicked man. (For a slight modification in Ps Jon, see next 
point.) 
6. There were also FAVOURABLE traditions about Nimrod, e.g. Ps Jon 
to Gen. 10:11 suggests that Nimrod emigrated to Assyria because he did 
not want to have anything to do with the Tower of Babel, and the Lord 
gave him four cities as compensation for those he had to leave in 
Babylon. 
Ephrem2 also speaks well of Nimrod, that he fought for the sake 
of God against the generation of the building of the Tower: - though 
Ephrem also mentions that Nimrod began hunting in order to provide 
food for the Tower- builders. 
Abraham Levene3 gives us a further glimpse of Syriac assessment of 
Nimrod, this time from the Nestorian point of view. Referring to Gen. 
10:9, the commentary remarks: 
1. The summary in these two paragraphs is abbreviated from GINZBERG, 
II, 177 -217. 
2. 116 a. This reference I owe to GINZBERG, V, 198, note 77. 
3. p. 85. 
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Of Nimrod, Scripture says, - "He was a mighty hunter before the Lord." 
It was according to the will of God that he should be renowned; and 
he made war on those who built the Tower and he first captured 
Babylon. Therefore it is said "be like unto Nimrod" - as when one 
blesses his neighbour with any kind of blessing. 
This runs entirely contrary to the Targumic estimate of Nimrod 
and the traditions referred to in Para. 5 above. Even the proverbial 
saying of verse 9 has become a further means of extolling Nimrod. 
."3 56 becomes in Syriac :tea , and this is 
explained as 'by the will of God'.1 By contrast, in the Targums, once 
the note of rebellion had appeared, t1-17 almost comes to mean 
against. Rashi too stresses this, e.g. his comment on Gen. 10:9: 
1''3D 
1 
? 1 L9 ̀  ] '0 roam al n ." 1 `al) 17 . (Though even in Jewish 
circles there was not total unanimity: Ibh Ezra, e.g. regarded Nimrod 
in a very favourable light.) What is of special interest in the Syriac 
commentary is that the author seems to have been completely unaware of 
the picture of the wicked Nimrod: 
(a) from the very matter -of -fact way in which he discusses Nimrod. 
There is no polemical tone whatever in the statement; there is no hint 
that he is trying to counter or to discredit an opposing point of view; 
(b) from his discussion of the phrase 'mighty men' in Gen. 6:4. 
There2 he makes it very clear exactly how he interprets this phrase: 
' "Mighty men" says Scripture, i.e. mighty in wickedness and self con- 
fident and such as despise God'. These words are almost identical in 
tone to those the Targums use in describing Nimrod: Yet, when he comes 
to discuss Nimrod, in a case where 'mighty' is the operative word, the 
interpretation he has used in Gen. 6:4 is in no sense applied to Nimrod. 
1. LEVENE, p. 200. 
2. LEVENE, p. 81. 
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It should be stressed that the commentator was not unaccustomed to 
culling out Biblical personages and using them to illustrate a theme, 
e.g. in the paragraph preceding the 'mighty men' reference in Gen. 6:4, 
when he is discussing 'my spirit shall not abide' (Gen. 6:3) he brings 
forward Caleb and Saul to reinforce his argument. 
1 
Thus, either at 
Gen. 6:4 or Gen. 10:8, 9 the commentator had an ideal opportunity to 
introduce Nimrod as an illustration of the 'mighty man' in its anti - 
God sense. The fact that he does not do this makes one seriously 
question if indeed he was aware of this side of Nimrod's character - 
though Levene is constantly at pains to stress that this group of 
Syriac Christians and commentators was thoroughly conversant with and 
able to use and adapt and reshape Rabbinic traditions and interpretat- 
ions of Scripture in their own way. 
It is of interest that this Syriac Commentary's way of handling 
'mighty men' at Gen. 6:4 could be said to provide an 'explanatory 
bridge' in the Targumic treatment of Nimrod. For the Targums, Nimrod 
was a mighty man - mighty in sin etc. The Commentary shows us how the 
'leap' was made - even though its view of Nimrod was entirely different; 
Looking at TC in the light of what has been said above, the follow- 
ing points should be noted: 
1. TC omits all reference to the 'proverbial saying' in Gen. 10:9, 
referred to and amplified in PE Jon, Neo I, Neo I M, FT. 
2. TC is exceptionally brief, giving in very summary fashion under two 
heads, what the other Targums have said at considerable length: 
(a) mighty in sin; (b) a rebel before the Lord. 
1. LEVENE, p. 81. 
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3. TC introduces a third heading, (c) an innocent -blood -shedder. 
There are two things to note here: 
(i) A similar expression to TC's NDT 1:1-1).4 l vi is found also 
in Ps . 5:7, where for p ̀ n ̀1 W" of MT the Targ . has ' -1 W W) H 
Z107 D 1 , and in Deut . 19:13 where for "'I/30 II -1 of MT, 
TO (and Ps Jon with only slight differences) has '"DI `l ~ 1tLJ . 
(ii) This statement, when applied to Nimrod, has no parallel in the 
Targums to Gen. 10, but it may refer to the story of the massacre of 
the innocents, quoted by Ginzberg1 from the work Macaseh Abraham. 
There is another massacre connected with Nimrod, which might 
conceivably also be the object of reference here. In Ps Philo2 there 
is the story of Abraham's being put into the fiery furnace at the 
instigation of Fenech and Jectan. God, however, sends an earthquake 
and the resulting spread of the furnace fire leads to the death of all 
those round about, 83,500 in all. 
I feel that it is more likely that TC is referring to the massacre 
of the children where the 'innocence factor' is much stronger. 
There may thus be some kind of link here between TC and Macaseh 
Abraham. To be more specific is difficult. Is TC dependent on 
Macaseh Abraham - if so we have a date reference -point? Or is Macaseh 
Abraham dependent here on TC. Or perhaps TC is referring briefly to a 
well -known tradition which is found also in Macaseh Abraham: indeed 
this is about all that can be said at this juncture. 
4. TC's extreme conciseness may suggest something in the nature of 
1. I, 187; and see V, p. 209, note 7, and 212 note 34. In the latter 
note the reference is to Macaseh Abraham, published by Jellinek 
in BHM, I, 25 -34. 
2. LAB VI, 14 -17. 
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aides memoire for teachers, or sermon notes, or homiletical allusions 
for the pious reader of the Targum. 
5. Bearing in mind the stress laid by R. Bloch and G.Vermes1 on the 
fact that the 'root' of the expansion is usually already present in 
some way in the scriptural text, this expansion as found variously in 
the different Targums, presents no difficulty, as the notion of 'rebel' 
is to be found in the root -1-1).3, with which -11-1Y33 can be linked, 
at least in appearance. The standard lexicons of Brown, Driver, 
Briggs, and of Köhler- Baumgartner do not, however, see the connection 
quite so clearly. They put forward various suggestions linking the 
name with that of either a Babylonian or an Assyrian god. BDB2 notes: 
'etym.and meaning wholly unknown'. 
6. With the idea of a 'starting -point' in Scripture in the root -1'03, 
it would be ideal if we could then proceed to show how the expansion 
developed in the various Targums. We would have to begin with Ps Jon 
and its stress on the 'rebel' idea, then move forward to, say, Neo I, 
then FT, and a later supplement to Neo I in M. Such a line of devel- 
opment seems too artificial and if there were any such line of devel- 
opment with the expansion growing en route, it would be rather diffi- 
cult to fit in TC as the end term in the series as it is the shortest 
of them all. Even if we counter this by saying that it may be the 
shortest but that in summary fashion it covers a great deal of ground, 
we are still left with the fact that it has dropped the 'hunting in 
speech' theme of the FT. 
7. A better way of approach might be found by looking at the proverb- 
ial saying in Gen. 10:9. Proverbial sayings sometimes show considerable 
1. See VERMES, pp. 7 -10. 
2. p. 650. 
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regional variations, and the fact that this proverbial saying is quoted 
in all the Genesis Targums in different forms indicates a basic same- 
ness between the Targums, but the variants which each Targum presents 
may reflect differences of provenance. From this we could argue that 
what we have are several Targums from different regions showing their 
own particular variations and at some time point 'frozen' in writing 
and preserved. The fact that TC does not allude to the proverb does 
not affect the argument: if at this point he was striving after 
conciseness, there was little need to add it as it provides no addit- 
ional information. But apart from the motive, we are left with the 
simple fact that TC omits it, and his rendering also bears its own 
stamp, indicating an individuality whether of person or of region. 
8. Looked at from another aspect, one verse reproduced in the Targums 
in so many different forms, none of which is identical with any other, 
suggests limits, the felt 
that they had some freedom in the wording of the interpretation of the 
scriptural text. 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
In spite of all that has been said about Targums, about Ephrem, 
about Syriac commentators, when we turn to the Peshitta the results 
from a textual point of view are non- existent. Both Gen. 10:8, 9 and 
I Chr. 1:10 show scant signs of Targumic, or any other, influence 
except that of MT which seems to be the model on which the translation 
was based. The only variant between Gen. 10:8 and I Chr. 1:10 is that 
the 4141'7112 of MT becomes in Gen- \ o and in Chr. t o 6R_1 e . 
The only sign of Targumic influence is in the treatment of -117' . 
All the Targums here are very exact; as, L)'% D is Masc., they use the 
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causative form of the verb, -1-.17114 . This is found also in the 
Peshitta 1-., of . But as this happens very frequently in the geneal- 
ogies, and is understandable from a translation point of view, there 
is no need to posit Targumic influence to explain it. If, on the other 
hand, several of the more significant features of TC were to appear 
in certain places in PC, one could see the change mentioned as part 
of the Targumic influence. But whether there is such an influence 
remains to be seen. 
II. I Chr 1:13 BUTHNIAS 
MT: "And Canaan became the father of Sidon his first -born . . ." 
TC: "And Canaan became the father of Buthnias who built Sidon - he is 
the first -born of Canaan." 
In TC, Sidon the person becomes Sidon the place, and Buthnias is 
brought in as its builder; but 'his first -born' now sounds strange when 
referred to a place, so this is rephrased: 'he' (Buthnias, one assumes) 
'is the first -born of Canaan'. 
The parallel verse is Gen. 10:15, which is identical in MT with 
Chr., except for a minor spelling variant in Sidon. 
No other Targum has any hint of Buthnias except Ps Jon, where 
Buthnias appears at Gen. 10:19 as a place -name substituted for Sidon. 
Gen. 10:19 MT "And the border of the Canaanites was from Sidon . . ." 
Ps Jon "And the border of the Canaanites was from Buthnias . . ." 
Thus, TC seems to adopt the following procedure: when a verse in 
Chr. (1:13) has a parallel verse (Gen. 10:15) which has no targumic 
expansion, an expansion to a non -parallel verse (Gen. 10:19) with a 
similar feature to the Chr. verse (Sidon) is transferred to the Chr. 
verse (1:13). Or, are there other possibilities? e.g. was there a 
tradition, which is reflected in TC, of another founder of Sidon? If 
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so, Josephus is unaware of it: "Chananaeus also had sons, of whom 
Sidonius built in Phoenecia a city named after him, still called Sidon 
by the Greeks . ".l Or, is Buthnias the name of a town which has 
since disappeared? 
The real difficulty in the appearance of Buthnias is to explain 
why Ps Jon should replace a well known name with a lesser known name. 
The related difficulty with TC is the reference to a city founder of 
whom no one has heard. 
The matter is complicated further by textual problems: 
(a) TC MSS V and C read U it'] 311:1 . Edition of A. Sperber reads 
(b) Ps Jon to Gen. 10:19 Rieder's edition reads tr,nT117.1. 
Ginsberger's edition reads II"7i17D 
The comments of S. Krauss2 are also not particularly helpful: he 
reads 01` ̀] 411D in TC and suggests it may represent xe c v t o l in 
the sense of 'native'; in Gen. 10:19 he reads U " ]71ti3 which he 
regards as identical with the 141'3 r1TJ of y.Maaser Sheni IV, 54d , 
but, as Krauss points out, neither Levy nor Kohut - nor, if we may add, 
Krauss - is able to give any satisfactory explanation of this latter 
town. 
Jastrow has bÁ r ] J2 11, 
Sidon . 
3 
D`4317611(?) . . . Bothneas, founder of 
From the above, the following may be noted: 
1. Of the Targums, only Ps Jon and TC refer to /yk``jJ11 :1. 
2. We have several variant readings and it is difficult to know which 
to accept. 
1. Ant. I, 138 
2. MGWJ 3 (1895) 62f. 
3. p. 151. 
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3. There may be a similar name in the Jerusalem Talmud, but (a) the 
spelling is not identical, (b) the place referred to is unidentified. 
4. In TC, 10W) 411 :1 is a person, in Ps Jon it is a place. Krauss 
sees the possibility that it may refer to a group of people or a town. 
5. The basic problem remains: why should the Targumist replace a well - 
known name by one that is scarcely known - explaining the known by the 
unknown, as it were? 
Two possible solutions suggest themselves: 
(a) rm.-iv-tn. may have grown out of a misreading and then a rewrit- 
ing of n. --î TJ'J . This would indicate some borrowing by Ps Jon from 
TC. 
(b) In Gen. 10:9 the question at issue is the mapping out and delin- 
eation of a border. Did Ps Jon, for his own reason, choose some 
scarcely known border town to replace Sidon in 10:19, and when TC 
borrowed this reference to replace his 1:13 Sidon, he felt a certain 
uneasiness about replacing a well -known town by a scarcely known or 
unknown one, and transformed Buthnias into the builder of Sidon, and 
rephrased the sentence accordingly. This seems to be the more likely 
possibility. 
III. I Chr. 1:19 PELEG 
TC "The name of the one was Peleg, because in his days the inhabitants 
of the earth were divided according to their language ". (According to 
their language is omitted in A. Sperber's edition.) 
Neo I ". . . the inhabitants of the earth were divided." (Gen. 10:25) 
Neo I M, which so often adds to Neo I, this time subtracts, and gives 
us the equivalent of the MT, 'the earth was divided'. 
MT I Chr. 1:19 "The name of the one was Peleg, because in his days 
the earth was divided . . ." (= MT Gen. 10:25) 
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MT leaves certain questions implicit but unanswered: 
(1) What was 'the earth'? 
(2) How was the division made? 
(3) At which point 'in his days' did the division take place? 
The Targums answer the first two questions: 
(1) 'the earth' = 'the inhabitants of the earth'.' 
(2) the division was made on the basis of language. 
Josephus also gives his ' Targum': "Phaleg, who was thus called 
because he was born at the time of the partition of territories, Phalek 
being the Hebrew for 'division' ".1 He has given his answer to the third 
question, though there is no reference to the question of language. 
Immediately the question of language is introduced, as in TC alone, 
the Targumist is linking the division with the story of the tower of 
Babel, the confusion of tongues, along with the overtones of God's 
punishment on an evil and proud generation. Peleg appears in several 
Jewish traditions, but he is not always linked with the problem of 
language: 
1. The Book of Jubilees: here there is some confusion: 
(a) VIII. 8 -30 gives a description of the division. Verse 8 reads: 
"And in the sixth year thereof, she bare him a son, and he called his 
name Peleg; for in the days when he was born the children of Noah began 
to divide the earth amongst themselves: for this reason he was called 
Peleg". There follows a secret division worked out by Shem, Ham and 
Japheth, which is then, apparently, ratified when they draw lots from 
Noah's bosom. In this account, 
i. the story is closely linked with Peleg and the meaning of his name; 
ii. the division is made purely on the basis of physical geography, 
i.e. 'the earth' = the earth; 
iii. language plays no part in the division. 
(b) X. 18 -27 gives another story of division. Again Peleg is mentioned, 
1. Ant. I, 146. 
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but only as the father of `1y 1 who provides the basis for word -play 
with 'ï ì signifying 'wicked', and this leads into the story of the 
wickedness of the people in building a tower with the end result of 
confusion of languages and division. In this story: 
i. Peleg is mentioned, but only incidentally as Reu's father, with 
no hint as to the meaning of his (Peleg's) name; 
ii. the 'earth' = the inhabitants of the earth; 
iii. language and division go together; 
iv. the note of wickedness and pride is stressed. 
Thus, we have the situation where, in the instance in which much 
stress is laid on the meaning of Peleg's name, there is no reference 
to 'inhabitants' or 'language', and in the instance in which there is 
no reference to the meaning of Peleg's name, the stress is on 'inhab- 
itants' and 'language'. 
2. In a work referred to by GINZBERGI, 'Zawwaat Naphtali', to 
which I have not had access, Ginzberg quotes Naphtali as warning his 
sons not to resist God ". . and not to forget your God, whom your 
father Abraham chose when the families of the earth were divided in 
the days of Peleg". The work goes on to describe how the seventy 
angels taught the seventy languages to the seventy families of Noah, 
but Abraham chose Hebrew. In this account: 
(a) the division is associated with Peleg and the meaning of his name; 
(b) 'the inhabitants of the earth' are involved; 
(c) the division and the question of language are closely linked. 
3. The Babylonian Talmud stresses the 'wickedness' aspect of the 
affair: b. Ab. Za. 18b, 19a. Part of a saying attributed to R. Samuel 
b. Nahmani in the name R. Jonathan refers to ï`I-1 `'kb ] N 
`{ ~ it Y$.)111 -) D A _1 n 11 "as it is said, 'Come, let us build a 
city and a tower, with its top in heaven ". Here Peleg, by implication, 
is linked with the Division, which is related to the tower, and which 
therefore inevitably brings in the language question. In this 
1. II, 214; V, 380, note 14. 
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reference, the stress is on the wickedness of the men of the division, 
and the link between Peleg, the division and the language is more 
implicit than explicit. 
4. Ber. R. XXXVII. 7 is primarily concerned to discuss exactly 
when in Peleg's lifetime the division was made, an attempt to answer 
Question 3 above. The alternatives are either at his birth, or later 
on in his life. There is some confusion here: if we include the words 
in square brackets in the Soncino edition of Freedman and Simon, it is 
later on in his life, and Eber is regarded as being able to avail him- 
self of the Holy Spirit and is called a great prophet in that he is 
able to call his son after an incident which is to happen later on in 
his son's life. Ginzberg's reading of this paragraph however leads 
him to regard the division as taking place at the time of Peleg's birth 
(cf. Jubilees)1. 
From what has been said above, the following may be noted: 
(a) Here we have an instance where the 'expansion' process has already 
begun in MT. 
(b) The Targumic expansions are found only in TC and Neo I, and, sur- 
prisingly, Neo I M wants to redress the balance and return to MT. 
(c) The Targums answer the questions implicit in MT: 
1. Neo I answers the question, What was 'the earth'? 
2. TC answers the question, How was the division made? 
(d) Question 3 (When did the division take place ?) is answered in 
various ways, e.g. in Jubilees and in Ber. R. 
(e) TC may be depending here on Jubilees. But the problems listed 
above in connection with its account make this unlikely unless we assume 
that TC has telescoped the two 'division stories'. 
1. V, 193, note 69. 
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IV. I Chr. 1:19 JOKTAN 
TC "Joktan, because in his days the years of the sons of men began 
to be cut off because of their sins." 
The expansion occurs in none of the Genesis Targums. 
The root of the expansion, if it is to be found in the biblical 
text, must somehow be linked with l uir , because there is no other 
word available. The suggestion of Le D6aut1 is that the link is with 
the similar sounding Jy L) F 
to cut, to cut off, a form of which is 
used in the expansion, NJ+T1171)5 . 
A similar view is found in Yashar Noah,2 though there is no mention 
of 'sins' as the reason for the cutting off. 
Two further questions require examination: 
1. Are there other 'expansions' on Joktan? 
2. Was Joktan a great sinner, or is TC merely suggesting that he 
happened to live at the time that men's lives were shortened because 
of sin but that he was not necessarily the great sinner? 
1. We find another expansion in Ber. R. VI. 4. "R. Aha said: 
Why was he called Joktan? Because he humbled himself. What did he 
earn thereby? He was privileged to beget thirteen families." Here 
Joktan is being used as an illustration of the theme 'He that humbles 
himself shall be exalted'. We have almost the same wording in XXXVII. 7 
as in VI. 4. Rashi follows much the same line commenting on Gen. 10:25, 
though his treatment of At,/l in 9:24, where he regards it as equival- 
ent to 'vile', 'despised', if applied to.Joktan, could turn him into 
someone worse than Uriah Heep: 
1. I, 40, note 12. 
2. Yashar Noah 17a; reference from GINZBBRG, I, 172 and V, 193, 
note 70. 
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2. From what has been said in the preceding paragraph, the picture 
given to us of Joktan is not that of a rogue or a vagabond or a sinner: 
quite the reverse. And in Ps. Philo he is portrayed as a very noble 
character. He is made a prince for the descendants of Shem, and, when 
Abraham refuses to take part in the building of the tower and is in 
serious trouble as a result, it is the God -fearing Joktan who tries 
to save him and enable him to escape.1 Thus, we have no suggestion 
of Joktan as the great sinner - he shares the lot of humanity whose 
days are shortened because of sin - a view reflected in the early 
chapters of Gen. (cf. 3:19; 6:7), and rather neatly expressed in Ber. 
R. VIII. 11 "if he sins, he will die; while if he does not sin, he 
will live ". 
We have a similar comment in Tg. Ruth 1:5, where we are told that 
the days of Mahlon and Chilion were cut off, 1111 ̀ `1x31` tiyZ+Tt17 , 
because of their sin in marrying into foreign nations. But we have no 
suggestion of such a sin in the case of Joktan. 
From the above we may note: 
(a) The expansion is based on a verb with a similar sound to the name 
in the text. 
(b) Of the Targums, only TC has an expansion. 
(c) Apart from Yashar Noah, TC's expansion is not found elsewhere, 
though Ber. R. records an expansion based on another root. 
(d) The fact that the less likely approach has been taken (i.e. sh UlZ 
l instead of 9+-) in TC is a good example of how the Targumist could 
manipulate the text in such a way as to put across the appropriate 
homiletical point. 
1. V, 17 VI, 1-14. 
V. I Chr. 1:20 ALMODAD 
TC "Almodad, who measured and divided the earth with ropes." 
Ps Jon Gen. 10:26 "Almodad, who measured the earth with ropes ". 
The other Targums have no expansion. 
The basis for the expansion in TC and Ps Jon seems to be found by 
extracting three letters from the name -1-117317N to give f -1-117 to 
measure (Heb), though in the expansion the Aramaic verb ¡nun to 
measure, anoint, is used. 
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I can find no reference to Almodad in other Jewish works and I 
am thus left with several unanswered questions: 
(a) What was the purpose of the measuring? Was it in some way 
associated with judgement? 
(b) What was the purpose of TC's extension 'and divided'? Divided 
into what? lands? countries? provinces? The verb used here is as in 
1:19, J ? T . But, in 1:19, a division had already taken place. Why 
now a further division in TC using the same verb? Is there any refer- 
ence to allotment of lands, or slavery, or taxes? Or should one trans- 
late N.9-1 N here as land rather than earth? 
From the above, the following may be noted: 
(a) The root of the expansion is already present in the Biblical text. 
(b) Of the Targums, only Ps Jon and TC have an expansion, and the 
expansion in TC seems to be an extension of that in Ps Jon. (Though 
having said this, one must constantly bear in mind that the shorter 
form is not necessarily the older.) 
(c) I have no further information on Almodad, and the details of the 
expansion in both Targums remain obscure. 
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VI. I Chr. 1:20 SHELEPH 
win i n n s g.1111-1 71 i' 1- 17 j '15 
TC "Sheleph, who drew the rivers into his domain" 
Ps Jon Gen. 10:26 "Sheleph, who drew the waters of the rivers." 
draw. 
The basis of the expansion is in the name '141u - v 17 Ù : to 
The above translation of TC presupposes il,rr11fl 7, which is what 
Jastrow suggests1, but there is no textual ground for this reading. 
If Jastrow is correct, the meaning would seem to be that he diverted 
the courses of the rivers primarily to irrigate his own land. The 
literal translation of the text as it stands, is: "Who drew the rivers 
to the borders /domain ". This implies that Sheleph did this primarily 
to deprive his neighbours of water. Le Deaut2 thinks the sense is even 
better if we take 14"73111J1 as borders = courses, i.e., "who diverted 
the rivers according to their courses ", though the meaning of the 
clause as thus translated is even more difficult to grasp, as rivers 
normally flow according to their courses without any need of diversion. 
Ps Jon's reading "who diverted the waters of the rivers" is 
neutral - no suggestion is made as to purpose: that he leaves us to 
infer. Perhaps TC is taking Ps Jon a stage further, and giving an 
answer to his implied question, but leaving us equally confused. 
Thus, from the above: 
(a) The root of the expansion is already present in the biblical text. 
(b) Of the Targums, only Ps Jon and TC have an expansion, and the 
expansion in TC seems to be an extension of that in Ps Jon. 
(c) It is difficult to understand exactly the meaning of TC's expansion. 
1. p. 1587. 
2. I, 40. 
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VII I Chr. 1:20 HAZARMAWETH 
TC "Hazarmaweth, who prepared a place of ambush to kill passers -by." 
There is no expansion in any of the Genesis Targums. 
The root of the expansion is in the total meaning of the word, which 
is split into two components al ti )3/ -1 s tl "courtyard of death ", 
(cf. Mishnaic Heb. cemetry1): Here, Hazarmaweth is the name of a man, 
who prepares an ambush, and the suggestion is that for the passers -by 
the ambush was indeed their 'courtyard of death', the place which led 
to their death. 
Ber. R. XXXVII. 8 has the same morbid approach but the emphasis 
is rather different: Hazarmaweth is a town. "R. Huna said: It refers 
to a place called Hazar Maweth, where people eat leeks, wear garments 
of papyrus, and hope daily for death. Samuel said: They did not even 
have garments of papyrus. ". The suggestion clearly is that this was 
a place where lived those who were about to die. 
Thus, from the above: 
(a) The root of the expansion is found in the total meaning of the 
word in the text. 
(b) Of the Targums, the expansion is found only in TC. 
(c) The only other reference to the name is in Ber. R., where the 
emphasis is rather different. 
VIII. I Chr. 1:20 JARACH 
TC "Jarach, who set up inns and all who went in to eat and drink he 
gave them to eat a deadly poison and he took everything they had." 
LL 
(For LP'01Y1 , C reads 7 ̀ x.117, but this makes no basic difference 
to the sense.) 
1. JASTROW, p. 496. 
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There is no expansion to be found in the Genesis Targums. 
Jarach is the innkeeper -poisoner- robber (not unlike his predecessor, 
Hazarmaweth:), but it is very difficult to see the connection between 
the name given and the activities listed. 
Biblical Hebrew: n r' = new moon, month. 
= moon 
= to journey, travel, wander. 
Aramaic: 1n-11a = to journey, travel, take lodging. Tg Jud.19:17 
= traveller, guest. 
There seem to be three possibilities: 
r 1. There is some word play between Irv, and rïl -, 0+ (cf. r.2 ti 
^ T 
and NWT, ) linking the name with the idea of lodging, guest, etc. 
2. Beck 
1 
links it with Jericho, `t h , which he somehow assoc- 
iates with a robbers' cave. Le Déaut remarks that Beck does not cite 
any source for such an interpretation, but is it not possible that 
Jericho may have been a notorious hide -out for robbers? May not this 
be one of the reasons why Jesus told the Good Samaritan story in the 
way he did? A. Plummer2 notes that "it was near Jericho that Pompey 
destroyed strongholds of Brigands" and he refers to Strabo, Geogr. 
xvi. 2. 41. 
3. Le Déaut3 wants to link it with YERAIH, a town at the southern- 
most tip of Lake Tiberias, though he does not give any grounds for such 
a connection, apart from the similarity of the two words. 
Thus, from the above: 
(a) The root of the expansion may be in the word r 1" , but it is very 
difficult to find. 
(b) Of the Targums, only TC gives the expansion. 
1. LE DEAUT, I, 41, note 16. 
2. St. Luke (ICC) p. 286, note 1. 
3. I, 41, note 16. 
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IX. I Chr. 1:23 OPHIR 
TC " Ophir, a place where gold is mined." 
There are no expansions at the parallel verse (10:29) in the Genesis 
Targums. 
In TC, Ophir, the son of Joktan, has become Ophir, a place, and 
as Ophir must have become almost synonymous with gold (cf. I Ki. 10:11; 
Job 22:24), it was natural, if perhaps a little superfluous, for the 
Targumist, to record the association. 
X. I Chr. 1:23 HAVILAH 
TC "Hawilah, a place where jewels are mined" 
There are no expansions at the parallel verse (Gen. 10:29) in the Gen. 
Targums. 
Again, as with Ophir, Joktan's son Hawilah, has become a place, 
and as one of the places of that name in the OT was famous for its 
precious stones (see Gen. 2:11), the Targumist records the association. 
XI. I Chr. 1:24 SHEM 
TC "Shem, the great priest." ) 1 ) N7,1D 
In MT, the section dealing with the ten generations from Shem to 
Abraham (I Chr. 1:24 -27) is a ruthless abbreviation of a much longer 
section in Gen. (11:10 -32). In Chr. Shem is mentioned merely as the 
first name in the list, whereas in Gen. (10:10f) various statistics 
are given about his age, etc. 
In the Targums at the parallel verses in Gen, there is no expan- 
sion, but it may be that here TC is following the same procedure as he 
adopted in dealing with Sidon, i.e. he transfers material from a non- 
parallel verse or verses and inserts it at the verse in Chr. 
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The expansion in TC is normally regarded as a transference to Shem 
of certain characteristics associated with Melchizedek1. I should like, 
therefore, to examine in detail how this happened, why it happened, 
and if indeed this is the question at issue in the expansion in TC. 
Melchizedek is mentioned twice in the Old Testament: 
(a) Gen. 14:18 -20; (b) Ps. 110:4. 
In each of these passages his role as a priest is stressed. 
In pre -Christian times we are not particularly aware of any 
discussion or embarrassment caused by Melchizedek's appearance or by 
his relationship to Abraham. 
Around the beginning of the Christian era there are four non - 
biblical references to Melchizedek: 
1. PHILO (1st Century A.D.) refers to him three times.2 
In De Abr §235 Melchizedek is the 'great priest' (/,cça,sç ¡EPÚS ) 
of the 'greatest God' ().(61;f5-1-60 OEcav ) . Though he adds additional 
details to the Gen. 14 story, the important thing from our point of 
view is that Melchizedek is so impressed by Abraham's victory that he 
regards it as God -given, raises his hands to heaven in prayer, offers 
victory sacrifices, and "rejoices in Abraham's victory as though it 
were his own ".3 
In Leg. Alleg. III, 079 -82 God has made Mel 'king of peace' and 'his 
own priest'. The interpretation becomes allegorical and Melchizedek 
becomes the Logos. 
2. GENESIS APOCRYPHON (1st Century B.C. or A.D.) has some minor 
1. LE DEAUT, I, 41, note 17. 
2. For full details see HORTON, pp. 55ff, to whom I am indebted for 
several of the details in the following paragraphs. 
3. HORTON, p. 56. 
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additions in its rendering of Gen. 14:18 -20, but they do not concern 
us here. 
3. 11Q MELCHIZEDEK. (Horton dates palaeography and composition 
not far from 50 A.D.) This work is made up of a number of small frag- 
ments which makes reading and comprehension difficult. "Of the extant 
portions of the text there is not a single line which can be read in 
its entirety without reconstruction "1. This fact must make one cautious 
in any pronouncement. But it is clear that here Melchizedek plays a 
more -than -human role: ". . . the author considered Melchizedek to be 
a superior being of some sort who will appear at the end of the days 
to bring atonement for the sons of light and who is the direct opponent 
of Belial. ".2 
4. JOSEPHUS (1st Century A.D.) mentions Melchizedek in his War VI, 
438, and Antiquities I, 179 -181. In War, Melchizedek's reputation is 
considerably enhanced, he is made a temple -builder, and, because he is 
a righteous king, becomes a priest. In Antiquities Melchizedek is so 
delighted at Abraham's victory that he showers lavish hospitality on 
him and his army. In the midst of the feast he praises Abraham and 
blesses God for his help to Abraham. In response to these gifts and 
glowing tributes Abraham gives him a tithe of the spoil. "Now this 
Melchizedek hospitably entertained Abraham's army, providing abundantly 
for all their needs, and in the course of the feast, he began to extol 
Abraham and to bless God for having delivered his enemies into his 
hand. Abraham then offered him the tithe of the spoil, and he accepted 
the gift. "3 
1. HORTON, p. 73. 
2. HORTON, p. 79. 
3. Ant. I, 181. 
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These four 1st Century A.D. documents treat Melchizedek as a 
priest, as a larger- than -life figure, as the Logos, as a friend of 
Abraham. Apart from one instance we have no hint that any of these 
writers was aware of an acute problem presented by Melchizedek's 
relationship to Abraham - indeed, quite the reverse, for, - possibly 
because he is the first priest mentioned in the Bible - he is thought 
of (perhaps) as the first priest from whom all priesthood derives. 
We have this feeling of 'firstness' and 'uniqueness', especially in 
Josephus' War. It may be (and this is the 'one instance' referred to 
above) that between his writing the War and his writing the Antiquities, 
doubts had been expressed about Abraham's offering the tithe, for, in 
the Antiquities the tithe is presented almost as a mutual exchange of 
gifts and goodwill in the midst of festivities. In so shifting the 
emphasis, Josephus may be trying to remove the suggestion that Abraham 
is in any way inferior to or dependent on Melchizedek. 
One additional argument for a 'happy' relationship between 
Melchizedek and Abraham, i.e. that the tithe- giving had created no 
problem in the pre- Christian centuries, may lie in the unaltered 'he' 
or 'him' of Gen. 14:20. No attempt was made by exegetes or translators 
to alter the ambiguous 'he' /'him': 
LL 
7D1] `1UJlt 1/2 1114I . 
Here LXX agrees with MT. If this verse had constituted a problem surely 
the change would have been made, and by substituting proper names for 
the personal pronouns, Melchizedek would have been seen as offering 
the tithe to Abraham, just as, in the reverse direction, ARSV has 
changed 'he' to 'Abram': 
This leads us to the heart of the problem involved in Gen. 14:20 - 
Who gave whom the tithe? If the subject is Abraham, as seems to have 
been generally accepted, we have the following picture: a non -Jewish 
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priest blesses a Jew, indeed the Jew, who in return gives him a gift, 
i.e. pays for the blessing, or at least acknowledges the superiority 
of the other partner. This story could therefore be interpreted as 
invalidating the Jewish priesthood, or at least as acknowledging its 
inferiority. 
It would seem that this remained only a potential problem so far 
as Judaism was concerned, and that it became a real problem and a source 
of great embarrassment only when the Christians picked up this text 
and, in conjunction with Ps. 110, used it as a very powerful weapon 
with which to downgrade the Jewish priesthood and at the same time 
enhance the priesthood of Christ. We see this being done especially 
in the Epistle to the Hebrews, where the writer selects and develops 
various aspects of the Gen. 14:18 -20 story - lack of genealogy, giving 
of tithe, and 'the blessing' - to show the superiority of Christ's 
priesthood and work over all Jewish institutions.1 
The Church Fathers carried this argument on 
"In general the function of Melchizedek for the church fathers was 
that of a priest of the uncircumcision, a priesthood carried on 
through Christ. For them the Aaronical or Levitical priesthood 
was subordinate to the more inclusive priesthood of Melchizedek, 
and the priesthood of Christ once again took up this former, 
greater priesthood of Melchizedek. This priesthood is understood 
as being continued in the priesthood of the church. "2 
To prevent such arguments making headway among the faithful, 
Judaism had to deal effectively with an ancestorless, non -Jew, who was 
regarded as being superior to Abraham, and whose current presence and 
interpretation were in danger of discrediting one of Judaism's most 
1. For a careful discussion of this see J. A. FITZMYER, "Now This 
Melchizedek . . ." CBQ 25 (1963) 305-321, now in Essays on the 
Semitic Background of the New Testament, 1971, pp. 221 -243, 
esp. pp. 233 -243. 
2. HORTON, p. 88f. 
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sacred institutions. Judaism's answer was to equate Melchizedek with 
Shem, the son of Noah. As to when this identification took place we 
are not certain, but there are some pointers. The Targums, excluding 
TO, make the identification by simple statement rather than by argument: 
at Gen. 14:18, we find the following: 
Ps Jon "And Melchizedek, who is Shem the son of Noah. . ." 
Neo I (and M) "And Melchizedek, king of Jerusalem, he is Shem the 
great . . ." 
FT "And Melchizedek, king of Jerusalem, who is Shem the great . . ." 
This dealt very thoroughly with the problem of ancestry and 
'Jewishness'. J. A. Fitzmyer remarks1 "By equating Melchizedek with 
Shem, the rabbinical tradition thus incorporated him into the Israelite 
nation and provided him with a genealogy; see Gen. 10:1; 11:10 -26. 
C. Spicq . . . points out that the haggadah identified Melchizedek with 
Shem, the eldest son of Noah, because from Adam to Levi the cult was 
supposed to have been cared for by the first -born." J. Bowker2 puts 
it thus: "Melchizedek, by being identified with Shem, was brought 
firmly inside the Jewish fold, and thus no priesthood was admitted 
outside Judaism ". 
Can any date be given to this identification - e.g. by a non -Targum 
reference -point? The most helpful is to be found in b. Ned. 32b, 
where we have comments attributed to R. Ishmael ben Elisha "R. Zechariah 
said on R. Ishmael's authority: The Holy one, blessed be He, intended 
to bring forth the priesthood from Shem, as it is written, And he was 
the priest of the most high God. D 7112CR 41D1:1 I~-11I ilk 
1. op. cit., p. 230, note 32. 
2. p. 198. 
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11 T11-1"--"In ial-171;1 710-lat? . . . Hence it is written, 
And he was a priest of the most High God, (implying that) he was a 
priest, but not his seed." Here the identification is clearly made, 
but there is added the statement that it was God's intention to derive 
the priesthood from Shem (= Melchizedek), but because he had erred in 
blessing Abraham before he blessed God, the priesthood passed to Abraham. 
J. Bowker1 notes that in order to make an effective reply to the 
Christians, the Jews "made some attempt to reduce the character of 
Melchizedek to human size ". The same point is made by R. Travers 
Herford,2 who sees in the 'depreciation of Melchizedek' in b. Ned. 32b 
an argument against certain Gnostics as well as the Christian readers 
of Heb. While part of the answer of the Jews to the Christians may 
have been to relegate Melchizedek somewhat (and we may have hints of 
this in TO and Ps Jon, where Melchizedek is not called a priest, but 
the word Wylto)3 is used instead), surely the other aspect of the 
Melchizedek -Shem equation should not be lost sight of, i.e. to bring 
him within the Jewish fold and to give him a good genealogy, and there- 
fore to give him a better, i.e. a more orthodox status. There are 
of course also some rather derogatory remarks about Shem in Jewish 
literature, e.g. Ruth R. VIII. 1, which implies that descent from Shem 
had something dishonourable about it. But this is attributed to R. 
Abba b. Kahana, third century, and may reflect some later controversy. 
But in spite of these problems, the identification was made. Horton's 
summary3 is particularly concise: 'Whatever the reasons for this 
identification, the identification of Melchizedek with Shem had already 
1. p. 197. cf. HORTON, p. 123. 
2. Christianity in Talmud and Midrash, (1903), pp. 338 -340. 
3. HORTON, p. 118. 
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been made by the first third of the second century A.D., as is shown 
by several quotations from R. Ishmael ben Elisha, the contemporary 
and exegetical opponent of R. Akiba (ca 110 -135) ". 
We have the identification presupposed also in Midr. Teh. on Ps. 
37:1, referring to the feeding of the animals in the ark; Melchizedek 
turns out to be one of the sons of Noah doing the actual feeding, and 
it is reasonable to assume that the son referred to is Shem. 
We have the identification made, "Therefore, Melchizedek was Shem ", 
and reasons given for it in Midr. Teh. on Ps. 76:3. 
It is difficult to date these last two references, as Midr. Teh., 
in its earlier part was probably finally put together between the 
seventh and nineth centuries or later. 
1 
Although Horton finds no evidence for the view that the Melchizedek - 
Shem identification was part of the Jewish answer to the skilful use by 
the Christians of an ancestorless, non -Jew, I feel that the pre - 
Christian silence on the matter, followed by the identification being 
found in various places in mid -second century can be better explained 
by the presence or the sudden emergence of some need to make the 
identification, and/as R. Travers Herford implies /the use of Melchizedek 
in Heb. seems to provide that need. 
When we turn to Syriac- speaking Christianity, we discover that 
Aphrahat was aware of the Melchizedek - Abraham problem,2 and that although 
Ephrem expressed some non -New Testament ideas on the priesthood, he 
also expressed views on the priesthood very close to those of Heb. 
Murray notes that "he also follows a midrashic tradition, found already 
1. BOWKER, p. 89. 
2. MURRAY, p. 50. 
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in the Palestinian Targum, that Melchizedek is Noah's son, Shem ".1 
Whether he accepts this identification or not it is difficult to say, 
as he prefaces his statement with "they say ", though Murray gives the 
impression that Ephrem does accept it. 
The Syrian Fathers, in Levene's study, are obviously aware of the 
problem and present a very novel solution to it. They so shift the 
emphasis as to give a different interpretation of the text and main- 
tain that Melchizedek merely stated that Abraham was already blessed: 
"When he blessed Abraham, he did not say, 'Blessed art thou of the Lord', 
or 'The Lord bless thee', but he said to him, before those who stood by, 
'Blessed be Abram of God Most High etc.'; as one might say, 'I know 
already that Abram is blessed and meet to be blessed of God who made 
heaven and earth, and does not need my blessing.' ".2 
Before preceeding further, I should like to sum up the results 
produced from non -Targumic evidence which may be used as date refer- 
ence- points for the Targums. The Genesis Targums (and probably TC), 
excluding TO, tell us that Melchizedek = Shem. We find this mentioned 
in: 
1. b. Ned 32b, where the identification is attributed to R. Ishmael 
ben Elisha, whose dates are usually given as 120 -140. 
2. Ephrem refers to it as in the Palestinian Targum (Ephrem 306 -373). 
If we take Heb. as pre 95, the Melchizedek statements in Heb. 
produce a Jewish response of which we have evidence 120 -140, and con- 
firmation that it was in Pal Targ in fourth Century. Thus these Pal 
1. p. 180. 
2. LEVENE, pp. 87f. 
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Targ references to Melchizedek = Shem could be dated from say 130 A.D. 
on, and not until after 95. 
So far the emphasis has been on Melchizedek's being equated with 
Shem to ensure that the Christian use of Melchizedek in downgrading 
the Jewish priesthood did not triumph. This confers Jewish pedigree 
on Melchizedek and makes Shem a priest. It is this last statement, 
however, which provokes a further query: Does it make Shem a priest? 
OR, was Shem already regarded as a priest, and therefore proved to be 
a very fitting and convenient character with whom to equate Melchizedek? 
The story of TAMAR may provide part of the answer to this latter 
question. In Gen. 38, we have the story of Judah's marriage to a 
Canaanite, Bath -Shua, and the birth of his two sons, Er and Onan, his 
first -born taking Tamar as wife and soon leaving her a widow. Judah 
does not deal very nobly with her and in due course she acts as a 
prostitute and becomes pregnant by him, giving birth to twins, the 
former of whom, Perez, becomes an ancestor of David (Ruth 4:18 -22). 
Judah's part in the affair is not very edifying, but Tamar as the 
unfairly- treated -one became highly respected as the ancestress of David - 
or, should one say, because she became the ancestress of David she 
became highly respected and more and more was seen as the 'innocent 
party'.1 As such an ancestress, there was no doubt the desire to ensure 
that her pedigree was flawless. Gen. 38 gives her no genealogy - like 
Melchizedek: - but this the Rabbis provide and Shem is the one chosen 
to fill the gap. He is the father of Tamar.2 But why was Shem chosen? 
1. Was he chosen because he was already a priest, and - taking 
Lev. 21:9 and Gen. 38:24 together - only a priest could be her father? 
1. See b. Meg. 10b. 
2. Ber. R. LXXXV. 10; Bem. R. XIII. 4. 
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If so, how had Shem become a priest? Vay. R. XX. 1 gives us the 
occasion, if not the reason, in the name of R. Eliezer (A.D. 140 -65): 
a lion maimed Noah, and Shem had to take his place in offering the 
sacrifices. If we accept that it was the Melchizedek- Abraham problem 
which had made him a priest, then possibly the Tamar problem post- 
dates the Melchizedek -Shem equation. But this still leaves unexplained 
why in the first instance, Shem had been chosen as the other part of 
the Melchizedek equation. Perhaps the idea of the first -born caring 
for the cult as mentioned by Spicq 
1 
above provides the answer. 
2. Was Shem chosen as father, and then, having been chosen, it 
was necessary - in view of Gen. 38:24 and Lev. 21:9 - to make him a 
priest? And, in due course, when the Melchizedek problem arose, he 
was already a priest which made the Melchizedek -Shem equation much 
simpler. Again, this raises the question as to why he was chosen as 
father. Perhaps it was because Tamar needed a highly esteemed father 
and Shem was in this category. This approach implies that the Tamar 
problem predated the Melchizedek affair. 
3. Was Shem, in Rabbinic tradition, regarded as a priest, for 
reasons unknown? At different times, the Melchizedek problem and the 
Tamar search for a father, used Shem quite independently, simply because 
he was a priest, and in each case, the nature of the problem required 
one who had priestly status. 
To me, number 1 seems the most probable: 
(a) If we accept that there was controversy over Melchizedek 
because of the Heb. treatment of him, it is only natural that a 'big 
1. See note 1 on p.53. 
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name' within the Faith would be able to deal with it adequately, and 
where better to go than to Shem, especially if there were already some 
suggestion as to his 'priest -potentiality' as the first -born, this 
potentiality being fully realised by the identification with Melchizedek. 
(b) If any dating in these areas can be regarded as reliable,1 
the statement attributed to R. Ishmael in b. Ned. 32b (where it is made 
clear that Melchizedek and Shem have been identified and Shem is 
clearly regarded as a priest) is in the 120 -140 period. The earliest 
statement about Tamar, however, is attributed to R. Meir, 140 -165.2 
But this is not very conclusive. 
To return, however, to I Chr. 1:24, and to try to sum up: 
(a) Shem appears three times in I Chr. 1 (1:4, 17, 24). In the first 
two references his name is given without further comment. It is only 
in 1:24 that an addition the great priest is given. 
(b) This addition could be simply a reference to the priestly role 
exercised by Shem - and nothing more. Yet, when Shem as a priest is 
mentioned in Jewish tradition it is normally in a 'Melchizedek' or in 
a 'Tamar' context. If TC were referring here only to the Tamar affair, 
it is unlikely that the adjective 'great' would be added, and further, 
in the Gen. 14:18 -20 Targums, i.e. in a 'Melchizedek' context, we are 
very conscious of the Shem 'the great' emphasis. I would conclude, 
therefore, that the reference is primarily to Melchizedek - though TC 
may have had the context of Tamar in mind, but secondarily. 
1. The question of dating and attribution of sayings are closely related, 
and bearing in mind the comments by J. NEUSNER, The Idea of Purity 
in Ancient Judaism (1973), pp. 3 -5 and by L. JACOBS, "How much of 
the Babylonian Talmud is Pseudepigraphic ?" JJS, XXVIII (1977), 
46 -59, statements on dating must be treated with caution unless 
there are external criteria. 
2. Ber. R. LXXXV. 10. 
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(c) The Gen, passage on which this section of Chr. is based, does not 
have these comments on Shem in the Targums; the Shem- Melchizedek 
equation is made in the Gen. Targums (less TO) in the section dealing 
with Melchizedek. As Melchizedek, however, does not appear in the MT 
of Chr., it is natural for the matter to be referred to in TC under 
the heading of 'Shem'. 
(d) It is difficult to talk about TC being dependent on any of the 
Targums listed in (c) above, because the TC expansion is so brief, and 
because the equation was so widely known. But it is to be noted that 
only TC, Neo I, and FT have the priest emphasis, and it is only Philo 
who has exactly the same expression as TC, Nn.--) A13 ïl 0 - p E oi-S 
t / 
L Ç 1S 
XII. I Chr. 1:43 BELA 
MT "Bela, son of Beor, and the name of his city was Dinhabah." 
TC "Balaam, son of Beor, the wicked, i.e. Laban 
allied himself with the sons of Esau in order 
and his sons, and he sought to destroy them, 
Edom, and the name of the capital city of his 
Dinhabah, which was given to him as a gift." 
the Aramean, who 
to destroy Jacob 
and he ruled over 
kingdom was 
In TC, Bela has become Balaam, about whom we are told the following: 
1. he was wicked; 
2. he was Laban, the Aramean; 
3. he linked up with the sons of Esau to destroy Jacob and his sons; 
4. he ruled over Edom; 
5. his capital, Dinhabah, was given to him as a gift. 
1. To appreciate fully the picture of Balaam in TC, we must first 
look at the picture given to us in MT. In the Old Testament1 Balaam 
is depicted in a not unfavourable light. Indeed, Balak, king of Moab, 
who asked Balaam to curse Israel, emerges as the much more sinister 
1. Num. 22 -24; 31:8, 16; Deut. 23:5f; Jos. 13:22; 24:9 -10; Neh. 13:2; 
Mic. 6:5. 
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figure. Yet, when Balaam appears in certain Jewish traditions, he is 
a very wicked man. G. Vermes1, however, points out that the picture 
of Balaam the Villain has its origins in the Old Testament - in the 
latest stratum of the Hexateuch, the P stratum. "It" (i.e. the portrait 
of Balaam the Villain) "is almost entirely based on the P supplement 
to the episode, namely the killing of Balaam and his responsibility 
for Israel's sin with the Moabite women ".2 This part we find in Num. 
31:8, 16; Jos. 13:22. With this as their starting point the Rabbis 
completely transformed the character of Balaam into that of a shiftless, 
evil - minded, vicious hater of Israel. Just as Abraham personifies so 
much that is good, Balaam personifies much that is evil. For example, 
in m. Ab. 5.19, in one paragraph he is referred to four times as 
"Balaam the wicked" in contrast to (the virtuous) "Abraham our father ". 
Each of Balaam's actions, however innocent, is twisted to his discredit, 
e.g. in Num. 22:21 we read "And Balaam rose up in the morning and 
saddled his ass ". This simple, 'neutral' act is compared, in the 
Babylonian Talmud3, with a similar simple, 'neutral' act of Abraham 
in Gen. 22:3, and is then used to denigrate Balaam's action as spring- 
ing from a motive of hate, in contrast to that of Abraham, where the 
motive is one of love. One authority is, in fact, quoted in the 
Talmud,4 as instructing that Biblical passages relating to Balaam are 
to be interpreted to his disadvantage. This dominant aspect in the 
Rabbis' estimate of Balaam, i.e. his wickedness, is reflected also in 
the three New Testament references to him, (II Pet. 2 :15, 16; Jude 11; 
Rev. 2:14), where he is regarded as almost a prototype of certain kinds 
1. pp. 126 -177, especially 173ff. 
2. VERMES, p. 175. 
3. b. Sanh. 105b. 
4. Mar b. Rabina, b. Sanh. 106b. 
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of evil. Rather like the treatment accorded to Judas by the New 
Testament writers, the Rabbis found it difficult to mention his name 
without attributing some kind of evil to him. As Vermes1 puts it: 
"In the eyes of these interpreters, Balaam is the personification 
of cupidity, pride and hatred . . . He is the Wicked Man par 
excellence, and the fact that God addressed him as a prophet only 
increases his guilt . . . Every word and gesture of Balaam, however 
apparently innocuous, is interpreted unfavourably by the comment- 
ators. Wicked are all the thoughts, aims, words and deeds of 
Balaam the Villain." 
2. and 3. Balaam's wickedness is underlined in TC, by his being 
identified with "Laban the Aramean", an identification which is more 
explicit in Ps Jon to Num. 22:52, in which however, the positions are 
reversed: "And he sent messengers to Laban the Aramean, i.e. Balaam, 
who sought to swallow up the people of the house of Israel ". In Ps 
Jon to Num. 31:8, when Phinehas meets Balaam shortly before he kills 
him, he challenges him with this identification: "Art thou not Laban, 
the Aramean, who didst seek to kill Jacob our father? Then thou didst 
go down into Egypt to destroy his descendants. And when they had come 
up out of Egypt, thou didst stir up against them the wicked Amalekites. ". 
In this Egypt -Amalekites reference we have reflected the tradition that 
Balaam had been in Egypt, and, as one of Pharaoh's counsellors, had 
advised the destruction of the male children of the Hebrews,3 and that, 
thwarted in Egypt, he had incited the Amalekites (descendants of Esau) 
to accomplish what he had failed to achieve.4 
In view of the fact that the expansion in TC is based primarily 
on Bela (MT J? a), we might have expected TC, in converting it to 
1. p. 174. 
2. cf. b. Sanh. 105a. 
3. See also Shem. R. XXVII, 3, 6. GINZBERG, II, 256, where he quotes 
from Yashar Shemot,.128a -130b. See also b. Sot. lla. 
4. cf. Est. R. VII. 13. 
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L7 ?=, to have brought out, either directly or indirectly in the 
a clear indication of the derivation from J y .:a. (Aramaic 
1) 17 ) to swallow up. This is done in Ps Jon to Num. 22:5, " Baläam, 
who sought to swallow up the people, the house of Israel" Ns10:1 O 
7 ¡.1-1 ` T1'21 WM9 1' Y1171/317 . But there is no hint of it; 
indeed the verbs used in the expansion in TC are U 1 T.Tl and S-`i a ri . 
This may be an indication of the secondary nature of the expansion 
in TC, i.e. that it has moved away from the 'foundation -pillars' of 
the expansion as found in the more explicit, and therefore (perhaps) 
more original form of Ps Jon to Num. 22:5. 
4. he ruled over Edom: a rather gratuitous statement, as we have 
been told already at the beginning of the verse that he was a king of 
Edom. It should be noted that not all scholars regard the change from 
.Y 17a to TIN a as a later Jewish exegetical development; some 
see no difficulty in equating the `171 la :917 of I Chr. 1:43 
(= Gen. 36:31) with the í`1y7 T1 
LI of Num. 22:5, e_g. Curtis 1 
comments "The name is so similar to 'Balaam the son of Beor' (Num. 22- 
24) that some have regarded the two persons as identical (EBi I col. 
524, Gray, Nu. p. 324) ". We may have a hint of the Balaam -Bela equation 
in the MS tradition of Pesh. to Num. 23:7, where in the statement 
6 b 1 and 12 b 2 read +4:1 for ¡ l.2 
5. His capital city was Dinhabah, which was given to him as a 
gift. This seems to be an attempt to link the name fl) ̀1 with the 
root Pj,`,1'A to give. Curtis simply notes "Location unknown "3, and I 
am unable to find any reference as to when this may have been given to 
him as a gift, or as a fee for divination or whatever: 
1. p. 77. 
2. I owe this reference to Dr A. P. Hayman. 
3. p. 77. 
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Before attempting to sum up this long expansion on Bela, reference 
may be made in passing to the small expansion which occurs in I Chr. 
1:43 and elsewhere in this section (I Chr. 1:43 -54) in TC, and in Ps 
Jon in the parallel section of Gen. 36:31 -43: "His city" becomes "the 
city of the house of his kingdom ", i.e. his capital. 
Looking at the Bela expansion in TC, the following should be noted: 
(a) In the Gen. Targums to the parallel section (Gen. 36:31 -43), 
there is no suggestion of Bela and Balaam being regarded as the same 
person, except in a variant reading in Ps Jon Gen. 36:32 
(Rieder's edition), which is the reading accepted by Ginsberger. This 
may indicate that the expansions etc. on Balaam belonged originally 
to the Num. context and were not transferred to Bela in Gen, because 
the identification had 'not been made; later, however, the identifica- 
tion was made in TC (or in the tradition which TC reflects), and with 
the new name Balaam came also from Ps Jon to Num. 22 some of the 
traditions which had grown up around that name. This may receive 
some support: 
(i) from the 'secondary character' of the TC expansion already noted1, 
i.e. that whereas in Ps Jon the expansion (to Num. 22:5) is clearly 
1;4) shown to have its root in t7.I , to swallow up, TC has no suggestion 
of this; 
(ii) from the fact that in Ginzberg, the only reference to Balaam's 
being king of Edom is in I, 424 "The first Edomite king was the Aramean 
Balaam, called Bela in his capacity as ruler of Edom ". In the note 
referred to for this statement,2 the only evidence quoted is 'Targum 
1. under headings "2. and 3." 
2. V, 329, note 324. 
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1 Chron 1. 43; Targum Yerushalmi Gen. 36:32'. And we have already 
noted that the 13 y 17 Z reading in the second reference is disputed, 
being used by Ginsberger, but not by Rieder. 
Another tradition quoted by GinzbergI may also have some light to 
throw on this. The tradition is from Yashar Shemot, and in it the 
first Edomite king is Bela, son of Beor, a fine warrior, who "reigned 
happily for thirty years" and was killed in a war with Joseph and his 
brethren. Later on, however,2 in the same Edomite context, we have a 
Balaam, son of Beor, a fifteen year old youth who, by his magic powers, 
is able to warn the ruler not to attack the Egyptians, though on a sub- 
sequent occasion his magic powers seem to desert him. The important 
thing, from our point of view, is that Bela and Balaam are here two 
distinct persons, and Balaam is not king of Edom. 
(b) There does seem to be considerable affinity of TC with Ps Jon to 
Num. and the indications are that Ps Jon is the more original, though 
the expansion on TIM-01-1 seems to be peculiar to TC. 
(c) TC's statements show a certain conciseness (similar to the concise- 
ness shown when dealing with Nimrod), and yet there is some strange 
repetitiveness, e.g. "he ruled over Edom ", or the two references to 
destroying the sons of Jacob - unless we take (i) the first verb P¡ ß.Y1 
as meaning to corrupt and (ii) the second verb JI-7701 as meaning to 
destroy; or unless we regard (i) the first phrase as referring to the 
Amalekites and (ii) the second phrase as referring to Balaam's own ill - 
fated efforts as recorded in Ps Jon to Num. 24:10 -14, especially 24:10. 
(d) There is some similarity between TC's treatment of Balaam and that 
of another 'villain', Nimrod (I Chr. 1:10). A few strokes of the brush 
1. II, 156f and V, 372, notes 424 and 425. 
2. II, 159. 
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in each case, giving us a summary of some, but by no means all, of 
the information available, but enough to leave us in no doubt as to 
the writer's opinion of the character concerned. 
XIII. I Chr. 1:44 BELA and PHINEHAS 
TC And Bela died, whom Phinehas slew in the desert. 
Bela having been identified with Balaam in the preceding verse, 
one expects the identification to appear here also in TC. But in TC 
1:44 it is BELA who is spoken of, not Balaam, though it is clear that 
now in the Targumist's mind the names are interchangeable, for the 
expansion which tells us how Bela died is found elsewhere in relation 
to Balaam. In Num. 31:8, MT, Balaam's death is stated quite briefly, 
. and they also slew Balaam the son of Beor with the sword ". Ps 
Jon to this Num. verse gives us a wealth of detail involving the pur- 
suit of the wicked Balaam by the priest Phinehas in the air, Balaam's 
bargaining for his life and his finally being slain by the sword of 
Phinehas. Vermes1 suggests that the root of this expansion may lie in 
the use of 5.v in Num. 31:8: ARSV ". . . with the rest of their 
slain ": 1371'171-1n L»), 
In b. Sanh. 106b, we also have a reference to the death of Balaam 
at the hand of Phinehas, but this time no details are given, except 
that Phinehas is not a priest but a robber. In a discussion between 
R. Hanina and a certain 2.1J' n , the latter states that he has seen 
Balaam's Chronicle in which it is written 41177311 1`3-1 L7 4n 
; wo-o -t, í1111D 1'1" I) ``1T1 
Thus, from the above: 
13y173 T3ers . 
1. p. 171. 
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(a) The expansion in TC is a summary which may have been trans- 
ferred from a longer expansion to a non -parallel passage in Ps Jon 
(cf. Sidon and Shem). 
(b) The root 
lof 
the expansion in its Num. context may be in the 
text, in the word 7 S) , on, upon, over. 
(c) As the TC expansion is so brief, a link with the Babylonian 
Talmud should not be ruled out. 
XIV. I Chr. 1:46 HADAD and MIDIAN 
TC ". . . Hadad . . . who slew the Midianites in the fields of the 
Moabites when they fought a battle with them. 
The reference to Hadad's smiting Midian is identical in MT of 
I Chr. 1:46 and Gen. 36:35. The better to see what the Targums make 
of it, I shall reproduce the essential part of it. ". . . Hadad . . 
who smote Midian in the country ( 1 --11tí.) of Moab." The various 
Targums treat this verse as follows: 
TO ". . . who slew the Midianites in the fields of Moab." 
Ps Jon ". . . who slew the Midianites when he drew up battle" (= fought 
a battle) "with them in the fields of Moab" 
Neo I . . who slew the Midianites in the borders of the Moabites." 
TC ". . . who slew the Midianites in the fields of the Moabites when 
they fought a battle with them." 
Syr. Peshitta (Gen.) ". . . who slew the Midianites in the fields of 
Moab." 
PC ". . . who put to the sword the Midianites in the fields of the 
Moabites." 
(I have used the translation 'put to the sword' in the preceding sen- 
tence to draw attention to the fact that Pehsitta Gen. uses N..p 
and PC ,a-N1.--u .) u 
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Looking at the above, the following should be noted: 
1. In all the renderings, there is a tendency: 
(a) to change the singular i mo into the Plural (TC, TO, Ps 
Jon, Pesh); Neo I has 'borders', which by transference becomes 'terri- 
tory') - this, however, is quite reasonable, as the Hebrew ¡t-lw has 
this wider reference, as seen, e.g. in Köhler- Baumgartner Lexicon : 
open field, fields, domain. 
1 
(b) to change Singular Person /Tribe /Place -names into Plural names 
of peoples, e.g. Moab becomes the Moabites. 
2. In two of the renderings, we find the expansion when he /they fought 
a battle with them. 
(a) This expansion is found in Ps Jon and TC: 
(i) In Ps Jon it is more of an insertion between two phrases, "who 
slew the Midianites when he drew up battle with them in the fields of 
Moab ", and in this form leaves no room for ambiguity where pronouns 
are concerned. 
In TC it is an expansion coming at the end of the clause "who slew 
the Midianites in the fields of the Moabites when they fought a battle 
with them ", and in this form leaves the personal pronouns rather 
ambiguous. 
(ii) In Ps Jon, "when he drew up" is expressed by a Preposition + 
the Infinitive. In TC, "when they drew up" is expressed by an adverb 
of time + a finite verb. 
(iii) In Ps Jon, it is he who drew up battle with them. 
In TC, it is they who drew up battle with them. 
1. p. 915. 
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(b) At first sight, the expansion seems rather unnecessary, as 
one would naturally assume that in a slaughter involving groups, some 
kind of battle must have taken place; on the other hand, this may be 
the reason for the expansion - that it was a reference to some battle 
well -known in folk memory. 
(c) The real difficulty, however, lies in the personal pronouns: 
In MT, Hadad smites the Midianites. In Ps Jon, it is also Hadad who 
smites the Midianites when he draws up battle with them. In TC it is 
also Hadad who smites the Midianites, but there is some ambiguity as 
to who draws up battle with whom: "when they drew up battle with them ". 
Who are they and them (Moabites, Midianites, Edomites)? If we had more 
details of the battle referred to (directly in the Targums, or indirectly 
in the MT) it would be easier to decide who was the agressor. Unfort- 
unately we have little concrete evidence. J. Skinner1 remarks: "It 
is a tempting suggestion of Ewald . . . that the battle was an incident 
of the great Midianite raid under which Israel suffered so severely, 
so that the king was contemporary with Gideon ". The Babylonian Talmud2 
reminds us that Ilf7 ti 'Y3 L 77 \a D a 1) X1'71 A J) 1)31 1'1r] , and, using 
the picture of the dogs and the wolf, makes it clear that in the 
Balaam story in Num. these two 'dogs' came together only because of 
the threat of Israel. Here Num. 22:4 is quoted, but no indication is 
given as to how it was known that they had always been enemies. 
Rashi too assumes that they were enemies, commenting of Num. 22:4: 
"Although Moab and Midian were enemies (cf. Gen. xxxvi. 35), they made 
peace to form a united front against Israel ". 
1. Genesis, (ICC), 435. 
2. b. S anh . 105a. 
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It would seem that both the Babylonian Talmud and Rashi are rely- 
ing to some extent on Gen. 36:351, for at Gen. 36:35 Rashi remarks 
"Midian attacked Moab, whereupon Edom came to its help and defeated 
Midian. From this we learn that Midian and Moab were enemies, but made 
peace in the days of Balaam to combine against Israel ". Rashi does 
not tell us how he discovered that Midian had been the aggressor unless 
he deduced it from the wording of MT in Gen. 36:35. 
In fact, the Old Testament gives very little evidence of strong 
enmity between Moab and Midian (perhaps Jos. 13:21 is the most we can 
get) and Josephus2 says they had always been friends. 
Ginzberg3, relying on Yashar Shemot tells how Hadad acquired fame 
through a war with Moab: the Moabites united with the Midianites 
against Hadad and the Edomites. In the battle the Moabites fled, leav- 
ing the Midianites to be slaughtered. In the following year (in .spite 
of the slaughter:), nursing their grievance, the Midianites attacked 
the Moabites. Hadad came to the assistance of the Moabites and again 
the Midianites were heavily defeated. Ginzberg adds: - quoting I think, 
from, or summing up part of, Yashar Shemot - "This is the beginning of 
the inveterate enmity between the Moabites and the Midianites." 
From this story we have a clear instance, in the second battle, 
where Moabites and Midianites "drew up battle" with each other, and it 
may be to this tradition that TC is referring when it says: "When they 
drew up battle with them ". 
Thus, from the above, we may note: 
(a) This expansion is found, in slightly different forms, in Ps Jon 
1. cf. VERMES, p. 128 and note 1. 
2. Ant. IV, 102. 
3. II, 164. 
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and TC. 
(b) The TC version may be dependent, partly on Ps Jon, and on the 
tradition represented in Yashar Shemot. 
(c) The following 'line of development' is suggested: 
(i) Hadad, in MT of Gen and Chr, is credited with a successful battle 
against the Midianites, location and time of which are uncertain. 
(ii) Ps Jon, in its expansion, gives the picture a frame, by saying 
that this defeat of the Midianites took place when Hadad had a battle 
with them. 
(iii) Yashar Shemot gives us more details of what exactly happened in 
the battle with its two phases: Moabites and Midianites versus Hadad, 
Moabites flee, Midianites suffer. Midianites draw up battle with 
Moabites, Hadad intervenes and again crushes Midianites. 
(iv) TC, relying on Ps Jon, but aware also of the story as given in 
(iii) above, acknowledges the 'he slew', i.e. Hadad, but changes the 
drawing -up- battle verb from Singular to Plural to include the Midianites 
(they) drawing up battle with the Moabites (them) in the second phase 
of the conflict. 
Rashi may also be relying on the Yashar Shemot tradition in his 
comment on Gen. 36:35: "Midian attacked Moab ". It is doubtful if 
Rashi is dependent here on TC (if, indeed he knew of its existence): 
for Rashi, Hadad clearly precedes Balaam; for TC, however, where the 
identification is made between Bela Who is pre -Hadad) and Balaam, 
Balaam precedes Hadad. 
XV. I Chr. 1:48 REHOBOTH 
MT Gen. 36:37 and I Chr. 1:48 read -1 a 3:! 7i t-aTl-1¡8 '1111] 
In TC, this becomes "Shaul who was from ti.111` ~7 D, a large town which 
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was built on the bank of the Euphrates." 
"" LVD is the reading of TC MS V. MS C (and Sperber) reads 
N " D which could be rendered the broad streets (cf. 11 n-1), 
but which is more likely to be the name of a town. The Targumist is 
simply translating the Hebrew 717 7.11-1 into Aramaic and making it a 
proper noun (cf. his using a similar technique in 1:30). Thus, in 
spite of MS V's reading N 111"LD being difficilior, the reading of 
MS C N-T1 `1 ` 012 ?J seems to me to be the more likely. 
The Gen. Targums tend to expand here also: 
TO ". . . Rehoboth, which is on the river Euphrates" 
Ps Jon ". . . Rehoboth, which is on the river Euphrates" 
Neo I replaces the two words `1 it 11 .71`t aTI 117 by "from Mesopotamia". 
Looking at the total picture, we may note: 
1. The root of the expansion no doubt lay originally in the 
ambiguity of -111í 1 in MT, where it is not clear whether the refer- 
ence is to the Euphrates or not. Curtis 
1 
notes: "The River] is 
certainly not the Euphrates . . . but the river of Egypt, i.e. the Wady 
el -Arish . . . ". ICC Gen.2 has a somewhat similar note: "The river 
is therefore, not the Euphrates . . . but some perennial stream in the 
N. of Edom . . . ". On the same page Rehoboth is identified as a milit- 
ary outpost in Gebalene, and on this basis moves away from the Euphrates. 
Modern translators and commentators are also a little hesitant 
here: 
I Chr. 1:48 ARSV "Rehoboth on the Euphrates" = Gen. 36:37. 
NEB "Rehoboth on the River" = Gen. 36:37. 
JB "Rehoboth- han -nahar" - Gen. 36:37. 
W. Rudolph "Rehoboth am Flusse" 
J. M. Myers "Rehoboth by the river" 
1. p. 78. 
2. p. 436. 
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The Targums, however, are more specific, locating it either on 
the Euphrates (TO Ps Jon TC), or in Mesopotamia (Neo I). One can 
only assume that they did this, because for them, - 1;1371 had come 
to refer primarily to the Euphrates (cf. the name of the province 1J 9 
712 (Ezra 4:10 -7:25 - 14 times)). 
2. The three main versions also felt the need to add something 
at this point: 
I Chr. 1:48 LXX A (verse missing in B) "Rooboth, which is by the river" 
Vg. "Rooboth, which is situated by a large river ". 
PC ` 4 O.L.! ! = the river Rehboth, follows the MT 
r- igidly, and though technically correct, seems to have 
misunderstood MT. 
Gen. 36:37 LXX "Rooboth, which is by a river" 
Vg. "the river Rooboth" 
SYR 1;o1....1 L p -.0 * = the river Rehboth. 
From the above, we may note: 
(a) The root of the expansion is to be found in MT, for TC in 411arn , 
and for all the Targums, in the ambiguity of -1 1771 . 
(b) TC agrees with TO and Ps Jon in specifically identifying 
with the Euphrates, and Neo I locates Shaul's home area as Mesopotamia. 
(c) TC is unique in (i) translating z17an1 into ,N- 111`v5D , i.e. 
reproducing the meaning of the Hebrew name in Aramaic (cf. 1:30); 
(ii) making it a large town; (iii) placing it on the bank of z j ) 
the Euphrates. 
tt 
(d) TC's is the longest expansion, which may, with its small 'spelling - 
out' additions, make it the end term in the series. 
(e) Gen. Vg and Gen. Syr (+ PC) make 11 ] ìn the name of the river. 
If this is a true understanding of the Syriac, it indicates: 
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(i) that it regarded aITLIrn as a proper noun; 
(ii) that 31`1a n 1 could hardly have been a town on the Euphrates, 
as the Targums suggest, for the Syriac translators would surely have 
been aware of some tradition of its existence. (The Levene Nestorian 
Commentary 
1 
identifies -1~J 7117.111 of Gen. 10:11 with Arbel: 
"Rehoboth is Arbel; some say it is Adiabene ". It is of interest that 
Ps Jon renders this same place as N717 1114.`T.317T3 ) 
(f) Gen. Vg (de fluvio Rooboth) is not followed by Chr. Vg (de Rooboth 
quae iuxta amnem sita est), whose rendering at first sight seems very 
close to that of TC. I do not feel however, that this similarity 
indicates dependence, because several times in this chapter the Vulgate 
has shown a certain amount of 'freedom.' in its renderings, e.g. 1:18. 
XVI. I Chr. 1:50 MATRED 
In TC, there is a long expansion half way through the verse and 
it links up with MT again in the last two words of the verse. It 
would be easier to appreciate its significance if we were to look 
first at MT. 
"And Baal Hanan died and HADAD reigned instead of him, and the name of 
his city was Pai, and his wife's name was MEHETABEL daughter of MATRED 
daughter of MEZAHAB." 
Gen. 36:39 is the parallel verse, with substantial agreement, 
except for: 
Chr. HADAD HADAR Gen. 
PAI PAU 
In view of what follows, it should be clearly noted that in MT of 
1. See note 8, p. 85. 
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both Gen, and Chr., Hadad's wife is Mehetabel, who is the daughter of 
Matred, who is the daughter of Mezahab, i.e. in MT Mehetabel and Matred 
are both FEMALE. 
As we have preserved at Gen. 36:39 four Targums, we shall look 
at all of them, preceded by the expansion in TC. 
TC ". . . Mehetabel, daughter of Matred for he worked with the hunter's 
spear and net, and when he became rich and acquired goods, he 
became proud and went around saying, What is silver and what is 
gold ?" 
TO ". . . Mehetabel, daughter of Matred, daughter of a refiner of gold." 
Ps Jon ". . . Mehetabel, daughter of Matred, he was the man who worked 
with the hunter's spear and net, and when he became rich and acquired 
goods, he turned and became proud in his heart, saying, What is 
silver and what is gold ?" 
Neo I ". . . Mehetabel, daughter of a maker of hunting -nets who worked 
with his hunting spear all the days of his life and he became rich 
and acquired goods and he knew what is silver and what is gold." 
FT ". . . Mehetabel, daughter of Matred, daughter of a maker of 
hunting nets, who worked with hunter's spear and net all the days 
of his life, and after he had become rich and acquired goods he 
turned to say, What is gold and what is silver ?" 
The following points should be noted: 
1. TO has a very slight alteration to the MT, and its wording is 
based on the last two words of MT a it 1 'Y3, the first of which it 
seems almost to have read as an abbreviation, which it expanded from 
'71 to x)-15:T1. TO alone gives this twist to the interpretation 
of the verse. 
2. TC seems to have three pillars for its expansion: 
(a) it uses `1 -117)I to tell us of a man who became wealthy by 
the use of his j,1 Jl 11 1 ïvn , which, like 11-111911 = hunting-spear. 
(b) -)-in . having become rich, he became proud, and went 
around -rill , saying . . .r 1 -1ïi could also be translated he went 
around, i.e. he did a complete 'turn around' - where formerly he had 
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been diligent and careful with his money, his wealth has completely 
altered his attitude and he now treats it with contempt. It is inter- 
esting to note that TC (MS V) in 1:50 follows MT in giving the name of 
the king as -I , but changes it to 1 1 71 in 1:51. A. Sperber's 
edition and MS C has `1 11 in both places. But this will be dealt 
with more fully in 3. below. 
(c) ß.1T "n meaning originally waters of gold, these two 
words are made to mean What is gold?, to which is then prefixed silver. 
The ambiguous What is gold? can be interpreted as an expression of 
contempt, or as an indication that the man who asked the question knew 
the value of money. We can see in the expansions listed above how the 
question was interpreted differently by different Targums. 
3. Is the king at the beginning of 1:50 -1 Th or `-1 i 1 ? 
MT Gen, has -1-In (but some MSS have -1"171 , also SP, and Syr cs1 ) . 
MT Chr. has -1-171 
All the Gen. Targums, with one uncertain exception,1 have `1-111 
TC has in , 1:50, but changes this to `1 -1 1 in 1:51. A. Sperber's 
edition has "11-1-0 in both places. 
We thus get the following picture: 
TC has -l`1;1 as king's name, uses `1-i i in the expansion. 
TO has `1-i1 as king's name. 
Ps Jon has `vin as king's name, uses `1,a in the expansion. 
Neo I has rnn as king's name, 
FT has -+1 as king's name, uses "1111 in the expansion. 
Irrespective of how the king's name is spelt, Ps Jon and TC use 
ti -1 i1 (FT uses `11.11 ) in the expansion. If we take the reading of 
A. Sperber in 1:50 of -1,71 as the king's name, then we can say that 
1. In the printed edition, Neo I has -1171 , but all the translations 
in the same edition, viz. Spanish, French and English, render as 
HADAR: 
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TC here seems to be clearly influenced by the Gen. Targums. If, on 
the other hand, we take the reading of MS V in 1:50, i.e. 1-11 as 
the name of the king, we can still see (and perhaps even more clearly) 
how TC takes over the expansion from Gen., and is not unduly worried 
about the -1-In or `1-1 1 , when we bear in mind the comment by 
Vermes1 "a combination of variant readings in the interpretation of a 
text is characteristic of midrashic exegesis ". And we can compare with 
this a not dissimilar technique in the use of tl.i\-73. in 1:43 and 
111.2. in 1:44. 
4. -1-1-0)3 in MT of Gen. and Chr. is clearly FEMALE. In the 
Targums, we see that in FT, she is female, but becomes male in Ps Jon 
(emphasised by 141aß Will ) , TC (emphasised by f i l ) , and Neo I 
(though here the name is not given. However, even if the name had 
fallen out in Neo I, it still looks from the context as though she 
would be male:). I shall return to this later. 
5. arrr`)7 "What is silver and what is gold ?" TC, Ps Jon 
"What is gold and what is silver ?" FT 
"He knew what is silver and what is gold" Neo I. 
The interpretation in the Targums would then seem to be as follows: 
TC, Ps Jon, FT - Wealth led to pride which led to an outward, ostentat- 
ious contempt for money. Rashi follows a similar line commenting on 
Gen. 36:39: "The daughter of Me -Zahab - meaning aril. 'l1fl what value 
has gold? He was so rich that gold had no value in his eyes. ". 
Neo,I has a slightly different interpretation, represented by the use 
of the word y -t : "He knew what is silver and what is gold ". This 
seems to imply that having worked hard all his life he knew the value 
of money. 
1. p. 160. 
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Is it possible that such expansions may have been used homiletic- 
ally to stress: 
(a) Diligence brings prosperity. 
(b) Prosperity may lead to pride. 
(c) Money is not all important. 
(d) Only the diligent know the value of money. 
6. The use of the verb `1 in . 
(a) It is not used in Neo I. 
It is used in TC, Ps Jon (FT uses `1T n ) . 
(b) It is used with -)I11.1 in TC and FT ( -1Tn ) , i.e. he went 
around saying, or, as suggested above, it could mean "he turned to say, 
i.e. he did a complete turnabout from his former attitude = he changed 
his whole approach ". 
It is used with Fri 1 Ithp. to become proud in Ps Jon, to mean: 
he did a complete turnabout . . . and became proud. 
If 6(b) is acceptable, then all the Targums (less Neo I 
and TO) would be saying approximately the same thing, even though the 
verb `1-171 is found in slightly different places. 
7. "All the days of his life" is added by Neo I and FT. 
8. Hunter's spear and net - he became rich and acquired goods. 
All the Targums (less TO) include these elements. 
Summing up, the following points may be made: 
(a) TO goes its own way entirely, the only real change being with - a-a -r.-/-1 
which becomes a refiner of gold, and this is found only in TO. 
(b) In the remaining Targums, while there are certain basic constants, 
e.g. the hunter's spear, there is considerable variation between the 
Targums, and the pattern of variation is not completely uniform, e.g. 
"all the days of his life" is found in Neo I and FT "and he knew what 
is silver . . ." is found only in Neo I, the others, including FT, 
following a different line. 
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(c) The two Targums which seem to have most in common are Ps Jon and 
TC, but there are differences here also, e.g. the verb -)-10 refers 
to a different word in each Targum; Ps Jon has two 'extras' not found 
in TC, "he was the man who" and "in his heart ". 
(d) It may be that Ps Jon is the Targum which is nearest the original, 
for one can detect reasonably clearly the three 'Massoretic pillars' 
on which the expansion is built; following the principle of Vermes1 
". . . exegetical tradition only explains what is already implicit in 
Scripture". The three pillars are -1-11273 11)) . But 
it must be noted that in Ps Jon `111,11 is male against MT where we 
have female ( J1 J. ). BUT, if it can be shown reasonably clearly, or 
at least with some probability, that Ps Jon is nearest the original, 
we would then be in a position to put forward a case for saying that 
perhaps MT should be 7.111-4"53 p instead of Z1T ̀ b .ia, which would 
then also have the support of LXX (Gen.) - Li' ou - and Syr (Gen and 
Chr) - :._.21 -. There is some confusion in LXX (B) Chr. at this point, 
the phrase being omitted, though it is found in LXX (A), where, however, 
the reading is O ura-r n P . ICC Gen .2 would also like to read l3 : 
"For =11-r'71 1a it would be better to read 1711:1 (Gk, Syr) ". If 
the above line of argument were to hold together, Ps Jon at this point 
would be going back to a time before the fixing of the MT. 
(e) I have suggested that the expansion has three pillars, but there 
are other possibilities: 
(i) I.l 3La -A 77 - 7 N. 3`[3`'17 God benefits .3 This would 
account for the prosperity found in the four Targums. 
1. p. 36. 
2. p. 436. Though Skinner goes on to favour the reading of Marquart 
-a.711`10 171 . cf. RUDOLPH, p. 9. 
3. BDB, 406. 
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(ii) `V -11 could be based on 1:)-1;1 to honour, which in the 
Hithpael has the meaning to behave arrogantly. This might account for 
the pride and contempt element. 
The fact that (i), i.e. the idea of prosperity, occurs in all four 
Targums may justify one in making it the fourth foundation pillar. 
(f) From Yashar Shemot, Ginzberg 
1 
tells us that Hadad, the successor 
of Baal Hamon, reigned for forty eight years. He reduced the Moabites, 
who sought the help of the Ammonites, and Hadad was defeated. Then 
came war with Kittim (Italy), and Hadad was captured and executed by 
Abimenos, and Seir became a province of Kittim. What is of interest 
here is that there does not seem, in this tradition, to be any refer- 
ence to Matred, hunting spear, property, pride, etc. 
(g) In the Syriac of Gen, and Chr. in this verse we have very close 
affinity with the MT - apart from G1 and 1-N already mentioned. 
All the 'extras' of all the Targums are lacking in the Syriac, and 
this is especially noticeable at 11T ̀7z , where in the Targums (all) , 
the corresponding 23 371, is used, and this leads on into the 
expansion. The Syriac, on the other hand, with a similar word avail- 
able 17-17a1 retains the T of the MT, reading cs-t t....0 . It would 
be difficult therefore to see much Targumic influence at this point: 
XVII 
and I Chr. 1:51 DEATH OF HADAD - END OF KINGSHIP 
XVIII 
"And Hadad (TC HADAR) died and the kingdom ceased from them, 
because the land was conquered by the sons of Esau. And the chiefs 
of the Edomites who ruled in the land of Gebala were . 
This expansion is found only in TC. 
1. II, 166. 
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In MT we have a slight difference between Gen, and Chr, at the 
end of the so- called Edomite king -list (I Chr. 1:43 -50 and Gen. 36:31 -39). 
In Gen., the list of chiefs following (36:40 -43) may refer to chiefs 
who ruled smaller areas at the same time as the kings mentioned in the 
list. Though S. R. Driver 
1 
thinks there is also the possibility that 
36:40 -43 could refer to the chiefs who were in charge after the Edomite 
monarchy had disappeared. 
I Chr. 1:51, however, seems to imply (. . . Ï~ ti'1 ) that the list of 
chiefs refers to those who followed the kings mentioned in the list, 
i.e. that where two paragraphs happened to be placed one after the 
other, Chr. regarded the second as following chronologically on the 
first.2 This seems to be how the Vulgate understood I Chr. 1:51: 
"Adad autem mortuo duces pro regibus in Edom esse coeperunt" - "After 
Adad died, chiefs came into existence instead of kings ". The implic- 
ation here is that the monarchy died with Hadad, and that those who 
came after him had a lesser role to play. 
TC also feels the need for some king of 'bridge' between the two 
lists and it supplies it as above, i.e. "and the kingdom ceased from 
them, because the land was conquered by the sons of Esau ". TC's 
approach however, is not without its difficulties: "from them" - 
does them refer to the Edomites or to the succession of Edomite kings 
already listed? Possibly the latter. Then the reason is given for 
the disappearance of the monarchy, i.e. "The country had been captured 
by the sons of Esau ". Which country? One assumes, Edom. But how can 
Edom be conquered by the sons of Esau in that so often Esau and Edom 
1. The Book of Genesis4, (Westminster Commentaries), (1905), p. 319. 
2. cf. RUDOLPH, 9. 
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are synonymous; though, as J. R. Bartlett1 has pointed out, this is 
an over -simplification, for at times they are also regarded as quite 
distinct. Thus, TC seems to be saying that the Edomite monarchy was 
removed when the country of Edom was overcome by a group resident in 
Seir=Gebala, i.e. a part (not the whole) of Edom. But the next sent- 
ence raises further problems. Are the sons of Esau and their success- 
ors to be identified with the chiefs of the Edomites who are now 
mentioned? If so, their bailiwick is not all Edom, but simply Gebala. 
In this way, the two sentences seem to be contradictory. There are 
three possible ways of partly resolving the difficulty: 
(a) A group ( "the sons of Esau ") took over the country and wiped 
out the monarchy, but the area of their jurisdiction was in fact 
limited to Gebala. 
(b) A group took over the country, but the Edomites reasserted 
themselves, and, though the monarchy was not restored, the Edomite 
chiefs who ruled over the area which had revolted, Gebala, were . . 
(c) This may be a reference to the Roman take -over. Ginzberg2 , 
relying on Yashar Shemot, tells how Hadad was defeated by Kittim 
(Italy) and executed, and "Seir was made a province subject to Kittim 
and ruled by a governor ". Thus, the sons of Esau = Rome. But how 
then do we regard And the chiefs of the Edomites? Are they the Romans 
who then became governors? If so, the list following does not contain 
many Roman names. Or, are they the chiefs appointed by the Romans? 
This seems more likely. The fact that - though the parallel passage 
in Gen, does not contain any Targumic expansion at this point - the 
expansion in Ps Jon at Gen. 36:43 on Magdiel does contain a reference 
1. "The Land of Seir and the Brotherhood of Edom ", JTS XX (1969), 
pp. 7ff. 
2. II, 166. 
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to Rome may help to support this point of view. 
There is, however, a further possibility: in Gen. there is no 
'bridge' between the two lists of kings and chiefs (Gen. 36:31 -39 and 
36:40 -43). The structure and wording of the two sections are as 
follows: 
Gen. 36:31 "These are the kings who reigned in the land of EDOII. . ." 
List of names follows . . 
Gen. 36:39 Hadar, the last king is mentioned. 
Gen. 36:40 "These are the names of the chiefs of ESAU. . ." 
The wording of the expansion in TC fits in very appropriately 
between Gen. 36:39 and Gen. 36:40. If I may rewrite this in the form 
of a Targum: 








36:39 Hadar last king. 
And the kingdom ceased from them because the land 
had been conquered by the sons of ESAU. 
36:40 These are the names of the chiefs of ESAU . . 
Ir 
Admittedly, there are difficulties further on, Gen. 36:43, "these 
are the chiefs of Edom, i.e. Esau, the father of Edom ". But the form 
of the underlined words of the expansion in TC fits in so well in the 
Gen, context, which has no Targum at this point, that I wonder if the 
expansion did not belong there originally, say in Ps Jon, and for some 
reason disappeared from the Genesis context, and now survives only in 
TC. 
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SURVEY OF I CHR. 1 
In the foregoing expansions we see the normal Targumic procedures 
in operation, e.g. usually we do not have to look far until we find a 
biblical stimulus , e .g . 1:20 111 T317 N .1-11-173 ; 1:48 71 T11 
-In 7 ;l - the ambiguity of `l f 3 n 
We are constantly aware of links with other works, e.g. Babylonian 
Talmud, and - where there are parallel passages in the Pentateuch - 
with the various Pentateuchal Targums. 
Often, where TC and other Targums have points of contact, it is 
TC and Ps Jon that are especially close, though not wholly identical, 
e.g. 1:50 Matred: cf. Ps Jon to Gen. 36:39. 
Occasionally, when there is a link with Ps Jon, TC's version seems 
to be one stage beyond that of Ps Jon, e.g. Num. 22:5 where the Balaam 
and f y ? a - to- swallow -up - emphasis are clearly linked, but in TC 
1:43, TC seems to have moved away from this, which may indicate a 
certain lateness on TC's part. 
This lateness may find some confirmation in hints of contacts with 
late works, e.g. 1:10 Nimrod and Ma'aseh Abraham; 1:19 Joktan and 
Yashar Noah. 
We see TC quite frequently going his own way with brief expansions 
we do not find elsewhere, e.g. 1:20 Hazarmaweth and the ambush. 
In PC, most of the names in MT are reasonably well transmitted, 
quite a number of the variants occurring because of similarity of 
letters, e.g. - and `l; y and - e.g. 1: 9 111 becomes t t 
There is no indication in PC of any of the exegetical richness of 
TC. We see this lack of contact especially in 1:50, where in TC and 
in all the Targums to Gen. 36:39 the second part of the name si 'T3 
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becomes the common noun 1211`1 which becomes part of the basis for 
an expansion. PC, as in Pesh. of Gen. 36:39, retains `3_317 : ß a1 i sb 
There are, however, two points of contact between TC and PC: 
1:12 b '1 Tl Z 3J TC; a_9_13 PC. 
But the possibility of influence from TC on PC is less strong when we 
note: 
(a) --'--" ,Q.9_1) in Pesh. of Gen. 10:14, the parallel verse. 
(b) the remark of Krauss,1 " /4 12.1. D ¡Z Kappadocier für 
Kaphtorim, eine sehr beliebte Zusammenstellung, die sich ausser in 
den Targumim auch noch bei LXX, Philon und den Kirchenvätern findet." 
1:50 Z7-1T`'Tj :11a -1`ltt)7 . In TC (and Ps Jon to Gen. 36:39) 
Ma-bred is a male. PC has ,= . But again the 
possibility of influence from TC on PC is lessened when we discover 
that PC Gen. 36:39 also has cri L . N 
In general terms, TC and PC both have variants from MT, but the 
contact between these variants is minimal. 
1. MGWJ, 3 (1895), p. 61. 
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NOTE ON GEOGRAPHY IN I CHR. 1. 
Martin McNamara1 reminds us of the importance of knowing the loc- 
ation of some sites inside Palestine, e.g. of the border towns, to 
ensure that certain laws were observed correctly. For this reason and 
as a result of everyday usage the modern equivalent is often given in 
the Targums alongside or instead of the biblical name. This happened 
not only for locations inside Palestine but also for places further 
afield. As, inevitably, there was some doubt, if not ignorance, as 
to exactly to whom or to what some of the ancient biblical names refer- 
red2, some of the attempts to up -date them are not necessarily wholly 
accurate and as some of the 'new' names were in due course or in other 
areas unfamiliar to scribes, the names are not always perfectly pre- 
served or they are preserved rather differently in different traditions, 
and scholars still debate the exact location of some of them.3 
Most of the names of places and peoples in I Chr. 1 are found also 
in Gen., and it is not my intention to examine each of them in detail 
but rather to look at some of them and their reproduction in TC and 
elsewhere to see if such an examination throws any light on TC and the 
traditions it is using at this point. I have taken as a sample just 
the names of the five sons of Japheth in I Chr. 1:5 (= Gen. 10:2), who 
were regarded as the founding fathers of certain peoples. On the next 
page is a table giving some of the lists in which these names are 
found. 
The following points should be noted: 
1. Targum and Testament, (1972), p. 34. 
2. cf. the discussion in b. Yoma 10a on Tiras. 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1. At the time of compiling these lists I had access only to the 
Soncino English Edition of Ber. R; the names in that column are there- 
fore reproduced from the list in the article by S. Krauss.1 
2. In our lists the number of 'modernisations' agrees with the original 
number of names. This is not always the case, e.g. in 1:7 there are 
four sons of Jawan: in TC V and C there are four corresponding names; 
in a variant reading in MS V there are five names and in a variant 
reading in MS C this number has increased to eight. 
3. As some modernisations are seen to refer to different originals, 
some misplacing must have taken place, e.g. Nos . 1 and 2: ? 7171 1 1 
is applied to both Ì na and Alin . 
4. Discussions such as we have in b. Yoma 10a, on the identification 
of some of the new names, continues in modern times, e.g. No. 1: -11111 
(a) `IL ~ ? D 2 
Neubauer2 regards this word as related to Gomer as "une faute de 
copiste ", and notes that some identify it with Phrygia or Iberia. 
Jastrow,3 Levy,4 McNamara5 identify it with Phrygia. Krauss6 fervently 
maintains that it is Africa, as does A. Diez Macho,7 though in his 
translation of Neo I Gen. 10:2 it becomes Phrygia. 
(b) 73 ?]-1 1 , which in the Lexica is regarded as an altern- 
ative form of )1'3 )]-0 . 
Neubauer8 thinks it refers to the Garamaei living in Beth -Garme 
1. MGWJ 3 (1895), p. 2. 
2. p. 421f. 
3. p. 108. 
4. I, 56. 
5. Targum and Testament (1972) pp. 191, 198. 
6. MGWJ 3 (1895), p. 2. 
7. "The Recently discovered Palestinian Targum . . ." Supplements to 
VT VII (1960) p. 228. 
8. p. 421. 
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between the rivers Gorgos and Capros in ancient Assyria. Krauss1 
regards it as referring to that part of Germania over which the Romans 
had control. Jastrow2 refers it to Germania, the land of the Cimmerii - 
i.e. in the Crimea. Levy3 also gives Germania, but his next word 
'Deutschland' clearly links it more with modern Germany. A. Diez Macho 
also calls it Germania but in Neo I, p. 72,* this Germania is the name 
of an administrative district of the Roman province of Syria called 
Commagene. For McNamara5 it is Germania, "best located in Asia Minor, 
probably Germanicia of the Commogene". 
It is considerations such as these which make the non -specialist 
geographer tread with caution, and I wish, therefore, to confine my 
remarks to four points: 
1. The variant readings in TC MS V and TC MS C seem to come from a 
common source as they are identical apart from one or two insignificant 
spelling variations, and they seem quite close to the list in the 
Jerusalem Talmud. 
2. TC is reasonably close to the Pentateuchal Targums and of these 
closest to Ps Jon (and occasionally to Neo I M), which is in line with 
what has been noted already in the foregoing 'Survey'. TC and Ps Jon 
show more affinities with the Ber. R. list than with the Talmudic lists. 
3. In any discussion on Targumic Geography it is useful to bear in 
mind a comment by J. Neusner6 on geography in the Talmud which applies, 
of course, also to geography in the Targums: ". . . the Talmud . . 
is hardly authoritative on Middle Eastern geography ". 
1. MGWJ 3 (1895) p. 9. 
2. p. 270. 
3. I, 155. 
4. "The Recently Discovered Palestinian Targum . . ." Supplements to 
VT VII (1960), p. 228. 
5. Targum and Testament (1972) p. 194f. 
6. "The Jews in Pagan Armenia" JAOS (1964 ) p. 232. 
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4. There are, however, those who think that the geography of the 
Targums, if not authoritative is at least of help in matters of dating. 
A. Diez Macho, relying on Albright, speaking of the geography of Neo I 
says: This geographical information points to the Roman period, to 
the second century A.D. as the date of the last recension of the N ". 
It is dangerous to transfer arguments used to prove something in one 
Targum to prove the same thing in another Targum. Even though there 
is not all that much difference in this verse between Neo I and Ps Jon 
and TC, bearing in mind the warning of using geographic names for 
dating purposes of A.D. York2 it would be best to say no more than that 
in the geographical names in TC and Ps Jon, we have traditions which 
go back to the Roman period, and one would need to extend the scope 
of the examination to at least the rest of Gen. 10 and of I Chr. 1 
before narrowing down the dating options further. 
1. "The Recently Discovered Palestinian Targum . Supplements to 
VT VII (1960) p. 229. 
2. "The Dating of Targumic Literature ", JSJ V (1974) p. 56. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
I Chronicles, Chapter 2 
In I Chr. 2, the Targumic Expansions are examined, but with more 
emphasis on textual matters than in Chapter One. Not every verse is 
treated in detail but any verse which shows an important textual peculi- 
arity is scrutinised closely, the aim being always to discover if a 
variant or exegetical emphasis, especially in TC, finds any reflection 
in PC. 
For convenience the section divisions in the commentary by Curtis 
and Madsen in the International Critical Commentary Series are followed. 
I CHR. 2:1-2 
I CHR. 2:3-8 
THE SONS OF ISRAEL 
No comment 
SONS OF JUDAH 
2:3 ER AND ONAN 
In I Chr. 2:3 (MT), we are told in summary fashion of Judah's 
family from Bath -Shua, the Canaanitess. Their three sons Er, Onan, 
Shelah are mentioned, but it is only about Er that we are given further 
information: 
"Now Er, Judah's first -born, was wicked in the sight of the Lord and 
he slew him" (ARSV). 
This story is given in ,a fuller version in Gen. 38, and in summary 
fashion in genealogical lists in Gen. 46:12, where the three sons are 
mentioned with two later sons and the deaths of Er and Onan recorded, 
and in similar language in Num. 26:19, where Er and Onan only are 
mentioned, and their deaths recorded: Shelah appears in a slightly 
different context in the following verse. 
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The Chronicler would thus seem to be giving us a very brief summary 
of the three passages above: indeed he is obviously using, e.g. Gen. 
38:7 which is almost identical with I Chr. 2:3b; the only difference, 
in fact, is the substitution of a pronoun ?:`;Z in Chr. for '1TV- in 
Gen. Rudolph1 regards the summary as too brief and he thinks that, 
through haplography, something similar to Gen. 38:10 has fallen out of 
I Chr. 2:3,2 and he would there add after the report of Er's death the 
following: 
`(nn")3~1 z ln4 n n ri ?r1 ú1`i 
At first sight this seems a reasonable suggestion, for otherwise 
we are left puzzling as to why the Chronicler should have given us only 
the first element (Er's death) in a story which, in Gen. 38:1 -10, con- 
sists of two elements, neither of which can be properly understood 
without the presence of the other. On the other hand the Chronicler 
often gives us what initially seems to be a mere fragment of a story 
but which turns out to be not just an unrelated fragment, an unlabelled 
stone of the building as it were, but a presupposition on the Chronicler's 
part that the rest of the story is known and that he need not spend time 
sketching in the details but will content himself with a passing refer- 
ence.3 Rudolph's parenthetical comment in adducing support for his 
1. pp. 10, 15 
2. RUDOLPH, p. 15 "Dass der Tod Onans fehlt . . . beruht auf einem 
reinen Textversehen . . ." 
3. cf. CURTIS p. 84. "The omission to record the similar fate of 
Onan, Gen. 38:10, is noticeable. Here, however, as elsewhere the 
Chronicler assumes that his readers are familiar with the narratives 
of the Hexateuch." 
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addition, u(vgl T) ",1 does not necessarily help his case, as the 
Targumist so often delights in elaborating on the silence of his 
Biblical text. 
TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
"The sons of Judah, Er and Onan and Shelah; the three of them were 
born to him from Bath -Shua the trading woman; and Er and Onan were doing 
that which was evil before Yahweh, and he slew them because they were 
corrupting their ways." 
Here we have two Targumic expansions, the first consisting of an 
addition which involves some rephrasing in the remainder of the clause, 
the second a clear addition to the text. 
Before commenting on these expansions with whatever assistance the 
Pentateuch Targums may contribute, one clause in MT of Gen. 38:1 -10 
requires a closer look: 
Gen. 38:9. i1 Sr 1 t J T ` 
T . 
ARSV renders this whole verse as follows, the relevant clause being 
underlined: "But Onan knew that the offspring would not be his; so 
when he went in to his brother's wife he spilled the semen on the ground 
lest he should give offspring to his brother." This is quite close to 
the Vulgate translation: "semen fundebat in terrain ", and is on the 
whole the approach taken by the JB, NEB, and TEV. Kidner2 makes a 
worthwhile grammatical comment on the preceding clause which helps to 
1. p. 10 
2. D. KIDNER, Genesis (1967), p. 188. Cf. S. R. DRIVER, The Book of 
Genesis (1905), p. 328. 
give a slightly different, and surely the correct emphasis - -- "When 
. . . should be translated 'whenever' ". 
The ARSV's translation of the underlined clause stresses the 
immediate act of the man involved; the MT, however, is thinking more 
of the ultimate outcome and uses the verb J rn w , with the object 
understood. Lit. "he spoiled (it) groundwards." BDB1 expresses it 
thus: 
Ttn "Pi. to spoil, ruin . 7-1--)11 /WI (sc. semen) Gen. T , - -
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38:9 (J). he spoiled (it) upon the ground, made it ineffective . . ." 
As Driver2 points out in his Commentary, Onan was hoping "perhaps 
selfishly to secure the rights of primogeniture in his father's family 
for himself ". 
To turn now to the relevant Pentateuchal Targums: 
Num. 26:19 
MT ". . . and Er and Onan died in the land of Canaan ". 
TO = MT 
Neo I = MT 
FT Verse missing 
Ps. Jon. ". . . and Er and Onan died because of their sins (v1 ;1 Lj y ) 
in the land of Canaan." 
Ps. Jon obviously feels a need to give some reason for their 
deaths. 
Gen. 46:12 
MT " . . . and Er and Onan died in the land of Canaan" 
1. p. 1008 
2. See note 2, p.93 above. 
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TO = MT 
Neo I This section of the verse is omitted, due possibly to 
Homoioteleuton, though it should be noted that in Neo I, 
Ch. 46 has very few expansions. 
FT Verse missing 
Ps. Jon. ". . . and Er and Onan died because of their wicked deeds 
( 24 u`. 
ro~ 
-11yy Ijy) in the land of Canaan." 
Ps. Jon supplies a reason for their deaths. 
Gen. 38:7, 9, 10 
MT. 7. "and Er, the first -born of Judah, was evil in the sight of 
Yahweh, and Yahweh slew him ( i ¡1T' n".1 ) 
9. . . . and whenever he went in to his brother's wife he spoiled 
(it) upon the ground . . . 
10. and that which he did was evil in the sight of Yahweh, and he 
slew him also" (31 T1`"-r) . 
TO. 7. = MT. (Certain differences, e.g. ti a ., y 1 7 1 are not 
here of immediate relevance) . (Note: TA `'J1 "sr/ ?Al ) 
9. . . . and when he went in to his brother's wife he corrupted 
his way upon the earth /ground ( Za)-iia 'iy Dsr -r-IN I?`7t13) . . 
10. = MT . (Note 11')3111 ) 
Neo I 
7. "and Er, the first -born of Judah did evil deeds before Yahweh, 
and he died by a word /decree from before Yahweh ( 71`71) 
9. and when he went in to his brother's wife, he destroyed his 
works upon the ground1 ( T) y") K y ' 7-r 7 ̀i y 7 an T7 11 ) 
1. Verse 9 is the translation of McNamara /Maher in Neo I, Gen., p. 602. 
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10. = MT, with some circumlocution. (Note J1 '- rj) 
FT Section missing. 
Ps. Jon. 
7. "and Er, the first -born of Judah was evil before Yahweh, for 
he did not perform his marital duty to his wife ( 1t o 
y N I7D ;%`11.113,A 131, wraw73 ) and the anger of Jahweh 
was strong against him and Yahweh slew him. (Note: 1`17 -3 71`0 
9. .. . and when he went in to his brother's wife, he destroyed 
works upon the ground ( ?1 ÿ 7 ?J 7 y .1 Zti y Ii Zn r) 1 ti 1 ) 
10. and that which he did was evil before Yahweh, and he cut off 
his days also" Mote: -.1111" ) 
Comparing the Pentateuchal Targums, the following should be noted: 
1. Num. 26:19 and Gen. 46:12 
Only Ps. Jon is concerned to give a reason for the deaths of Er and 
Onan - -- their sins (Num.), their wicked deeds (Gen.), even when MT 
makes no reference whatever to their sins. Though the nature of "their 
sins" is not discussed, they are here coupled as sinners. 
2. Gen. 38:7 -10 
(a) Verse 7. ER. In MT, Er's sin is unspecified. This is the case 
also in TO and Neo I, though in Neo I, the was evil of MT and TO has 
become did evil deeds. Ps. Jon, however, is much more specific: Er's 
sin was that he did not perform his marital duty to his wife. I am 
not sure if the euphemistic language used here ( "he did not deal with 
his wife according to the way of all the earth ") is hinting at an 
offence like Onan's; perhaps it would be enough to say that the type 
of language used does not rule out such an offence. At any rate, Er 
has now a specific sin against his name, and the way is thus opened 
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for Er and Onan to be put almost (if not completely) on the same basis 
as sinners. 
(b) Verse 9. ONAN. It is of special interest to see how the differ- 
ent Targums translate the phrase of MT 7 g -1 ?1 1(T! (ci ti "he spoiled 
(it) upon the ground ". 
Ps. Jon uses the same wording as Neo I Z j- y jn ) j 71 i n 
Py1, translated by McNamara /Maher1 as "he destroyed his works upon 
the ground ". In this translation the reference is clearly to the 
physical act involved; but I wonder if another translation is possible: 
in that J17-A. T1 has the notion of destroy, spoil, ruin, corrupt, there 
may be a case for a translation which has a stronger moral emphasis - -- 
"he corrupted his deeds on the earth ", i.e. earth, qua world i.e., he 
behaved in a corrupt way. In the event, the outcome of both trans- 
lations is the same, the only difference being one of emphasis. TO, 
however, by supplying a different object, highlights the moral aspect: 
24 + -1 K 17 y a s- tt-1'1 *1 L2'11.11 x. rn "he corrupted his way upon the earth" 
= "he acted corruptly ". 
In passing, it may be noted that we have a very similar expression 
in Gen. 6:12. 




TO y-11 17N ;1 117 ti k k.+N ì`l1û~3 7 i`1 L1 ~1J 
(i) In this instance MT has a stated object which TO translates 
faithfully. 
(ii) Within two verses the same Pa'el form is used in the sense of 
corrupt (6:12) and destroy (6:13) - -- "I am about to destroy 
1. See preceding note. 
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them ( 
Is it possible that TO, in translating Gen. 38:9, had in mind the 
clause in Gen. 6:12 09Z2,4 117 ~71n and (in 38:9) supplied 
the same object, either because he felt the clause was incomplete 
without itl, or unconsciously, or because the expression in Gen. 6:12 
had already become a technical term for a specific type of sin which 
seemed to him to be referred to in Gen. 38:9 ?2 
With this background let us look again at I Chr. 2:3 in the Targum. 
"The sons of Judah, Er and Onan and Shelah; the three of them were 
born to him from Bath -Shua the trading woman, and Er and Onan were 
doing that which was evil before Yahweh and he slew them ( 1 -11y 
lti 
¡r 
7 Tj2ti %" ) because they were corrupting their ways. 
( ti.1 41 rr1`+N Jls t? n 1Sy,-t 1iß) ". 
The following should be noted: 
1. TC mentions Onan as a sinner as well as Er, contrary to MT (pace 
Rudolph3). 
2. The bringing together of Er and Onan as sinners is in accord not 
only with MT of Gen. 38:10, but also with Ps. Jon. Num. 26:19 and 
Ps. Jon. Gen. 46:12. 
3. TC, by the use of the expression Tti1d1n11?1 71~ 1 17ail n Ton-1 iy 
makes it clear that he regarded Er and Onan as being guilty of the 
1. But see Deut. 4:16 where í1.111w is used without any object in MT, 
and whereas Ps. Jon. supplies as object V17`+121' TO supplies 
no object, unless we regard TO as assuming that the object is to 
be found in the following clause. 
2. See below, p. 99. 
3. p. 10 
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same sin. His use of J17:111 for both is in line with the usage of 
TO Gen. 38:9 7 ̀ 1 n n - -- used of Onan 
Neo I Gen. 38:9 17 7. rn-1 used of Onan 
Ps. Jon. Gen. 38:9 ! n n - -- used of Onan. 
But TC has a further interesting development: he supplies an object 
for 1`17 ati n, but it is not the same object as in Ps. Jon. or Neo I 
( - -- it is the 1111-11 r same object as in TO. 
TC "because they were corrupting their ways, and 
TO "because he was corrupting his way . . ." 
(i) While there may have been a doubt in Ps. Jon. 38:9 whether to 
give the translation a 'physical' or a 'moral' nuance, here in 
TC the 'moral' translation seems to be the only one possible. 
(ii) It would be tempting to posit a close link between TC and TO at 
this point, because of this unexpected similarity of wording. 
l But it is also possible that `il 7 ti lI N `7 `an may have, by 
the time of TC, become a technical term for a specific type of 
sexual offence, b. Ab. Za. 23b makes this clear: "and the 
school of R. Ishmael taught: Wherever 'corruption' is mentioned, 
it only means lewdness and Idolatry: 'lewdness', as it is said, 
'for all flesh had corrupted their way upon the earth': and 
'idolatry', for Scripture says, lest ye deal corruptly, to 
make ye a graven image . . . "1 - -- thus linking Gen. 6:12 and 
Deut. 4:16. b. San. lO8a. commenting on Gen. 6:12 puts an even 
stronger emphasis on unnatural sex offences. Ber. R. XXVIII 8 
1. The Soncino translation, p. 117f. 
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extends this unnaturalness even to the crops. P.R.E. (p. 162)1 
speaking of the corruption of men before the flood links Gen. 
6:12 and Gen. 38:9 in the very language used: "When they came 
to their wives they spilled the issue of their seed upon the 
earth so as not to produce offspring of the children of men, 
as it is said, 'and God saw the earth, and behold it was 
spilled'," Thus, when TC, following the lead of Ps. Jon., 
lumps Er and Onan together as similar sinners, he automatically 
uses the 'technical term' ìí`11-11K 1:r-1.11 for both. 
(iii) A further possible reason for TC's regarding Er and Onan as 
being guilty of the same sin will be mentioned below2 in con- 
sidering non -Targumic material. 
(iv) It is interesting to notice a certain shift of emphasis between 
Gen. 38:9 MT and I Chr. 2:3 (Targ): in Gen. 38:9 (MT) Onan's 
sin may have been seen primarily as his refusal to honour his 
obligation to his deceased brother, but in I Chr. 2:3 (Targ) 
the sexual emphasis has pushed the question of the rights of 
primogeniture completely into the background. 
(v) We see a further movement of thought between MT and Targums. 
In all the MT references in Gen, and Chr., Er's sin remains 
unspecified: Ps. Jon. suggests that his sin had a sexual dimen- 
sion, and, by bringing Er and Onan together, leaves the impres- 
sion that their sin may have been the same. TC leaves us in no 
1. p. 162 
2. See below, p. 105. 
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doubt that this was the case. All of which illustrates how the 
Targum elaborates on the Biblical silence. Where the Biblical 
text is silent, or leaves an ambiguity or a question mark, the 
Targums - -- sometimes in stages - -- fill in the silence, remove 
the ambiguity and supply answers to the questions. 
4. An affinity with the tradition represented in Ps. Jon. which has 
been slowly emerging in the preceding discussion may be regarded as 
receiving some support from the verb used in I Chr. 2:3 (Tg.). The 
verb used for to kill referring to Er and Onan may be seen in the 
following table: 
ER Gen. 38:7 ONAN Gen. 38:10 
MT 1 OP' 7] ~ ti J-1 i` ̀t 
TO 11.71 `n 7 77` 1721`1 
Neo I ]t -37 -71`11 
Ps. Jon. 7'17U12.7 ~1731.4 11' - -Dr 
Neo I's evidence is of little value because where the others render 
"and he (Yahweh) killed him ", with the possibility of using either 
Hiph /Aph of I19 nl avftut , Neo I uses a circumlocution "and he died 
by a decree from before Yahweh ". I Chr. 2:3 (Tg.) has 173177 1 
using the same verb as Ps. Jon. used for the death of Er. The 
support would have been stronger, however, had Ps. Jon. retained 
this word for the death of Onan: 
NON -TARGUMIC JEWISH TRADITION 
1. "The Testament of Judah ", Chapter X 
Here there is a strong anti -Canaanite thrust: indeed, Judah seems 
unable to forgive himself for what he regards as his greatest sin - -- 
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that of marrying Bath -Shua, and in an attempt at self -justification, 
attributes this lapse to her father's money, her beauty and his own 
drunkenness. Er marries Tamar, from Mesopotamia, a daughter of Aram, 
but he is smitten by an angel of the Lord on the third night. Onan 
marries Tamar, lives with her a year, but the marriage is not consum- 
mated, because of "wickedness "; on Judah's insistence Onan goes in to 
perform his marital duty to Tamar, ". . . but he spilled the seed on 
the ground, according to the command of his mother, and he also died 
through wickedness ". Apparently, Bath -Shua was anti -Tamar because the 
latter was not a Canaanite like herself. 
2. The Book of Jubilees, Chapter XLI 
Judah took for Er a wife "from the daughters of Aram, named Tamar" 
(1). Er, however, fails to perform his marital duty to Tamar, because 
he had wanted to marry a Canaanite, like his mother, but his father had 
forbidden it (2). For his wickedness, Yahweh slays him (3). Onan's 
sin is described in similar terms to Gen. 38:9 (4 -5). 
3. Babylonian Talmud 
b. Yeb. 34b. "Er and Onan indulged in unnatural intercourse." 
( 1 71 ,1.1", v 1 VI )3 kU 1 ] 1 - y ) There is no problem about Onan' s 
guilt, but how can the same offence be attributed to Er? "R. Nahman b. 
Isaac replied: It is written, and he slew him also, he also died of 
the same death." TI -rn"am`n ti31-00> Ti TA >?z ow '1 aPo--t ) 
The assumption from this seems to be that because the deaths were the 
same, the offences which caused the deaths were also the same.1 This 
1. R. Nahman is here using the first of the 'two and thirty Middoth' 
ascribed to Eliezer ben Jose Ha- gelili, as given by H. L. STRACK, 
Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash, (1931), p. 96: "Ribbui. 
The particles 'af, gam, 'eth, indicate an inclusion or amplification ". 
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raises a further query: That Onan should behave in the manner stated 
is understandable, because for his own reason he did not want to 
provide Tamar with children whose very existence would cause him 
problems. But why did Er behave thus and not fulfil his marital duties? 
- -- "In order that she might not conceive and thus lose some of her 
beauty." 
4. Ber. R. LXXXV. 4. 
The reason for Er's wickedness is "because he ploughed on roofs ". 
(Footnote 4 to page 792: "a delicate expression for unnatural inter- 
course, so that his wife should not conceive "). 
LXXXV. 5. Referring to Onan's behaviour. "HE SPILLED IT (THE 
SEED) ON THE GROUND ". "He cohabited naturally but scattered without ". 
5. Rashi, commenting on Gen. 38:7 regards Er's wickedness as the same. 
as Onan's. "This is deduced from the statement, and He slew him also, 
the last word implying 'for the same reason'. He did not want her to 
lose her beauty through pregnancy and childbirth." However, there was 
not total unanimity on Er's sin. Nachmanides, thirteenth century, 
simply notes "His sin is not indicated, save that he died for his own 
sin, and not as a punishment for Judah's part in the sale of Joseph ".1 
It is difficult to draw many significant conclusions from these 
references with regard to TC. 
Both "The Testament of Judah" and The Book of Jubilees, while 
agreeing that Er was slain because of his wickedness, leave us in some 
doubt as to the nature of that wickedness. The Book of Jubilees is 
1. A. COHEN (ed.) The Soncino Chumash (1947) p. 237. 
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explicit that Er's wickedness was the reason for his death, but in the 
wording of xli 2 it is not quite clear whether the wickedness was his 
failure to consummate the marriage or his desire to marry a Canaanite - 
or both. 
There is the same 'double reference' in the Testament of Judah. 
The anti -Canaanite emphasis finds expression in the rather enigmatic 
sentence "Now Er was wicked, and he was in need concerning Tamar, because 
she was not of the land of Canaan ". This emphasis is perhaps heightened 
in x 3, where his lack of desire for children by Tamar seems to be at 
his mother's behest because Tamar was not a Canaanite like herself. 
Both books, however, take their anti -Canaanite approach a stage 
further. In Gen. 38 Tamar is provided with neither genealogy nor race, 
though it is probable that the writer (the J document author) regarded 
her as of Canaanite origin. In both these books, Tamar is "de- 
Canaanitised ", and, while she is not transformed by the authors into a 
full- blooded Israelite, she is shown at least to have her origins in 
an area, Aram, with which the Patriarchs had very close connections.1 
This anti -Canaanite tendency is paralleled in some of the Targums 
to Gen. 38, e.g. Ps. Jon., though in a rather different way. While 
"The Testament of Judah" and the Book of Jubilees ensure that TAMAR 
is not a Canaanite, some of the Targumic tradition tries to remove the 
Canaanite label from BATH -SHUA, Judah's wife. In fact she is not a 
daughter of Shua the Canaanite, but the daughter of Shua, the trader 
or merchant, 'Canaanite' being given here its non -ethnic meaning, as 
1. cf. J. A. EMERTON, "An Examination of a recent structuralist inter- 
pretation of Genesis XXXVIII", VT 26 (1976), pp. 79 -98, especially 
pp. 90 -93. 
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in certain parts of the Old Testament. Ps. Jon. Gen. 38:2 . . 
-1).41 -1 Z 1L 41-1m t `t 1 7 ~ Ji è)).31141 Ps. Jon., having removed 
the Canaanite label puts the issue beyond all doubt by going on to say 
that Judah made her a proselyte ì 1 ~'7.7. As TC stresses the 
'merchant' aspect also, but with a slightly different emphasisl, we 
can see in both Targums a desire to ensure that 'the fathers' are 
nobly dealt with - in this case Judah is not tainted with marrying a 
Canaanite, and thus infringing what was later to become a very import- 
ant law. 
b. Yeb. 34b and Ber. R. LXXXVI clearly regard Er and Onan as 
being guilty of the same sin and this is specified as unnatural inter- 
course. This may provide a link with TC, for it is only here in all 
the Targums examined that Er and Onan are clearly listed as sharing in 
the same sin, and - if the discussion on the use of 1`117 tiK 'ail is 
valid - that sin is unnatural intercourse . the reasons why 
may have regarded Er and Onan as being guilty of the same sin could be 
the result of the discussion referred to in b. Yeb. 34b, on the use of 
the word also (and mentioned in Rashi). 
Both b. Yeb. 34b and Rashi supply the reason for Er 's sin - that 
childbearing would deprive his wife of some of her natural beauty. 
This finds no mention in TC, but then, as has been noted before, TC 
does not aim to supply all the details, though the few which he does 
supply often provide a wealth of material by their succinctness. 
Before attempting to draw any conclusions I should like to comment 
on T1 43 y 3D 711 in I Chr . 2:3 (MT) . In TC this becomes 
d1 n12-10 y 1 W v a. TC is following a procedure somewhat similar 
1. See below, p. 108. 
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to that found in I Chr. 1:30 (cf. Ps. Jon. Gen. 25:14, 15) where the 
name in MT Y730/1, which in form could also be regarded as a common T 
noun, thing heard, is translated more in accordance with the latter 
meaning in the Targum and becomes t171 " S. Similarly in the Old 
Testament ``) n3 has an ethnic meaning, 'Canaanite', but in certain 
cases it has a secondary meaning, 'trader, merchant',1 e.g. Job 40:30; 
Zeph. 1:11. It may be that TC, as he has done before, is simply trans- 
lating a word by its 'other' meaning. This, however, raises the 
question: Did TC have any reason for doing this? Was he avoiding the 
use of the term 'Canaanite' for some particular reason, perhaps because 
of a desire to make it clear that the ancestors had not been in breach 
of the later law which forbade marriage with Canaanites, (e.g. Ex. 
34:16; Deut. 7:3)? Looking at the Genesis Targums and other related 
works, some interesting points emerge: 
Gen. 38:2 
MT ']'J3D W fl-' 
TO D 1a-1 ;1 
Neo I -1 11 1 ßtì1 -1 1 
Ps. Jon. 1 111 Ì J 1 41-1 T2 
F.T. Missing 
Ber. R. No relevant comment. 
Rashi 1.7t 
In other parallel passages already looked at in a different context, 
Num. 26:19 and Gen. 46:12, the word does not appear in the Hebrew text, 
1. BDB p. 489, but see A. HALDAR in G. A. BUTTRICK, The Interpreter's 
Dictionary of the Bible (1962) I, 494, where he regards 'trader, 
merchant' as the primary meaning, the ethnic being secondary. 
Whichever way it is taken, the argument is not affected. 
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but in Gen. 46:10, there is a comment in MT on one of the sons of 
Simeon, 1211 g it) : 
Gen. 46:10 
MT 11`7 fl ;- 
TO t-131 ti 13 11 
Neo I ¡1 31 ") 'D ;1-1a 
Ps. Jon. D `ra' ßc1 3 "3 -i-: `17J-r >11 t 
F.T. Missing 
Ber. R. No comment ad. loc. but on Gen. 34:26 (Ber. R. 
LXXX, 10) Shaul becomes "son of Dinah ". 
Rashi Dinah's son, whom Simeon was forced to adopt. 
The parallel passage to Gen. 46:10 is Ex. 6:15: 
MT al ~ J y ] ì1 p 
TO 1: 31 "3 ] 7 -1 
Neo I .1 fl 3 y3>1 i111 
Ps. Jon. y337 `a 11,113T/7 1`íD3 (7`).4ku1J-1 °173T Atri 
F.T. Missing 
Shem. R. No comment 
Rashi No comment 
This verse is also reproduced in I Chr. 4:24, but rather signifi- 
cantly the name 'Saul' is given but with no elaboration, though TC 
remedies this by giving us: 1`T..] l 1 ` N1U11 73T Is) 1-1 
Z.LIiI] J11 Lj with a variant reading in MS. C Z11 k 3 y -1 t p 71, D 7 u w 
Thus in each passage where (TI) "3 y 30 is mentioned, Ps. Jon. in 
particular studiously avoids translating it as 'Canaanite', but instead 
gives it 
(a) in Gen. 38:2 a non -pejorative meaning, 
(b) in Gen. 46:10 (= Ex. 6:15) a strongly pejorative meaning, 
lOS. 
and thus succeeds, in each case, in deflecting the charge that these 
sons of Jacob had had Canaanite wives. 
In our instance, I Chr. 2:3, TC, following perhaps the lead of 
the tradition represented in Ps. Jon., renders 71 JO O 11 by 
?4,r1 71Aí1 and thus likewise absolves Judah from the sin of any liason 
with a Canaanite woman. 
It should be noted: 
(a) In Gen. 38:2 (MT) Judah marries the daughter of a Canaanite man: 
U 111 íc; "3 I1J'?1 On. In I Chr. 2:3 (MT) this is 
abbreviated to 'Bath Shua', the Canaanitess' N3 on VI to '1, 
but when these two phrases are translated into Aramaic, Bath Shua, 
from being 'the daughter of a trading man' in Ps. Jon. to Gen., 
becomes in Targ. Chr. herself 'the trading woman' :1 
(b) Ps. Jon. uses for "3S]3 the word 1141 , trader, merchant, which 
does not occur in Biblical Hebrew or Biblical Aramaic2; I Chr. 2:3 
uses the loan word U731t1 D (MS. V; C and L have 
t 77 jt-1 T)) feminine form of ?,T 1 ` ti r D another form of 
nx-1 (from t,Pow,oc-reu-r,is ) trader, esp. travelling 
merchant (Jastrow p. 1214f. and 1241). Lest the constant 
1. Unless we translate here "the daughter of Shua the trading woman". 
(see LXX Gen. 38:2 and discussion on p.112 below). This is possible 
only if we can regard 31 a as the construct of p. arl -1'. - which 
seems to be how LE DEAUT I, p. 43 has taken it - whereas the normal 
expression in TC for 'daughter of is 3I1 e.g. I Chr. 2:49; 3:2; 
see especially 3:5, where TC retains the Hebrew form 3t a in the 
two proper names quoted, but when he wishes to say "daughter of" 
it is not 31 a but ,1 3 that is used. 
2. Unless we accept RUDOLPH'S emendation in I Chr. 9:14 of A`7 1 41 
for I!` -141 . 
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references to affinities between TC and Ps. Jon. make one think of 
a too heavy dependence of the former on the latter, such word 
variation as we have here, where for (11) - 3 D Ps. Jon. uses 
171 , TC - t,71-Ur3171 , reminds us that a Targumist, while 
obviously part of a certain tradition, exercised his freedom 
within this tradition. R. le Deaut and J. Robert,1 in their 
Introduction to TC, as they stress its Palestinian origin quote - 
and extend - a list "de mots d'origine grecque ou latine attestes 
dans TC et qui se retrouvent dans le Targum palestinien (TP), 
i 
mais n'apparaissent point dans la litterature juive nee hors de 
Palestine. "2 In their extension to the list this word prgmtvt' 
is quoted. While accepting the validity of their statement quoted 
above and attempting not to fall into a non sequitur, it is of 
interest that though both Targums, TC and Ps. Jon., are regarded 
as of Palestinian origin, at this point one (TC) uses what in the 
list referred to above would be deemed a thoroughly Palestinian 
word, while the other (Ps. Jon.) does not use this word. (This in 
itself, of course, would not disprove Ps. Jon. 's Palestinian 
origin!) . Though it should be added that 1 )ft (Ps. Jan.'s word 
at this point) is found also in TC (II, 1:16; 9:14), but I am 
unable to trace whether NIt1 7t )'3 occurs in Ps. Jon: If the 
latter result were negative, i.e. that N 1 1+3 is found only 
in TC, this might provide some support for a later date for TC - 
if it could be shown that Z11í Ta "wiz '1 O had come into use in the 
Umgangssprache at a later period. The fact that 
`'D v U 
is 
i 
1. LE DEAUT I, p. 16. 
2. LE DAUT I, p. 17. 
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found in Syriac 
1 
makes it surely rather probable that the word 
must have been in use also in the Eastern reaches of Judaism. 
Leaving aside matters linguistic, there is clearly in Ps. Jon. 
and in TC a desire to have the ancestors freed from any entanglements 
with Canaanite women, or to express it otherwise, this emphasis may 
reflect a period when' marriage with non -Jews was putting the Faith in 
danger, and it was necessary, therefore, to show the fine example set 
in such matters by the ancestors. But this is hinted at also in "the 
Testament of Judah, the Book of Jubilees, and in various discussions in 
the Talmud and in later commentators (though Neo I to Gen. 38:2, for 
example, is unaware of any problem), and, bearing in mind that marriage- 
within-the-community was of the esse of the Faith, such references 
would be of very little help in trying to date or locate any context in 
which such a reference might appear. This was a perennial problem for 
Judaism. 
From the above discussion the firm conclusions which can be drawn 
are few: 
There is a strong anti -Canaanite- liaison emphasis in "The Testament 
of Judah" and the Book of Jubilees, an emphasis which finds expression, 
though from a slightly different point of view, in Ps. Jon. to Gen. 
and in TC. 
"The Testament of Judah" and the Book of Jubilees however, are 
rather enigmatic with regard to Er's sin, but Babylonian Talmud, 
Bereshith Rabba (and Rashi) clearly regard Er and Onan as being guilty 
of the same sin, which they specify as unnatural intercourse; this is 
hinted at in Ps. Jonathan to Gen., but is quite explicit in TC. The 
1. R. PAYNE SMITH, II, col. 3236. 
very fact that this is explicit in TC may suggest that, while TC is 
closer to the tradition reflected in Ps. Jonathan than in any other 
Targum, the discussions referred to in the Talmud and Bereshith Rabba 
may have helped to shape the form in which the tradition has reached us 
in TC. 
Remembering the role of the Targumist as not just translator, but 
'translator - hortator', one can see a clear homiletic note appearing 
in TC, on the theme - Wickedness does not go unpunished: The Lord sees 
to that 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
An examination of the text of I Chr. 2:3 in the Targum and other 
related works has shown a number of striking features in TC. Leaving 
aside any exegetical emphases, TC has one addition to MT which leads 
to rephrasing in the remainder of the clause, another clear addition 
to MT at the end of the verse, a loan -word in TC not found in the cor- 
responding passage in Ps. Jon. to Gen. 38:2, and, to mention 'a new 
fact, a singular verb in MT becomes plural in TC. 
We turn now to the Peshitta, to see if any of these features - or 
indeed any of the exegetical emphases - are reflected in the Syriac 
translation, or, to put it otherwise, to see if the Syriac text shows 
any signs of dependence on the Targum. 
1 . MT -1 N J becomes TC \-1 ' 7 , i.e. a singular verb has 
become plural. This pluralising is found also in PC o . 
There is, however, little to be gained from this, because the other 
versions consulted follow exactly the same procedure: LXX 
( FEV v . , r cL V ) , Vg (nati sunt) , Arm. (Sr cu wry ) . This is, 
of course, a natural step for any translator to take, as the subject of 
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the verb is plural, three. But it does raise a question as to why MT 
should have used a singular verb as this point. It may be a scribal 
error for j -r 12 11 : Kennicott 180 has y -11? 7 ] .1 On the other 
hand, the simpler approach is that the writer is thinking of a group: 
'Er, Onan, Shelah - this group of three was born to . . .'. We find 
a similar phenomenon, e.g. in I Chr. 2:9; 3:1, 4, 5, where MT has a 
singular verb and the versions listed above have changed the singular 
to the plural form (except in PC I Chr. 3:1 where the verb is omitted). 
2. 41".3 33 V 11 1a 
As has been shown above,2 Ps. Jon. and TC made the 'Canaanite' a 'trader'. 
In Gen. 38:2 Pesh. retains , as do the other non -Targum 
versions. In I Chr. 2:3, MT NINE) 41 Z. is now one name, as has 
already happened in MT Gen. 38:12. This seems to be the case also in 
PC, LXX, Vg, Arm, though the last three take d11 as a common noun 
and translate accordingly as 'daughter',3 and LXX and Vg make the 
adjective 'Canaanite' feminine thus either agreeing with daughter, in 
which case Vg reads strangely as 'Canaanite' is Genitive, whereas 
'daughter' is Ablative, or agreeing with Shua, in which case Shua has 
become feminine, which contrasts with Gen. 38:2 MT i jIu , though 
there is confusion at this point in LXX which reads áv a 
presupposing zrraw . But leaving these peculiarities aside, all of 
the non -Targum versions in I Chr. 2:3 use 'Canaanite' in its ethnic 
1. DE ROSSI, III, p. 170 
2. See p. 109. 
3. In PC while 7 a 1, 6 h 13, and Edd. have , 8 a 1 
has , apparently as two separate words, and 9 a 1 
has , apparently written as one word. 
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sense, and there is no hint of the x'.71 T-5 y3'[? -1 of TC1 . If then, 
PC is showing any dependence, it is certainly not on TC. 
3. In the second part of the verse TC has one addition which 
requires the rest of the clause to be rephrased (the inclusion of evil- 
doer Onan) and one clear addition at the end of the verse ('because 
they were corrupting their ways'). We find no trace of these, or, of 
the exegetical nuances already referred to, in PC, LXX or Vg. 
Two points, however, should be mentioned: 
(a) T1171". '3'Y'. MT becomes in TC ` b ̀ 1 lt and in PC 
This I do not feel to be very significant; the anthro- 
pomorphism has been partly avoided in TC and PC which, at the most, 
would indicate a Jewish, but not necessarily a specifically Targumic 
influence; it may also be noted that LXX, Vg and Arm, have likewise 
used a 'non- anthropomorphic' preposition. 
(b) For the killing of Er, MT uses In 71 ',7S`1 . In the parallel pas- 
sage in Gen. 38:7, where we have the same expression in MT, Pesh uses 
the corresponding verb G14.eß+ ---1 o . In I Chr. 2:3, however, MT's 
11 n ',WI I becomes in TC l " 1 t 7 (referring to both) and in PC 
01..L_Na O (referring to Er). This verbal correspondence is a 
small point, but it should not be overlooked, especially as the Hiph. 
of 71'1n 
/in 
I Chr. 10:14, II Chr. 22:11; 23:21; 25:4, is translated 
in TC by f 4 -94 and in PC by mt... (except in PC I Chr. 10:14, 
where the word is untranslated) . 
1. it must however be acknowledged that 1 - 1`1 n in PC could be 
translated 'trader, merchant'. R. PAYNE SMITH, I, Col. 1766f. 
gives the ethnic meaning but gives also the meaning mercator, 
citing Prov. 31:24; Isa. 23:8; Zech. 14:21. I feel, however, that 
if PC had been influenced by TC, that influence would have been 
reflected in PC by the substitution of a less ambiguous word for 
'trader' than ` '`7 . 
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In fact, in I Chr. 2:3, PC follows MT very closely. Apart from 
the instances mentioned under 3, the only place where PC could be said 
to differ from MT is where 71 Lu L7 v ` becomes I {. N L a- 
This 'these' is found in none of the versions, except the Armenian, 
bhtiTP u w . 
1 To sum up: this verse in TC has several differences, major and 
minor, from MT. None of the major differences in TC are reflected in 
PC, and of the minor, the only one which requires mention is the verbal 
correspondence between 117-61-z in TC and J in PC, where MT 
uses 131 l n . 1 
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2:6 
"And the sons of Zerah: Zimri and Ethan and Heman and Calcol and 
Dara, all of them officials on whom the spirit of prophesy rested, and 
they were five." 
In Josh. 7:1 "-77:1.71. , Zabdi, the grandfather of Achan, is ment- 
ioned as a son of Zerah. Zimri, '1 T , and Zabdi are thus likely 
intended to refer to the same person. If we assume that Zabdi is the 
original spelling, Zimri has appeared either through a textual error or 
through a deliberate alteration. Curtis prefers the former: "the 
confusion of a and 73 is phonetic, of -1 and -1 graphic ". 1 
Rudolph's statement of the latter alternative makes it sound a much 
more reasonable one,2 viz., that the original name was Zabdi but when, 
for other reasons, Zabdi was linked with a group of people amongst whom 
was a strong musical emphasis, he too became a musician - in name at 
least - by being called Zimri, --oar , the link being with J31 , 
to make music. 
The other four, Ethan, Heman, Calcol and Dara, appear as a group 
in I Ki. 5:11; they are wise men of uncertain date, and Solomon's 
wisdom is magnified by showing that he was wiser even than these four: 
Of interest in I Ki. is that Ethan is called "the Ezrahite ", ~ ï11 Y 11, 
and that they are all, or at least the last three, called "sons of 
Mahol ". 
But there are other references to these men: I Chr. 15:17, 19 
speak of Heman and Ethan, who were appointed in the temple to sound 
bronze cymbals. I Chr. 25:1 has some of the families of Asaph and 
1. p. 86 
2. p. 10 
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Heman and Jeduthun prophesying with lyres and harps and cymbals, under 
the direction of their respective fathers. 
I Chr. 25:5 refers to Heman as the king's seer, 17 T7 71 ;1 R . 
The title of Ps. 88 mentions Heman, ti 71 ' T z.) 1 as author. 
The title of Ps. 89 mentions Ethan, " T ' ì , as author. 
Thus, as we have a Heman and an Ethan performing various musical 
roles in the temple, and as two adjoining Psalms are attributed to 
Ethan and Heman respectively, and as Ethan is called "1111 `r in 
I Ki. 5:11, and as the Chronicler clearly regards '11 1 T ?iT1 as 
capable of being translated TM 1a, he had reasonable grounds for 
thinking of Ethan and Heman together as sons of Zerah along with Zabdi/ 
Zimri, and he naturally includes with them the two others whose names 
immediately follow those of Ethan and Heman in I Ki. 5:11, though he 
conveniently omits the phrase, "the sons of Mahol", from the same verse. 
C. F. Burney thinks that the Chronicler clearly distinguishes 
the Ethan and Heman of the wise men group (Judahites) from the Ethan 
and Heman who were musicians (Levites) and that it is the author of 
the Psalms titles who has introduced confusion by calling these authors 
'Ezrahites'. He also disposes of the 'sons of Mahol' and the 'sons of 
Zerah' problem by regarding Zerah as the remoter ancestor and Mahol as 
the immediate father. 
Albright2 adopts a simpler approach to the latter problem by 
arguing that 7 1 T1 13 is a musical term, and that Lj1 n is -,3.3 refers 
to a musical group, "members of the orchestral guild ".3 The word 
1. C. F. BURNEY, Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books of Kings (1903), 
p. 51. 
2. W. F. ALBRIGHT, Archaeology and the Religion of Israelz (1946) . 
3. ALBRIGHT, p. 127. 
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' fl `1T T. he takes as being equivalent to T1`1Y , "aborigine ",1 and, 
as used of Ethan in I Ki. 5:11, indicates a "member of a pre -Israelite 
family ".2 All the founders of various temple guilds "were called 
Ezrahites in the tradition underlying I Chr. 2:6 . . . in other words, 
at least one tradition regarded all these guilds as Canaanite in 
origin ".3 While Albright is endeavouring to show from all this the 
antiquity of the tradition on which the Chronicler is relying, from 
our point of view his evidence helps to stress the long- standing musical 
connections involved in this tradition. 
This background may, in part, at least, help to explain why TC 
feels the need to add a short expansion with a special emphasis, ". . 
Officials on whom the spirit of prophecy rested . . . ". Or, to put it 
otherwise, the seeds of the expansion are already in the Biblical text. 
As noted above, the Chronicler, by regarding '11-1T ?4 71 as rr-rr la , 
has already begun the Targumist's work. Targ. Jon. now does the same 
in I Ki. 5:11, and it seems reasonable that TC, aware of what had 
happened in his own text and had also happened in Targ. Jon., and aware 
of the link with officialdom, ( -1L2X1Z1 11711 I Chr. 25:5), temple - 
music, wisdom and prophecy (I Chr. 15:17, 19 and I Ki. 5:11; I Chr. 25:1 
and Titles to Pss. 88 and 89), has no hesitation in pouring on them all 
'the spirit of prophecy', and indeed calling them 1,121D -InN, a term 
which, according to Le Deaut's4 understanding of Levy, has a special 
1. ALBRIGHT, p. 210. 
2. ALBRIGHT, p. 127. 
3. ALBRIGHT, p. 210. cf. JOHN GRAY, I & II Kings , (1970), p. 147. 
4. LE DEAUT, I, p. 43, n. 4, and LEVY, I, 38 -39. See also J. LEVY, 
Neuhebräisches und Chaldäisches Wörterbuch aber die Talmudim und 
Midraschim (1876),I, p. 103, who quotes Bem. R., (section 3, 
188a, = VI. 1) where the 1i nu has a definite place in Temple 
protocol. JASTROW, p. 79, also stresses the temple reference 
by listing the Amarkal as "one of the seven Temple trustees 
superintending the cashiers ". 
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'temple reference'. 
The sons of Zerah appear elsewhere in Jewish tradition, e.g. 
(a) in the Babylonian and Jerusalem Talmuds, e.g. in b. San. 44b, the 
five are mentioned, but not so much for their own sakes as in connect- 
ion with Achan, who is identified with Zimri; 
(b) in Pesikta Rabbati 
1 
, 14:9, where through various etymological 
devices, some of them are identified with the great names of the past, 
e.g, Ethan with Abraham; 
(c) in Seder cOlam 
2 
6 21, where twice they are referred to. In the 
first case we hear of them as prophets working in the midst of recal- 
citrant and heedless children of Israel in Egypt. In the second, var- 
ious offerings in the wilderness are regarded as indicating different 
people, e.g. the five rams indicate the five distinguished sons of 
Zerah, mentioned by name. 
Thus Jewish tradition held these five sons of Zerah in consider- 
able esteem, but it is in Seder C01am, with its stress on their 
prophetic role, that we can see a possible link with TC3. 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
1. PC follows MT very closely. 
2. PC has no sign of any kind of expansion. 
3. Within the Syriac tradition there is a slight variation in names, e.g. 
MT 7al 6h13, 8al, 9a1; Edd. 
v l 
LI 
1. W. G. BRAUDE, Pesikta Rabbati (1968), I, pp. 272 -4. 
2. References from GINZBERG, II, 283 and V, 407. 
3. Cf. also I Chr. 25:5 in TC, where Heman, -1413 l iZ Tn has become 
:2) 11 WI 2`71 
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In 7a1, or in the tradition behind it, a and a Tj (in Heb. or 
Syr.) must have become confused, or perhaps more simply, we have a 
careless scribe, for in 2:8, the 1 d1 `' ?1 of MT appears in 7a1 as . 
4. MT Chr. reads y 1 n for y--11 -1 in I Ki. 5:11. In Chr., the 
evidence is confusing, LXX and Arm, reading y-ß-1 , but Vg. and PC have 
. We get little help from TC for, while MS. V reads y 1-t , 
A. Sperber's edition has ß-l'1-1 As the Kings textual tradition 
solidly supports y-1 1`1 , we ought possibly to do likewise in Chr. 
2:7 
MT. "And the sons of Carmi, Achar, the troubler of Israel, who 
committed a trespass in the matter of the devoted thing." 
TC. "And the sons of Carmi, i.e. Zimri, Achar, i.e. Achan, who 
troubled Israel, when they fled and fell before the men of Ai, because 
he had acted falsely in the matter of the devoted thing." 
TC's first expansion identifies CARMI and ZIMRI. This presents 
us with an immediate problem: Which Zimri? There appear to be two 
candidates: 
1. Zimri, son of Salu, a Simeonite. 
2. Zimri, son of Zerah, and father of Carmi, a Judahite. 
1. The reference is to Num. 25, especially verse 14, where, in 
Shittim, a certain Zimri, son of Salu, a Simeonite, brings a Midianite 
woman into the camp, and is slain by Phinehas the priest, a grandson of 
Aaron. This incident lived on in the folk- memory, and the author of 
I Macc. saw a clear parallel between the zealous Phinehas' slaying the 
apostate. Zimri and Mattathias' slaying the Seleucid official and the 
renegade Jew at Modein in the second century B.C.1 Ps. Jon's 
1. I Macc. 2:26; cf. IV Macc. 18:12. 
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treatment of the incident in Num, adds nothing new from our point of 
view, though he does make the unfortunate Zimri remind Moses that he 
(Moses) too had married a Midianitess.1 This point is mentioned in 
the much fuller treatment of Zimri in b. San. 82a -b, where he is 
discussed in the context of relationships with heathen women. Of note 
in this treatment are two additional elements: (a) in a statement 
attributed to R. Nahman in Rab's name, Zimri is a man given over to 
debauchery; (b) in a statement attributed to R. Johanan, Zimri is but 
one of his five names: he is also called 'Saul', 'because he lent 
himself to sin', ¡1 1 rj s J+ 1-,' x ku ï1 w ? y ; and 
'the son of the Canaanitess', 'because he acted like the Canaanites' 
2 
1 y D 7 íy77 i1 W .5+ v y 
The identification of Saul and Zimri is found also in Ps. Jon. 
Gen.46:10 "Saul, i.e. Zimri, who behaved like the Canaanites in 
Shittim" and in Ps. Jon. Ex. 6:15 "Saul, i.e. Zimri, who lent himself 
to debauchery like the Canaanites"; in TC I Chr. 4:24, "Saul, i.e. 
Zimri, who lent his body for reward /punishment" , 
3 
la 
In Midrash Rabba, we find many of the Babylonian Talmud comments, 
though the same five names of Zimri in b. San. become six in Bem. R. 
XXI. 3. The picture which builds up around Zimri in the Midrash Rabba 
is that of a very evil man, who has become almost a byword for one who 
rebelled against God. For example, in an elaboration of the saying in 
1. Cf. Bem. R. XX. 24 
2. b. San. 82b. 
3. I am not quite sure how to interpret VII 13 )' 1D : if for 
reward is meant, the stress is on his debauchery; if for punishment, 
it may be an oblique reference to Phineas' work with the spear. 
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Eccl. 7:26 "he who pleases God escapes her, but the sinner is taken by 
her ", we find in Qoh. R. VII. 26, that Phinehas is one of those regarded 
as referred to in the first clause, and Zimri fulfils a similar role 
for the second clause. This approach is reflected also e.g. in P.R.E. 1 
and in Midr. Teh.2 
We find the same emphasis in Aphrahat; when extolling the virtues 
of virginity, he mentions several people whose parents would have done 
better had they not brought them forth and the two named first are 
Zimri and Achan, the reason in Zimri's case being 0111 t Via, 
t O :-oa _ -- :SL. `b ca2s, \ o -1 3 
In the Nisibene Hymns,4 Ephrem also quotes Zimri, and while there 
is a great temptation to see in the quotation some dependence on the 
miracles tradition, six in b. San. 82b and twelve in Bem. R. XX. 24, 
what he says could probably have had its origin solely in the MT. 
"Phinehas the zealous pierced and gave me, on the head of his 
spear for my delight, Zimri and Cozbi both together . ." 
This general picture of Zimri is well summed up in the comment in 
EJ 5 that Zimri became "a symbol for the worst rebellion against God 
and his Torah ". 
2. The other Zimri is Zimri, son of Zerah and father of Carmi, a 
Judahite. If Carmi is identical with this Zimri, we are having an 
1. Ch. XLVII, p. 369f. 
2. 15. 6. 
3. Demonstration XVIII - 6. Reference is originally from J. NEUSNER, 
Aphrahat pp. 132, 80. 
4. 39. 5. 
5. Vol. 16, p. 1027. 
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identification made between a man and his son.1 This may seem somewhat 
unusual, and further consideration of this possibility will be postponed 
until after we have looked at Achan. 
Leaving 2 out of the reckoning for the moment, the position we 
have now reached is that Carmi is identified with Zimri, a man who by 
his association with a Midianitess flouted God's and Moses' commandment, 
brought a massacre on his own people, and a shameful death on himself 
and his 'bride'. Saul, a Simeonite, is identified with this Zimri, 
obviously because of his contact with heathendom through his Canaanite 
mother. What has not yet emerged is: 
(a) any indication as to why Carmi should be identified with this 
Zimri. The 'Carmis' of the Old Testament are three in all, but in 
each case, apart from their name and their tribe, we know very little 
more about them. The ground for the identification may be a certain 
similarity of sound between the two names. 
(b) any suggestion from the material considered which is based on Num. 
25, that the Zimri there mentioned is identical with Achan. 
This latter point leads to the next Targumic expansion: Achar, i.e. 
Achan. 
How, in fact, did the ACHAN of Jos. 7 become the ACHAR of I Chr. 
2:7? If we assume Jos. to be original a in Jos. has become a 
in Chr.2 Yet the etymological references in Jos. 7 clearly presuppose 
1 
: 7:24, 25, 26: 
-OD 
1-1-3. 
N ti1-2 `ti 24 
1. See I Chr. 2:6. 
2. Kennicott 80 and 180 read 10 29 in I Chr. 2:7. See DE ROSSI, 
p. 170. f 
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-11 73 y RI 'a a ú 1 Tt l0 1-.)--)12, L, N 26 
If, however, I Chr. 2:7 is correct in giving whence came 
1 
J ? Rudolph1 thinks that here the Chronicler is using an entirely 
independent source, but Rudolph does not give any adequate answer as to 
how, in spite of what seems to be a deliberate word play on 'D y 
referred to four times within a few verses, Jos. 7 nonetheless preserves 
the 1:3-:9 spelling throughout. In Josephus' telling of the Achan 
story it is the ACHAR spelling which is given.2 
By TC's time, the story is obviously linked so closely with ACHAN, 
that TC feels obliged to insert his identifying expansion: Achar, i.e. 
Achan. He then goes on to give a very brief summary of the outcome of 
Achan's Misdeed, when they (i.e. the children of Israel) fled and fell 
before the men of Ai, - that disaster which seemed such a bad omen for 
God's people in their new land, until Achan's crime was dealt with. 
TC's expansion is explanatory, requiring no further comment and the 
only minor change occurs in the preceding phrase: 'the troubler of 
Israel': -10 1) , a participle in MT, becomes a relative clause 
-)7.)-1 in TC. 
The presence of Achan, however, raises a problem especially in 
the realm of identifications. When Achan appears in Rabbinic tradition, 
he is normally thought of as: 
(a) the man who (among other crimes) appropriated material which was 
under the L711, ; 
(b) the man who suffered death by stoning; 
1. p. 16 
2. Ant. V, 33. 
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(c) the great penitent whose confession made atonement for him and 
who found a place in the world to come. 
In m. San. VI, 2, a place is found for Achan in the world to come 
by a consideration of the sentence, "The Lord shall trouble thee this 
day" (Jos. 7:25), the argument being "this day thou art to be troubled, 
but thou art not to be troubled in the time to come ". 
t. San. IX, 5, uses a slightly different argument. It quotes 
I Chr. 2:6 naming the five sons of Zerah, but finds the secret in the 
ending "five of them in all ". Such a comment, apparently, is so obvious, 
and therefore unnecessary, unless it has some special meaning other 
than the obvious. The 'special meaning' is that all five are still 
together in the world to come, i.e. that in spite of his sin "even 
Achan is with them in the world to come ". But Achan's name is not 
mentioned in the five: Achan must therefore be identified with one 
of them; now sometimes Achan and Heman are identified, but it is more 
likely that he is being identified here with Zimri. b. San. 44b 
actually makes the identification explicit: J.` 7h 1 4-113T 1`1 D 
1 
7 - . And the same section goes on to record a discussion between 
Rab and Samuel on the subject of which.name was prior, one maintaining 
that the man's real name was Achan, and that he is called Zimri, 
77w W As we know so little of the actions of 
the Zimri of I Chr. 2:6, we must conclude from this that the Zimri 
referred to in the above quotation is the Zimri of Num. 25 for there 
at least we have the possibility of a basis for the identification, 
viz., either that both men had despised God's commands and met violent 
deaths at the hands of God's servants, or that both men had been 
thoroughly immoral, this latter aspect with regard to Achan being 
stressed, e.g. in b. San. 44a. Thus, b. San. 44a -b makes the 
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identification of Achan and Zimri explicit and that this is the Zimri 
of Num. 25 is implicit.l Vay. R. IX. 1 also takes this approach but 
uses a further argument which puts beyond doubt that the Zimri referred 
to is the Zimri of Num. 25. In trying to answer the question as to 
why Achan in called Zimri, "The Rabbis said: Because the Israelites 
were cut down through him ". In BDB2 we do in fact have a second root 
-1 73i to trim, prune. 
Achan, then, is identified sometimes with the Zimri of Num. 25, 
sometimes with the Zimri of I Chr. 2:6, which would imply, and clearly 
did imply for the Jewish scholars, e.g. Vay. R. IX. 1, that Zimri son 
of Salu and Zimri son of Zerah are the same person. Such complications 
did not worry unduly the Jewish scholars. Indeed the very introduction 
of Zimri in this verse in TC, I Chr. 2:7, causes several complications, 
as may be seen from the following equations: 
I Carmi = Zimri son of Salu = Achan 
Carmi = Achan, i.e. father = son 
II Carmi = Zimri, son of Zerah, but this Zimri is the father of Achan 
(I Chr. 2:7 TC). If the Zabdi /Zimri argument is valid, then 
according to MT of I Chr. 2:6, 7 and Jos. 7:1, Zimri /Zabdi is the 
grandfather of Achan. Thus Carmi = Zimri /Zabdi, i.e. father = 
grandfather. 
To take I and II together: 
Carmi = Achan 
Carmi = Zimri /Zabdi 
Achan = Zimri /Zabdi; i.e. son = grandfather. 
1. Cf. y. San. 23b. 
2. p. 274. 
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To the Western mind, then, the introduction of Zimri at this point 
in TC raises complications and seeming absurdities. It ought to be 
remembered, however, that this is talmudic "exegetical logic" at its 
best. When an attempt is made to drive home a certain homiletical 
point, tribal, family, and even generation barriers are swept aside 
and completely disregarded. The expositors are in fact saying: we 
are trying through personality, to stress just how evil evil is, and 
rather than use several evil persons as separate illustrations, all 
the persons are identified, and the resultant 'composite person' is 
shown to be exceptionally evil, and the appropriate lessons drawn 
therefrom. It is as though they have chosen the option of one massive, 
concentrated explosion rather than a number of smaller bombs - and 
the result is deafening, and not likely to be forgotten. 
Four concluding points must be made: 
1. As often, the basis for a later expansion may be found in the 
Biblical text itself. In Jos. 7:1, and by comparison in I Chr. 2:6f, 
Zerah is the great -grandfather of Achan; in Jos. 7:24 Zerah is the 
father of Achan. Applying the same principles as have been applied in 
the equations listed above, we.could deduce, from the MT, that Zabdi = 
Achan. 
2. The appearance of Carmi in I Chr. 2:7 (MT) is rather like that of 
Elijah before Ahab - sudden and unheralded. In Jos. he is a son of 
Zabdi and RudolphI would like to insert a similar phrase in I Chr. 2:7 
to link him up with Zimri in the preceding verse, giving the following: 
11 ~771 D "-n-ri -1.11. It is perhaps possible 
that the very fact that TC adds a short comment on Carmi was because 
1,. p. 10 (following ROTHSTEIN). 
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the text before him seemed unsatisfactory and raised some query in his 
mind about Carmi - which may suggest that TC was using the same text 
as we have in MT, not as Rudolph would like us to have it. Yet this 
does not wholly account for the rather odd equation of Carmi with Zimri. 
I have been unable to find this identification elsewhere and I suggested 
earlier the possibility of a 'sound' basis for the identification. 
There may be a further possibility. It may be that it had been TC's 
original intention to identify Achan and Zimri as had been done already, 
e.g. b. San. 44b. To insert ' ̀1 TJT 1411 after S1 , 
however, was going to introduce two identifications in series, and 
would tend to make rather perilous the status of the following relative 
clause. But he was very anxious to bring in Zimri somehow: this he 
did by placing ') n T as close to = y as possible; it was not 
possible to place him immediately before l 0 :9 as this would spoil 
the very important 
1 
3 y 1 D > link; he therefore inserted 
'..--)711. in the only place left, viz., before 1 0 y . This now left 
i 73T 'out on a limb' as it were, so, bearing in mind that ~ 13 -t0 
was a rather hazy figure with some doubt as to his identity, TC linked 
these two together. Thus in TC, the verse gives us after Achar the 
identification with Achan followed by the abbreviated history of 
Achan's misdeeds; by unobtrusively placing Zimri, with all the memories 
which this name would call up in the believer's mind, before Achar, TC 
has succeeded in 'evilising' Achan even further. In this instance the 
stress is very heavily upon the evil aspect of Achan's life, as TC 
does not give any hint of some of the other sides to his character, 
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e.g. his penitence.1 
3. It is of interest that in the Rabbinic discussions concerning Achan, 
any additional etymological suggestions are based not on -10.1/4...) but 
on p29 y , e.g. b. San. 44b, in the continuation of the discussion 
between Rab and Samuel referred to above - Zimri is his name: Why then 
is he called 10 ,'.1)? 7 )1-1 lti ` 171u l`iil `'j1 7rty 
As the name ? J J is found only in I Chr. 2:7, one would have 
expected TC to seize the opportunity to use -ID y for some kind of 
homiletical teaching or imaginative expansion. Instead, he swings 
back deliberatley to the traditional approach by bringing in the name 
1 
D st and thereafter following closely his Biblical text. What was 
the role of the Targumist? Was it simply to reflect and pass on some 
of the traditional teaching around him? Was it also to be a creator 
of new tradition? Here it would seem that the emphasis was on the 
traditional aspect for he seems to have thrown away an excellent 
opportunity to redress the balance in favour of -)02g , by giving 
us at least one fresh expansion based on this root. 
4. In the Syriac tradition, Achan, like Zimri, son of Salu,2 is used 
as a good argument for virginity, i.e. it would have been better had 
his parents not brought him into the world. In that he stands over 
against Joshua, an additional strand appears: there is a certain 
'typology' introduced with Joshua and Jesus: \.0.4 - 
1/ O GT l .9 Q '.. 3 0-41-. O b 
1. There may be a connection between '-'177T and 'TM D on 
"occupational grounds ". - 7s-1 7 may be connected with 137» 
vineyard. The three occurrences of II J-)711 in Lev. 25:3;4 
and Is. 5:6 each refer to pruning a vineyard. If this is the 
ground for the identification in our present context, there is 
certainly no reference to it, and no obvious lessons are drawn 
from it. 
2. See above, p.121, note 3. 
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V al '. -, s, t 72.: k 
It is as though Aphrahat were saying in good Targumic tradition, Achan, 
i.e. Judas; 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
An examination of the versions yields little of value: The Vulgate: 
1. For Filii Charmi Achar MSS C and , of Spanish provenance, read 
Filius Zabdi Charmi filius Charmi Achan. But this reading is so clearly 
influenced by Jos. 7, as to have little significance in our context. 
2. For 17 ?./-1 1 y Vulgate reads qui turbavit Israhel, i.e. 
a participial clause has become a relative clause, exactly as in TC. 
If this simple grammatical change in the Vulgate were accompanied by 
one or two more parallels to TC it would be of value, but, as it is 
not, it has little to offer us, being a normal alternative possibility 
which any translator might use. 
PC follows MT exceptionally closely with one slight variant in 
7 a 1 where 1 7 becomes 1 1_3 o_N. (hindrance); this is clearly 
a scribal error for 1 * R n \ (hinderer, troubler), as indeed is read 
by 6 h 13, 8 a 1, 9 a 1, and Edd. 
In Arm., for tù cti w ( 1 J 1 y ) there is a variant 
reading fuw i, e -' (destroyer, corrupter) , and while Khal's 
version rather more prolix "And the son of Charmi, Achar, who made 
Israel to tremble and transgressed with regard to the sworn offering ", 
neither of these can be regarded as having any close connection with 
either TC or PC. 
1. Dem. XXI -10; NEUSNER, Aphrahat, p. 105. 
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Thus while TC has its expansions, none of these can be said to 
be reflected in PC, which follows MT very closely. 
I Chr. 2:9 THE SONS OF HEZRON 
2:9 
MT, with Targumic expansion underlined. 
"And the sons of Hezron who were born to him in Timnath: 
Jerahmeel, Ram and Chelubai." 
This one -word addition, S13 Yd 4 , is a good illustration of 
the principle that rabbinic expansions have their root already in the 
biblical text. In MT, the relative clause "who were born to him ", if 
complete, seems superfluous; as it stands however, it sounds incomplete, 
and we are left, as it were, waiting for the last note to complete the 
bar - but it never comes. TC has completed it by inserting an adverb- 
ial expression, which locates the birthplace of the three sons - in 
Timnath. In the Old Testament, however, we are not told that Timnath 
was the birthplace of Hezron's sons, nor are we told that it was Hezron's 
home. We must assume, initially, that it is a reference to the Timnah 
to which Judah was travelling to see how the sheep- shearing was pro- 
gressing (Gen. 38:12f) when he was waylaid by his daughter -in -law, 
Tamar, who, as a result, bore him Perez and Zerah. It is not stated 
that Timnah was their birthplace either. 
There is uncertainty, even today, about the exact site of Timnah, 
an uncertainty shared by the Rabbis. It is in their discussion as to 
whether Judah's Timnah was the same as Samson's Timnah in Jud. 14:1, 
or whether in fact they were two, that we begin to see the importance 
of the place and its significance in TC. 
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In b. Sot. lOa, Samson's going down to Timnah is contrasted with 
Judah's going up. The point is made that because Samson was disgraced 
in Timnah it is written that he went down to Timnah; and because Judah 
was exalted in Timnah, 11 s 7117 J131 > it is written that he went 
up to Timnah. There is also a simple geographical explanation put 
forward which discusses the possibility of one or two towns of that 
name. But bearing in mind Judah's somewhat shabby conduct we are left 
puzzling as to how Judah could be regarded as exalted in it (unless 
ïl J 71] 'lifted up' could be construed as meaning 'set up', which 
would be nearer the truth). 
y. Sot. 17a also discusses the geographical possibilities, but it 
has an additional element: it suggests that Samson's alliance con- 
tracted there had a non- religious, Judah's a religious intention. The 
use of such adjectives, however, still leaves the matter rather vague: 
In Ber. R. LXXXV. 6, when the geographical discussion looks at the 
possibility of there being only one Timnah, the natural question 
arises: "Why then is both ascent and descent mentioned in connection 
with it? Because for Judah it was an ascent, since he produced kings 
. . ". This is most probably a reference to the fact that Judah, 
through Perez, was the ancestor of David. It would appear, then that 
the Rabbis regarded Perez as being born in Timnah and TC regarded his 
grandchildren as being born there too. 
We can say the following about TC: 
1. He has completed the incomplete by rounding off with an adverbial 
expression a rather clumsy relative clause. 
2. He has made clear and explicit what in the MT is implied, or 
perhaps only partially implied, viz., that Perez and his grandchildren 
were born at Timnah - wherever it may have been 
132. 
3. For him, Timnah is not simply a place, but - bearing in mind his 
progression to 2:15, and the comments in Ber. R. - the place where the 
line of Perez begins; and the significance of Perez can be seen in 
Ruth where, in spite of Nachshon's importance, twice it is clear that 
his is the first and leading name in the line 
1 
until we reach David. 
4. If it is accepted that for 'kingly reasons' Timnath is a very 
important place for TC, there seems to bea possible link with Ber. R. 
for it is only there that the kingly emphasis comes clearly to 
expression, in spite of the foot -note to ìl J f 1 1J .Tt 7 in the 
Soncino edition of the Babylonian Talmud, "Perez was born there from 
whom David was descended ".2 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
1. It is interesting that the so- called 'object -maker' 11N in MT, 
which does not usually follow a passive verb, - it-jtij is retained in TC - 
interesting, because the Targumist so often tries to simplify that 
which is difficult. Here TC is retaining what, to us at least, is a 
rather difficult construction. The very fact that he does retain it, 
and that it is found elsewhere in MT, e.g. Gen. 4:18,3 may indicate 
that it was not such a difficult construction after all. PC, however, 
1. Ruth 4:12, 18. J. A. BEWER, 'Zur Literarkritik des Buches Ruth' 
in Theologische Studien and Kritiken (1903), pp. 502 -506, however, 
regards (/ 1 D n ' J 7 131 ~ ` ¡1' l as a mis -reading for an 
original l7 -1.11-a "71 , and as the mention of Perez 
in the genealogy in 4:18ff. was based on this 'mis- reading', its 
value is severely questioned. Even if this is true, such factors 
would not have troubled TC unduly. I am grateful to Dr D. R. G. 
Beattie for drawing my attention to this reference. 
2. A. COHEN (translator) The Babylonian Talmud, Seder Nashim, Sotah, 
(1936) p. 47. n. (3) . 
3. See GK. §121, a, b. 
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does not insert v , but simply treats the three names involved, as 
subjects, in apposition to vcrliii 
2. The -11713 followed by a plural subject was found also in I Chr. 
2:1, and all the versions make it plural, here as there. 
3. The influence of LXX on Arm, is seen quite clearly in this verse, 
where, for ` 1173 , LXX has X < e-> v t A e of 1 ; Arm. 
has o f b u, tr 
\ 1 
4. For 0. 'lli0 PC reads vim^ , for which I can find no explan- 
ation except that has become corrupted to _SO, and to _D , the 
latter being more likely to happen than the former. If indeed Caleb 
is the man in question, 1 it is to be noted that in 2:18, 19, where 
M O appears in MT, PC reads .--1V `1 
Apart from 4, which may be the result of inner Syriac corruptions, 
PC departs from both MT and TC in disposing of the 7.3/ ; but this 
is understandable. Of the main TC addition 
trace. 
I Chr. 2:10 -12 THE ANCESTRY OF DAVID 
2:10 
31 1 73 Xi Z , PC shows no 
MT ". . . and Amminadab was the father of Nahshon, prince of the 
sons of Judah." 
TC ". . . and Amminadab was the father of Nahshon, leader of a 
clan of the sons of Judah." 
At first sight MT seems to accord Nahshon adequate honour by 
calling him n -- ̀ t ël " "3 3 w í) ] : TC adds little by describing 
him as 1,11 1 ` +a ] 5 ì1 N .]t`= 1- . By using -an , TC tends slightly 
1. Cf . RUDOLPH, p. 12. 
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to downgrade Nahshon, for a-1 can be a rather elastic title, which 
could describe a leader of very great stature or a leader of not -so- 
great stature. It may be, of course, that by TC's day the term p-vj l 
was no longer understood; this, however, seems unlikely for the name 
of R. Judah *'W3 ;1 must have been reasonably well known in Rabbinic 
tradition and thereby not only the title but as well its connotation 
of honour must have been preserved. Whether the next expression in 
the targumic treatment of Nahshon enhances his reputation is also 
problematic: from being prince of the sons of Judah in MT, he is in 
the Targum rather more restricted, a clan leader of the sons of Judah, 
which seems to imply a narrowing of his responsibilities. On the 
other hand, it could be said that the use of a term which appears often 
in MT of Chr., J 71` s , introduces a distinct note of community 
solidarity to the title, and an examination of the titles of the twelve 
"princes" in Num., eleven of whom are called x' w 3 in MT, shows that 
Ps. Jon. followed the same pattern in Num. 7 as TC has adopted here. 
In the O.T., Nahshon has an exalted position. As a brother -in- 
law of Aaron1 he is well connected. In the wilderness he appears as 
prince of the sons of Judah,2 is the first to present offerings and 
sacrifices in the Tabernacle3 and, when the people set off from Sinai, 
he is in charge of the vanguard.4 His name is also listed in Ruth 4:20 
as one of the vital connecting links in the genealogical line from 
Perez to David. 
1. Ex. 6:23 
2. Num. 2:3 
3. Num. 7:12 
4. Num. 10:14 
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In the Talmud and Midrash, Nahshon achieves further distinction: 
it was he who was the first to plunge into the Red Sea when the great 
crossing began,1 and it was because of this action that he was selected 
to be first to offer at the Tabernacle2 as leader of his tribe, and 
because of his so offering, he was 'the chief of the princes'.3 Bem. 
R.4 looks at it from another angle - that it was because of his kingly 
status that he was chosen to be first to offer at the Tabernacle: 
"Nahshon led off by presenting an offering to symbolise authority, 
since his father had appointed him king over his brethren ".5 His 
greatness is further enhanced by stressing that it was an offering 
from his own property that he made, not from that of his tribe. We 
find this emphasis on leadership in the Syriac tradition also. For 
Aphrahat "the blessing" comes through Nahshon, head of the children of 
Judah, and from him come leadership and kingship.6 
Occasionally, however, one is aware of a slightly discordant note, 
viz., the suggestion that his leading role had made him arrogant.7 
If "reverence for the fathers" is one of the Targumists' charact- 
eristics, there is scarcely any need for our Targumist to ply his trade 
so far as Nahshon is concerned, as his work has already been so well 
1. e.g., b. Sot. 37a; Bem. R. XII. 21. Pesikta Rabbati 7. 1. 
2. e.g., Bem. R. XIII. 5, 7; Pesikta Rabbati 7. 6. In Pes. Rab. 
there is some word -play between 1 t w T13 and 171 w rya billow. 
3. Ber. R. XCVII. cf. Qoh. R. 11. 2. 
4. XIII. 14. 
5. cf. also Bem. R. XIII. 17. 
6. Dem. XXIII - 16. reference from J. NEUSNER, Aphrahat p. 115. 
7. Bem. R. XII. 20; XIII. 8. 
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done for him in the O.T. When we look at the Targums this is in fact 
what we find - the Targums add nothing new to Nahshon. 
There are, however, two references which are of considerable 
importance: 
1. In Num. 7:12, when the offerings are being presented, we are simply 
told in MT r i -71 1 1 Ta7J 17 :1-11432 P 17 v r 1 Apart from 
one slight variation for Issachar, the formula used for the other ten 
tribes is: ".B , ] 1? A4 W ], A ". Indeed, the only one for whom 
the title is not used is Nahshon, the one who offered first and who 
was regarded by the Talmud and Midrash as more exalted than all the 
rest. This has come about, either because the writer felt that there 
was no need to state the obvious, or because of a scribal error: LXX 
has áPx4,"v , and Pesh. Syr. .4. The former alternative is 
not very satisfactory and it is difficult to give any standard reason 
for the latter. This is a case where it seems best to follow the 
dictum: lectio difficilior potior, which leaves us with the MT. 
In Neo I's handling of Num. 7, in 7:12 it remains quite close to 
MT, for 11 "67317 giving 11 '104-7 `1 :ID -t T7 U Z'VJ n 
but for the other eleven the formula: .A1 '17Y1 ililaa'ti J 
is used, except in 7:24 where the a--) is missing possibly through a 
scribal error and in 7:60, where n has become 1 possibly through 
a printing error. 
In Ps. Jon. to Num. 7:12 we have N T2 ]. ~ v 17 t4.3 N T .:1 1 
i `t 'T ¡1 " ̀ 7 , and for the other eleven "princes ", though the 
formula varies slightly in the second half of the phrase, the first 
part consistently remains 
2. In Ruth 4:20, when the 
listed Nahshon's name only 
genealogical line from Perez to David is 
is given in MT, but in Tg. this has the 
addition i? -11 il 1.2 ' 1Th , which is also 
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very similar to TC. Tg. Ruth then hurries on to deal at considerably 
greater length with Nahshon's son, Salma. 
From the above, the following may be said: 
1. The Targums, including TC, add nothing new to the O.T. picture of 
Nahshon. 
2. Indeed, the targumic picture may be just a little less rosy than 
that of the O.T., as we see, e.g. in TC where his title is not quite 
so magnificent as in MT, both his appellation and his bailiwick being 
slightly reduced. 
3. It may be that this somewhat -less -than- perfect picture of Nahshon 
may be echoing some of the implied criticism of him found, e.g. in 
Bem. R. XII, 20. 
4. In the formulae looked at in Num. 7, it is interesting that in Ps. 
Jon. the same title i)"1 Tt% -I is used for all the 
leaders including the one who by being given the privilege of offering 
first was clearly singled out from among his brother princes, and who 
elsewhere in the wilderness wanderings was seen to be head and shoulders 
above his brethren. It may be that a certain 'levelling -down' process 
is at work in Ps. Jon., or, perhaps he is trying to implement the 
principle underlying Deut. 17:20 'that his heart may not be lifted up 
above his brethren': It is of interest, however, that neither in Ps. 
Jon. to Num. 7, nor in Tg. Ruth 4:20, nor in TC, is there any echo of 
the especially glowing tributes to Nahshon in Talmud and Midrash. 
5. The fact that the phrase used of Nahshon in Tg. Ruth 4:20 and in 
TC is so similar to that found in Ps. Jon. to Num. 7 may suggest that 
both the former are to some extent dependent on the latter, or at 
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least are sharing in a common tradition which, for some reason, may 
have been trying to reduce the stature of Nahshon just a little: 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
The only textual variants of significance are: 
1 . For ì1 -1 7 1 ' ~ 3 7 W 7 LXX has cip ovTot ro i o tecu 
0 , which by its use of o ?w- 4:2.L.1 is quite close to TC 
t ¡l ` 3 ] 12 c L TI 
2 . Z1 ' u ] becomes 11 in TC and in PC . Had PC followed TC 
in TC's next two words, 1 ¿ 11-2 , this would have been of some 
interest. Here, however, PC simply follows MT and gives 
, o ar1_. 0.L N q 
Thus any influence of TC on PC may be discounted. 
I Chr. 2:13 -17 THE FAMILY OF JESSE 
2:13 
PC. At first sight this seems to be a careless 
copying error; however, in I Sam. 16:9; 17:13, 71770 is the reading 
of MT. The influence may have come, therefore, from Sam. 
2:15 ~ t - t ' . h L o r o i - . o ot. 1 o 
PC (less 9 a 1 which follows MT). 
In Sam.,1 there is a tradition of eight sons of Jesse, David being 
the last. In Chr., this is reflected in PC by listing Elihu as seventh 
and David as eighth. Brooke - McLean has a similar pattern in a variant 
listed under Anon2: septimus Aram octavus David. Arm. reads: "And 
David - eighth ". This could suggest an affinity between PC and Arm., 
1. I Sam. 16:10; 17:12. 
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but there is such a similarity of appearance between seventh and eighth, 
bnn pry. and n L { br n ft , that a weary scribe could be 
forgiven for `confusing them. But clearly the Arm. had problems here, 
as the apparatus criticus lists two readings, Eli- it w \ja. 
b Li brt "and David seventh ", and b L Ci u.,u n S L he b f1 
bL C3L.a*[t,rcL1s b]L cr1wLr1p. 1-14...1bpr 
C 
"And Asom sixth, and 
the seventh, and David eighth ", which solves the problem by making it 
even more confused. It seems reasonably possible that the original 
here had "David - seventh ", but a very understandable scribal error 
produced "David - eighth ", and the second variant reading is either a 
clumsy attempt to resolve this, knowing the Sam. tradition of eight 
sons, or a simple reflection of the Sam. tradition. If Arm, had given 
us "Elihu" as well, we would have been in a better position to 'speak' 
about Syriac influence. 
But how are we to explain the sudden appearance of Elihu in PC? 
Perhaps it has come in under the influence of the Sam. tradition and 
perhaps also because in I Chr. 27:18, an ELIHU, brother of David, is 
actually mentioned. 
2:16 t] ;7 ßl''11 1] o r L o V( , -;1 o PC. 
Though TC does not introduce a numeral, the mention of "two" in 
Pesh. is a very 'targumic' approach, but is not found in any of the 
other versions. LXX (A and B) has simply 
\ ^> 
p( E x. A.> pL 'u T 1--LN 
though several of the minuscules and Arm, have the plural, as in MT. 
The singular is understandable in LXX B, where 12 1 ".3 tom` has 
disappeared - though she reappears in 2:17, but strange in LXX A which 
has both sisters in 2:16. 
1 1-1 s v4f 
11 tts L? ILA] 1 ` 1 a 7, -\ti 1 " ï Ti TC. 
PC 
143. 
TARGUMIC EXPANSION "The three of them mighty men." 
MS. V Points 
1 
' 1 al i.e. men. But as this would make the comment 
completely tautologous, one assumes that it would be more correct to 
read it as l'-?-4].73. i.e. mighty men, heroes. This makes it a 
straightforward informative comment which simply documents the well - 
known reputation of these men who feature prominently in David's 
struggles to reach the throne and to remain on it. Obviously they are 
not "the three" who are listed in II Sam. 23:8 -39, even though I Chr. 
11:20 makes Abishai the chief of the three, but it is difficult to 
know whether the second part of the verse contradicts this, or whether 
we should read in the first part of the verse with PC, that he was 
"chief of the thirty ". Asahel is mentioned first in I Chr. 11:26 
among "the mighty men of the armies ". Joab features in neither list 
but he is well known for his valiant and sometimes foolhardy exploits. 
The comment then, adds little, except to underline the bravery 
of the three men mentioned, confirmation of which can be found in 
various places in the historical books. 
2:17 TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
1 
MT I la ti 1 `1 n `' u, y 7 1 -A 17 
TC 0 17A-1 u -1 Jl 1. ku n y Z ?a M 1 Z2w 37 Ss 71 7 ] ?21 
n L7TE373 2A?- 1 )1u.)+ 171~ r1 -i7 
?1 . -1 il`I 11n1 7.2 N+II 1 D 1?7 1`1-1 d~ :y~~ 711) 2tl34 V 
N.)i,2 17-731? 113-,ti vii 1 -v- 4)-0 "]1. S1 l 1`i .n` riTtln 
14.37X11n 111 
TC. "And Abigail brought forth Amasa, and Amasa's father was 
Jether the Israelite, and they called him Jether, the Ishmaelite, 
because he girt his loins with a sword to help David, like an Arab, 
when Abner sought to remove David and all the family of Jesse, because 
141. 
they were not eligible to enter the assembly of Yahweh because of the 
affair of Ruth the Moabitess. 
Moabites and Ammonites are for ever excluded from the congregation 
of Israel: this seems to be the only conclusion possible in Deut. 23:4: 
ìl 1 7 ' L 71 I a -1-314-03.1 -3 1 . 111 )4 What then about 
Ruth? Or, to be more explicit - What about David, her illustrious 
descendant? Had he any right at all to sit on Israel's throne as the 
leader of God's people? This question must have caused considerable 
fluttering in the more orthodox dove- cotes, especially when throne - 
rights were involved, or when Messianic origins were being discussed, 
or when mixed marriages were endangering the very existence of God's 
people, or when nationalism was making life difficult for those whose 
ancestry was open to question. Echoes of the problem are found in 
various Jewish documents, and the best point of entry to the discussion 
is to look at the one who initiated the problem, Ruth the Moabitess. 
In MT of Ru. 2:10 -12, Ruth expresses appreciation to Boaz, for 
taking notice of her T1 ' 7 7 ) 'J ] Nti . The Moabite aspect of 
the "foreignness" is not mentioned and the implications of the law in 
Deut. 23:4 are either unknown or disregarded or seen as not being 
applicable in this instance. Boaz' reply does not display any concern 
about her legal position; rather he regards her kindness to her mother- 
in-law and her willingness to leave her own people as more than com- 
pensating for her foreignness. 
The Targum as is to be expected, cannot allow this disregard of 
the Moabite question to pass without comment. It has two possible 
alternatives: either to state that as a Moabitess Ruth had no place 
in God's people, with the horrendous implications this would have for 
the very status of Israel, or to give a clear -cut reason as to why 
142. 
Ruth must be regarded as having a right to belong to God's people. 
Thus in Ruth, the dialogue follows a slightly different course 
from MT: 
2:10 "And she fell upon her face and was prostrate on the ground and 
she said: 'Why have I found favour in your eyes that you should 
acknowledge me, since I am of a foreign people, of the daughters 
of Moab who are ineligible to enter the congregation of Yahweh' ". 
The reason for Ruth's surprise at such deferential treatment from 
Boaz in MT, ¡l " 33 N-33 N1 , has become in Tg: t1 ßf1yp 7, 
x .` - P-3) U'773 17 7)17 3-1 to 14 1-2 z 1K,n, 1 »n ,v1713 
Ruth has now posed the question in its sharpest possible form and makes 
it clear that in her view, the prohibition in Deut. includes all 
Moabites. How could she have known that, about the time that she was 
leaving Moab, the scholars had been looking at this very law and had 
repromulgated it,1 but with an important amendment which Boaz hastens 
to declare? Tg. Ruth 2:11 "And Boaz answered and said to her: 'It has 
most certainly been told me about the edict of the sages, that when 
Yahweh made a decree concerning you ( D "i7 N ) his decree included 
only males . . . 1.7j In `ß ` x -17.1 
The amendment quoted by Boaz which had most certainly been told 
him, and which had such far -reaching implications, is clearly a ref- 
erence to m. Yeb. 8:3, which in effect states that Deut. 23:4 means 
exactly what it says, that no - by nor v.173 i.e. no 
male Ammonite nor male Moabite can enter the congregation, but as no 
1. The fact that Mahlon and Chilion had married Moabitesses before 
'the new law' raised many problems: Did Ruth and Orpah convert? 
Did they remain 'spiritual Moabitesses'? For a discussion of 
this see LEVINE, pp. 48f, and D. R. G. BEATTIE, Jewish Exegesis 
of the Book of Ruth (1977) pp. 170 -173. 
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reference is made to Jl " ] 1 `f1 y or 71' a N 717 the prohibition does 
not extend to them: 1 1-0 N , I U ti `1`tU?1 s'D13737 
;7'r) 117 r3 131'01p 7Z11. Lit)y 
References to this halakhah, the discussion which led to it and 
the discussion which followed it, appear in various places. Of immed- 
iate interest in our context are Midr. Teh. 1. 2, and Pes. Rab. 49. 2. 
which simply refer to the mishnah, and Ruth R. IV. 3 and Pes. Rab. 
29/30A. 1. Both the latter base their comments on Ruth 2:11 "4'41 -1 
D1 w t) {u I? n 1 1i-1 N12 7 w í¡ ` tl ?1 . The former though not referr- 
ing to the halakhah as such suggests that the decision was quite recent, 
and the latter is more explicit and adjusts his biblical text accord- 
ingly "And in saying thou art come unto a people which a short time 
ago thou wouldst not have been permitted to know, Boaz meant: Had you 
come a short time ago, we could not have accepted you as a proselyte, 
because the new interpretation of the law concerning proselytes had 
not yet been established the new interpretation being as follows: 
". . . a Moabite man may not marry an Israelite woman, but a Moabite 
woman may marry an Israelite " ". 
Fortunately for Boaz and Ruth, a happy coincidence has removed 
any barrier to their marriage, and for them, and more especially for 
David, all is well. 
In TC, I Chr. 2:17, there is a similar, though more indirect 
reference to this halakhah; part of the verse is very close to Tg. 
Ruth 2:11, and even closer to Tg. Lam. 1:10, though in the last Targum 





TC ti --1 7 7  a 7 y )7 ) -D 1 ` ?.1 
Tg. Ruth ;1 i .;1' f ?Z3t vu" 7 7 1 y 73 7 `'D-1 ` N Li -I 
Tg. Lam. 17 ?-71 t_u3D3. 1--)Jr ~7317 pp---/%. 
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But in TC, there is an additional component in the story, involv- 
ing some of David's and Saul's friends and relatives. TC I Chr. 2:17 
seems, in fact, to be a two line summary of a long drawn out discussion 
in b. Yeb. 76b and 77a. The two main protagonists in the debate are 
Doeg, the Edomite, better known for the leading part he played in the 
massacre at Nob, now an outstanding scholar and brilliant debater 
though his days will soon be cut short by leprosy, and Abner, massive 
in size and equally massive in learning though not quite so incisive 
in debate as Doeg. As David goes out to meet Goliath, Saul makes 
enquiries as to David's father from Abner, who is forced to plead 
ignorance. As this could be regarded as being a contradiction of an 
earlier verse, I Sam. 16:21, where Saul seems to know David well, R. 
Abba suggests that Saul was really trying to ascertain whether David 
were of the line of Perez, or of Zerah, for if he were of the former, 
Saul's throne might be in jeopardy. Doeg, however, takes the question 
a stage further back by querying David's right to belong to the con- 
gregation of Israel at all because of his descent from Ruth the 
Moabitess. It does seem strange to hear such words on Doeg's lips, 
for Deut. 23:8f had placed some restrictions on his race as well: 
Efforts were made apparently, to remove Doeg's ethnic liability, by 
giving ti 7} y 1.1 various meanings, a number of which are listed in 
Midr. Teh. 52. 4, e.g. "R. Isaac said: Doeg was called the Edomite 
because he used to redden with shame the faces of all who argued the 
law with him." Abner counters Doeg's 
attack 
on David's ancestry 
!1`7 èz -11-3 aà y ti,Nz)1 pi/7 -31ry 1 
1. Cf. b. Kid. 67b, Keth 7b, Hul 62b, Yeb 69a, where this halakhah 
is referred to. 
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by which, with the permission thus given for females to enter, Ruth's 
racial blemish is removed. After some discussion the question is 
referred to the W -1X77 1 Xi ,"2 and Abner's interpretation is 
confirmed. With his brilliant dialectic, however, Doeg seems about to 
confound Abner once more and he is preparing to brand David as "non - 
when II Sam. 17:25 comes to the rescue ld' T1 11 VV./ rays 
"i 1, 1 u_t 41,1 K1 1 " 7 }ß w 1 . The Talmud goes on: `1 ` .4-1 1 
17 1 `) f'1 ` , referring obviously to the reading 
of I Chr. 2:17, and then proceeds to reconcile the two readings: 
13 (4011 - 17 N 1 I-3 33 Lc) s -t Tj I-2 n 14:1_ 
1 1 1 1 7 7] ti ] Li 11 Tt i] -] 1 TT 1 `l -1 171 ;1 -J í ; 7 y r71 \[I 
1171 ',714.117 d1'31ï]y >117/ -31739 -..711 77ii 1-714131u 12w 
That this was a long drawn out and perhaps a never wholly satisfactor- 
ily resolved controversy can be gauged from the fact that in spite of 
Jithra's arm tactics, the debate continues as to the correctness 
of this declaration: 22 y ti ?Z171 71 `S1 )7 `'1117> 
--a.24.111 . Raba, however, using various Biblical verses, continues 
to strengthen the interpretation: that Yahweh has 'loosed my bonds' 
(Ps. 116:16), these bonds for David being two in number, 711 -1 
31`31331 717197'1 J1s :CRI71, and by further exposition of a verse in 
Gen, and various verses from the Psalms he is able to show that all is 
well and that David is in the congregation by right. 
Versions or fragments of this debate appear in several places, e.g. 
(a) y. Yeb. 9c. 
Having quoted m. Yeb. 8.3, the discussion begins by looking at the 
relevant verses in Deut. 23, and then moves on to I Chr. 8:8f where 
the emphasis is placed on "the fields of Moab" and on Shaharaim, who 
is Boaz, fathering children from W `111 . These words are so 
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interpreted as to make the point that with U/-1 Tt , who is here 
identified with Ruth, a new law is promulgated, allowing Ammonite and 
Moabite women to marry Israelite men. ". . ri `-I ' 17.N i..1.7 +4 
J1`Zìi1p IA `1i.ß)7 31 -1117 y ]1 fly 1.1 Di) 1 vl u ji 7 II 
This leads directly into an attempt to reconcile ITHRA THE ISRAELITE 
of II Sam. 17:25 and JETHER THE ISHMAELITE of I Chr. 2:17. R. Samuel 
b. Nahman accepts the latter as correct, viz., Jether the Ishmaelite, 
and explains how he came to be called 'the Israelite' by recalling the 
occasion when he burst into the house of study just as Jesse was 
expounding Isa. 45:22, experienced a Spurgeon -type conversion and 
received Jesse's daughter as his wife. The view of the other Rabbis 
is then given, that Jether was originally an Israelite, but received 
the nickname 'Ishmaelite', because he girded his loins like one, struck 
his sword in the house of study and threatened with that sword anyone 
infringed the master, that Ammonites and Moabites are 
to be excluded, but not their womenfolk. R. Samuel b. Nahman goes on 
to state his preference for another explanation, which I assume is 
meant to refer only to the Ruth -the Moabitess question, based on Ruth 
1:22 that, on returning from the fields of Moab, she was the first 
to whom the new law was applied. This is followed by yet another 
comment based on Ruth 2:11, referring to the newness of the law, that 
if she had returned from Moab earlier she would have been in difficulty, 
because the law had only recently been promulgated. 
(b) Ruth R. IV. 1 
The discussion begins with I Chr. 8:8f, and traverses much the same 
ground as in y. Yeb. above, though with not quite the same clarity, 
leading to the new law: 'Ammonite and not Ammonitess, Moabite but not 
Moabitess'. Then we move to the Ithra the Israelite - Jether the 
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Ishmaelite question, the discussion following the same pattern and 
arriving at the same conclusion as in z. Yeb. above; and there the 
discussion ends. 
(c) Midr. Teh. 9. 11. 
It starts with the Ithra the Israelite - Jether the Ishmaelite question 
and follows very closely the pattern described in the two previous 
instances, ending at the same place as Ruth R., thereafter going off 
in a different direction. 
It is unwise to draw too many conclusions from a comparative study 
of these versions so at this point I try merely to give a summary: 
In b. Yeb. Doeg and Abner feature prominently, the starting -point 
being an attempt to reconcile two verses in I Sam., leading on to the 
Ruth- the -Moabitess problem, which is solved by the confirmation of the 
law "An Ammonite but not an Ammonitess, a Moabite but not a Moabitess". 
Then follows an examination of two further contradictory verses which 
refer to Ithra the Israelite and Jether the Ishmaelite respectively; 
the former is accepted as the original designation, the latter a nick- 
name because of his behaviour which was closely linked with the 
implementation of the law, "An Ammonite but . . . ". 
The other accounts (y. Yeb., Ruth R., Midr. Teh.) enter the debate 
by different routes, but all deal ultimately with the Israelite - 
Ishmaelite problem, accepting 'Jether the Ishmaelite' as the original 
designation and explaining ' Ithra the Israelite' as due to the result 
of a conversion; all three, however, draw attention to the other pos- 
sibility referred to in b. Yeb. above. 
Thus, leaving aside for the moment the last three accounts, there 
seem to have been originally two separate strands in this story, as we 
have it in b. Yeb., but the isolating of them is difficult, as is the 
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attempt to establish on what principle they were eventually fused. 
1. The first concerns David's status and after recalling the 
Ruth story, concludes with the "pronouncement ": "An Ammonite . . ." 
2. The second is concerned with a 'foreign element' in David's 
family, and revolves around a seeming contradiction between two verses, 
in which the same man is given two very different titles, an Ishmaelite 
and an Israelite. This problem too is resolved and a rather more 
forceful 'pronouncement' made: "An Ammonite . . . ". 
What brought the two strands together may have been the 'foreign 
elements' in David's family. This may be why the 'pronouncement' and 
what led up to it in the second strand seem so artificial. The 
alternative approach, found e.g. in y. Yeb. would have been much more 
appropriate here, because it would simply have been a further example 
of a principle already established, i.e. Ruth, the Moabitess, having 
been accepted, there would be no reason why Jether the Ishmaelite 
could not be accepted too. Of course, the whole atmosphere of the b. 
Yeb. debate is much more stormy, and this may have necessitated the 
introduction of an equally stormy character, such as an Ishmaelite 
would represent. It may also be that the emphasis in b. Yeb. repre- 
sents a much more uncompromising approach and a desire to play down 
the 'foreign elements' as much as possible, even to the extent of 
denying, if at all possible, that such elements existed, and saying 
therefore - "The starting point in this debate is - Jether is an 
Israelite ". 
Now to look a little more closely at this second 'strand', the 
Ithra the Israelite - Jether the Ishmaelite problem. Though the names 
and titles in MT differ slightly in form, it is clear that the same 
person is referred to in both texts - in each, he is husband of 
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Abigail, and father of Amasa. The real difficulty is that II Sam. 17:25 
calls him 17 1.1-) w", , I Chr. 2:17 calls him ',17 R S /73 W', One 
Hebrew MS, of I Chr. 2:17, Kenn. 172 reads ` y tk 1 W' the comment 
in de Rossi attributed to R. Benjamin and Kimchi being: "Sed quia 
habitavit in terra Ismael, hic Ismaelita appellatur ":1 one MS., Kenn. 
226,2 omits the word as do the Syriac and Arabic versions. Otherwise 
the versions favour the MT, with an exception in LXX, where a b f g 
and y presuppose 17 (L 
Looking at both texts in MT, there seem to be two possibilities: 
1. A simple unintentional scribal error: this, however, does not 
really help to establish which the original reading was; 
2. A simple intentional scribal error: in this case we would have 
to settle for "L3 P. >) 7J ltJ , 3 as the original reading, because a 
scribe, for theological reasons, would be more likely to change T3 
to 'I than vice versa. J. Mauchline adds a simple, but very effective 
argument to back up tit 97> lu" as original in II Sam.: "Since no 
Israelite would be described specifically as an Israelite, as Ithra 
is here in M,L (25), we should read Ishmaelite instead (so LXXA and 
I Chr. 2:17) ".4 Curtis5 regards the Sam. reading as "an error of 
transcription or a Massoretic revision ". 
Thus, for some reason, the author /editor /scribe of II Sam. did 
not wish to have a sister of David linked with an Ishmaelite. Whether 
1. p. 170 
2. DE ROSSI, p. 170 
3. Cf. DRIVER, Notes, p. 326. 
4. p. 282 
5. p. 89 
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this represents an aversion to an Ishmaelite qua Ishmaelite, or whether 
it is simply an attempt to keep the family of David as orthodox as 
possible, it is difficult to say. What is of much greater interest 
is the fact that the Chronicler, so often regarded as the high priest 
of orthodoxy, makes no attempt to remove any implied blemish from 
David's family by the presence of an Ishmaelite within the family 
circle. Indeed he tells us later, in I Chr. 27:30, that the man in 
charge of the camels was "Obil, the Ishmaelite ". Yet TC seems very 
anxious to reverse the process and doubly cleanse David's family 
(a) by his Ruth the Moabitess reference, 
(b) by removing the Ishmaelite taint from David's sister's marriage 
arrangements. Is there any obvious reason for TC's behaviour? Or is 
there, perhaps, some historical incident reflected here? This really 
puts the problem one stage further back - is there some historical - 
theological controversy behind the debate in the Babylonian Talmud, 
e.g. b. Yeb. 76b and 77a? And if so, was it the Ishmaelite emphasis 
which created the problem? It is here that our argument is in danger 
of ending up in a cul -de -sac, for this last question highlights the 
basic problem - Who or What are the Ishmaelites. 
In the Old Testament, we meet Ishmael as the son of Hagar by 
Abraham who is forced to expel mother and son because of a personality 
clash between Hagar and his wife, Sarah. Abraham, however, is depicted 
as being not unkindly disposed to Ishmael, and these two attitudes 
personified in Abraham and Sarah, a kind of love -hate relationship, 
persist through the Old Testament and into later Judaism. 
In the Old Testament, Ishmael occurs several times as a name, and 
its holders are sometimes good, sometimes bad, In Gen. we find the 
Ishmaelites taking Joseph, but there is no hint of any kind of ill- 
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treatment, but Ps. 83:6 lists the Ishmaelites amongst those nations 
which had conspired against Israel and her God. 
In the Targums - in Ps. Jon. and Fr. Tg. - to Gen. 16:5, Ishmael 
is linked with Nimrod but in Gen. Chs. 17 and 25 he is mentioned with 
no adverse comment. In the Joseph stories in Gen. 37 and 39 none of 
the Targums imputes any kind of ill- treatment of Joseph to the 
Ishmaelites who have now become ` tl 1 1 .) (Ps. Jon.) and 
(Neo I) . 
Ishmael and the Ishmaelites figure in various Rabbinic discussions. 
Ishmael is regarded as 'that wicked man'1, disobedient,2 an idol - 
worshipper,3 a molester of women,4 and at one point God repents of his 
having created his descendants. Yet his repentance is also stressed5 
as well as his pious conduct at his father's burial,6 and his leniency.7 
In Talmud and Midrash the impression is given that he was rather slow- 
witted, somewhat of a dullard, e.g. the way he is left behind with the 
ass at the time of Isaac's sacrifice suggests that he and the ass had 
much in common,8 and at times rather violent,9 and light- fingered. 
1. Ber. R. LXII. 5. 
2. Ber. R. LXXI. 3. 
3. Shem. R. I. 1. 
4. Ber. R. LIII. 11. 
5. Ber. R. LXII. 3. 
6. b. B. B. 16. b. 
7. Ekah. R. I 14é42. 
8. Vay. R. XX. 2; cf. P. R. E. Ch. XXX. 
9. Shem. R. I. 1. 
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Indeed Pesigta Rabbati 
1 
puts forward as a reason for the Ishmaelites' 
rejection of Torah their inability to keep the eighth commandment. 
Perhaps the most representative picture of them is given in two sen- 
tences in Est. R.2: "There are ten portions of robustness in the 
world, nine among the Ishmaelites and one in the rest of the world ". 
An interesting comment on the Rabbinic estimate of Ishmael is 
seen by simply consulting the indices to the Talmuds where we discover 
that many Jewish scholars were called by his name. Had Ishmael and 
the Ishmaelites been really hated one doubts if so many would have 
borne his name; after all, there are not many Christian parents who 
call a son 'Judas': 
The most tantalising aspect of the Ishmaelite question, however, 
is the link with the Arabs, whose ancestor tradition has normally 
identified as Ishmael. The Targums, for example, usually translate 
"Ishmaelites" as ~ 1471-). or 1`J Tv0 . It is extremely tempt- 
ing in such passages in Targumic and extra -Targumic literature, to 
look for covert references to events in the Arab world following the 
rise of Muhammad. .In Ps. Jon. to Gen. 21:21, e.g. where there is a 
reference to Ishmael's two wives IA `-1 y and `c-1)3`" 1D , it is 
reasonable to assume that here there is a link with Muhammad, the names 
of whose wife and daughter respectively were Ayesha and Fatima. We 
have similar but more detailed references in PRE. Ch. XXX. Or it may 
be possible, though with a little less certainty, to draw some histor- 
ical conclusions from a reference to mourning customs in b. MK. 24a. 
The big difficulty is that y is a very plastic term, and can 
1. Pes. Rab. 21. 2/3. 
2. Est. R. I. 17. 
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mean 'Arab', 'Arabian',1 which could have an ethnic or geographical 
emphasis and the possibility of a wide range of dating. In I Chr. 
27:30, the man in charge of the camels, in MT , becomes 
in TC -0 11 n.-) :I , which would best be translated as 'nomad', or 
'bedouin'. External sanctions, therefore, are very necessary before 
using this term as a means of making historical inferences. Thus to 
suggest that in I Chr. 2:17 (TC), where Jether the Ishmaelite is said 
to be really an Israelite but is called an Ishmaelite because he behaves 
like an Arab, an attempt is being made to absolve members of the family 
of the great David from any taint of marital association with aliens 
as represented by the current cultural environment, and to suggest 
instead that any seeming association is in fact only one of similarity - 
and from this to draw historical conclusions as to dating, is unwise. 
Unfortunately this still leaves us with the difficulty that whereas 
the Chronicler saw no reason to change 'Ishmaelite' to 'Israelite', 
TC, and indeed II Sam., felt it necessary to make the change, and with 
the unanswered question - Was there some specific reason which obliged 
TC to make the alteration? Perhaps one should settle for the somewhat 
vague answer that TC regarded this as a convenient way of introducing 
some hortatory matter, on the need to be on guard against infiltration 
in racial- religious affairs, or that Messianic speculation had high- 
lighted the need for a clear statement of the 'correct' origins of the 
Davidic line. It could be suggested that TC is inconsistent in 
allowing in 1 v I Chr. 27:30 to remain an t D. Z y and not 
making the same change as with Jether, but this was possibly because 
1. JASTROW, p. 1113. 
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of the fact that while Obil was on David's staff, there is no suggest- 
ion of any marital link with his family. 
To try then to sum up: 
(a) TC follows the line that Jether was originally an Israelite, as 
in MT II Sam. 17:25, and as in b. Yeb. 76b and 77a, and makes no 
reference to the tradition, as found e.g. in y. Yeb., that Jether was 
originally an Ishmaelite who became an Israelite. 
(b) Only TC has Jether gird his loins with the sword; the others have 
the sword in the house of study but not on his person, except for b. 
Yeb. 77a.1 
(c) In TC, we read: "he girded his loins with a sword to help David 
like an Arab . . ." and the order of the words makes it rather diffi- 
cult to see exactly where the point of comparison lies. A parenthet- 
ical comment by M. Schwab2 in his translation of y. Yeb. suggests á la 
hate, though there, with a slightly different word order he does not 
have the same problem. I feel that in our text, there was a little 
more militancy involved. Bearing in mind the rough and violent aspect 
of Ishmael's character it seems to me more likely that a certain 'mani- 
fest impulsive roughness', is implied by the use of the simile at this 
point. 
(d) In Midr. Teh. 52:4 quoted above3, Doeg the Edomite is referred to; 
eight attempts are made to show that he was not an Edomite in the 
generally understood sense of the term, but that he was called an 
Edomite because in certain listed ways he acted like Edom; here in TC 
1. b. Yeb. 77a has 'J7 g1731U~7 ¡`1Ti 1a11:5 
2. Le Talmud de Jerusalem, 1933, VII, p. 120. 
3. p.144 above 
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we have a similar device employed. Is this perhaps a common Rabbinic 
technique - to state X is called Y because he is like Y, when some 
embarrassment would be caused by simply stating that X is Y ?1 
(e) Only TC uses the expression ì1 1,3-7.1-129-3 , like an Arab; the 
others mentioned have `` i R y7a V`' 0 . 
(f) Le Deaut notes at this point that instead of 7111A71--) J 0, which 
is the reading of MSS V and C, Lagarde has 1i. D J :.; Sperber's 
edition also prints this reading, which seems to find favour also with 
Jastrow,2 who translates Al :_7)-1Z9 as registration of legitimacy, 
citizens' list, giving in this context the meaning "to assist David in 
establishing his legitimacy of citizenship ". There are two things in 
favour of Lagarde's reading: 
(i) there is so little difference in form between J- and 7) that 
either reading could be correct; 
(ii) 1 N =11 y7 in its present position seems out of place, and, 
because of this, as pointed out in (c) above, it is rather difficult 
to isolate the "point of comparison "; it would come much more naturally 
after 01)"'7):1.. If +7' -0 1 y ]. is the correct reading it would 
give much better sense in the present position as in Jastrow's trans- 
lation above. 
There are two things against Lagarde's reading: 
(i) it leaves unanswered the problem of what to do with "in , which, 
if Lagarde is right, must have come into the text to give more strength 
to the following 7 ; 
1. Cf. p.120 above for a somewhat similar approach. "Zimri is called 
'the son of the Canaanitess' because he acted like Canaan ". 
b. San. 82b. 
2. p. 1119 
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(ii) in spite of the difficulty of the position of 71/4 
there is a naturalness about "like an Arab" coming so soon after the 
mention of 17 y 77 ti M , which makes it very difficult to set this 
reading aside, especially as i 1 J is the normal Targumic 
explication of 1?1)y , as e.g. in I Chr. 27:30. 
(g) Irrespective of which of the readings discussed in the previous 
paragraph is the correct one, my biggest problem is the meaning of 
ABNER in this verse and context. In MT, as a cousin of Saul and com- 
mander of his army, his loyalty and his sympathies lie naturally with 
his king. On Saul's death he transfers his loyalty to Ishbaal, but in 
due course, gives his full support to David, who makes it very clear,1 
that he had no part in Abner's subsequent murder by Joab. Some of the 
various traditions about Abner in Talmud and Midrash I have mentioned 
earlier,2 but I have been unable to find any reference to Abner's 
attempt to remove David from the congregation because of the 'Ruth 
affair'. There is one reference in Vay. R. XXVI. 23 where Abner is 
blamed for preventing the reconciliation of Saul and David. But this 
seems far removed from what is suggested in TC I Chr. 2:17. Indeed, 
in b. Yeb. 76b and 77a it is Abner who uses all his energies to defend 
David when Doeg tries to remove David from the congregation.4 
(h) The similarity of the expression in TC, I Chr. 2:17,11D-1' 2: )711 
a --GI? to expressions found in Tg. Ruth and 
1. II Sam. 2:28 
2. See p.144 above. 
3. cf. Bem. R. XIX. 2. 
4. cf. Ruth R. IV. 6. 
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Tg. Lam. has already been noted.1 Too much, however, should not be 
read into this similarity as indicating links between these Targums, 
as this was possibly a technical expression used in discussing eligib- 
ility to become part of God's people. For example, the expression 
~ "-1 K17 P11.3 T 11.9%)117 "0-7 4 is used five times in the first 
four verses of TO Deut. 23. 
(i) If any link can be suggested between TC I Chr. 2:17 and any other 
tradition, b. Yeb. 76b and 77a seems the area most likely - depending, 
of course, on the resolution of the problem about Abner mentioned in 
(g) above; 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
Kenn. 172 and some of the LXX manuscripts, a b f g y, presuppose 
Armenian has ,r J6- h , which looks like a decapitated 
which in fact appears in the Apparatus Criticus. 
Unfortunately, PC omits the crucial word 17 P. era altoge- 
ther. This may be due to a simple, scribal error, though it does not 
seem to have been omitted through any of the "usual" causes for scribal 
errors, e.g. homoioteleuton. It would be interesting to interpret this 
omission on the part of the Syriac translator as an indication of his 
'anti- foreign bias', but it is very difficult to sustain an argument 
which has a negative basis. As well Kenn. 226,.and the Arabië;trans- 
lation omit the word. 
Apart from this vital omission, all that can be said is that PC 
sticks very closely to MT. 
1. See p.143 above. 
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The MT of I Chr. 2:18, in its present form, makes difficult read- 
ing. If translation is possible, it reads: 
"And Caleb, the son of Hezron, became the father of Azubah - Ishah, 
and Jerioth; and these are her sons, Jesher and Shobab and Ardon." 
Assuming that 1 ( 7 is the 3 112-) of I Chr. 2:9, the three 
basic problems are: 
1. What is to be done with ìtß N ? Is it a part of the preceding 
Proper Noun, as in my translation above, or is it a common noun meaning 
woman or wife? 
2. Whichever way we deal with 71 us , Azubah and Jerioth are daughters 
of Caleb. But the opening clause of the next verse suggests that 
Azubah was the wife of Caleb. 
3. To whom does the HER of ;j`'] ] refer - Azubah or Jerioth? 
T T 
Already in the Hebrew MSS there are signs of attempts to improve 
the text; but this is done largely by omission. De Rossi reports,1 
e.g. that some MSS omit 1 w ZJ , some omit the 1 r1 , and some 
s11 WI but none of these omissions is particularly helpful 
in bringing us to a better understanding of the verse. 
The Versions try to make the best of a bad job but on the whole 
they are hardly any more successful. They approach the problem in 
one of two ways (assuming for the moment that MT is original): 
(a) by changing -1~ 1-2 1 to n 1217 
(b) by retaining -1'I? 1 71 and sometimes making alterations to the 
following words. 
(a) This is the pattern followed by LXX A, Vg, Arm. LXX A, however, 
does not benefit very much from the change because, by leaving the 
1. DE ROSSI, p. 171. 
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remainder of the sentence unchanged, it has now provided Caleb with 
two wives, or rather with one wife properly so called -r..1v A u(fx 
a 
uvatvok and another lady of uncertain status simply designated by 
T-vly tE et wt But the ambiguity with regard to HER in the second 
part of the sentence remains unresolved. By the natural flow of the 
language HER should refer to Jerioth, but, as Azubah has been specifi- 
cally called r v voz t ktx. , she may be the HER in question. 
Vg. and Arm., by inserting after Azubah de qua genuit and 
respectively, remove the ambiguity by adding a generation. 
For them Azubah, wife of Caleb, has a daughter Jerioth, and her (i.e. 
Jerioth's) sons are . . ..Though it should be pointed out that in 
both these cases the possessive pronoun /adjective could also be 
masculine and refer therefore to Caleb thus subtracting a generation. 
Alternatively, HER could refer to Azubah - i.e. Jerioth was her 
daughter and her (i.e. Azubah's) sons were . . . But the former 
alternative, i.e. three generations, seems more likely. 
Caleb Azubah 
Jerioth 
Jesher Shobab Ardon 
(b) -1'1-717i is retained in its original position by LXX B, TC 
and PC. 
Of all the Versions, LXX B is closest to MT, but its taking 711.11).1. 
as a common noun produces a somewhat unusual result: "And Caleb . . 
became the father of Azubah, a woman, and Elioth ". Elioth is clearly 
a woman also, because of the Feminine Definite Article used, but as 
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is preceded by the same Feminine Definite Article it 
seems unnecessary to make req-04.,Nok doubly feminine by adding 
y v v at(GC< . It may be, of course, that both LXX B and MT, by taking 
0 w ̀ as a common noun but meaning wife, are simply using a rather 
clumsy way of saying that Caleb had two daughters, Azubah and Jerioth: 
Jerioth had no children or was unmarried and is therefore mentioned 
simpliciter; Azubah on the other hand, was married and had three sons 
who are named at the end of the sentence. The translation would then 
read: "And Caleb became the father of Azubah (who became) a wife and 
Elioth; and these are Azubah's sons . . . ". It must be stated, however, 
that this is a very roundabout way of saying something comparatively 
simple. Apart from the question of meaning, one conclusion can be 
drawn; viz., that LXX B was depending on a text very close to what we 
have in MT. 
TC also retains "1 ' 17 i 1 , but makes sense of the first clause 
by substituting in for TIM and adding a 3 m.s. suffix to %L+ l' . 
Having begun so well, however, it goes on in the expansion to remove 
Jerioth as a person, and the direct object we look for after 1`17171 
does not appear, leaving us with: "And Caleb . . . fathered from 
Azubah his wife . . . and these are her sons . . . ". 
PC follows TC exactly in the first clause: "And Caleb . . 
fathered, from Azubah his wife ". But unlike TC, it then goes on to 
retain Jerioth as Azubah's daughter, with three sons. Having made good 
sense of the sentence so far - apart from some changes in names, e.g. 
becomes a L - PC then introduces a word which is 
very difficult to construe. After "her sons" it inserts :_ma . 
Here there seem to be three possibilities: 
1. .1-0, is the first component of a Proper Noun .1-11 . 
2. is itself a proper noun, the name of a son, as with 
Lee and Walton. The general practice in the remainder of the sentence, 
however, is to connect each son to the preceding with a o , and there 
is no evidence of a n before . 
3. S. Fraenkel's suggestion is: :.. (sic:) ist wahrschein- 
lich verderbt fir I: 1, . "2 i.e. males. Unfortunately Fraenkel does 
1 
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not suggest a reason as to the need for such a word. But if his 
suggestion is correct the reason for the addition may be that the 
translator, having seen the strange r w i after 7 Z7 T i , felt 
it necessary to insert a word signifying the masculine gender after 
"her sons ". This implies that the translator had already forgotten 
that a few words earlier he had changed that T 1 w to cri L c.v i . 
In 2:34 we have a similar expression, 1 '11 7 ,sJ,R, n®\ o o cm N o 
19 , but in 2:34 1;____!) is clearly used to stress that 
Shoushan had no male children, only There 
is no hint of such a contrast in 2:18. 
4. Read ,--& a , a1 . 1 \ or ò-- AL. L ; á- - ^1 i.e. 
". . , her sons whom he called Jesher . . . ". This would make Caleb 
the father of the three sons as well as of the daughter, which, as 
has been shown above, is a possibility. Or ". . . her sons whom she 
1. I am unable to quote 8 a l's reading as photocopy of the MS is 
blurred for this part of Ch. 2. BARNES, however, in listing the 
results of a "comparison of the printed text of Chronicles with 
the best MSS. at present known" (p. X), gives this word as one of 
the two corruptions "for which the MSS. supply no remedy ": 
2. p. 509; Dr R. P. Gordon has informed me that for ;..:31 17 a 3 has 
1,..._ and 18 hm 1 has .!_a , neither of which really helps 
solve the problem. 
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called Jesher . 
The last, i.e. 4, in either of the alternative readings, seems 
the most likely of these suggestions, for it is the only one which 
supplies a rationale for the presence of the extra word. 
Later commentators also try to solve the problems in this verse, 
some of their attempts reflecting the readings found in the Versions. 
BENZINGER, following Wellhausen reads: 
tj 
but, not being entirely happy with this reading, notes the possibility 
that 1 1 X1`1 0 A) is simply a gloss, another name for Azubah; cf. 
J. H. Michaelis for the latter suggestion. 
R. KITTEL, now influenced by Vg., now by PC, has two possibilities: 
(i) 31 7 ) ' % Jr i4 -1 171 1 n w 1.) 113.41 y :11)4 T1 12. 17 - , D 
(ii) .11 íy`-)`, -41M a1 IL, u 7 TS, p -1`1711 - - - 1177 
G. RICHTER was more adventurous and introduced an additional 
factor: 
Il 1y ~1 `' 31 1ä t1 i111- y 7 
but, to complete the sentence he felt it necessary to import from 2:21 
the words 11'1116 T1 `i i 1 1 . 
J. W. ROTHSTEIN, even more imaginatively, regarded T Ï y 1 ", as 
a corruption of a place -name and read: 
SI n `' ra 1.1 : ) r ï 1 14 ?a L / ;7 a 1 T _S, s N 012) r 12.. `7 "117 
(though his context implies that he intended dl l J7 n ). But 
in a frank reference to this suggestion and to the argument surrounding 
it he does add " Selbstverständlich bleibt auch dies alles nur eine 
Vermutung" (p. 21) . 
E. MEYER takes an approach which one would normally associate 
with a targumist: While it does not help us with our textual problems, 
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he finds here a reference to the Calebites' mode of life before they 
settled down, 1 y r y suggesting deserta, and 31 `1 y s -1 " 'tents' . 
W. RUDOLPH,2 while rejecting this idea, is more enamoured of the 
'Aquila' line, i.e. the first ji becomes 17 u v . "Und Kaleb . . 
zeugte mit Asuba 'seiner Frau die' Jerioth . . .". Here the only 
change necessary is that, as in TC and PC and Arm. ti it432,' becomes 
1 Jt L N . His handling of the first fl ' he designates "eine 
ungewöhnliche . . . aber nicht unmögliche Konstruktion ".3 
That the MT of this verse presents serious difficulties to both 
translator and commentator is confirmed by the fact that there are 
almost as many solutions to its problems as there are commentators. 
Before trying to reach any firm conclusion two facts should be stated: 
1. That at least one important manuscript of the LXX reproduced MT 
substantially (whether originally or by revision), with its attendant 
confusion, is some witness to the antiquity of the reading of MT and 
must make one cautious before amending MT. 
2. The first clause of 2:19 makes it virtually certain that Azubah 
was Caleb's wife. 
One corollary of 2 is that, if 'I`1"7 h , is to be retained, we 
cannot regard the first 311.) as the sign of the Direct, Definite 
Object. 
That -'17 tint should be retained is clear from the following: 
1. For most of the readings of the above commentators I am relying 
on ROTHSTEIN, p. 20f. 
2. pp. 23 and 12. 
3. cf. KEIL, p. 63: "The construction 4111 "he begat with" 
is, it is true, unusual, but it is analogous to 173 , 
viii. 9 ..." 
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(a) Some of the Versions which substituted 6 4v etc. were 
doing so probably in an attempt to simplify the meaning of the 
sentence. 
(b) Some of the Versions which retained -ï`ä711 (except LXX B) 
used other devices to deal with the following 7121 . Whether these 
were successful or not is, at the moment, irrelevant. The fact that 
they used such devices indicates that they were bothered, not by 
-1` i 1 but by 71 )4 - and that `1 ` I7 i ïi clearly stood in the 
text before them. 
Bearing the above in mind, I feel that the solution which causes 
least disturbance to MT is that of Rudolph and Keil, - partially 
adumbrated by TC and PC, - where (a) the 11 N following -117 In is 
not regarded as the sign of the direct, definite object, but is trans- 
lated as "with "; or alternatively we may regard 1114 as an abbrevia- 
tion for or a corruption of fl 7R 73 ; (b) y 1w' can be regarded 
as a corruption of 141 (DI. 
Thus the translation would be: 
"And Caleb, the son of Hezron, fathered with (or from) Azubah his wife, 
Jerioth, and these are her sons: Jesher, and Shobab and Ardon." 
There is still a certain ambiguity in the HER, but this notwith- 
standing, the above seems to me the best reading and translation, 
which perhaps makes Rothstein's comment2 "Der Text in v. 18a ist 
heillos verdorben" a little premature: 
It is largely the above translation which we find in NEB: "Caleb 
1. CURTIS, p. 92. 
2. p. 20. 
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son of Hezron had Jerioth by Azubah his wife; these were her sons . 
As 
pointed out earlier2 TC, by inserting 1 )3 after --i -'1-7 / 
1 , makes its own contribution to the text- critical problems 
connected with the first part of 2:18. But when we are expecting a 
direct object to `1 'ti , we find instead: 
(a) a eulogy of Azubah, 
(b) no trace of her daughter Jerioth, 
(c) the three sons clearly listed as sons of Azubah: 
- matters which we shall look at as we examine TC's 
TARGUMIC EXPANSION to I Chr. 2:18. 
"And Caleb the son of Hezron fathered from Azubah, his wife: and 
why do they call her Azubah? Because she was barren and despised 
(reading ' . 7) ' T _1 with Lagarde) . And her humiliation was revealed 
before Yahweh, and she was blessed with children, and she gloried in 
wisdom, and with wisdom she was spinning goats' hair on the body of 
the goats (reading T)'T "y with Le D'aut) without their being shorn, 
T - ' 
for the curtain of the Tabernacle. And these are her sons, Jesher, 
Shobab and Ardon." 
What has happened is this: the name i T N , in its role 
as Passive Participle Qal of T y , to leave, abandon, forsake, 
forms the launching -pad for a flight of fancy where Azubah, so- called 
from her barren and abandoned state, is blessed by Yahweh with children 
and with wisdom. We come back on to the Massoretic rails, as it were, 
when we find her providing the curtain of ( fl J' " ) the Tabernacle. 
1. See L. H. BROCKINGTON, The Hebrew Text of the Old Testament (1973), 
p. 75 " trau < - wN with Pesh ". 
2. p. 161. 
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Before attempting to show that this is perhaps not such a flight 
of fancy as would at first appear, the text of TC itself presents 
some problems: 21J1 1 `K3 1 . . . because she was barren and 
X1:1 )"Ñ D ". This is the reading of MS V, but it is difficult to 
be sure of the exact meaning of the word. In form it could be: 
(a) an adjective /noun, based on an infinitive; 
(b) the preposition 0 prefixed to a noun. 
Neither of these lines of investigation has produced any result. 
By a small metathesis within the word, however, we have j. ,11 r ¡ è D , 
which could be taken: 
(i) as 0 prefixed to a Feminine Passive Participle Peal of a verb 
si 2. II,1 to point, mark. Thus ". . . because she was barren 
and as a pointed out one" i.e. she was one to be pointed out as an 
object of scorn etc. because of her barrenness. 
(ii) as prefixed to a feminine form of the noun Z`1 I, 
serpent2. Thus ". . . she was barren and as a serpent" i.e. because 
of her barrenness she was as much loathed and avoided as a serpent. 
I do not feel happy with either of the above suggestions and I 
think it better to accept the reading of Lagarde N 11~ T 1 , from 
L`' Y - despised. 
v."-TN-1 is the reading of MS V. 
T 
= T=1y , name of a bird of prey, prob. black eagle.3 
But this meaning would be impossible in the present context, and 
1. JASTROW, p. 24. 
2. JASTROW, p. 24. 
3. JASTROW, p. 1049. 
Le Deaut's suggestioni that we read K `MTh) goats seems much more T ° 
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plausible. A. Sperber's edition also has Z*4` 1.`i, which I assume is 
intended to be translated goats. 
There is, however, another possibility: 
for P 1 ' ? J read 21." ''1217 and for 21,` T J-1 read T 
2131724 night bird, owl,2 the word Ps. Jon. uses to translate 
f 1-02 n , one of the unclean birds mentioned in Lev. 11:18. At 
this verse, TO uses another word of similar meaning "dì 1 71 night 
bird, owl ;3 a kind of owl.4 Thus, ". . . she was barren and as an owl ", 
with the built in implication of contempt because of the unclean nature 
of the bird, and a suggestion of 'forsakenness', because of the 
solitariness associated with the owl. 
?~TJ 
T ; 
12i;T 1 a1 
= "J name of a bird of prey, prob. black eagle .5 
Bird of prey, prob. sea eagle.6 
In Levy's Lexicon? r T y , T ti and T y are all 
included under one entry with the meaning river eagle or sea eagle. 
In the Tgs. to Lev. 11:13 there is some confusion over the Hebrew and 
Aramaic renderings. The two Hebrew words involved are D T3 (BDB 
8 
bearded vulture, KB9 lamb vulture) and 1 1- y (BDB10 some bird 
"akin to vulture ", KB11 black vulture, said to drop living goats into 
precipices). At any rate both words seem to refer to members of the 
1. II p. 14, n. 6. 
2. JASTROW, p. 36. 
3. JASTROW, p. 135. 
4. LEVY, I, p. 85. 
5. JASTROW, p. 1049. 
6. JASTROW, p. 1049. 
7. LEVY, II, p. 207. 
8. BOB, p. 828. 
9. KB, Lexicon p. 779. 
10. BDB, p. 740. 
11. KB, p. 695. 
vulture family. The translations are as follows: 
MT 
TO 
Ps. Jon., FT 
T) 'D -,3ry 
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J. A. Emerton1 suggests that in the Jerusalem Targums "the order 
of the words has been accidentally changed ". 
At any rate it is suggested that in TC, the original reading was 
T ,17 . Thus ". . . she was spinning the goats -hair upon their 
bodies like an eagle /vulture ". 
The advantages in the above proposed original readings in TC of 
?`x`'71 `tK7 and Zsk~ T..3 are: 
1. Only a minimal change is required in the text of TC in MS V. 
2. The 'comparison balance' in the sentence is well maintained, show- 
ing that at times the Targumist could be a consummate literary artist. 
3. By presupposing these readings as original it is easier to explain 
the other readings than vice versa: e.g. in MS V a simple scribal 
error has converted '24.''.1"1 1 NO into Wl .1")-1D and 2..)"'7"-) into 
But there may be another factor to be borne in mind. 
J. A. Emerton2 points out that even among the Rabbis "there was uncer- 
tainty about the meaning of some of the words in the list of unclean 
birds ". While he is referring primarily to the Hebrew text it is 
reasonable to assume that there was some confusion among Aramaic 
copyists as well e.g. 
At some point a scribe used the alternative word 
Ti `t ( J ), and a later scribe, unsure of the meaning of this 
1. "Unclean Birds and the Origin of the Peshitta ", JSS, VII (1962), 
p. 209. 
2. op. cit. p. 210. 
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word, and influenced by the implications of the immediately preceding 
phrase made the simple change to 1fl T . 
ia `' 1' y -1 In TC, the expression as it stands, i.e. with - 
is redundant. The corresponding sentence in Ps. Jon. to Ex. 35:26 in 
fact does not have it, because there, no comparison is being made and 
all that is necessary has already been said in the . It is 
easy to see how a scribe, copying TC I Chr. 2:18 influenced by what 
he thought was an 'anticipatory suffix' 
Ip 
a , and by the similarity 
of appearance between A~T ) and T y), and forgetting for the 
moment the bird connection in ` T 9 , changed T y j to K` T y -1 . 
There is however, one disadvantage to the reading proposed: with 
24':11.1 the point of comparison is quite clear: 
(i) contempt associated with an unclean bird, and 
(ii) the solitariness associated with the owl. 
But with D , the point of comparison is not quite so clear. 
When the latter comparison is made, Azubah is on the crest of the wave 
and the comparison should bring this to clear expression. But when 
the object of comparison is an unclean bird, as before when for Azubah 
all was dark and comfortless, there is a sense of anti -climax. It may 
be that by introducing the "unclean" emphasis in the first comparison, 
I have opened up a false trail. After all in one of the greatest Old 
Testament texts, Isa. 40:31, the object of comparison is -11,U3 
which according to Lev. 11:13 is on the list of unclean birds, and 
the Targum to Isa. has seen no reason to alter the bird. The before - 
and -after contrast may be not a contrast between comparison to an 
unclean bird and (after Yahweh's blessing etc.) comparison to a clean 
bird, but between comparison to the owl as the bird of solitariness 
and forsakenness, and the comparison to the eagle as the bird of 
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strength. Or there may be some allusion to a proverb concerning 
eagles /vultures and goats1 of which I am unaware or which may be no 
longer extant. 
TC, having mentioned Azubah, asks as to the reason for her being 
so- called. Starting from the ,r1,- y meaning, it gives us a picture 
of a childless woman in deep distress and embarrassment because of her 
state. Her plight is made known to Yahweh, who intervenes on her 
behalf and she is blessed with children. Presumably as a thank offer- 
ing for this, she applies herself diligently to wisdom, or, alternat- 
ively, God blesses her further with the gift of wisdom. With this 
wisdom we see her finally spinning goats' hair for the curtain of the 
Tabernacle. The wheel has turned full circle: she who had been 
despised and rejected has now been elevated to a position of the highest 
honour. 
In this expansion TC is interweaving and attaching to Azubah an 
old tradition which has its origins in a rather ambiguous expression 
in Ex. 35:26. 
In Ex. 25, Yahweh instructs Moses to tell the people to bring 
him certain materials for the building and furnishing of the Tabernacle. 
Among the items listed is GOATS' HAIR (25:4). Further details are then 
given as to how the building and furnishing are to be done, including 
the making of curtains of GOATS' HAIR (26:7). In due course, after 
the Golden Calf incident, Moses passes on these instructions to the 
people, and we have repeated in 35:6 the GOATS' HAIR instruction of 
25:4. The people then bring the appropriate gifts including the GOATS' 
HAIR (35:23). With the necessary materials now available the work 
1. cf. KB , p. 695. 
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begins and in 35:25 the women with ability ( ¡l f J \) are spinning 
various items, and in 35:26, "All the women whose hearts were moved 
with ability spun the GOATS' HAIR ". In 36:14 he (presumably Bezalel) 
"made curtains of GOATS' HAIR" as instructed in 26:7. 
From our immediate point of view the most interesting fact here 
is that in all the instances listed above where GOATS' HAIR is printed 
in capitals, MT has T3 ` T J goats. How is this translation anomaly 
to be explained? In Hebrew, Y y = she -goat, plural = 
goats. The Plural, however, seems to have an extended meaning as well, 
noted by BDB1 as follows: "goats' hair, as material I S 1913.16 
Ex. 254 + 6 t. P(3526 obj. of 't to :)" 
There are three groups of texts in which English Versions normally 
translate 0' T `1 as goats' hair: 
(a) I Sam. 19:13, 16. ARSV "Michal . . . put a pillow of goats' 
7 Driver is not hair at its head . . ." T1 `T ,1 
sure of the meaning here. "The exact sense is uncertain . . . The 
phrase appears to denote something made of goats' hair in the manner 
of net -work - probably a quilt." W. F. Albright,3 by showing that 
î is linked with J) J. 7 , which in Aramaic and Arabic means 
"to be large, old ", prefers to keep the literal meaning and renders 
the phrase "old he- goat ". The real difficulty is the uncertainty of 
the meaning of -1"7 J , an uncertainty which was felt also by the 
LXX translators who have nC. i-trod_ v u Xu.v , apparently connect- 
ing -1 ` D. J with l -2 7 liver. The Targ. gives NT N-t 
a cushion of kid- skin,4 but the fact that there are several variant 
1. p. 777. 
2. Notes, p. 157. 
3. Archaeology and the Religion of Israel, (1946 
2 
), p. 207, n. 63. 
4. JASTROW, p. 884. 
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readings, e.g. ~1M) T3-1 ND 711 , a blanket of goats' hair, indic- 
ates that the Targumist too was uncertain as to the exact meaning of 
the phrase. 
(b) Num. 31:20, where in a list of things to be purified after 
vengeance had been taken on the Midianites, we find 1 V1 J 17Di 
l 'T J ; ARSV "all work of goats' hair ". Again, the Versions vary, 
e.g. LXX translates the Hebrew, reasonably literally, -rrox6d -v Ée r,ec ickv 
04 'riots ; Syr. mentions 'hair' but omits any reference to goats 
1....1-AD I I ;--Z ( Ps. Jon. sees the problem and solves it in his 
own way 73-) 7t7 13,12 I-201 . Ethridge 1 trans- 
lates this as: "and whatever is made of . . . goats' hair, horns or 
bone ". While "` 1"..J n came to refer primarily to goats' hair, I 
feel that here Ps. Jon. is taking it in its basic sense of "whatever 
comes from goats ", which is a more inclusive notion than simply "goats' 
hair ". Perhaps the translation should be "and every product (derived) 
from goats - viz, horn and bone ". 
Thus in (a) and (b) there is some uncertainty as to how to trans- 
late D ` T ) and in each instance a case can be made out for a 
literal translation, goats, or for an extended translation, goats' 
hair. In the third group, however, the issue seems less complicated. 
(c) Ex. 25:4; 26:7; 35:6, 23, 26; 36:14. In each instance 
N or b 'T.9 1 is mentioned. To translate any of these lit- 
erally, i.e. as goats, would be nonsensical, e.g. 26:7 Q-1'-/s 71,uw91 
U `T y "And thou shalt make curtains (of) goats "; the mind boggles, 
though Albright almost succeeded in making a pillow of one A detailed 
1. J. W. ETHRIDGE, The Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan ben Uzziel on 
the Pentateuch. Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy. (1865), 
p. 453. 
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comparison of the Versions' handling of these references shows that 
they went to great pains to ensure that there was no doubt about what 
was intended and that there are variations even within individual 
Versions, e_g. Ex. 25:4 I3 Ty becomes TPtxy-Ç pclYElocs (LXX), 
, (Syr .) , and pilos caprarum (Vg .) ; or 26:7, IV' kt.,) 
41.S0` -1-1 becomes ó E pF 5 TP; (; VDL( (LXX), 3 -. 
rD p (Syr.) , and saga cilicina (Vg.) : 
;Xi
the various versions 
of 26:7, the goats have largely disappeared from the scene leaving only 
the hair. 
In all the passages in this group the Targums - TO, Ps. Jon., Neo. 
I - translate p ` T J ( ìl ) consistently by T i r1 / z-1' - )3 , which, 
according to Jastrow1 means "from goats, goats' hair, horn etc. ", i.e. 
the extended meaning of 0 T has, in Aramaic, its own special 
word, which in its broadest sense refers to "that which comes from 
goats ", but which, in the passages in this group, clearly refers only 
to "goats- hair ". 





- 11T.0 ;ITf7T)j iJ1 t3N 1a7 Ñw3 1W?-1 nu3ç 1701 
TO follows MT quite closely and D'TN 1 - n tV becomes ?' T 13 .11` . 
Ps. Jon. is very similar to TO, but at the end of the verse, has this 
addition 1 " T! 1.3a `! D l' n 71 ` 11)03/31 111 I1 " i 7l 1iß 
"(were spinning the goats' hair) upon their bodies and hackling them 
while they were alive ". 
According to Levy,2 "them" refers to the goats which were carrying 
1. p. 814. 
2. II, p. 121. 
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the wool, even though the noun 'goats' has not been mentioned: "sie 
hechelten sie, näml. die, die Wolle tragende Ziehen ". This, of course, 
is possible, as the wool was still on the goats. 
If we accept the Encyclopaedia Britannica 
1 
definition of spinning 
as "the forming of continuous thread by twisting together several over- 
lapping fibres or filaments ", and if we remember that that thread may 
be a short one, or a long one made up of a number of short ones, there 
seem to be two possibilities of what is meant by "spinning the goats' 
hair on their bodies ": 
(a) spinning shorter lengths of thread piecemeal from the goats which 
normally can be very restless if tampered with in any way; 
(b) spinning a continuous length of thread whilst it is still attached 
to the goat. 
(a) is possible, albeit difficult; (b) in the very nature of 
things is impossible and would require a very large portion of PI Din 
for its execution. 
Irrespective of which possibility we accept as being in the mind 
of Ps. Jon. to Ex. 35:26, the 'biblical stimulus' for such an extra- 
ordinary interpretation lies in the strange form of the Hebrew text, 
which, translated literally means "were spinning the goats ". As this 
is obviously out of the question and as it is quite clear that "goats' 
hair" is meant - we are constantly reminded by commentators that 
goats' hair is the normal material from which the nomad makes his tent - 
the Biblical writer clearly wanted to say something special through 
the peculiar way in which he chose his words. According to Ps. Jon., 
that "something special" was that the women were spinning the hair 
1. V. P. PARTRIDGE in Encyclopaedia Britannica (1973), Vol. 21, p. 34. 
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whilst it was on the goats. 
But it is not only Ps. Jon. who records this tradition. We find 
it e.g. in: 
1. b. Shab. 74b. 
In the midst of a discussion of some of the thirty -nine heads of work 
which are prohibited on the Sabbath, reference is made to SHEARING WOOL 
AND BLEACHING. In a saying attributed to Rabbah b. bar Hanah in R. 
Johanan's name, we are told that: -CO 
11 i.0 : 1 X1071 is liable for three sin offerings, because he is 
shearing, hackling and spinning. The impression created by this state- 
ment is that he is thus liable because the processes he is carrying 
out are quite normal and, as listed here, the order in which he is 
carrying them out is also normal, and therefore come within the terms 
of the Sabbath prohibition. Indeed the order in which the processes 
are listed is so normal that one wonders if 17 >1 in the attributed 
saying has been given its full force. The way the second part of the 
saying is couched suggests that its author construed /iyvu as "IMO. 
R. Kahana's reply is that this is not the normal way to go through 
the processes. The only way I can interpret this is to say that 
L 
R. Kahana seems to be saying that the 77_9 of the original statement 
must be treated as 12_'.g , and that if it is so treated the processes 
above listed are not normal, and because they are not normal, the man 
is not liable. 
In what then seems to be a retort to R. Kahana, the teaching of 
R. Nehemiah is appealed to: T] ` i' + 1 11t9 1 17 ` T 5+ 'T T9 w 
This is an apparent reference to an interpretation by R. Nehemiah of 
Ex. 35:26. Three things are to be noted in his interpretation: 
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(a) there is no reference to shearing, which seemed to be an intruder 
in the original statement of Rabban b. bar Hanah; 
(b) the 7.-V of the original statement is construed as such, and a 
is used in R. Nehemiah's interpretation as an equivalent - though the 
fact that there is a variant CI "1%1)71 9 173 for the second 7/' T'2 
indicates that someone was not altogether happy to take 1-j 1 as 17_:-.1 
(c) the purpose of the appeal to R. Nehemiah seems to be to show that 
there was precedent for spinning wool on the back of an animal. 
With this appeal the issue is settled and the conclusion drawn: 
îl ° il nc! 71 711 It `a ti To a )717 ) . The 
implication from this I take to be that because of the precedent quoted, 
there is nothing unusual about spinning on the back of an animal, and 
that therefore the man is liable. 
While that conclusion seems strange (in practical terms, in spite 
of the precedent), what I find completely baffling is the implication 
of the next three words which round off the discussion: 11`'71" n D Tt 
7 Z. W This I would translate as: "Extraordinary skill is a dif- 
ferent matter ", i.e. the extraordinary skill involved in spinning 'on 
the back' puts it in a different category, i.e. it can no longer be 
regarded as normal - therefore, the man is clear. The difficulty is 
that up until this point the whole thrust of the argument has been to 
show that such a way of spinning is normal. Perhaps, then, the inter- 
pretation of these three words should be: - the extraordinary skill 
involved puts it in a different category, i.e. allows it to form an 
exception to the rule - and so the man is liable. 
Whether or not I have understood the argument aright, certain 
points emerge from the talmudic discussion: 
(i) one of the arguments used is based on an interpretation by 
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R. Nehemiah of Ex. 35:26, where there is an ambiguity in the Hebrew 
text; 
(ii) this interpretation is briefer and less developed than the 
addition in Ps. Jon. to Ex. 35:26; 
(iii) spinning wool which is on the back of an animal is regarded as 
possible, certainly in legal terms, though the practicalities are not 
discussed; such spinning is thought of as requiring extraordinary 
skill, but it is not stated whether the extraordinary passes over into 
the miraculous: in other words, it is not made clear whether the spinn- 
ing is in the category (a) or (b) above; (p.175) . 
(iv) there is no mention of Azubah. 
2. b. Shab. 99a. 
In a discussion on some of the measurements of the materials used in 
the building of the Tabernacle it is stated that the difference between 
the lower curtains and the upper curtains is that greater skill 
( 71 12 1 "/ 1 nz) n ) was required in the manufacture of the latter. 
The 'greater skill' element is found by looking at Ex. 35:26 and R. 
Nehemiah's interpretation of it : 73 ~ti 1 ït `1 u T y M T1 1 u v 
13' TS) I ï1 This time the pivotal preposition has changed from (0 ' T ) ] 
to ( Z1 ' T J 1 ) 1 )3 , though the variant reading given is ]. . 
Three points require mention here: 
(a) R. Nehemiah's interpretation of Ex. 35:26 is accepted; 
(b) there is stress on 'great skill', but whether it is so great as 
to be miraculous is not made clear, and if i11 is the correct reading, 
the skill is somewhat reduced; 
(c) there is no mention of Azubah. 
When we look at TC I Chr. 2:18 in the light of Tg. Jon. to Ex. 
35:26, and of the extracts from b. Shab. 77b and 99a, we find certain 
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elements which have been taken by TC and woven into his expansion. 
This can be represented as follows: 
Tg. Jon. to Ex. 35:26 b. Shab. 74b b. Shah. 99a 
spinning on bodies washing on goats 
spinning on goats 
washing on goats 
spinning from goats 
great skill 
hackling 
goats still alive 
for Taber. curtain 
extraordinary skill 
for Taber. curtain skill 
The elements underlined are found also in TC, viz: 
spinning on bodies; 
for Taber. curtain; 
skill. 
While TC has clearly chosen certain elements from the traditions 
reflected in the above three passages, there is one important addition 
which I find mentioned specifically only in TC: while the spinning 
was going on, the goats were not shorn l' T 07-1 -1 J . The import- 
ance of this addition lies in the fact that while there is some uncer- 
tainty especially in b. Shab. 74b about the shearing and a consequent 
doubt (reflected in the variant readings in both b. Shab 74b and 99a) 
about the category of spinning involved, TC, by its addition, puts the 
issue beyond all doubt that the spinning referred to is of category 
(b), which can only imply a skill so extraordinary as to be miraculous. 
There are, however, certain elements in the TC picture which have 
not emerged in the traditions examined so far: 
- Azubah, barren and outcast 
- God's intervention 
- Gift of children 
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- Glorying in wisdom. 
Reference is made to some of these elsewhere, e.g.: 
1. b. Sot. llb. 
Having looked at Miriam and used I Chr. 2:19 as one of the links 
in the argument to show that she is the ancestress of David, it then 
goes back to I Chr. 2 :18, comments on Caleb and proceeds to make four 
points which are of special interest to us: 
(a) Azubah and Miriam are identified 'D Ì] 'IT 7l ; 
(b) Azubah's name is explained on the basis of the root 1- =1T I - -- 
ï 1 ii 17 '1311 rl i t l D T + Lj Z3 7 1u but no reason is given why 
everyone forsook her. 
(c) A comment is made on the ? f M 1T J+ t1 -1 '1 ̀ i it 
problem, and, in a saying attributed to R. Johanan, by using the als 
ob method the problem is solved in such a way as to leave the MT intact: 
0'117 `' 1 I7 ' V D `1,1 ' .7 .1 Ç J 71 17 y rJ 'O ' 77 to Zl u+ tl 71 w 1 
The assumption in (b) and (c) is that earlier on, for some 
reason Azubah had not been "marriageable ". Rashi's commentary on this 
passage gives illness as the reason; in that she has been identified 
with Miriam, this does not sound unlikely. 
(d) Jerioth is so- called because her face was like curtains (11 y',-1~ ). 
2. Shem. R. I 17 
Here we have an almost word- for -word reproduction of the material 
in b. Sot. 11b, with one interesting addition: in a comment on the 
first clause of I Chr. 2:19, "And Azubah died ", we are given a reason 
for her earlier "forsakenness ", namely that she was ill and was 
treated as if already dead, Caleb too forsaking her. 
Here, then, is a tradition, reflected in both these passages, 
which: 
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(a) mentions Azubah's forsakenness, 
(b) mentions illness as the reason for this, 
(c) is aware of some link between Jerioth and curtains (of Tabernacle), 
(d) quotes Hebrew text of I Chr. 2 :18 as in MT, 
(e) identifies Azubah with Miriam; 
BUT WHICH: 
(a) does not mention barrenness as reason for forsakenness, 
(b) does not mention goats' hair in connection with curtains (of 
Tabernacle), 
(c) does not make Azubah a spinner, 
(d) does not mention her wisdom. 
This may be represented as follows: 
b. Sot. llb Shem. R. I 17 
Az. = Miriam 
Azubah and ,Ì".-r y 
4/ 
Az. = Miriam 
Azubah and Jas fr 
Follows MT 1L0,) . . . 
Jerioth - curtains 
Forsaken because of illness 
Follows MT 1 Ll-1) . . J g 
Jerioth - curtains of Tabernacle 
The elements underlined are also found in TC: 
Azubah and 4--7 T + 
Jerioth - curtains of Tabernacle 
(The second element is only partially underlined, because there is 
such a difference in treatment between that of TC and that of the 
above traditions.) 
Having isolated the elements in TC's treatment which are found 
elsewhere, we are in a better position to mention those which are found 
only in TC: 
A ZUBAH : 
JERIOTH: 
barrenness, 
God's intervention on her behalf, 
being blessed with children, 
glorying in wisdom, 
spinning goats' hair for curtains of Tab. 
complete disappearance into Tabernacle curtains. 
HEBREW TEXT: Problem of 71 (1.» J113 eased by changing to 
1.11 . 1)3 
182. 
Now to take a broader look at TC I Chr. 2:18: 
1. The biblical stimulus for the expansion comes from this verse and 
from a verse in Ex. Starting from Azubah and a tradition of forsaken- 
ness which was linked naturally with her name, TC develops this idea 
in his own way, though using a biblical model as his framework - the 
'barren - become - fruitful' syndrome, as with Sarah, Rebekah and 
Hannah. Thus blessed with children, Wisdom plays an increasing role 
in Azubah's life. Moving to the second woman in the verse, Jerioth, 
he starts from a tradition where her name is naturally bound up with 
curtains, the curtains of the Tabernacle. Concentrating on the 
curtains, TC writes Jerioth as a person "out of the script ", then calls 
to his aid an interpretation by R. Nehemiah of an ambiguous phrase in 
Ex. 35:26 which he also develops in his own way, showing us Azubah 
with wisdom spinning goats' hair for the Tabernacle curtains on their 
bodies in a miraculous way. 
2. The bridge between the Azubah traditions and the Jerioth tradit- 
ions is the word ;7 T] 7T1 / N x1 O"D1T( . In view of the fact that 
Miriam is mentioned in the next verse (TC I Chr. 2:19), and in b. Sot. 
llb is identified with Azubah, it is surprising that there is no 
reference to her in the .only other verse in the Bible where our Azubah 
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is mentioned. Perhaps TC was using his literary skill (: 7177:)T1 ) 
here: Miriam is mentioned explicitly in 2:19, but implicitly - pre- 
paring the way, as it were - in 2:18. The implied reference to 
Miriam may be found in the heavy emphasis on wisdom: this may be a 
link -up with a tradition found in Shem. R. XL. 1 and XLVIII. 4, centr- 
ing around Ex. 1:21, where the rewards for the faithfulness of the 
Hebrew midwives (one of whom is Miriam) are distributed, Miriam receiv- 
ing wisdom. (In other traditions in Shem. R. and in Sifre on Numbers, 
it is kingship which she receives.) And whom better to have in this 
context where children are being born to Azubah, than the midwife who 
had done so much to preserve the race. This expansion might be called - 
the story of the three wise women: What a pity, Jerioth had to 
disappear: 
3. In the expansion we see TC going his own way several times, e.g.: 
(a) in matters textual: where 71u, W . . . 71 u becomes ..1)3 
Ì W A).., at a point where we would have expected him to follow the 
pattern in b. Sot. 11b, retaining the original text but using it as a 
way of extracting a message; 
(b) in his addition 1` T1. 07'1 , without being shorn, which 
adds a new dimension to the story; 
(c) in his making Azubah the spinner. (I have been unable to find 
any other reference to Azubah's spinning.); 
(d) in his adapting a biblical model for the barren - become - 
fruitful emphasis. 
4. In looking a little more closely at 3(a), it is interesting that, 
while we are constantly reminded of the faithfulness of Jewish trans- 
mitters in handing on the text in spite of obvious textual difficulties, 
here we find TC taking considerable liberties with the text, not only 
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in the instance quoted, but also in his removing Jerioth as a person. 
It is an interesting conjecture as to the nature of our biblical text 
if the only textual legacies in our possession were the Targums: 
5. There is in Azubah's work a certain miraculous element which TC 
brings to clear expression. I am not quite sure as to the exact 
reason for this - it may be an attempt to strengthen Miriam's hand 
in the next verse, with its considerable implications. But this I 
shall have to leave until then. 
6. It is difficult to even begin to try to date the traditions inter- 
woven in this expansion, e.g.: 
(a) we are clearly dealing with an interpretation by Rabbi Nehemiah 
of Ex. 35:26 - at least his name is very closely linked with it in 
b. Shab. 74b and 99a. He is dated as second century. But this is not 
very helpful, as the interpretation has clearly been funnelled through 
the Babylonian Talmud; and through Ps. Jon., cf. use of 11;1?i `117. 171; 
(b) two very distinct references in Shem. R. to Miriam's wisdom may 
lie behind the emphasis on wisdom in this verse. But dating here,i.e. 
Shem. R., is also precarious - Zunz suggests eleventh or twelfth century, 
Hallevy the beginning of the seventh,1 and these, of course, are not 
necessarily the dates of the origin of the traditions contained in 
Shem. R. But it is significant that elsewhere in Shem. R. the gift 
received by Miriam was that of kingship, which may suggest an earlier 
date for that tradition for reasons to be discussed under 2:19. But 
this is of little help, except to say that the wisdom tradition here 
reflected may be later than that of kingship; 
(c) TC seems, however, to be the last in the series, in that, whereas 
1. BOWKER, p. 79f. 
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there seemed to be some doubt in b. Shab. 77b and 99a (see p.179) about 
spinning y , in TC the matter is put beyond doubt by the addition 
of 1 ` T1 »17-1 
TARGUM and PFSI -IITTA 
The textual problems of this verse have been examined already in 
considerable detail .l There are only four points to be made: 
1. With such a wealth of tradition surrounding TC's treatment of 
this verse, one would expect to see some sign of this in the Syriac 
translation. Of this there is absolutely no sign. 
2. TC and PC follow an identical pattern in the first clause of 
the verse: 
I 
MT 41 1 J` 7~ Tr ?1 1 ; 7 11 .)).4 1 D-1- J ' 1 ?a -1 ' 1 1 11-) S T1 1 n -1 7 D 1 
TC 1`.17.1a i1 1j1-r.) 173 -1'171A 117SSn "1 711771 
Syr. CrL { 1o J Q \oI 0;r, o 
For both, 3114 becomes 1b ; 
For both, 7 1 us 14 becomes 7 71 ua 14, 
As Fraenkel puts it, rather cryptically,2 ". . . hat er 
für f 1 ; vielleicht meinte er ."1.1 U 11 zu lesen" 
crt 
The second part of the verse shows no awareness of TC: the translator 
I-. or copyist, in giving h (9 a 1 ) for Al 7 y ̀' -1' , 
certainly does not demonstrate that he knew about the link with the 
Tabernacle curtains. 
3. has already3 been dealt with, as a possible corruption 
of s or 1, _ p 
1. pp. 159-166 
2. p. 509. 
3. p. 162f. 
186. 
4. Arm, has 1.0% 
hLr 
, his wife, also presupposing )zIk4w.. 
But I feel that Targumic or Syriac influence can be ruled out, as the 
first part of the verse is more in line with LXX A where 
has become / W Z , and "his" would be a natural translator's 
addition. 
Thus in point 2 above, where TC and PC are identical, there is 
the possibility of some influence of TC on PC: or there is a like 
possibility that the influence may have operated in the reverse 
direction: 
2:19 
The Versions here show remarkable unanimity in following closely 
MT. Only TC has an addition: 
TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
"And Azubah died. And Caleb married Miriam who is called Ephrath, 
and she bore to him Hur." 
We find Miriam and Ephrath identified also in TC I Chr. 4:4 and 
4:17. 
Thus, in three instances in TC, Miriam, sister of Moses and Aaron, 
of the tribe of Levi is closely linked with Ephrath, wife of Caleb, 
son of Hezron, of the tribe of Judah. 
This identification is made, or presupposed elsewhere, e.g. 
1. b. So. llb. 
This extract takes us back to the days when the children of Israel 
were suffering oppression in Egypt and the edict that all male children 
be exterminated had gone forth. In Ex. 1:15 -21 we are told how the 
Hebrew midwives,.Shiphrah and Puah, thwarted Pharoah's plan. In 1:21 
they receive their reward: because they feared God 1:1 71 L7 U ti 
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, which is usually translated as, e.g. by ARSV "he gave them 
families ". 
In discussing this passage b. Sot. lists the different opinions 
of Rab and Samuel about the identity of the midwives and, after an 
appeal to tradition and some philological discussion, the following 
is the outcome: 
Shiphrah = Jochebed (Moses' mother) 
Puah = Miriam (Moses' sister). 
The "making -of- houses" clause also produces a difference of 
opinion between Rab and Samuel; there is a certain confusion in the 
debate as to exactly how Rab and Samuel interpreted the houses, and 
the conclusion given seems to be a putting together of their two views, 
giving us from the two midwives two groups of houses: 
Jochebed - ;"1 `' 1 ti n ]D ``11 i - Aaron and Moses 
Miriam - 1 ti Iá 3 , -1 - David. 
The reasoning here seems to be: because Aaron and Moses were 
descended from Jochebed it is obvious that she had been given "priest- 
hood" and "Levitehood "; because David was descended from Miriam, it is 
obvious that she had been given "kingship ". There is, however, one 
question raised by the latter part of the argument: whence do we know 
that David is descended from Miriam? This question is answered by the 
production of two "proof- texts ": 
(a) I Chr. 2:19 
(b) I Sam. 17:12 D Y ,`t `11 `) D t. Vj ' ?1 n ` `7 
7 D K nTr" 
While the identification of Miriam and Ephrath is not explicitly stated 
here, it is clearly implied. The Talmud then proceeds to discuss I 
Chr. 2:18, and states explicitly (12a) that Azubah and Miriam are 
identical. Thus if we accept the talmudic treatment of I Chr. 2:18, 19, 
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we are left with the uncomfortable conclusion that Azubah and Ephrath 
are identical, which makes it very difficult to read 2 :19 intelligibly. 
This problem is solved, - again by implication and by quoting an 
illustration, - by suggesting that Miriam is the restored -to- health 
Azubah, whom Caleb had married 17 ` )]1u n 'ut7 
2. Shem. R. I. 17. 
In I. 13, the debate on the identity of the midwives is retailed 
in a somewhat enlarged version, and the same result reached as in b. 
Sot. 11b. 
When we come in I, 17, to consider Ex. 1:21, we find considerable 
similarity to b. Sot. llb and 12a, but often the biblical verses and 
the deductions therefrom are found in a rather different order: 
"AND IT CAME TO PASS, BECAUSE THE MIDWIVES FEARED GOD, THAT HE BUILT 
THEM HOUSES. Rab and Levi discussed this. One says: It means that 
they established priestly and levitical families; and the other that 
they were founders of a royal family. Priestly and levitical families - 
from Moses and Aaron; a royal family from Miriam, because David 
descended from Miriam . . . ". Now, however, I Chr. 2:18 is quoted as 
a 'proof- text'; it had also been quoted in b. Sot., but there, more 
as an addendum than as an integral part of the argument as here. 
Caleb fathered Azubah his wife, who is now explicitly identified with 
Miriam. We are told that this strange statement about Caleb is 
another way of saying that he had married her "for the sake of heaven ", 
one assumes because she was ill. Then I Chr. 2:19 is quoted "and. 
Azubah died - to teach us that she was ill and was treated as if 
already dead, Caleb too forsaking her. 'And Caleb took unto him 
Ephrath', this is Miriam ". It is then stated clearly that Ephrath is 
the restored -to- health Azubah. "When she was healed, he treated her 
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as though he were now marrying her, placing her in the litter, on 
account of his great joy in her." This principle of two names being 
really two ways of describing the same person in two aspects is exem- 
plified from a consideration of I Chr. 4:5 and 4:7. Having thus 
clearly established the identification of Miriam and Ephrath, it then 
reverts, as it were, to the statement made at the beginning of the 
section, "because David descended from Miriam ", and asks; 'Whence do 
we know that David descended from Miriam ? ", and supplies the answer 
by quoting I Sam. 17:12: "Now David was the son of that Ephrathite 
I have set this out in considerable detail because Shem. R., 
while using much the same material as b. Sot., 
(a) sets out the argument in a much more logical fashion, and thus, 
(b) makes explicit much of what is only implied in b. Sot. 
3. Shem. R. XL. 4. 
In the midst of a section which begins by mentioning Bezalel and 
which then goes on to list people who were called by various names, 
I Chr. 2:24 is quoted. Resh Lakish introduces some textual emendation 
to remove the difficulty he finds in 1 
I 
D ?` 71L271 , . He 
suggests we read 71 Tr) D 14. > 1.7,a = 71.71-)D 1l7D r' 1 . " TT 
"Resh Lakish explained this verse to mean that when Hezron died, Caleb 
came to Ephrath. (This is another name for Miriam. Why was she thus 
called? Because it was thanks to her that Israel multiplied.)" 
Here the identification is made, but the reason for the identifi- 
cation by- passes the two texts I Chr. 2:19 and I Sam. 17:12, and seems 
to find the connection in the verb In 1 D , the implication being 
that in her role as midwife she helped Israel to multiply - an implic- 
ation which presupposes the identification of Miriam with Puah. 
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4. Sheen. R. XLVIII. 4. 
In this chapter, lengthy consideration is given to the expression 
in Ex. 35:30: "See the Lord hath called his name Bezalel", who was 
son of Uri, son of Hur, son of Ephrath and Caleb. At a certain point, 
great stress is laid on Bezalel's wisdom which he was said to have 
acquired from Miriam, and as proof Ex. 1:21 is again brought forward - 
"And he made for them houses ". While the same "back -up" texts are 
used as before, viz. I Chr. 2:19 and I Sam. 17:12, three things emerge 
quite clearly: 
(a) The identification of Miriam and Ephrath is explicit: ". 
which means that he" (i.e. David) "was descended from Miriam who was 
called Ephrath". 
(b) Jochebed and Miriam are named as the midwives without any refer- 
ence to Shiphrah and Puah. 
(c) Jochebed receives priesthood and royalty, Aaron being the priest 
and Moses the king, and Miriam receives wisdom, and from her came 
Bezalel, and from him came David. 
5. Sifre, Num., -- 11 17y1 2 p. 74, 24ff. 
Here we have the "midwives story" in a very simple form. The mid- 
wives are identified, as before, with Jochebed and Miriam, without any 
doubt or debate as to identity. Ex. 1:21 is then quoted, and the two 
houses allocated 11 `t 3 177317 í7 ` 717 ; 1 1 D -t 1D V ;11/ 7 
Then after an identification of Miriam with Aharel, using I Chr. 4:8 
as the reference (cf. Shem. R. I 17 where a similar identification is 
made) and Jochebed with Harum, Sifre goes on to state that I1glí, ] 
1 ' TI and the two "proof texts" are quoted in immediate 
succession I Chr. 2:19 and I Sam. 17:12 and finally, as it were the 
t¡ 
"Q.E.D." is added: D')n 7U 1`3 1 ``72n -11`7 /4S 
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Three things are to be noted here: 
(a) we are unaware of any debates over identification of the midwives 
or over the "allocation of houses "; 
(b) in the "allocation of houses" it is simply Jochebed - priesthood; 
Miriam - kingship: no reference is made to "Levite- hood ". 
(c) One addition which I have not found in the other extracts quoted 
is the citing of a proof text to justify the giving of a special mean- 
ing to the word "houses ": I Ki. 9:10 T ) \J 13.2 mow* 1]W n U'J 11)-3 
jl '7 ' j T 11273 31x7 71311D tiT All ,' 11.` íl'71 as -3W -11 
6 . PRE Ch . XLV . 
Before making the Golden Calf the people came to Aaron and Hur, 
the son of Moses' sister. A question is asked as to how we know that 
Hur is Moses' sister's son. I Chr. 2:19 is given in reply: "And 
Caleb took unto him Ephrath which bore him Hur ". Thus Miriam and 
Ephrath are identified. This prompts the next question - "Why was 
Miriam's name called Ephrath? Because she was a daughter of the palace, 
a daughter of kings, one of the magnates of the generation; for every 
prince and great man who arose in Israel had his name called an 
Ephrathite "; two examples are then quoted as illustrations: the father 
of Jeroboam (I Ki. 11:26) and the father of David (I Sam. 17:12). 
What is of interest here is that: 
(a) the thrust of the argument is not to prove that David was descended 
from Miriam, but that Hur was her son; 
(b) for this, the proof -text used is I Chr. 2:19; 
(c) the identification of Miriam and Ephrath is stated explicitly; 
(d) the reason for the identification is the "nickname" principle; 
(e) I Sam. 17:12 ( "And David was the son of that Ephrathite ") is used, 
not to show that David was descended from Ephrath (= Miriam), but 
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simply as an illustration of the "nickname" principle. 
7. Midr. Teh. 132. 3. 
Commenting on verse 13, it is stated, among other things, that 
all the children of Israel were fit for priesthood or kingship, but 
that after Aaron and David had been chosen, the respective offices 
belonged to them alone. 
8. RASHI, in his commentary on Ex. 1:15 and 21, refers to the 
talmudic tradition in which Shiphrah and Puah are identified with 
Jochebed and Miriam, and they become the founders of dynasties of 
priests, Levites and Kings. 
The above extracts are now set out in tabular form: 
b. Sot. llb. 







i , i I 
Priesthood Levitehood Kingship: 
1 i I 
Moses Aaron David 
some confusion 
Ephrath implicit 
4. PROOF I Chr. 2:19; I Sam. 17:12; I Chr. 2:18 
5. START OF "As you sow, so shall you reap" - 
DISCUSSÏON Demerit or Merit, e.g. Samson, Tamar, 
Absalom, Miriam, Joseph. 
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3. MIRIAM Ephrath 
explicit 
4. PROOF I Chr. 2:18, 19; I Sam. 17:12. 
5. START OF 
DISCUSSION 
Exposition of Ex. 1. 
Shem. R. XL. 4. 
1. MIDWIVES 
2. HOUSES 
3. MIRIAM = 
4. PROOF 
Ephrath explicit 
I Chr. 2:24 
Israel Multiplied FT, no 
5. START OF People with many names . . . Bezalel 
DISCUSSION 




2. HOUSES Priesthood Kingship 
Wisdom 







4. PROOF I Chr. 2:19; I Sam. 
17:12 




1. MIDWIVES Shiphrah Puah 
Jochebed Miriam 
2. HOUSES Jochebed Miriam See I Ki. 9:10 
Priesthood Kingship 
3. MIRIAM = Ephrath implicit 
4. PROOF I Chr. 2:19; I Sam. 17:12 
5. START OF 
11 
Merit acquired by good deeds e.g. 
DISCUSSIONÇtRechabites, Ruth, Rahab, Midwives. 






Tradition of Nickname; e.g. 
I Ki. 11:26; I Sam. 17:12. 
5. START OF Golden Calf and attempt to show that 
DISCUSSION Hur is daughter of Miriam. 
There is a certain diversity in these various traditions, but 
(leaving aside for the moment PRE Ch. XLV and Midr. Teh. 132. 3) at 
the same time there is a strong unity of theme running through them: 
1. Apart from Shem. R. XL. 4, the first three factors, MIDWIVES, 
HOUSES, MIRIAM, show substantial uniformity, though there are some 
unusual variations: 
(a) Shem. R. XLVIII. 4. Jochebed receives kingship and the link is 
with Moses, while Miriam receives wisdom and the link is (eventually) 
with David. 
(b) In Shem. R. XL. 4, there is no mention by name of Aaron, Moses or 
David. In Sifre, Num., there is no mention by name of Aaron, but it 
is safe to conclude that he is there by implication. 
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2. (a) In the PROOFS brought forward, I Chr. 2:19 (and 18) and 
I Sam. 17:12 appear in all the traditions except Shem. R. XL. 4. 
(b) Only Sifre, Num., quotes I Ki. 9:10 as a justification for using 
"houses" in a special sense. 
3. There are several STARTING POINTS OF THE DISCUSSION: 
(a) Exposition of Ex. 1 (Shem. R. I. 17) 
(b) Wisdom and Bezalel (Shem. R. XL. 4 and XLVIII. 4) 
(c) Acquiring of Merit (b. Sot. lib and Sifre, Num.). 
It should also be noted that in Sifre, Num., the "houses" affair follows 
a reference to Ruth the Moabitess. But, irrespective of where the 
discussion begins, all, implicitly or explicitly, identify Miriam and 
Ephrath, the purpose of which in all, except Shem. R. XL. 4, is to 
demonstrate that David is descended from Miriam. 
4. PRE Ch. XLV and Midr. Teh. 132. 3 are so different in their 
approaches as to require separate treatment. In Midr. Teh., there is 
merely a reference to priesthood, with which is linked the name 
Aaron, and to kingship with which is linked the name David. In PRE 
as pointed out above1 the identification of Miriam and Ephrath is used 
to show Hur's descent from Miriam, and the proof texts quoted, which 
are also quoted regularly in most of the other traditions, are here 
used in a different way and for a different purpose. 
5. I find it extremely difficult to arrange these traditions in 
chronological order: 
(a) on the principle that the most straightforward account is likely 
to be early, Sifre, Num., could be regarded as early. But if the 
others are later, it is odd that they have completely disregarded the 
1. p. 191. 
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very important proof -text I Ki. 9:10 - unless, as time went on, what 
it was trying to justify was regarded as so obvious as to be taken for 
granted. 
(b) b. Sot, llb and Shem. R. I. 17 are very similar, but on the prin- 
ciple that a later tradition clarifies ambiguities or confusions in 
the earlier, the fact that Shem. R. I. 17 seemed to me to be much more 
clearly set out than b. Sot. llb would suggest that it was later than 
b. Sot. llb: but on the other hand, with Sifre, Num., being so clearly 
set out initially it does seem odd that b. Sot. llb should be rather 
confused unless this seeming confusion can be regarded as the reflect- 
ion of a continuing debate where, when an attempt is made to apply the 
tradition to a new situation, a difference of opinion results and is 
recorded. 
(c) a further argument for the comparative lateness of b. Sot. llb 
and Shem. R. I 17 is that both of them (and they alone) add 'Levite- 
hood' to Jochebed, though surprisingly it is then related to Aaron, 
and the priesthood to Moses - though I may be taking the word -order too 
strictly here. 
(d) Neusner's1 warnings about accepting uncritically attributions to 
various Rabbis make one cautious about using the Rabbis mentioned in 
b. Sot. llb and in Shem. R. I. 17 for dating purposes. However, the 
fact that in both of these Rab and Samuel /Levi are quoted may help to 
form a tentative strand in the argument that debates about these matters 
were going on in the second and third centuries AD. 
(e) It is possible to see a certain "lateness" in PRE Ch. XLV and 
1. See e.g. J. NEUSNER, "Method and Substance in the History of 
Judaic Ideas: an Exercise ", in R. HAMMERTON -KELLY and R. SCROGGS 
(edd.), Jews, Greeks and Christians (1976), pp. 89 -96. 
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Midr. Teh. 132. 3. In the latter the tradition is simply referred to 
and its lesson applied. But on the principle referred to in 5(a) above1 
where the simpler is earlier, this tradition could be classed alongside 
Sifre, Num.: 
In PRE, Ch. XLV, the "lateness" is more obvious; one can still 
see the "components" of the earlier tradition, but now they have been 
separated, reshaped and reused in a different way for a different 
purpose - e.g. the two 'standard proof texts' I Chr. 2:19 and I Sam. 
17:12. We can see also the introduction of a separate tradition con- 
cerning Hur whom we find not only in I Chr. 2:19 but also in Ps. Jon., 
FT, Neo I and Neo I M to Ex. 32:5, but in the Targums it is only a 
mention while in PRE there is much more elaboration. 
M. D. Johnson2 may be correct when he regards the Sifre tradition 
as the earliest, "which may be dated at the end of the first century 
AD ", but I find it difficult to be so absolutely sure. I feel that 
the caution of R. le Deaut,3 speaking of some of these and other 
traditions, is justified when he says: "Il est malheureusement 
difficile de dater ces traditions . . ." 
To look now at some of these "other traditions ", especially as 
they are found in the Targums. 
In the Targums to Ex. 1:15 and 1:21 we have the following: 
Ex. 1:15 
MT ì-1 `i Ta 7l ` 7 1v 1 U u1't l ̀â D lU 3i f A2 n 
TO ï ( a} 1 TJ .TI " 1.1 1 kt-) -1 D 11% 21 Î ïl El 1 
Ps. Jon. `1 D ?vola 
1. See above, p. 195f. 
2. JOHNSON, p. 132, n. 3. 
3. Biblica 45 (1964) "Miryam, soeur de Moise, et Marie, mére du 
Messie ", p. 207. 
ï) T11:1 17~113 ilJ1TJ 24.1I"311-1 Nn1u` 
FT n7JW`1 ;11ZJYJ 11z1]1] k4-1 T1 ( W 
I1" --Vra 4-1 -11 W,il " 41 -i 073 UN 
Neo I 1177n il w 
Neo I M rt?I-JJi ;17Jvil -1301`' ;von Ci11T,VJ) 
D "-ln 37111 ?1 1ylD 
This produces the following pattern: 
MIDWIVES 
MT Shiphrah Puah 
TO Shiphrah Puah 






i.e., Jochebed Puah, 
Puah 
i.e., Miriam 







Neo I M 
T11 Dr1? 1uy`1 
1 NI D. 1-F117 
P11 `t'7 i,-1 N117~)3 r" NY31 
21J17.-1 ì1J71D 71~3`t 
?a,71131.7)3 1~11 -'117 
17 j?D 113í-?] -ID D14 N11311 N.T11ti10-1 N31`'1`l 
c131 j 12``70 112D3 í1~-1Y1`1 2.71`iDl] 
?171`1.01-27]-, Ll'sr1 117L7 -i ti 
7`7 7 71 a 17 ] -ps-In i1 71 31 i 1 ai 1 ï i1 lp -1 
Z111 a-? r-1 71 ] 1 z-11 12.-17D 3-1 -11J ] 7`i`'l 
LA71 
`lDi1 
k 1 NJ1 111D `Tl l`T1 }7ìl7 aJti 
41 `11 7 12-r3 -! '.T7 =I1`t [q 71 21`'7,7 
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This produces the following diagram: 







Ps. Jon. Kingship High Priesthood 
FT Kingship High Priesthood 
(Jochebed) (Miriam) 
Neo I Kingship High Priesthood 
(Miriam) (Jochebed) 
Neo I M High Priesthood Prophecy Kingship 
In an attempt to analyse the Targumic material the following 
points emerge: 
1. Apart from TO, all the Targums identify the midwives as before, 
viz., Shiphrah with Jochebed and Puah with Miriam. Neo I at Ex. 1:15 
does not state the identification, but its handling of Ex. 1:21 makes 
it clear that in 1:15 the identification is presupposed. 
2. Apart from TO, all the Targums relate the houses to Kingship and 
High Priesthood, though: 
(a) Neo I M brings in Prophecy as well. (cf. Ex. 15:20 and Mechilta, 
Shirata X, and b. Sot. 12b); 
(b) it is not always quite clear with whom Kingship and Priesthood 
are to be associated. From the word- order, i.e. in Ex. 1:15 Shiphrah 
(Jochebed) is mentioned first, it would almost appear that in Ps. Jon. 
Kingship is associated with Jochebed and High Priesthood with Miriam. 
In FT, it is in fact so linked; but here FT presents a problem - in 
M. GINSBURGER, Das Fragmententhargum (1899), p. 28, Kingship is linked 
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with Jochebed and High Priesthood with Miriam. Le Deautl writes: "Le 
Codex Neofiti continue (ainsi que le manuscrit 110): . . et il leur 
fait des maisons . . . Miryam recut la couronne de la royauté et 
Yokébed reput la couronne du souverain sacerdoce ". 
3. The Targums do not mention the names of later holders of these 
offices of High Priesthood etc., i.e. there is no mention of Aaron or 
Moses or David. 
4. In 1:21, the natural subject of the verb is "God ". "And he (i.e.. 
God) made for them houses." FT has .1-1:1 y , which makes the people 
the subject. 
5. J. Bowker2 has drawn attention to the fact that TO is not to be 
thought of merely as the nearest thing to a "straight- forward trans- 
lation" of MT, but that often it contains "abbreviated interpretations 
which seem to be a slightly variant form of the Palestinian Targum 
tradition ".3 While recognising that the argumentum e silentio is 
exceptionally precarious, it is none the less significant that in these 
two verses Ex. 1:15, 21, where the Palestinian Targum- tradition seems 
to be so rich, there is no hint of even an "abbreviated interpretation" 
in TO. 
In trying to take a synoptic view of all the material quoted, 
targumic and non -targumic, one point is especially striking, viz., 3 
above: that at no point do the Targums mention Aaron, Moses or David, 
and as David is not mentioned the question of Ephrath does not arise. 
The non -targumic material on the whole, mentions all of these, and, 
irrespective of slight differences, largely reach the conclusion that 
1. See p. 197, note 3. 
2. p. 23f. 
3. p. 24. 
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David is descended from Miriam with the emphasis usually on kingship, 
though once on wisdom. Bearing in mind the danger of the argumentum e 
silentio referred to above, it does seem possible that in the Targums 
we have the earliest material, thus providing the first of the compon- 
ents of the talmudic and midrashic equation, as follows: 
(i) the interpretation of Ex. 1:15, 21 produces the 'priesthood' 
and 'kingship' emphasis, linked possibly with Jochebed and Miriam. 
(ii) I Chr. 2:19 (and 18) are so used as to show that Miriam = 
Ephrath. 
(iii) I Sam. 17:12 makes the link between David and Ephrath. 
And the result is that David is descended from Ephrath, i.e. 
Miriam, holder of kingship. The flaw here is that there are still two 
unanswered questions: Why did the Targums interpret "houses" in this 
way ?: and - which is the more difficult - Why did the Targums link 
Miriam with kingship? 
The dating question could, of course, be satisfactorily resolved 
in two ways: 
(a) if it could be shown that there was a clear historical area into 
which some of our traditions could be fitted. V. AptowitzerI felt that 
there was such an historical area. For what follows I am relying on 
Johnson's summary.2 Johnson stresses that in the Old Testament and 
in Jewish tradition the normal expectation is of a Messiah from the 
house of David. "In sum, we may assert that for both the Christian 
and Jewish traditions the expectation that the Messiah would be Davidic 
was the prevailing view." 
3 
1. Parteipolitik der Hasmonäerzeit im Rabbinischen und Pseudepigraph- 
ischen Schriften (1927). 
2. pp. 115 -138. 
3. p. 120. 
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At times, however, perhaps even in the Old Testament, in later 
literature, e.g. The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, and in the 
Dead Sea Scrolls, we have hints of a priestly Messianic figure, or a 
combination in one person of two Messianic figures, one royal and one 
priestly, one from Judah and one from Levi. 
Johnson goes on to outline the hypothesis of Aptowitzer who 
"suggests that the bulk of the Rabbinic and sectarian references to 
the priestly Messiah reflects the political struggles of the Hasmonean 
era, especially under John Hyrcanus and Alexander Jannaeus ".1 
The Hasmoneans, to legitimate their position in face of opposition, 
starting from an exposition of Ps. 110:4 and using certain passages in 
the Testaments, especially from "The Testament of Levi ", stressed the 
expectation of a priestly Messiah from the tribe of Levi who would also 
be king. 
The Anti -Hasmoneans, tired of the behaviour of John and Alexander, 
and unhappy about their non -Davidic descent, and also starting from an 
exposition of Ps. 110:4, looked for a Davidic Messiah who would also 
be priest. 
Thus, each side looked for one Messiah, who could combine two 
roles - priest and king - the main role depending on the tribe from 
which he came initially. 
The Hasmoneans had to prove that while they were from the tribe of 
Levi and sons of Aaron, they were also sons of Judah and, according to 
Aptowitzer, proof of their Judah -ite emphasis was to be found in. The 
Testaments, especially in what he would regard as later interpolations 
in the text. 
1. p. 131. 
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The anti- Hasmoneans had to show that while of Davidic line and 
from the tribe of Judah, their Messiah could also act as priest. They 
did this by demonstrating, using methods we have already dealt with, 
that David was descended from Miriam, of the house of Levi, sister of 
Moses and Aaron. The basic text in this connection was Sifre, Num., 
as already quoted.1 
The debate between the two sides continued, with charges and 
counter charges, based mostly on possible flaws in ancestry, e.g. Ruth 
the Moabitess, John Hyrcanus' mother, etc. 
Those who quote Aptowitzer stress his mastery of the materials 
he uses but are unhappy about how he uses them e.g., W. D. Davies2: "The 
value of Aptowitzer's treatment lies in the wealth of material which 
he commands, not in the interpretation he puts upon it ". 
Some of the criticisms made by Johnson, which are relevant to our 
subject are: 
1. Dating: in discussing events which happened at a particular time, 
it is unwise to base arguments on documents which may refer to later 
times. 
2. Historical setting: disputes about the Messiah could have arisen 
at several crucial points in Jewish history e_g.,the rise of Christian- 
ity and its emphasis on a Messiah from the house of David; the revolt 
of bar -Kokba whom one of Judaism's greatest Rabbis, R. Aqiba, had 
hailed as Messiah. 
There is a certain attractiveness about Aptowitzer's view and even 
if one does not feel entirely happy about his arguments, it must be 
1. above p. 190. 
2. The Setting of the Sermon on the Mount, (1964), p. 111, footnote 3 
to page 110. 
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admitted that he has underlined the fact that it is difficult to exclude 
the notion of priesthood from Messiahship, bearing in mind the central 
role played by the Temple in the life of the Jewish people; and when we 
remember for example, the vision in Zech. 6 of priest and ruler working 
together harmoniously, it is not difficult to see the possibility of 
these two ideas becoming fused in one ideal expected person. But even 
this view may be too restrictive for, as J. Heinemann1 reminds us: 
. . the evidence suggests not "duality" of Messiahs but multiplicity 
. . we gain the impression that in Second Temple times great diver- 
sity of messianic doctrines and variety of messianic figures were 
prevalent ".2 But this incursion into Messianic speculation is in 
danger of taking us away from the question of dating. To come there- 
fore to the second possibility: 
(b) if some external reference points could be found e.g. in the 
Fathers, or Josephus. With the help of R. Murray and J. Neusner, 
Aphrahat,I have tried to find some such points in Syriac Christian 
writings. 
APHRAHAT seems to be interested in Miriam only in so far as he 
can see parallels between her and Mary the mother of Jesus, e.g. Dem. 
xx I - 10 
I 
- -N 1.3. co 91-16 1-3 1; el.-, ism -p -o p...:o 
He has, however, more to say on Priesthood and Kingship: Aaron 
and David are linked with these ideas in Dem. XVII - 11: "We call him 
God like Moses, first born and son like Israel, Jesus like Jesus the 
son of Nun, nr-.a' 1-2-6I \.7 \'oo : <faiI t,1 4_1xo , 
1. "The Messiah of Ephraim and the Premature Exodus of the Tribe of 
Ephraim ", HTR 8, (1975), p. 6. 
2. cf. LEVEY, p. 172. 
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But there is a slightly different emphasis in Dem. XXI - 10, where 
Moses is the giver of the law, but is also 
-linked 
with priesthood: 
l L QJ a`ß-7 , \ -, n O u o i n, 1 \ _\ a i I-.s 41U 
In Dem. XXIII - 15 and 16 (Neusner, Aphrahat, p. 115) we see a 
subtle transfer from the house of Judah to the house of Levi: 
"When Jacob and Judah went down to Egypt, this blessing was 
hidden in the loin of Perez. And Perez fathered Hezron, and 
Hezron fathered Aram, and Aram fathered Aminadab, and Aminadab 
fathered Nachshon, the head of the children of Judah. 
XXIII - 16. After Aminadab it (the blessing) resided in Eliezar 
the son of Aaron the priest, from whom was born Phineas. From 
Aminadab the blessing of the sovereignty and of the priesthood 
went forth. Leadership and kingship were from Nachshon, and 
priesthead (sic:) was from the son of the sister of Nachshon, 
who gave birth to Phineas . . ." 
- a rich, if at times confusing picture: 
EPHREM also refers to priesthood and kingship: 
In the first Hymn on the Resurrection (Murray, p. 179) kingship is 
linked with David, in that Christ received his kingship from David. 
In HcHaer 22. 19 (Murray, p. 178f) the priesthood has come from God to 
Christ through Moses, Aaron, John: 
"The Most High descended on Mount Sinai 
and stretched forth his hand over Moses. 
Moses laid it on Aaron . . ." 
But in the first Hymn on the Resurrection (Murray, p. 179), Christ's 
priesthood came from Melchizedek. 
In HcHaer 24 (Murray, p. 180), the line is from Adam to Noah to 
Abraham to Moses to David, but in the first line there is some confus- 
ion as to what was actually handed down. 
"It was handed down from Adam to Noah . . ." Murray1 regards the 
"it" as "involving probably both priesthood . . . and revelation 
1. p. 180, n. 3. 
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Thus, with Aphrahat there is more than one strand: the priesthood 
coming from Aaron or from Moses, but in Dem. XXIII where there is a 
transfer of the blessing from Judah to Levi there may be an attempt 
to show that the Messiah shares in two tribes, though it is clear that 
the tribe of Judah has the pre- eminence. 
With Ephrem, the priesthood of Christ comes from Melchizedek as 
would be expected, but at one point he sees it as coming from the tribe 
of Levi, through Moses and Aaron. While this may show some awareness 
of the possibility of a Messiah coming from the house of Levi as in 
the Testament of Levi as Murray points out in footnote 4 on page 180, 
there is also the possibility that Ephrem may have been aware of the 
intense Jewish speculation of a 'dual Messiah', or that his comments 
reflect that such speculation had already spilled over into the Jewish - 
Christian group. 
JOSEPHUS is not particularly helpful in our approach to the date 
problem. Indeed he tends to add confusion to the matter. In 
Antiquities, III 54 we read: "Moses . . . bade his brother Aaron and 
his sister Mariamme's husband, by name Ur, stand on either side of 
him . . " Thus while the Old Testament shows no hint of a relation- 
ship between Hur and Moses, and our extracts above make Miriam the 
mother of Hur and very clearly the wife of Caleb, Josephus makes 
Miriam the wife of Hur. 
In the midst of all this, what is the significance of the small 
expansion in TC I Chr. 2:19 ". . . Miriam who is called Ephrath "? 
1. We have here a reference to a theme which is strongly attested 
in Jewish tradition. 
2. The fact that the identification of Miriam and Ephrath is found 
three times within three chapters in TC indicates its importance for 
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this Targum. 
3. In other areas where the identification has been made, its purpose 
has often been to provide a vital link in a chain of reasoning which 
reaches the conclusion that David the king is descended from Miriam 
who had received Kingship. But occasionally a new context emerges - 
even if the debate still ends with the Davidic descent from Miriam - 
that of Wisdom: 
(a) The TC identification follows closely on the Azubah saga, 
where Wisdom plays a very important part in the expansion. 
(b) This may point to some link with the tradition reflected in 
Shem. R. XLVIII. 4; while the conllusion there reached is that David 
the king is descended from Miriam, the interesting thing is that it 
is Moses who receives Kingship and Miriam who receives Wisdom. 
(c) A further partial connection with Shem. R. XLVIII. 4 may lie 
in the fact that the expansion in TC is found in almost identical 
form in Shem. R. XLVIII. 4. Unfortunately such a connection is very 
slender as the TC expansion is very short. 
4. In TC Ch. 2, certain points emerge clearly - 
Ruth the Moabitess, strongly defended (2:17) 
. Azubah and wisdom (2.18) 
Miriam and Ephrath (2:19) 
Rechabites (2:55) 
In Sifre, Num., we see a certain similarity: 
Rechabites 
Rahab, strongly defended 
Ruth, strongly defended 
Midwives - - - Miriam and Ephrath etc. 
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There is some similarity between both of these, even though the 
Rechabites are found in different places. In Sifre the connecting 
theme is merit acquired by non -Jews and Jews. This theme does not 
emerge so prominently in TC, yet in each of them there is a spirited 
defence of the legitimacy and purity of the Davidic line. I wonder 
if, with attacks on the Davidic line from various quarters, there had 
emerged a paradigmatic defence of this line, and we see traces of this 
outline in Sifre and TC. 
The Wisdom emphasis which pervades TC I Chr. 2:18 with reference 
to Azubah (elsewhere identified with Miriam) may show some link with 
the tradition we find in Shem. R. XLVIII. 4. 
5. I Chr. 2:19 plays a pivotal role in most of the extracts quoted: 
it is reasonable to assume that this expansion which, in spite of its 
brevity, said so much, was attached to MT quite early. As several of 
the facts mentioned earlier point - even if somewhat tentatively - to 
an early origin of this debate centring round David, and as I Chr. 2:19 
is such an important part of the debate, this little expansion may be 
one of the earlier parts of our Targum. 
6. To try to be more precise in dating would be to make the mistake 
of Aptowitzer, but - as mentioned above1 - if the differences emerging 
in the debate between Rab and Samuel /Levi in b. Sot. llb and Shem. R. 
I. 13 and 17, indicate that they were trying to apply older material 
to a new situation, and if we regard second and third centuries as the 
time of their operation, then TC's expansion would precede this date, 
and as Sifre, Num. has already been shown to have the possibility of 
being early, both of them may be regarded as reflecting the tradition 
1. See above, p. 187. 
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in its earlier form. 
7. This expansion, though brief, is, in the modern idiom "loaded ". 
Its very mention opens a window on a vast expanse of theological and 
political discussion, which no doubt reflect circumstances at one or 
at several periods. We saw a similar expansion in TC I Chr. 1:24, 
where to 131b was added a phrase full of significance NM-1 u 117 
TC has the ability to give us some very lengthy expansions: in phrases 
such as those in 1:24 and 2:19 we see that he is also master of the 
"compressed expansion" - the kind of expansion which Bowker referred 
to in connection with TO. 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
As already noted at the beginning of the discussion, the Versions, 
apart from the targumic expansion, are remarkably faithful to MT. This 
includes PC. It is idle to speculate, but it is strange that an issue, 
discussion of which is strongly evidenced in Jewish tradition, and, 
from our consideration of Aphrahat and Ephrem, consideration of which 
had its echo in Syriac Christian tradition, finds no reflection of any 
kind in PC. 
2:21 
T1 N3 In Hebrew -1T,T\ can be used either as a preposition, 
after, or as an adverb, afterwards. As the languages of the Versions 
normally use one word for the preposition after, and a phrase or word 
based on that word for the adverb, afterwards, some variation is to 
be expected, e.g. 
T113 Tg T-10 î3l1 In 
LXX ¡ -r.i T ce u-r GL 
Pesh. 
Obviously it would be unsafe to base any inter -relationship of the 
Versions on similarities thus appearing. 
N . 
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. . Na] ... - \ PC The ! NI has become 
, but again this has no significance. The Hebrew LpA. . . NM. 
when used with reference to a woman, normally means coming to her with 
the implication of intercourse. And for this term the Syriac expression 
is \\ . . . or In\ . .1 
17 ̀ ICJ ti] In MT, Hezron was sixty years old when he married 
the daughter of Machir. Some LXX minuscules have sixty -five while TC 
has 71 ` IU `I 13-'41 VJ . There does not seem to be any significance 
in the Targum variant as it could be explained by dittography, though 
it is more difficult to give a textual reason for the addition of 
TC E V TE, in some LXX MSS. 
n.i7,Vl 1 6.eoux 
\ 
LXX B. è'V TO. MS V. 
The latter looks like a straightforward error; the former, . 6- 
P 
o u\( 
is explained by Rothstein2 as resulting from a textual error followed 
by confusion of =I and 1 , thus: :111kU )+1a to ec . 
TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
"and after this Hezron seduced the virgin daughter of Machir, the 
father of Gilead, and he took her in marriage, and he was sixty -six 
years old when she bore to him Shegub." 
Of Hezron, son of Perez and father of Caleb, the Old Testament 
tells us little except his name, his marriages and his family. I Chr. 
2:21 is one of the verses where a little light is thrown on him. At 
sixty, he marries the daughter of Machir (possibly the son of Manasseh, 
1. J. PAYNE SMITH, p. 412. 
2. p. 22. 
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Gen. 50:23), father of Gilead, and she has his son Segub, whose son 
Jair had many cities in Gilead: all of which, in MT, may represent 
some kind of relationship between groups on both sides of the Jordan. 
Hezron normally appears as a link in a genealogical chain. Levine1 
reminds us that he plays an insignificant role not only in the Bible 
but in the midrashic literature as.well. 
Knowing so little about him, it comes as a surprise to find him 
described in somewhat unflattering terms in TC I Chr. 2:21. While MT 
records, quite baldly, that "afterwards ", (best taken as relating to 
2:9) he married the daughter of Machir, TC notes that he "seduced the 
virgin daughter of Machir ". 
There is, it would seem, some echo of Ex. 22:15, which, in Ps. 
Jon. uses the same verb, 11 31 7 ti ll a 14 T] . 
If there is any link here, one is not sure of the intention, for in 
Ex. 22:15, the reference is to an "unbetrothed virgin ". Was the 
intention: 
(a) to depict Hezron in a bad light by describing him as a seducer? 
(b) to show him in a good light, by pointing out that, though he was 
a seducer, he none the less, did the honourable thing, i.e. made her 
his wife 7 .11 3 ì41i 
(b) does not seem so likely, as according to the Law in Ex. 22:15 
he had little alternative but to pay the marriage price and marry the 
girl. 
In Ber. R. XCVIII. 8, there is a reference which, though obscure, 
may have some bearing on our verse: 
"THE SCEPTRE SHALL NOT DEPART FROM JUDAH. This alludes to Machir. 
1. The Aramaic Version of Ruth, p. 108. 
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NOR THE RULER'S STAFF FROM BENEATH HIS FEET. - he came and prostrated 
himself at his feet." The editor, H. Freedman, in his footnote at this 
point, suggests two possibilities, the first of which he favours, as 
follows:1 
"The passage is obscure. Presumably the Machir meant is Machir 
the son of Manasseh, and the passage might then be based on Judg. V. 14 
q.v. He prostrated himself before Hezron, imploring him to marry his 
(Machir's) daughter - v. I Chron. II. 21." 
I would have thought that Ber. R's reference here to Machir's 
prostrating himself at Judah's feet was a reference to the expectation 
of a Messiah from the line of Judah rather than to Machir's begging 
Hezron to marry his daughter. Surely he had no need to beg him, for, 
as pointed out above, Hezron was obliged to marry her. The link 
between Gen. 49:10 and Jud. 5:14 would seem to lie in TZ n /j . 
To me, the general tone of TC I Chr. 2:21 is derogatory. As 
Hezron is mentioned in the genealogies of Jesus in both Matthew (1:3) 
and Luke (3:33), and, as seen already2 he plays a linking role in 
Aphrahat in the handing down of the blessing, is there perhaps, in TC 
I Chr. 2:21, the trace of an anti -Christian tendency, an attempt to 
throw some mud at one who featured in the line of descent of the 
Christian Messiah? 
It is difficult to see exactly where the biblical stimulus for 
the expansion lies. Rothstein3 suggests that we take the first Ke11 
as contrastive4 and use a pluperfect with the following verb: 
1. p. 956. 
2. p. 205. 
3. p. 21f. 
4. NEB's translation "having married her" seems to lean in this 
direction also. 
213. 
"Afterwards, Hezron came to the daughter of Machir, the father of 
Gilead - but he had married her when he was sixty years old - . 
and she bore him ".1 
I would suggest that the stimulus for the pejorative expansion 
in TC lay in just this contrastive 
' l .1 1 . The 131 X 1 7 led TC to 
interpret ¡1 71? in a slightly forcible sense, and when he rewrote 
the verse, he introduced this forcible element into the first part by 
altering a to 14,i1 141 . . . 1"1-1W , possibly under the 
influence of Ps. Jon. to Ex. 22:15 where alone in the Pentateuchal 
Targums this expression occurs,2 and retained the normal meaning of 
1111 
tt 
7 in his 131111I? n13 ] 
But as to his reasons for thus maligning Hezron I have no answer. 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
Of TC's expansion PC shows no trace. 
2:23 
TC. MS V. 
T 
As MS C reads `J 7 D .D , and as some such word as "villages" is 
clearly what is implied in MT, `' 3-1010 was probably what TC V 
meant to write. 
There are four points of textual interest in the verse: 
1. This verse is lacking in PC, probably through Homoioteleuton 
-ly11. 
2. 31`11-1 31) --11U1 
Even though 1 ) )41 -ì 1 k1 1 reads a little awkwardly as subject, 
1. Rothstein's further development of this point does not concern us 
here. 
2. LEVY, II, 517. 
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the very fact that these words have no .1111 as "object marker" would 
force us to take them as subject. TC leaves us in no doubt but that 
they are to be taken thus by rendering . . . t1 -1 1 J )--)-3.-1 `t . 
LXX B seems to translate MT word for word but as it has no object - 
marker to call upon it leaves a certain ambiguity as to whether the 
first two nouns in MT are subject, Rat E >D(EV (6 ,5ot_3P 1 <oR 
Aee v TORS tcw ftoc5 . . . which could also be translated: "And he 
took T-4- s o v . . ., the villages . . . ". This, in fact, is 
exactly what Arm, does, and, because, like Hebrew, it possesses an 
object- marker, the issue is left in no doubt: Fr ̀  wn_ 
C.1/2.11 1=1" u n L p E L [ LLT L44 t 
ELET 
IL, it , (object- 
marker arrowed). This would indicate, that at this point Arm. is 
following LXX. Before leaping to conclusions, however, it is salutary 
to read the whole verse, where LXX uses the same word p to 
translate (a) 71111 ; (b) I1 Z 
( 
X41 3 a) , (as indeed does TC 
1.1] -1 D1.0 ) . Arm., on the other hand, uses 4L hL rt , and W L uj..1 
respectively: One cannot be sure if this has any significance and PC 
would have been quite helpful at this point had it existed. Arm. may 
be merely ringing the changes in order to avoid using two identical 
words so close to each other, or it may be following a Greek MS which 
in fact had two different words - e .g . MS e for the second I <w fax,cs 
has tiIAE%S . 
3. X13 11, 1,q . There is some ambiguity here in MT. 
(a) Is this to be taken in apposition to 1 ̀ t. `` dl i h (ARSV ?) ? 
(b) If it were meant to follow -1 tiÑ n l ri 1-1? serially, we would 
expect `t (cf. Vg, NEB, TEV, and ARSV( ?)) 
(c) Should 41 N be taken as a preposition - "with" (cf. Rudolphl)? 
1. p. 10. 
215. 
It is interesting that TC, normally so eager to remove ambiguity 
(e.g. later on in this verse), translates MT just as it stands, with 
no attempt to clarify things. The object -marker J'% in Aramaic does 
not have the same prepositional role as TIN in Hebrew, so in TC we 
are left to choose either (a) or (b). 
4. -1 ~ D ~ ] ;l N L, D 7 "all these were the sons of 
Machir." Sixty seems a rather high total for Machir's sons, especially 
when only one has been mentioned so far. Even if "sons" is translated 
as "descendants ", only a few of these have already been named. Curtis 
1 
solves the problem by noting: "the summary of a section originally 
larger probably than vv 
21 -23 
". LXX's solution is to read TC'oc Q-o( t 
[ c 
oc u T ot t lJ I WV M aXi P . As the feminine subject clearly refers 
to <<wrat or ?T0 - s , LXX, by its use of u i wv is suggesting posses- 
sion and presupposing '-3 >7 . TC follows a similar procedure but in 
the process "1:1 is eliminated and Machir becomes the possessor 
reading simply 1 '3)3-1 
17 
7 1 I7 m 17D . Probably the 
more difficult reading i.e. MT, is to be preferred. 
What is of interest here is: 
(i) TC makes clear what is in doubt; 
(ii) this is an "ad sensum" change; it has not come about through any 
attempt to apply the text to a current theological or political problem. 
In the nature of things, such changes are very probably early. If in 
fact TC has in any way influenced PC, one should be able to see the 
influence at places such as this. Unfortunately 1, above has prevented 
our testing this principle in this verse: 
1. p. 91. 
216. 
2:24 
It is difficult to translate MT of this verse. Following the 
Massoretic division, the literal translation is as follows: 
"And after the death of Hezron in Caleb -Ephrathah, and the wife of 
Hezron (was) Abijah, and she bore to him Ashhur the father of Tekoa." 
One way of understanding the above translation, though it is not 
without its difficulties, is: 
"After the death of Hezron in Caleb -Ephrathah, his widow, Abijah, bore 
to him Ashhur, the father of Tekoa." 
Taking this in the context of the preceding verses, we have the 
following picture of Hezron's family life: 
(1) 2:9. Hezron married an unnamed wife,with three children, 
Jerahmeel, Ram, Chelubai. 
(2) 2:21. Hezron married Machir's daughter, who bore him Segub. 
(3) 2:24. Hezron married Abijah who (after his death) bore him Ashhur. 
Thus Hezron had three wives (cf. Keill) and five children. Or, if we 
telescope (2) and (3), Hezron had two wives, Machir's daughter and 
Abijah being identical; Abijah bore him Segub before his death and 
Ashhur afterwards. 
There is no doubt but that MT of 2:24 reads awkwardly; e.g. is 
2:24b0c a circumstantial clause? If so we have a problem with the 
subject of -11701 in 2:24b(í. If we regard 2:24130( as beginning 
a new clause leading directly into 2:24b, 2:24a is then left suspended 
in mid -air. And who is the Ashhur of 2:24? Is he the same as Hur in 
2:19? If so, 2:19 makes Caleb his father, but in 2:24 Hezron is his 
father. What of Caleb -Ephrathah? Is it a place name? Or, bearing 
1. p. 66. 
217. 
in mind that in 2 :19 Caleb and Ephrath have got married, is there 
perhaps some personal rather than topographical reference intended? 
One can easily understand therefore, why most modern commentators 
have not been happy with the MT of this verse. Curtis and Ehrlich sum 
up the general feeling, the former stating bluntly that here MT "is 
clearly corrupt "1 the latter splitting the verse in two and echoing 
the same thought "Hier ist V. a total Korrupt" and'Der zweite Halbvers 
ist heillos verderbt ".2 The suggestions they put forward to improve 
MT rely heavily on the Versions who also had some difficulty with this 
verse. 
To look now at the textual problems raised: 
Ji I nu7 ` s n Tr ')3 )3 T-1 0 -.n om l )31 TC 
\Q s r cry o Pc 
In MT the preposition -1 fl 24 is closely linked with 31 7 rJ , 
whereas in TC and PC it is taken as an adverbial phrase and thus 
separates itself off somewhat from what follows. By changing slightly 
the structure of the sentence a slight change of meaning is introduced 
but this is not of much consequence. 
¡1 J1 ) I N aL-20 21 6E -v %a6 A Etrix Go( LXX 




ingressus est Caleb ad Ephratha. Vg 
D 21 ]. ~ 3 al-73 1`'13 TC 
, PC 
(The strange reading in 9 a 1 L N, seems to be a 
copyist's error arising from the fact that in 9 a 1 the line immediately 
above ends thus: . ̀ , \ ¡ ) 
1. p. 92. 
2. p. 326. 
218. 
Here we have two separate groups of readings: 
(a) LXX, Arm. and Vg. presuppose ;111-113 N :112-D N 1 
If this is accepted, another question arises: 
Is 11 -1 D N (i) a person, or (ii) a place? 
If (i), a person, who is she? From 2:19 Ephrath is Caleb's wife 
and the statement means simply that after Hezron's death, Caleb had 
intercourse with his wife. After such a statement we expect the next 
clause to read - "and she bore him X ". If we take 2:24b a as a circum- 
stantial clause the sentence would read: "and after the death of 
Hezron, Caleb came to Ephrath - now the wife of Hezron was Abijah - 
and she (i.e. Ephrath) bore him (i.e. Caleb) Ashhur, the father of 
Tekoa ". If we take 2:24bat as being closely linked with 2:24q, as 
Brooke -McLean punctuate it (and as Arm. and Vg. also understand it) 
we then have a generation problem: "And after the death of Hezron, 
Caleb came to Ephrath; now the wife of Hezron was Abijah and she (i.e. 
Abijah) bore him (i.e. Hezron) Ashhur, the father of Tekoa ". If this 
is the correct understanding of the verse we may ask why we are told 
at all that Caleb had intercourse with Ephrath. 
So far I have worked on the principle that Ephrath is a person 
and that 'coming to her' has sexual implications. But it is not 
certain that this is what the Versions have in mind. A sample of the 
Greek rendering of ? I . . . 2 J. , where the Hebrew clearly implied 
sexual intercourse, produced the following result: of seven instances 
in Gen., Jud., Sam., I Chr.,1 one had eivTroe&tJc Ltm Treos , six 
had Eia-E )(c iAyA me os . In I Chr. 2:24, the fact that, instead 
of the more common E vo-fr o c, t_ .t-re o5 , we have E eX fe oc t E t 5 
1. Gen. 6:4, 16:2, 16:4; Jud. 15:1, 16:1; II Sam. 12:24; I Chr. 2:21 
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suggests that the LXX may not have had sexual intercourse in mind; 
indeed that it may not have thought of Ephrath as a person. This may 
find confirmation in the fact that MSS b and y read CG 
tTl os , which may indicate the hand of a reviser who assumed the 
expression to have a sexual connotation and was anxious to bring it 
into conformity with the usage as found, e.g. in the instances referred 
to above. 
If (ii) Ephrath refers to a place, then 2:24 in LXX, Vg. and Arm., 
is simply a statement of mobility: "After the death of Hezron, Caleb 
made his way to Ephrath ". 
Modern scholars, beginning with Wellhausen, having accepted the 
LXX reading for the first part of the verse, and having understood that 
reading to refer to Ephrath as a person, i.e. with sexual implications, 
felt unhappy with the second part of the verse, especially 2:24b a, 
and by some surgery and remodelling - by removing a Ì and repointing 
71 ~ J N - they transformed Ephrath into the widow of Caleb's father. 
i1~R.? 
T 
1 }1 -1sTl II tom ;1T1 -1D.' -11?D Na Ti-)`s-n 11i7 T12y 
This is the reading followed, e.g. by Rothstein, Curtis, Rudolph, 
Myers. Indeed Curtis asserts confidently1 that the text as quoted 
above was undoubtedly "the true text ", and in commenting on this text, 
quotes II Sam. 16:22 and I Ki. 2:13 -25, as evidence that in his action 
Caleb was following an attested sociological pattern2: "The taking 
of a father's wife was asserting claim to the father's possessions . . ." 
ARSV, JB, and TEV also follow the above reading. NEB accepts the LXX 
reading for 2:24a, but follows PC in 2:24b a i.e. omits it, giving: 
1. p. 93. 
2. p. 92. 
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"After the death of Hezron, Caleb had intercourse with Ephrathah ". 
The "new translation ", i.e. as suggested by the above commentators, is 
reflected in ARSV: "After the death of Hezron, Caleb went in to 
Ephrathah, the wife of Hezron his father, and she bore him Ashhur the 
father of Tekoa ". This gives us the following picture of Hezron and 
Caleb; 
HEZRON - had three wives (a) unnamed (b) Machir's daughter (c) Ephrath. 
This could be reduced to two by regarding (b) and (c) as referring to 
the same person. 
CALEB - had three wives (a) Azubah (accepting i Ji w A for 1 a U ),1 ) 
(b) Ephrath (c) Ephrath, his father's widow. 
On the face of it, this implies that Hezron and Caleb each had 
wives with the same name, Ephrath; it implies further that Caleb 
married his father's widow whilst his own wife was still alive. These 
difficulties however are resolved by the commentators listed above by 
merging (b) and (c), and regarding 2:24 as a duplicate of 2:19. 
There are two things which should be said about the solution 
suggested by Wellhausen and other commentators: 
1. None of the commentators or translations mentioned regards Ephrath 
as a place name, as they all go on to identify Ephrath as Hezron's 
wife. I feel that a case can be made for the Versions' (LXX, Vg, Arm.) 
regarding it as a place name. If this is so then these Versions are 
following the same pattern as TC and PC, who take Ephrath as a place 
name, though in slightly different ways. 
2. By accepting only one of the two possible interpretations of 
Ephrath, i.e. the personal, Wellhausen etc. felt obliged to go much 
further and alter completely the next clause, for which alteration 
there does not seem to be any confirmatory textual evidence, except 
221. 
that the clause in question reads rather awkwardly. 
This leads to a basic question - is it advisable to accept the 
LXX reading at this point for 2:24a? 
L. C. Allen1 draws attention to an article by G. R. Driver2 who 
"mentions the suggestion that verbs with final N may at one stage 
have been written without it ". Allen feels that this helps to validate 
LXX's nr ucv < 0D.. Driver, however, does not seem over enthusiastic 
about this final N type of abbreviation, and he cites only two examples 
neither of which has a final 'a' sound - e.g. L14 for 
Whether LXX has preserved the original or whether the LXX reading 
has arisen through, e.g. an aural error, is difficult to say. I do 
not feel, however, that there is sufficient textual reason for changing 
MT. Admittedly, as pointed out above, 2:24b does read awkwardly (as 
do many passages in Chr.): indeed Rudolph3 regards it in the context 
as " unverständlich"; but if, in order to make it "verständlich ", the 
text has to be so drastically dealt with as seen above, perhaps the 
solution proposed is open to question. 
L 
If then, we leave MT as it stands, 7171 1 D N l must be a 
place name.4 The facts that (a) the place is unidentified, and (b) 
the elements in the name have just been used as person -names, do 
create problems. On the other hand, the fact that both elements in 
the name are used elsewhere as components of place 
-t--names, 
I Sam. 30:14 1 all 11 and Mi. 5:1 î171"1D?1 T]ïl7 7rn. does leave 
the possibility open that the expression may have a similar significance 
in I Chr. 2:24. 
1. II, p. 87. 
2. "Abbreviations in the Massoretic Text", Textus I (1963), p. 118. 
3. p. 16. 
4. cf. BERTHEAU, p. 16. 
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(b) The second group of variants, in TC and PC, to 2:24 a(, I shall 
consider below under the heading 'Targumic Expansion'. 
771 l"J il tit 1"? II D "1x vrlan r+ i \] 
o I of 1. o ôi o pc 
\ 
i.e. PC omits 2 : 24boe , and in 24b.1) inserts - -1 after 
The omission may find an explanation through Homoioteleuton, 
caused by similarity of ending of 11 11 -1 D 2 and i 1 `' 1' . But I 
can find no ground whatever for the insertion of r . 
In spite of the omission of 2:23 and 2:24boc, PC still makes 
sense: the 'she' of L - s obviously refers back to Machir's 
daughter of 2:21, the last named female. 
TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
"And after this Hezron died in the house of Caleb his son in 
Ephrath, and Hezron's wife Abijah, the daughter of Machir, was left 
pregnant, and she bore to him Ashhur the chief of the Tekoaites." 
Both TC and PC treat :1170 as a person -name and 1.1-)19 ' as 
a place -name: 
o 1 Li D a MT 
JI 1D mi--) D.7D a TC 
l. :-s ;Ln PC 
Both TC and PC have made a deliberate alteration to MT. For some 
reason neither of them wished to translate MT as it stood. This 
raises two questions: 
1. What was the reason for the alteration? 
2. In that TC and PC make a similar kind of alteration, did either 
influence the other? 
1. TC may have been unhappy about the phrase because, while Ephrath 
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was known as a place name, e_g.,Mi. 5:1; Ruth 4:11, he was unaware of 
any such place with a prefixed Caleb and, feeling that Caleb had been 
just mentioned as a person and that some confusion had entered, he 
decided to remove the confusion by restoring Caleb's status as a person 
and therefore prefixed 41'7.1 to Caleb and, to confirm the personal 
status added 71 "-):1 after Caleb. 
2. The fact that PC has a similar approach, but with slightly different 
wording, may lend a little credence to the view that the Peshitta was 
translated from a version of the Palestinian Targum, not necessarily 
from the one which we possess. 
Shem. R. (XL. 4) also has a problem with MT: indeed it finds the 
expression 0.1? :):1 unintelligible: 
"Can then a man die within another man, that it is written, 'and after 
that Hezron was dead in Caleb -Ephrath'? Resh Lakish explained this 
verse to mean that when Hezron died, Caleb came ('ba- Caleb') to 
Ephrath." 
Thus Resh Lakish, or at least Shem. R., may have been aware of 
the variant reading we find in LXX. But whether or not TC saw the 
problem in the same way as Shem. R. and knew its solution but rejected 
it - perhaps on the ground of relationship, we cannot say. Nor have 
we any means of knowing whether Shem. R. was aware of TC's approach. 
All that we can say is that TC and PC were unhappy about MT as it 
stood, and that they dealt with their problem in a similar way. 
The remaining expansions in this verse are simply instances of 
the Targumist's ensuring that any difficulties in MT are resolved and 
that what is latent in MT is patent in TC. 
"And Hezron's wife Abijah, the daughter of Machir, was left preg- 
nant . . . ". 
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One of the reasons for difficulty with 2:24b0. was the uncer- 
tainty of its status as a clause. TC removes the uncertainty by making 
it a main clause with a finite verb, and by referring it clearly to 
Abijah, which then makes her also the subject of the following clause. 
Having done this, TC goes on: 
(a) to identify Abijah with the daughter of Machir (2:21), and he thus 
regards Hezron as contracting only two marriages; 
(b) to place on record the fact that Hezron is indeed the father of 
Ashhur. Though this is explicit in the text, it being clearly stated 
that she bore to him ( 7 ) Ashhur, TC somewhat pedantically under- 
lines the fact by stating that after his death 0-1 `fl w l' 
Nß-1 1 y )3 "she was left pregnant; "Sperber's edition underlines 
the fact still further by adding after "she bore to him ", the words 
1 l '1 73 .T13 
At the end of the verse, 7 P "J N 1ti % w2.% becomes 
&..112n . The man 1.1117 1 has become a group, a 
device employed in a similar way in NEB, "Ashhur, founder of Tekoa ", 
only this time the man has become a town: 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
At two points we see similarities between TC and PC: 
(a) 71s n 1Viz ) n MT 
if.-n 11``i3 1)3ti TC 
Not only is there similarity of wording between TC and PC, the slight 
alteration of structure in TC is found also in PC. 
(b) íljl-1D? al? 7a MT 
71 -1 D N Tl " D.'73 S! ,aa. TC 
L + 4 -- PC 
225. 
The significant thing here is that TC and PC have the same 'framework' 
for their variants i.e. Caleb is a person, Ephrath is a place, though 
they fill in the details in a slightly different way. 
I Chr. 2:25 -33 THE FAMILIES OF THE JERAHMEELITES 
2:25 
Apart from some minor variants, e.g. PC omits `)' D a i1 in the 
phrase D `1 'YID , the major textual problem centres on the 
last word of the verse, l 1l M . Should it be 1 " T or a ̀ Tl'A1 , 
- -, 
or Tt n 2113 , or 1 11 4 11 4 or something else? 
. 
ìl 411 ?1 
11 
31D. 7 1:1 -1 
We have, apparently a list of five sons of Jerahmeel. Sons two, three 
and four are joined, each to his predecessor, by 1 , but this is lack- 








eLin r ,,, Arm. 
< IN) t il R1T ) 
1``T121`1 TC, Vg. 
pal PC < 1341 T11. 
The readings of LXX, Arm and PC indicate that there was a difficulty, 
while those of TC and Vg indicate an apparent attempt to solve it by 
prefixing 7 - unless TC and Vg have preserved the original reading, 
which seems less likely. It is difficult to see, on textual grounds 
how PC reached the reading oat . This presupposes that U- N 
is female, though, as Rudolph1 points out, it is of interest that in 
2:15 we also have an r s-M , a brother of David. 
1. p. 16. 
226. 
Modern commentators and translators tend to follow or adapt the 
readings of either TC or LXX, or else put forward something entirely 
different, e.g. Curtisl follows LXX and Arm, "his brother ". Myers,2 
AV, ARSV, TEV follow TC and Vg and insert "and" before Ahijah. 
Wellhausen suggests we read 14 nt). "his brothers ", i.e. the brothers 
of Ram. 
Several (Bertheau,3 Keil,4 Rudolphs) suggest an approach not 
attested in the Versions: they regard the original reading as IIl 
71 `' T1 A 7), the second Xl having fallen out by Haplography, thus making 
Ahijah the mother of the preceding four sons. This approach receives 
some support from the fact that 2:26 begins: "And Jerahmeel had 
another wife ", the implication being 'in addition to the one just men- 
tioned'. The difficulty here is that apart from Ram, we have no 
further information on the succeeding four names and therefore no data 
to use for purposes of cross reference. All that we can say is that 
the fact that the most likely reading 1°TI?:D has no support in the 
Versions suggests that - if this is the correct reading - the T3 must 
have disappeared very early. 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
(a) TC follows MT in inserting 7 D 11 . PC omits. 
(b) TC follows MT by treating 71`1114 as a proper name, but departs 
from MT by inserting a copula before it 1 " it »'i . PC reads s.óc A\f., . 
(a) in PC seems to be an inexplicable scribal error. 
1. p. 93. 
2. I, p. 10. 
3. p. 17. 
4. p. 66. 
5. p. 16. 
227. 
(b) is more significant. Had H1 followed TC at this point the argu- 
ment for dependence of PC on TC would not necessarily have been 
strengthened, as the insertion of a copula would have been a natural 
way of resolving the difficulty. On the other hand the fact that PC 
differs so sharply from TC makes it rather difficult to show dependence 
of PC on TC. 
Apart from attributing it to an instance of bad copying, there is 
no obvious basis for PC's reading. It seems unlikely to have come from 
('ì T1 n M . But it could have been a misreading of á f¡ +e,..> 
- tX d 
In the remaining verses in this section, there is little which 
requires detailed comment. Some points, however, may be mentioned: 
1. There is a faint suggestion of a link between LXX and PC, e.g.: 
(a) 2:31 Ituv3 wQdv LXXB t C 60t v LXXA 
(b) 2:32 -N11~1 6.0uáa LXXB a q4t;o,h*3 
IESSaE LXXA 
(a) Here the link seems quite close, though Rothstein) suggests 
that `WAD , written 
v 
a Nu.) , became VII ti tv , thus giving us 
a- d. v and . 
(b) L. C. Allen 
2 
explains the LXX B reading thus: " (8(x 
became lse,u , a familiar word, and then the correction was added on ". 
The fact that there are two strands in the Syriac tradition makes 
things a little difficult, but in spite of the difference there is an 
o in the word which has appeared from somewhere. There may be some 
link at this point between and l ó ou in Allen's "pre- 
1. p. 26. 
2. I, p. 154. 
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correction" stage. 
All that can be said at this point is that here and there we have 
a faint suggestion of some kind of connection between the LXX tradition 
and that of the Peshitta, e.g. as in (a) above: 
2. As in MT 1:41 and 2:7, 8, so in 2:31 we have "the sons of X ", 
followed by only one name. In all the Versions, the procedure adopted 
in each case (except Vg 2:31 which has 'filius') is to retain the 
plural. What is of interest is that TC, which so often tries to 
remove or soften incongruities and to 'make the rough places plain', 
in all the above instances follows MT and retains the plural. 
3. In 2:32, for 
we have in LXX B 
and in Arm (Z) 
but in Arm (Oskan) 
S) y-1 ti `]nti 
Kt., áoc AV( 5 AX,6Vpi,ot A] 
n I WJ Luft' j"". 
b` br[111"j 1:39-FL"1-11 LA-,gh-"s`L', 
It is possible to see how br1LV Lu came from some such reading as 
G S tI Lc r n) because of the similarity of rl ( ') to 7 . But the 
fact that "the brother of ", 'T1\: , is found, not only as a part of 
the proper name w f h u W f Lut j} (cf. LXX A A)(tTot N 1.+ M ) , but also 
in the preceding common noun tart p Lx., L C may indicate that this trans- 
lator, or reviser, had before him a Hebrew text, or a Greek text which 
had made some attempt at revision, e.g. a 
c- cu fir- u Er-t. 
(y, e2), though there is no reading in apparatus criticus of Brooke - 
McLean which could be regarded as exactly the parent of: 
krrtyL_fiV1 w L.4 \ ìe,ß ocE Ella ou Ai(TZT ry 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
TC stands coldly aloof from most of the textual problems discussed 
and the influence of TC on PC can be regarded as non -existent. 
229. 
I Chr. 2:34 -41 THE PEDIGREE OF ELISHAMA, A 
DESCENDANT OF THE JERAHMEELITE SHESHAN 
2:34 
Only PC seems to have had difficulty with this verse and his 
translation at certain points becomes particularly prolix: 
(a) 41 "1 3 a í_7 ?1 D 
~ 1 Y1 
I I 4 . t -, PC 
Why it was necessary to add adjectives denoting gender to nouns 
which, normally by their very nature, but here in particular where they 
are set in contrast to each other, leave no doubt as to gender, is 
difficult to say. 
Perhaps the translator, fearing that D ``7a might be interpreted 
as referring to "children" in general felt he should make the meaning 
more specific by adding "male ", and when he came to 4-112:1 he was in 
duty bound to add the corresponding adjective to balance his previous 
attempt, though 9 a 1 omits the I 
This approach could be extended to include 2:31 giving a slightly 
different, and more likely possibility: 2:31 tells us vale 
17 f it is somewhat of a surprise, then, to read in 2:34 
that Sheshan had no sons, only daughters. While this apparent contra- 
diction troubles commentators, none of the Versions makes any attempt 
to resolve it. It is possible that PC is the exception to this and 
that in his attempt to resolve the contradiction, he takes the Il'71.1 
of 2:31 as a general term, and includes the rather cumbersome expres- 
sion in 2:34 quoted above as his way of saying - while Sheshan had 
children (2:31), there were no males, only females (2:34). Fraenkel 





wA1] atA a o- C,44-11._\ o PC 
(c) y 
{ --. ä 
Co 
L 1 PC 7 a 1 
By this circumlocution, the translator has 
(i) avoided all reference to the fact that Yarha was a slave; 
(ii) forestalled the other Versions, who, like MT, do not mention 
Yarha's entry to Sheshan's family until 2:35. 
For (-A) Cb 7 a 1, which, translated literally 
is "from the Egyptians ", I 
r :.o is the reading of 6 h 13, and 
12 a 1. The only way I can account for the latter reading is to regard 
it as a misreading of t-_, by a scribe who regarded 1t5.10, 
as an alternative name for ....q kp . The name \ is not found 
in R. Payne Smith's Thesaurus. 9 a 1 seems to have It ,ND , which 
may be meant as a place name, Masada. j 
2:35 
orL-1 PC 
In the preceding verse PC has been very wordy; here a much greater 
economy in the use of words is exercised. Vg shows a similar approach 
reading 'ei' and, like PC, omitting VDU as subject. There is 
nothing significant in such changes and similarities for, Yarha being 
the last term in the preceding sentence, to refer to him by a pronoun 
produces a better flow of language without introducing any ambiguity. 
Indeed this time it is MT which is rather prolix: 
TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
"And he released him, and Sheshan gave his daughter in marriage 
to Yarha his slave and she bore him Attai." 
1. See above, p. 162. 
231. 
Of the Versions, TC alone introduces a completely new note. While 
it follows MT exactly, it prefixes to the sentence the words -1-lf tLJt1 
-a sti 
The picture given us in these two verses by MT is as follows: 
Sheshan has no sons but he has an Egyptian slave called Yarha, to whom 
he marries his daughter, a procedure followed no doubt to ensure the 
continuance of the line. The far -off descendant of this union is 
Elishamma (2:41) . 
The Old Testament gives instructions as to how a man is to deal 
with an (e .g . Ex . 21:1 -6) , but - assuming that the 
``l 3 here refers to a native Hebrew1 - we are not given much 
guidance about the treatment of foreign slaves, who were possibly more 
thought of as simply the property of the owner. We have instances in 
the Old Testament of men using female foreign slaves as mothers of 
their children, e.g. Abraham and Hagar the Egyptian in Gen. 16. Deut. 
21:10 -14 gives some guidance about the treatment of concubines 
captured in war - marry them, but if they prove unsatisfactory, release 
them. But there is no guidance given as to what should happen if a 
male slave marries the daughter of the house. Indeed the only example 
I have been able to find in the Old Testament is the one recorded in 
I Chr. 2:34 -35. The fact that paragraphs 175, 176 and 176a of The Code 
of Ha_mmurabi2 provide guidance on certain issues which may arise after 
such a marriage indicates that the practice was known elsewhere. 
In the Talmud, regulations about slaves are worked out in more 
detail. b. Pes. 113a has the somewhat cryptic statement al 7 
1. cf. J. P. HYATT, Exodus (1971), p. 228; B. S. CHILDS, Exodus (1974), 
p. 468. 
2. J. B. PRITCHARD, ANET, p. 174. 
232. 
JI 9 1 y -1 -1 n lt) , from R. Joshua b. Levi (some MSS 
omit 'b. Levi') . It is difficult to know exactly what is involved 
here; the statement is embedded in a passage which is full of sayings 
of practical wisdom, e.g. if you go out to battle, go out last so that 
you will be the first to come home - a practice which would have 
disastrous consequences if applied universally: Many of these are 
arranged in groups of three without any apparent close link of meaning 
between the sayings; the only such link in the triad in which the 
'slave saying' occurs seems to be that of relationships between the 
sexes. One assumes that the suggestion in this saying is that if it 
has been impossible to arrange a marriage for one's daughter, rather 
than allow the line to cease release your slave - and here there is 
no hint as to the national origin of the slave - and let him be your 
son -in -law and the father of your descendants. There is also the pos- 
sibility that this saying arose at a time of crisis: things are so 
bad that, as soon as your daughter is marriageable, have her married - 
it doesn't matter to whom, your slave will do. One way or other, 
marriage to the master's daughter implied release of the slave from 
his official bondage. Or to put it otherwise - your free -born daughter 
cannot marry a slave: he must first be emancipated. 
In b. Git. 39b -40a we have a similar emphasis. R. Zera said in 
the name of R. Hanina who said in the name of R. Ashi: 
7iá`1 "n7 `yo 4lß -P 1. T:W I ) 11y "1 -ì11 
In spite of some discussion on the truth of this, the decision seems 
to be in its favour. 
The same point is made in y. Git. 45d. "R. Hanina said in the 
name of R. Ismael b. R. Yoseh: "1 D I? FYI (1 Al 14 vs3 (13 -1 
233. 
This general approach is seen, though from a slightly different 
angle, in the unusual instance in m. Git. where a man is half -bond and 
half -free, and as he can now not marry with either group, the school 
of Shammai, trying to safeguard the rights of the half- slave, said that 
he is to be set free in order that he may have the ability to procreate, 
as was the Divine intention. 
Thus TC, by its 'prefixed expansion', ensures that Sheshan acts 
according to the current procedure: he frees his slave and gives him 
his daughter as wife. TC seems to be relying more on b. Pes. 113a than 
on the references in b. Git and y. Git. There is a close similarity 
of language in TC and b. Pes. 113a in the use of -1-1 fl W and 1 ì 
1313. But the more important aspect is that the Git. references 
imply that through the marriage the male slave automatically becomes 
free, whereas the b. Pes. reference - irrespective of the occasion 
which produced such a saying - clearly states: "Free thy slave and 
give her to him ", which is exactly what Sheshan does - and in that 
order. 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
The contrast between TC's and PC's handling of these verses can 
best be seen by placing the translations alongside each other. 
TC 2:34 "And Sheshan had no sons, only daughters; and Sheshan had an 
Egyptian slave whose name was Yarha, (35) and he released him, and 
Sheshan gave his daughter in marriage to Yarha his slave; and she bore 
him Attai." 
PC 2:34 "And Shoushan had no male sons, only female daughters; and 
Shoushan had (a man) a son -in -law from the Egyptians whose name was 
Yardeha, (35) and Shoushan gave. him his daughter as wife and she bore 
him Attai." 
234. 
(a) In neither can there be seen to be a close link between TC and PC. 
In 2:34 the unusual examples of prolixity found in PC find no 
parallel whatever in TC which in this verse follows MT word for word, 
except that ii ~¡1 in MT becomes von in TC, which is more in keep- 
ing with a plural subject. 1 
In 2:35 PC shows no trace of TC's significant 'prefixed expansion' 
i1 61.11 n . 
(b) (i) PC's translation is so free as to merit the title of a 
'targum' on its own account; 
(ii) for some reason PC seems very anxious to avoid all referen- 
ces to Sheshan's daughter's marrying a slave. The translator does not 
seem to be concerned about his Egyptian connection. Had he perhaps 
some objection to a slave's entering Sheshan's family in this way? 
Or to put it otherwise - was the translation made at some point 
in time or in some area where it was regarded as unseemly to have male 
slaves so benignly treated, perhaps at a time when there was a strong 
feudal emphasis in the religious environment, whether Judaistic or 
Christian? 
The remaining verses in this section present few problems from a 
textual point of view. There are occasional 'straightforward' errors, 
e.g. 2:36 1 a T becomes __}__.m 
or 2:38 24 1 il, 
4 becomes ) a- ̀ -u5 in LXX B, but 
there is little of significance, and TC follows MT exactly in every 
verse. 
I Chr. 2:42 -55 THE FAMILIES OF CALEB 
2:42 
235. 
In MT this verse bristles with difficulties. 
"And the sons of Caleb, the brother of Jerahmeel, y 1cJ``Yj his first- 
born - he is the father of Ziph; and the sons of T1111-11-1 , the 
father of Hebron." 
As it stands, íl11 1 l3 has appeared from nowhere and it is 
difficult to ascertain his exact relationship to Caleb. 
At first sight the Syriac text of this verse seems to offer a 
significant variant for .S1 tv ti ÌJ in (7 a 1) , ,. a \elAi 
(8 a 1) e . \l (6 h 13 and 9 a 1). But on closer inspect- 
ion it would appear that these readings came into existence through 
the influence of i n U '117 N in 2:41, or - which seems to me much 
more likely - through the repetition of the last consonants of the 
preceding word and ?1 (13n their attachment to the word in 
the text. As the latter seems more probable, this variant reading 
should not be used to support the dittography argument of Curtis 
mentioned below .1 The p-5 a -- k j of 7 a 1 for 11 l,1 is clearly a 
scribal error and can be disregarded. 
Though the Syriac through careless copying compounds the diffi- 
culties in 2:42a, LXX is much more helpful. In LXX B, the two names 
y \L ",)1 and Ti UJ 1 11 appear as mu e E t (rot . LXX A seems to 
follow the same pattern: y Q, `'n becomes N1ac e i óoes , while 
ìl lJ -IT) becomes MetetQ-oc . As the r¡oCeia,t comes at the end 
of a line, the S ( C ) may have disappeared or we may have a simple 
case of the 'Doric Genitive'. Arm, makes the same identification, with 
1. p. 237. 
lit w\"1¡7uw 
236. 
for both names. Rothstein) accepts the LXX's identi- 
fication as probably the original text. Keilt adopts the same approach, 
though in reverse! He regards :111J "ìJ as original and it V.1) rJ 
as the corruption. 
The solution of one problem, however, simply highlights the next. 
We now know that ,51 tU '13 and fl Wî13 are really one person, but 
we are still left with what seems to be a torso in 2:42b. "And the 
sons of Caleb . . . M., his first -born . . . and the sons of M., the 
father of Hebron." The awkward word is "the father of" - : 
LXX, Arm., TC, PC, Vg retain ``.3.14 and clearly with the meaning 
'the father of', which is rather difficult to follow, e.g. LXX has: 
"And the sons of Marisa, the father of Hebron ": as no list of names 
follows ti7 n.C1 , the only way 2:42b can be regarded as making sense 
is to take it as the writer's way of saying that there were other sons 
apart from Hebron but not of sufficient importance to merit their being 
mentioned by name. 
Keil3 also retains " n. ? but regards it as a component part of 
Hebron's name: "And the sons of Mesha were Abi- Hebron ". The geneal- 
ogical picture thus drawn is: Caleb, father of Mesha, father of Ziph 
and of Abi- Hebron. Keil deals with the resultant difficulty that in 
2:43 when the line continues it is not through Abi- Hebron but through 
Hebron, by regarding the Hebron of 2:43 as a shortened form of Abi- 
Hebron. This does not sound very convincing and deprives his solution 
of considerable credibility. 
1. p. 29. 
2. pp. 68-70. 
3. p. 70. 
237. 
RothsteinI who, following Kittel and Benzinger, had favoured the 
LXX's identification of y 1i.1 73 and 1711/J-)/3 , now parts company 
with LXX and deletes a)-,) and would like to change 43 1'1 to )J.1 , 
giving "And the son of Mareshah, Hebron ". This gives a very neat 
genealogical picture: Caleb, father of Mareshah, father of Ziph and of 
Hebron. 
Curtis2 deletes both names S VJ T3 and il kii-1 73 , as ditto - 
graphies from 2 :41 through the influence of ) Yaw-,171-1 . 
Rudolph's suggestions is the most ingenious and certainly the 
most plausible. Before i W ) X ' a ni l he inserts i131.673 ' .] n.'1 
71W-1n, these words having been omitted through Homoioarkton. His 
genealogical picture then reads: Caleb, father of Mesha (father of 
Ziph) and of Mareshah (father of Hebron). 
Such speculation, however, can become endless. Each commentator 
puts forward his suggestion which has a greater or less degree of 
plausibility. But manuscript support from the Hebrew text or from the 
Versions is lacking for all the suggestions. The Versions are not of 
much assistance, because - and this is the most interesting factor - 
they all (TC, LXX, PC, Arm, Vg) support the MT of 2:42b, each taking 
`' 1 è to mean "father of ", in spite of its seeming lack of intellig- 
ibility. 
In contrast to the Ancient Versions the Modern English Versions, 
on the whole, try to improve the text. Rather than reproduce these 
verbatim, it is enough to state the general conclusions which emerge 
from an examination of ancient and modern commentaries and Versions. 
1. p. 29 
2. p. 95 
3. p. 18 
238. 
From these there are three possibilities in Hebron's relationship 
to Caleb: 
(a) Unknown: MT, TC, PC, Vg, AV, RV. 
(b) Grandson: LXX, Arm, Rothstein, Keil, Curtis, Rudolph, ARSV. 
(c) Great- great -grandson: TEV and ( ?) JB. 
(d) Name of town founded by Caleb's son, Mareshah: NEB. 
This rather wide range of possibilities makes dogmatism unwise. 
If a choice had to be made, I would regard Rudolph's solution as the 
most satisfactory but the lack of supporting manuscript evidence leaves 
one with a feeling of uncertainty. A further possibility is that y- 
and it W 1 r1 may have been alternative names for the same person with 
2:42b suggesting that while there were other sons of Ziph /Mareshah, 
only Hebron was of importance. This, however, sounds too much like 
special pleading, especially as towns with these names in Jos. 15 are 
obviously different places. At the end of the day one may have to fall 
back on the comment of Bertheau speaking of 2:42 -49 that they are "sehr 
dunkele Verse" - and add that this is especially true of 2:42: 
TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
`,T -1 Al 71 a-1 rel TC. 
"The father of Ziph" becomes "the chief of the Ziphites ", a procedure 
similar to that followed in 2:24. 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
There is no direct connection between them, as they both follow 
MT so closely and the PC variants seem to be due to careless copying 
more than to any other factor. 
239. 
2:43 
Some LXX MSS (h, y) omit '\1 1 01 '] 1 as does PC. Rudolphl 
wants to do likewise for MT, regarding the offending words as having 
entered MT through Dittography. This, of course, is a double -edged 
argument: it could be argued, with equal validity, that in the MSS 
listed above the words 11-1 an -).:11 have been omitted through 
Homoioteleuton in the same way as LXX A and Arm have omitted N131.01 
at the end of the verse. The deadlock may be resolved if one of the 
alternatives were to give much better sense than the other: 
(a) Omit 1 1 7111 ,3:11 
"And the sons of Mareshah, father of Hebron, Qorah, etc." This is 
possible, the implication being that Hebron is the most important of 
the sons named; 
(b) Retain 1111 ïl 'J:11 
"And the sons of Mareshah, father of Hebron. And the sons of Hebron, 
Qorah, etc." This is equally possible for though there is the differ- 
ence of one generation, we have no other evidence to help us in 
determining to which generation Qorah, etc. actually belong. 
As the 'sense' approach does not help sufficiently to resolve the 
deadlock, I see no compelling reason to set aside the MT. 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
As the omission in PC has arisen most probably through Homoiotel- 
euton I would regard MT, TC and PC as exhibiting the same text. 
2:44 
TC follows MT exactly and the problems we have in the other 
Versions centre around ti y 1`` and 'c 2 . 
1. p. 18. 
(a) IL-1" This name does not appear elsewhere in the Old 
Testament, and some commentators, e.g. Curtis 
1 
want to identify it with 
b y -1IL'1 of Jos. 15:56, but, with unknowns being involved, Rudolph2 
240. 
sees little point in making any change. L. C. Allen3 notes that while 
here for D Sill -1" LXX B reads tot t v , in Jos. 15:56 for T1Sl--1 12h 
LXX B reads Ipte t tc.ocp implying that all we can deduce from such 
readings is that it is notoriously easy to confuse `1 and 1 . 
(b) 13 11!. `1 t E It1.aCv LXX B ( E Ko[oC V LXX A. 
Ikal O L., PC 
JErru. Arm . 
The significant thing here is that these MSS largely use the same word 
for I] jt ̀ 1 as they have just used for t] y 
y 
`1 whereas in 2:43 
they had used a different word for L7 TL ̀ 1 , e.g . PC has for 12 I 1 (43) 
; for b y L `l ~ (44) :._1 , and for 17 y -1 (44) f n 
All of which is of little significance, except: 1 
(i) to highlight a certain carelessness or tiredness on the part of 
copyists, which is particularly obvious in LXX B where, for 1111`1 (43) 
he has f> &K. a )u , for 11.)11 1 " (44) he has to[tc).ot V , but for 
Ll `1 (44) he has 1E(4.oeV 
(ii) to draw attention again4 to a hint of a relationship between LXX 
and Syr. 
2:45 is missing in PC, and there is no apparent textual reason for 
the omission. 
1. p. 99 
2. p. 18 
3. II, 112 
4. p. 228. 
241. 
2:46 
This verse has suffered badly in the Versions. 
There are several straightforward errors which can be explained 
through the normal hazards of text -transmission, e.g.; 
(a) PC omits T r t n Ns 7r3 gay , clearly through Homioteleuton 
( pfl); 
(b) Arm, for the same reason, omits T T X fl z. 7 a 1 Tl 1, the 
operative word this time being t 7 . 
(c) PC, after omitting 2:45, returns to MT with the beginning of this 
verse. 7 a 1 links 2:44 and 2:46 by o , giving us: "And Jorqeam 
fathered Sammai from Uphna, the concubine of Caleb ", a procedure which 
not only crosses family lines but also spans several generations in 
the process. 
The more difficult problem, however, centres around T T ï., of 
whom, in MT, there are two: 
(i) Gazez; son of Ephah /Caleb. 
(ii) Gazez; son of Haran and grandson of Ephah /Caleb. 
Gazez (i) is uncle of Gazez (ii), which, of course, is perfectly pos- 
sible. 
According to de Rossi, 1 some Hebrew MSS read IT -31/4 for T T , 
but he does not state whether this refers to Gazez (i) or to Gazez (ii) 
or to both. Rudolph, in BHS, refers it to Gazez (i) only; in view of 
this confusion, the value of the PC variant in 6 h 13, \, , is 
diminished, as, Gazez (i) being omitted in PC, can refer only 
to Gazez (ii) but we have no means of knowing what the Vorlage of 6 h 13 
read for our T TA (i) . 
1. p. 171. 
242. 
Rudolph following Richter suggests that for TT) (ii) we read 
-1ïl`' . This latter name occurs without any warning at the beginn- 
ing of 2:47, and Rudolph thinks that originally it was also the last 
word in 2:46 but that a careless copyist, having written TT I once, 
wrote it again instead of "-ID" 
There were, no doubt, many careless copyists, but whether they 
should constantly be introduced as the key to our textual problems is 
another matter - unless, of course, there is a clear indication of the 
nature of their carelessness. Rudolph's suggestion certainly solves 
the problem of the unheralded emergence of ' `1 1 ` in 2:47 and the 
consequent problem of a break in the Caleb family tree, but it must 
be noted that neither of these problems caused the Versions any con- 
cern and it may be that Rudolph is looking for more consistency and 
genealogical neatness than the Chronicler was interested in, for the 
latter may have found himself with a stray or floating list which he 
put along with his scheme without making any serious attempt to 
integrate it into that scheme. This seems to be recognised by TEV, 
which prints 2:47 in brackets (A man named Jandai had six sons . . .), 
so leaving the relationship between it and other verses indeterminate. 
Other Versions may have had trouble with this verse, but TC seem- 
ingly had none, as it follows MT exactly. 
2:47 TC agrees exactly with MT, but unfortunately the verse is 
2:48 
missing in Syriac. 
This verse shows us the Targumist engaged in a "tidying -up oper- 
ation" on the Biblical text. He makes two minor adjustments to remove 
1. p. 18. 
243. 
infelicities in MT; 
(a) in MT W -117 D , a feminine subject, has -11L-2's , a masculine 
verb. Whether or not a case can be made out for retaining -It?' as 
Rudolph1 and Keìl2 believe, does not particularly concern the 
Targumist; he simply gives the appropriate feminine form of the verb 
a7 
ti17 
; as do several MSS listed by de Rossi.3 Z 
(b) in MT, Maacah's two sons are -1 D w and n3 11 -141 . As both 
are definite, direct objects, one would expect Ma with each of them. 
In the event only 1 J T1 -111 is so provided; TC provides 1 L Vi with 
41 also Rothstein4 suggests that the presence of Toy in LXX 
probably presupposes 11H in MT. This argument, however, is not 
completely sound, for LXX may have been doing exactly what TC is doing 
i.e. supplying al / -rc+v where he regarded it as necessary in MT. 
5 
This verse is missing in PC. 
2:49 
This verse is a good illustration of the difficulty of some of 
the Chronicler's verses, where there is little cross -reference to other 
parts of the Bible and one is left simply with the text. 
ï 1 7 ) ~ N 1 v S Z. il J Y] -113 5i tu -1 12 41 `l 
*ï1 DD I n.1-)3 ia1 "11:'1 
A 
ARSV translates as follows: 
"She" (i.e. Maacah, Caleb's concubine) also bore Shaaph the 
father of Madmannah, Sheva the father of Machbenah and the father of 
Gibea; and the daughter of Caleb was Achsah." 
1. p. 20 
2. p. 71 
3. p. 171 
4. p. 31 
5. cf. ALLEN, I, 41. 
244. 
1 . Tl VJ -1t7111) "And she bore Shaaph." 
Some commentators are unhappy that Shaaph, son of Johdai (2:47), should 
now be transformed into Shaaph, son of Maacah, Caleb's concubine. The 
following solutions are put 
(a) For Xl771 `l read 17 ̀~ ti : Kittel, Rudolph,1 Curtis2. 
This would make 2:49 a continuation of 2:47. ". . . Shaaph (47) . . 
(49). And Shaaph, father of Madmannah, fathered Shewa . . . ". Rudolph 
feels that this approach is supported by Vg which reads: "Genuit autem 
Saaph pater Madmena, Sue patrem - - -". There is, of course, the possib- 
ility that the translator of the Vg may have also felt a difficulty 
with Shaaph in 2:47 and 2:49 and dealt with the text in such a way as 
to resolve his difficulty. 
(b) For `6,11 1 read 41R1 : Rothstein3. 
This solution gives teutonic tidiness, but nothing more - and it does 
not solve the problem of the two mentions of Shaaph. 
(c) Take MT as it stands: Keil,4 and ARSV, JB, NEB, TEV; i.e. 
there are two Shaaph's. 
(d) Take MT as it stands, but regard as Feminine. This 
seems to be the approach of TC : v 31"1 ")31 y] 714 Tr9vj 0-1%17N) 
By inserting 71" before N and not before r u , the only 
possible translation seems to be: "And Shaaph brought forth the father 
of M . . . and S . . . ", but to translate thus makes (0 the 
mother. Tl) vJ is normally regarded as masculine, but this, of course, 
need not be so. In spite of le Déaut's translation:5 "Puis elle 
1. p. 20 
2. p. 99 
3. p. 31 
4. p. 71 
5. I, 45. 
245. 
enfanta Shaaph, le pare de M . . . ", TC seems to have taken MT as it 
stands, but regarded T y v1 as subject of 1 Li .n `t and therefore 
feminine, and then "tidied up" the construction by inserting 11' before 
and finally a 7 before the later k a W J1" to give the 
smoothest possible reading. Arm, by omitting the object marker before 
1'1 11.1 and inserting it before " D. N also seems to follow this 
approach. 
While there is a slight possibility that 1 ßi41`1 is an error for 
-0-?j"`1 I see no compelling reason to alter MT, in spite of a certain 
clumsiness in the presence of -II? and the lack of a following _AN . 
2. 7`Na 7, `anti 71 Y3 4- 2iti to ,T1), . The problem lies in the 
second ti J . 
(a) "Shewa, the father of Macbenah and of Gibea ", i.e. Macbenah 
and Gibea are brothers. Rudolph1 regards the second "-IV as being 
inserted to avoid having the first -'j w relate to two absolutes. 
NEB, JB, TEV and ARSV( ?) take it this way, which seems more satisfact- 
ory than (b) ; 
(b) "Shewa, the father of Macbenah; and the (unnamed) father of 
Gibea ", i.e. Macbenah and Gibea are cousins. If this is correct, 
technically the second " a)4 should be preceded by 7111'1 . This 
Rothstein2 proceeds to do. Sometimes it is difficult in English to 
know the full intention of a comma, but AV and RV, in the way they use 
commas in this verse certainly seem to favour this approach. TC's 
change of ?11 W to N w may represent an aural error. 
3. -II 1 n. Li D 31 1 1 In Jos. 15:13 and 16, we have an Achsah, 
daughter of Caleb, son of Jephunneh. In I Chr. 2, we are dealing with 
1. p. 20 
2. p. 31 
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Caleb, son of Hezron. Are we then dealing with one Caleb or with two? 
(a) If there are two Calebs, then: 
(i) each had a daughter called Achsah, or 
(ii) this clause has been interpolated here (or has been 
added to the statement that Caleb had a daughter) under the influence 
of Jos. 15:16 as suggested by Movers quoted by Keil,1 or 
(iii) Caleb son of Jephunneh is a descendant of Caleb son of Hezron, 
and n here is used in a wide sense to signify a female descendant: 
this is the view suggested by Keil.2 
(b) If there is only one Caleb, we may have certain difficulties, 
timewise, in reconciling the two passages. Such difficulties, however, 
do not concern us here. Jewish tradition normally accepted one Caleb3; 
indeed H. H. Rowley4 uses this verse as proof of their identity: 
Perhaps Curtiss takes the best approach: "The original framers of 
these genealogies probably sought no explanation of a Caleb ben Hezron 
and a Caleb ben Jephunneh, but identified the two and gave Achsah as 
a daughter in each case ". 
This verse is also missing in PC. 
2:50 
"These were the sons of Caleb, the son of Hur, the first -born of 
Ephrathah, Shobal . . . Salma . . . Hareph." 
The problem here is to reconcile this statement with 2:19 where Hur 
is son of Caleb: 
1. p. 72 
2. p. 73 
3. e.g. EJ, 5, col. 41. 
4. Dictionary of Bible Personal Names, (1967), p. 34. 
5. p. 97 
2:19 2:50 






1 f 1 
Sh. Sa. Ha. 
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(a) A slight change in punctuation in 2:50 may go a long way 
towards solving the problem. If the full stop is inserted after 
'Caleb' (2:50) instead of after 'Achsah' (2:49), and the clause "These 
were the sons of Caleb" treated as a summary of what has gone before 
in 2:42 -9 instead of as an introduction to the verses that follow, the 
question of reconciliation with 2:19 does not arise. We see a similar 
phenomenon in 2:33b, where the clause 1. 
is a summary of the details given in 2:25 -33a. 
(b) But this solution leads straight to the next problem. The 
new paragraph now begins )111 11 when in fact three sons of Hur 
are named. This difficulty is not insuperable, as a copyist glancing 
ahead, because of the rather long appendage "father of Qiryath- Jearim" 
may have thought there was only one son and changed the ',ID. of his 
Vorlage to p . 
LXX, Arm, Vg seem to adopt both these solutions, as do many 
commentators, e.g. Curtis,1 Rothstein,2 Myers,3 Rudolph,4 and some of 
the modern English Versions, e.g. ARSV. 
Kell 5 takes the summary as pointing forward but he regards 1111 p 


















the superscription "These are the sons (descendants) of Caleb ". This 
seems to be too artificial an explanation to win support, but it does 
seem to be the way in which TEV has dealt with the verse. 
Richter, quoted by Rothstein, 
1 
has a suggestion, which seems to 
reach the same goal as Keil, but is a much more natural way of approach. 
Richter reads 
1 a for : confusion of labials m& n . I find this 
a much more satisfactory solution because with one minor change and 
the preservation of the MT as it stands, very good sense is made of 
the verse. "These were the sons (descendants) of Caleb from Hur, the 
first born of Ephrath: Shobal . . . ". 
TC follows MT exactly. MS C seems to understand the verse as 
does MT, which would almost indicate that either he saw no contra- 
diction between 2:19 and 2:50, or he understood the verse in the way 
suggested by Keil! Le Déaut's edition gives no punctuation but, in 
his translation he inserts a full stop after Caleb, and thus seems to 
regard the "These were the sons of Caleb" as a backward- looking summary. 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to know if the first word of the new 
paragraph 
13 is singular or 
plural as 'Fils' does duty for both; 
PC, returning to the text after a three -verse gap, follow MT 
closely in 2:50a. In 7 a 1, there are no punctuation marks inside the 
verse, but the other MSS have a pause after Ephrath. PC, then, 
clearly regards the summary as pointing forward, and because of the 
lack of punctuation after Caleb, PC would seem to make Caleb Hur's 
son. 
But in 2:50b PC follows its own pattern: Shobal is no longer the 
father (or founder) of Qiryath Jearim, he is born in it 
1. p. 33 
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(and the same principle is applied when dealing with 
his brothers in the next verse). The only possible textual ground for 
this aberration was that originally a scribe read the 11 of 'ID 
as "in" and then supplied V Al, but a much more realistic approach 
is to assume that the translator knows that Qiryath -Jearim was, or 
became a town, and treats it as such. 
TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
l7 l " 11'1 ``a 7 /IL `7 111a 
This change of "sag into 1 yo-a1 has already been seen earlier, 
e.g. in 2:24. 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
As already pointed out TC follows MT very closely, as does PC in 
2:50a; the change in PC in 2:5Ob, however it may be accounted for, 
does not show any signs of influence from TC. 
2:51 
This verse names two more sons of Hur: Salma, father of Bethlehem, 
and Hareph, father of Beth Gader. Below are listed the readings of MT 
and the various Versions. 
7t `3 -1 "1 Tt lard, 7t~2 )J)3519 MT 
`l-1x 1i`1 ïi5.7 Tylfl tin 1.2 -TETia7 ?171 v TC 
¡ . . t -° ̀q u a 1 t\ i..., wv rroeT.vlP (dt Got, Íqyw V iTot1".iP ßd 8a, ae, (-re( +... Lxx B 
6-0,-ñw+c,,.r rT evlp C3oci B cc/v.-Lou 1 P 13E-t!E-f ok.L E-e .. LXX A 
uw rLnSn , 
l 1 
LU.sSn't., ua W \ `S wr j... Arm 
Salma pater Bethleem, Ariph pater Bethgader. Vg 
250. 
Three things are to be especially noted: 
1. LXX's strange rendering where "father of Bethlehem" is largely 
repeated. L. C. Allen 
1 
sees the first form 110<, got Av fi.i , ,v as 
coming into the text under the influence of the preceding v\ w v, 
the next form -tTaTv(e C3 a t (T00Nct'c-l( being an attempt to correct 
it. I would alter this a little and suggest that with ac. L.., 
11 2C -r ̀
 A Boc i elpt)ocE/t1 before him, the copyist's eye - as he 
finished the last word - caught sight of the last syllable -.wy of 
; this syllable he added to ßo( iaeloc\ct &yt( Lo-NV) 
Unaware of his mistake he proceeded, this time correctly, with the 
transcription (for the second time:) of tTot.T.le Cjaiie}.,oiE-µ . 
2. In a case where LXX deviates so much from MT, one can see clearly, 
in its following the LXX deviation word for word and (looking at A) 
almost letter for letter, how heavily Arm is relying on LXX. 
3. In PC, as in 2:50, the name of the son becomes the birth -place of 
the father; in 2:51a, the word for 'in',. , is omitted, probably 
because is also the first letter in the name of the town f, \ 
in 2:51b, the of has shrunk to , but has TA 
disappeared entirely in PC. In 7 a 1 the L( of L( has become 
linked to the preceding word, giving 1 L = . The reading 
the other MSS seems the more original, but it is difficult to 
discover where came from: 
(a) it may represent the Hebrew ' 1 , "father of ", as in MT. 
But against this it should be noted, (i) that is not a usual 
construct form for , and in this form could mean only "my father ", 
which would be rather out of place in this context; (ii) that with the 
1. I, 154f. 
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two previous names, Shobal and Salma, the '7.1. of MT is not reproduced 
as such in Syr. text; 
(b) it may indicate a slight LXX influence. According to L. C. 
Allen1 T`) f may have become A e El.L through the influence of the 
end of the word <oe a of (IC of f E-t i..t in the previous verse; however 
it came into being, in LXX1pe .g . it is A P E-1 , which may lie behind 
the Syriac 
Even if (b) is granted, the Syriac text is an example of rather 
bad workmanship from the copyists' point of view: ll x m for S,1117 L+1 
is understandable, but the remainder of the verse is most peculiar. 
TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
After Salma and after Hareph, for TC substitutes in each 
case -1 lti,`1 2-1 ; this has already happened in the previous verse 
and in 2:214 . 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
As TC - apart from the slight change in the preceding paragraph - 
sticks closely to MT, the effect of TC on PC can be discounted, and 
any difficulties in PC are not attributable to TC. 
2:52 
The expectation of 2:52a is that, apart from Qiryath Jearim, 
Shobal had other sons, who are about to be named in 2:52b. But when 
we reach 2:52b, the sons named are 1 ])a ; 1 -a f it 111 1 . 
Commentators and translators, ancient and modern, have been unsure 
about these three words. LXX fulfilled the expectation of 2:52a by 
producing from it three names: 







Arm reduced this number to two by telescoping the first two names: 
Wrw6ur. 
PC gives 2:52a, contracting to : "And Shebil had sons 
in Qiryath Nearin ", but it then leaps forward to 2:54, omitting of 
course our difficult words in 2:52b. 
TC takes each of the three Hebrew words, gives an Aramaic version, 
and by adding an introductory subject transforms the uncertain words 
into a tribute to Shobal and his family. 
Vg follows the same pattern as TC, but with a rather more literal 
translation ends up with an entirely different result: "who saw the 
half of the rests (resting -places) ". 
All of which indicates that, however difficult MT of 2:52b may be, 
(a) it was clearly the text used by the Version; 
(b) the Versions did not see any link with - or at least made no 
attempt to relate this verse to - I Chr. 4:2 where in a list of the 
sons of Judah we find ïl`'N ̀ ) , son of Shobal, or I Chr. 2:54 where in 
`Illl 3n ìl h we seem to have something very similar to ~s' n 
li n1 yan. 
Many modern commentators and some translators find a possible 
answer to the problem in this latter suggestion, e.g. for our three 
difficult words in 2:52b, Curtis, 
1 
Rothstein2 and Rudolph3 read 
`'$P !1 ] l ``SÌI 
- -T 71`'21`17 "and Reaiah, the half of the T T : 
Manahtites ". (cf. NEB "Reaiah and the ancestor of half the Manahehtites "), 
1. p. 99 
2. p. 34 
3. p. 20 
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But even if this suggestion were accepted it is doubtful if it puts 
us in a better position. Indeed, it raises several other questions: 
Is "Reaiah" in apposition to "the half of the Manahtites "? How do we 
relate this to 2:54 where one of the sons of Salma is "half of the 
Manahtites, the Zorites "? Or was the latter meant to be the other 
half? 
If the N of 71-1 ìl were changed to we might have a slight 
easing of the problem: "And there were (other) sons to Shobal, father 
of Qiryath Jearim, who was in charge of ( 1 y"ß;1) half of the 
resting- places ". But as the reference implied in the last word is 
obscure, such an emendation would not help matters very much. 
TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
"And the chief of Qiryath Jearim had sons, the disciples and the 
priests who were worthy to distribute the offerings." 
Curtis 
1 
found 2:52b, "utterly obscure ", but TC obviously regarded 
it as a challenge to his ingenuity and exegetical skill. He simply 
took the basic meaning of the root of each of the three words 
1 N.1 , + y n and 71111 , and clothed it in Aramaic dress: 
71 ik1 N T n the Passive Participle 'T1, i1 +Tì1, 
pointed out, fit for, prepared, worthy. 
a 12 D to divide, distribute. 
TC has interpreted the word, not as 
in MT where it is plural of 1 11 t n 
resting -place, rest, but as plural of 
Z1 n J n , gift, offering. 
TC then supplied a subject for the sentence, "the priests and the 
prophets ", and made them sons of Shobal, thereby enhancing considerably 
311 n 13 1 11~772 
1. p. 97. 
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Shobal's reputation. From TC it is not quite clear if he means: 
(a) Shobal's sons were the disciples and priests, who were 
worthy . . . i.e. they were sons in the normal family sense; 
(b) Shobal's sons were the disciples and priests who were worthy 
., i.e. because the disciples and priests were worthy, they were 
regarded as his sons. 
Two things may be noted here: 
(i) if (a) is meant, is there any hint here of a priestly Messiah 
from the house of Judah? 
(ii) in 4:2, where Reaiah, the son of Shobal is mentioned, TC simply 
follows MT with no expansion. 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
As PC omits 2:52b, there is no way of seeing any connection between 
the two Versions. 
2:53 
There are several textual peculiarities in this verse: 
1. '1N" 11,`1t/ -Winn ton] Etna- -. & S 1-1-0).E1s I ,AE.tP Lxx e. 
In LXX B, 11 ̀ l Ïl D Ici 1J thus becomes a son of Shobal, linking up with 
the list in the preceding verse. By rendering It 1I as rt-,t-t5 
this list of son -names becomes a list of town -names. This latter 
change is surprising as in 2:50, 52, 1J'`1y" 414`112 remained a 
proper noun knt p tote t a e E t c . It may be that, having changed 
WI w n into a name, LXX B now found himself in the awkward posit- 
ion that his next word II ~ 1 y ̀' ,Tc---riz could only be construed as 
a son of Shobal - a fact which he had just stated a few words earlier; 
To extricate himself from this difficulty he simply translated 41`ß -tt 
into Tt oA &-k S . LXX A also translated 41 `1 ïl D to X3 into a proper 
255. 
noun, but he extricated himself from the subsequent difficulty by 
slightly altering the spelling of kec.PtoC 11Coc E l ft. to 
Koc eta 0( oc_ c t 
2. The families of Qiryath -Jearim listed in this verse are four in 
all: "the Ithrites, the Puthites, the Shumathites, the Mishraites 
they are otherwise unknown, with the possible exception of the Ithrites - 
We are told in II Sam. 23:38 and I Chr. 11:40 that two of David's 
mighty men were "Ithrites ", ~`l 71 :l J ) ~1Tj - 
Scholars are divided on these last verses. Some want to read `771";1 
e.g. S. R. Driverl on II Sam. 23:38: "a family of Qiryath -ye C arim 
I Chr. 2, 53 - unless indeed we should read "`111`-' 71 . . . of Yattir, 
in the hill country of Judah . . ." Some feel, e.g. Rudolph in BHS 
c that this reading is supported by LXX B 'e« o k 8 e E( . Mauchline 2 
on the other hand, on the strength of I Chr. 2:53, feels that the 
correct reading in II Sam. 23:38 is : The strange reading 
for 'IT) 1 in I Chr. 2:53 LXX B ALBoc\k/. , L. C. Allen3 
regards as the result of an initial confusion, between `1 and `1 : 
> A t Qot g & I j (perhaps originally ~ `1 T1 1 ) 
7 At áot\ &tts, The second a in this reading may in fact predispose 
one in favour of '- i 71 1 in I Chr . 2:53 also 
3. In 2:53b, we have an uncertain ï llj ?4Y] without any indication as 
to whether the 711111 refers to the word immediately preceding, viz. 
y 1 , or to the four groups mentioned in the preceding clause. 
The matter is further confused by the note in 4:2 that the Zorathites 
came from Shobal through Reaiah. The substitution of 1' `1 for 
1. Notes, p. 372 
2. p. 320f. 
3. II, 12. 
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ïl V..`1ì1 in 2:52 would not help either, as 2:53 clearly regards the 
Zorathites as coming from the line of Qiryath -Jearim. It may be 
possible to resolve the difficulty by regarding 4:2 as saying that the 
descendants of Shobal through Reaiah which are listed, settled in and 
around the town of Zorah, and 2:53 as saying that the descendants of 
Shobal through Qiryath -Jearim also settled in and around Zorah and as 
well in and around Eshtaol. All of which may suggest that the 1-11-7i' 
refers to the four groups named rather than to the last mentioned. 
4. This verse is missing in the Syriac text. 
TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
"And the families who were dwelling in Qiryath -Jearim, the Levites, 
the sons of Moses whom Zipporah bore to him, Ithrites, Puthites, and 
Shumathites and Mishraites. From these went forth the disciples of the 
prophets of Zorah and Eshtaol." 
Here there are three short expansions: 
1. "who were dwelling in ": the Genitive relationship in MT could apply 
to Qiryath- Jearim either as a place, or as a person in a real or artifi- 
cially constructed genealogical list. TC takes it as a place as the 
Syriac translators did in 2:51, and to put it beyond all doubt that he 
so regards it, he used the expression "who were dwelling in" instead 
of "of ", and thus locates his families in Qiryath -Jearim. 
2. "The Levites, the sons of Moses, whom Zipporah bore to him." 
The four Qiryath -Jearim groups now become Levites. As Qiryath -Jearim 
does not feature in the Old Testament as having any special link with 
the Levites, we may have to look elsewhere for the origin of this 
1. See above, p. 252f. 
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expansion. This may lie in `"l31`'1í . Leaving aside the suggestion 
that we should read `'`lR 'l , the word, if punctuated as in MT, 
1 J1 ìl , could have come from -v-14 . There is a -In' mentioned 
in 2:17, but as Chr, gives him an Ishmaelite pedigree, this would not 
be the best area in which to find a Levitical connection. Even if we 
accept the variant in II Sam. 17:25 which TC seems to follow, there 
are no special Levitical nuances in his family. As Zipporah is spec- 
ifically mentioned in this expansion it may be that we have to go to 
her family to find the connection. She was one of the seven daughters 
of Reuel, otherwise known as Jethro, the priest of Midian. After her 
marriage to Moses she bore Gershom and Eliezer. (Ex. 2:16 -22; 18:1 -4.) 
It may be that TC regards `'141 1 as coming from 1-111', , who provides 
the cue for the reference to Jethro's daughter, Zipporah, and her 
relationship to Moses. 
This leads on naturally to the "Levites" reference, which presup- 
poses I Chr. 23:14f, where the two sons of Moses, Gershom and Eliezer, 
are made "honorary Levites". 
3. "the disciples of the prophets of Zorah and Eshtaol." 
Zorah and Eshtaol are two neighbouring towns in the Shephelah, 
mentioned together in Jos. 15:33. Samson came from Zorah, and it was 
at Mahaneh -Dan, between Zorah and Eshtaol (Jud. 13:25) that the Spirit 
of the Lord began to stir him. It is difficult to see where TC finds 
the prophetic connection with these two places. Vay. R. VIII. 2. 
links the two places together in several ways, e_g.,that the Holy 
Spirit enabled Samson "to traverse a distance as long as from Zorah to 
Ashtaol in one step ". But it gives no hint of prophets being assoc- 
iated with the towns. It may be that the prophetic link is to be 
found in a variant reading in Tg to Jud. 13:25, from a Geniza 
258. 
fragment1 where for K-llaa 1 i`1 (which is Tg's rendering for 
ìl7 7 Tlti-1 ), we have T1>4 T! 7 1 
TARGUM and PESHITTA 
Verse missing in PC. 
2:54 
Each phrase of this verse produces a series of problems of whose 
solution the welter of conflicting suggestions put forward by comment- 
ators makes one almost despair; 
Having finished with Shobal, the Chronicler goes on to give 
details of the family of his brother Salma. 
411 D i T931 4 Tl 
L 
7 1 'a 14/31? ILI '3 n.', Rudolph2 wants to insert 
4'3.)4 after 1ATIL7 , the `DN having dropped out through haplo- 
graphy. This would bring the expression into line with 2:51. This 
change, though bringing conformity, is unnecessary, as 2:54, while 
recapitulating the facts stated in 2:51, is not obliged to cast them 
in exactly the same mould. Having introduced one alteration, Rudolph 
is then obliged to go further and delete the i of -11D11531 (cf. .
LXX B), which change is also unnecessary. 
This is Rudolph's approach in BHS, but in his Commentary3 he pre- 
fers the suggestion of M. Noth that after 'Bethlehem' in MT there is a 
gap: "The sons of Salma, father of Bethlehem . . . and the Netophathites 
etc. ". 
It is difficult to know whether these words 
should: 
1. SPERBER II, p. 76. 
2. p. 22. 
3. p. 22. 
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(a) form one unit: (i) a further son of Salma, as, e.g. in RV, 
ARSV, JB, or (ii) a place -name, as, e.g. TEV, Rothstein,l Curtis,2 
Keil,3 who regards it as the "name of a place which is mentioned 
instead of its inhabitants ", or: 
(b) form two units: as e.g. in NEB, "Ataroth, Beth- Joab ", two 
sons of Salma. 
MT points Jj1`ltp.y , as construct, which would make (a) more 
probable. 
Another approach, represented by Vg, takes the first two words 
as common nouns, "coronae domus Joab "; LXX also gives partial approval 
to this approach, rendering: kroret A ottcc I'-.,ocÇ ( I1-..1 cß 
A) , as does Arm Lu u1 ,...0 n 41 p. ui n L rjy , n LL F uu j , though Arm 
gives not the genitive of house as in LXX, but the Nominative, lit., 
"Ataroth, the house of Job ", (cf. (b) above) . 
-' .y Ti ~31 n ))-37) ti s n 1 Vg regards the first two words as 
common nouns: "et dimidium requietionis (Sarai) ", obviously linking 
' T1 ìl ) )7a with ïl it 11)3 (cf. 2:52) . As this scarcely makes 
sense unless we follow Pseudo- Jerome's4 comments on 2:52, 53 that it 
is the rest of the graves (of the Patriarchs) which is referred to, 
should we simply translate: "the half of the Manahtites, the Zorites "? 
If so, is the second phrase in apposition to the first: Rothstein,5 
Curtis ;6 or are the two phrases meant to refer to separate groups in 
the same list, as in e.g. LXX B, JB? However these questions are 
1. p. 54 
2. p. 98 
3. p. 75 
4. Col. 1369 
5. p. 35 
6. p. 98 
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answered, we are still left with another: Who were the Zorites? - 
`' s ìl ? Are they to be identified with ~11 y --Ls-1 of 53, 
e.g. BDB,1 or are they two completely different words, as in e.g. RV, 
Zorathites (53), Zorites (54); NEB, Zareathites (53), Zorites (54)? 
Rudolph2 regards the words as identical but on the presupposition of 
the acceptance of his emendation in 2:52 '411-13/..an D").4-1, 
he feels the groups they refer to are separate, that separation having 
been indicated by a now lost `'.11 L? a, before ~ y ̀t S7 of 2:54 the 
"non -Zoreatite half of Manachat ". 
This verse in PC is mutilated, and will be examined at the end 
of 2:55, where the rather long targumic expansion to both verses will 
be considered also. 
2:55 
This verse purports to conclude the line of Salma, listing and 
naming scribal families who dwelt at Jabez and through Hamath, father 
of Beth Rechab, linking them with the Kenites. It is difficult to 
know exactly what the verse means, with little help coming from the 
Versions which seem to have relied on a text largely similar to that 
of MT. 
a k c . , Tr') T . , . ) U 71 ti ll T, w rJ ti] K is ti-3.!:1 
(cf . LXX B 1<0L 7i t tc o u v r -s ) . If we accept K, we simply have a 
relative clause without `11.1-00 .3 The meaning is much the same in 
both instances. 
The location of 
` 
:1..)4 is unknown: this is one of the reasons 
why Rudolph is sceptical about "scribes" being the best translation 
1. p. 864 
2. p. 22 
3. cf. RUDOLPH, p. 22. 
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of Il"Vn1, . He feels1 that families of scribes would normally con- 
gregate in places where they could be gainfully employed, i.e. at 
centres where there was plenty of trade and commerce; had such a centre 
existed, we should have had some awareness of it. Rudolph's last 
point here would tend to be disproved by the story of the Ras Shamra 
discoveries, whose existence remained hidden for so long; Following 
a suggestion made by S. Klein, Rudolph regards tI' D b as = 
`1E) 41"-17 - the Debir of Jud. 1:11f. For t1"-ITYD he would 
therefore read tl'`ìD D and the three following families would 
then be regarded as families of Qiryath Sepher, who had moved and 
settled at Jabez. Ehrlich2 would regard D` l! U as a place name, 
on the analogy of t]'-1)" 71`-)T of 2:52. 
In 2:50 in the line of Caleb through Hur, three sons are listed: 
Shobal, Salma and Hareph. Shobal is dealt with in 2:52 -53 and Salma 
in 2:54. But Hareph is not mentioned. Is it possible that through 
the identity of two of the letters and the similarity of a third, D " D O 
is an error for "L-`ln ? 
D'31 D `t U 13 ~TI y 7] kzi l 1 t 131] ARSV "The Tirathites, the 
Shimeathites, and the Sucathites ". cf. RV, NEB, JB, TEV, LXX. 
It is perhaps better to leave this translation as it stands than 
to speculate whether the reference is to otherwise unknown ancestors,3 
A 
Tira, Shimea and Suchah, or to place names, e.g. Shema.- The other 
approach is to regard each name as somehow describing a profession. 
This Vg does: "canentes atque resonantes et in tabernaculis commorantes "; 
1. p. 22 
2. p. 327 
3. KEIL, p. 76 
4. KLEIN, quoted in RUDOLPH, p. 25. 
while one can see some link between 
2 62 . 
II .. It 7 ̀t v and ,17 v ( D D 'wu ) , 
T '. 
it is difficult to see how Vg extracted its meaning from the other two 
words. This approach appeals to Bertheau1 though he would prefer to 
see behind n " y 1 "doorkeepers ", y --)31 (Aram) = ) y W (Heb .) . 
Wellhausen2 also favours this, finding "underlying the three names 
ï1J -)11 a technical term for sacred music, V the Halacha 
or sacred tradition, and 1 3 7 ú which he connects . . . with 
"D'D booth. . . ". T 
-1 14_2 4D Tf)7n)1 t1 Ñ 1'3'11 it nn] 
Three names here require comment: 
t 
is the more usual vocalisation of this 
word and, assuming that the two words are identical, we are dealing 
here with a nomadic group, originally non -Israelite, who may have been 
smiths, whose area of operation was in southern Judah (e.g. I Sam. 27:10) 
and some of whom settled in towns (I Sam. 30:29). Their main link with 
Israel was through Hobab, called in Jud. 4:11 (and probably in Jud. 
1:16) the father -in -law of Moses, who (in spite of the complications 
Num. 10:29 introduces in family relationships) in Num. 10:29 -32 acted 
as a guide to the children of Israel in the wilderness, an act of 
kindness which was not forgotten (I Sam. 15:6). 
11131-C3 We know of him only from this verse where he is 
regarded as the father of a o 1 11`03. . Vg, following a "translate 
whatever looks translatable" approach in this verse, changes n 
to "de calore patris ", which is of course a literal translation, 
31 ?3 1 being taken as construct from ¡13 j7 , heat. As "patris" is 
1. p. 25 
2. See CURTIS, p. 98. 
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not in apposition to "calore ", Vg clearly did not regard "calore" as 
a name; but to translate it, as he does, as a common noun, does not 
give much sense unless we take it as meaning "passion ", which would 
give this translation: "These are the Cinei who came from the passion 
of the father of the house of Rechab ". Vg, to my mind, decided to 
translate and to let the exegetes worry about the meaning and inter- 
pretation. Ps.- Jerome1 does just this, though he finds the meaning 
by omission: ". . . de calore patris domus Rechab, id est, de stirpe 
Rechab "; " stirps" I would take here to mean stock, family, lineage. 
Vg, then, is not of much assistance. 
ao) "The house of Rechab" is normally regarded as a 
reference to the Rechabites of Jer. 35, who linked Yahwism so closely 
with an austere nomadic way of life that they felt unable to partici- 
pate in anything connected with the culture of either the city or the 
cultivated land. The tradition reported in 2:55b is that through the 
otherwise unknown Hammath, the Rechabites and the Kenites are linked. 
In the context of the preceding verses, this implies that some of the 
Kenites, viz, those connected with the Rechabites, have become incor- 
porated into the line of the Calebite Salma. Though if, in fact, they 
were living in Jabez, a question -mark would have to be placed against 
their following the life -style described in Jer. 35. The fact that we 
hear no more of their particular cultural and theological emphases 
after the exile may indeed indicate that they had come to terms with 
the problems involved in a settled way of life (cf. Neh. 3:14). 
In this verse, the Versions, in spite of the problems of e.g. 
Vg, do bear witness to the reliability of MT. But here, and in the 
1. Ps. JEROME, Col. 1370. 
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preceding verse, PC is in rather poor shape. Having disappeared in 
the middle of 2:52, i.e. after 2:52a, it reappears half -way through 
2:54a, giving us this picture of the sons of Shobal: 
(2:52a) "And Shebil had sons in Qiryath- Nearim, (2:54a) Ataroth, 
Jobal, Hezar, (2:55) Saphrim, Nutaphath, Samla, Shemuthim, Shecab, 
Hema; all these were Shebil 's sons in Qiryath- Nearim. ". 
2:54 Ataroth o 311 
Jobal \\ --"A 
Hezar 
2:55 Saphrim. 9 m -j] "`) D D 
Nutaphath 
- "'b of D 11I 1 
Samla IL-Nt:LCO 14731 
Shemothim D `q1 )] v 
Shecab ( ?)p`.7101 lV 
Hema 71'ßT1 or 171 Z 1 
(Fraenkel, p. 509) 
In this list of names, 
(a) some are faithful reproductions of the Hebrew text, e.g. 
-) o 
(b) two of them p.ß and I- o are displaced and are not in 
the order in which we have them in MT; 
(c) several names in MT have been completely omitted, e.g. jZ y ̀ )31 ; 
(d) one common noun in MT, ± 11 has become a name 4.5-P 
For some reason - perhaps lack of understanding, carelessness, 
haste or exhaustion - our copyist selected from these three verses nine 
words (eight of them names), and as he copied them treated them all as 
members of the first generation of Shobal's family, thereby quietly by- 
passing the various problems connected with these three verses: 
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2:54 TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
The sons of Shalma who was /were from Bethlehem, righteous men, 
whose reputation was as good as balm, for they had removed the 
guard posts which Jeroboam had set up on the highway, so that 
the first fruits would not reach Jerusalem. The sons of Shalma 
were decorating the first -fruits in baskets and bringing them 
secretly to Jerusalem. They were cutting up trees and making 
ladders and bringing them up to Jerusalem for the wood -pile in 
the hearth for the sacrifices. They came from the family of 
Joab, son of Zeruiah. Some of them were priests who divided the 
surplus of the sacrifices in Jerusalem and the disciples of the 
prophets who were of Zoreah. 
One can see, from even a casual reading of this expansion, that 
TC has taken the words of MT, or words of similar appearance or sound, 
and used them in their Aramaic dress as the stepping stones in his 
narrative. By using the individual Hebrew words in this way, the 
targumic end - product has nothing whatever to do with MT so far as 
meaning is concerned. When we look at the finished product, however, 
one basic question emerges: is the expansion in TC primarily a free 
creation where the words of MT are used as the foundation and an 
occasional tradition introduced, or is the Targumist approaching MT 
with certain specific traditions in his mind and attempting to use the 
words of MT as a means of putting across his message? As some of the 
traditions in TC's expansion appear elsewhere an examination of the 
passages in which they occur may help to answer this question: 
1. b. Tac an. 30b. Several historical incidents are cited 
to explain why the fifteenth day of Ab should be regarded as a great 
commemorative occasion, one of these, quoted by CUlla being the removal 
by Hoshea b. Elah of the guard -posts which Jeroboam, son of Nebat, had 
set up on the roads to prevent Israel from making pilgrimages to 
Jerusalem. 
a 1,1 k! 711ë?51 ?.f?N Ta4DW "Dv- 
17aI7 7 `7104 4 21t? ts TT' 1 -;1 jJ p. 
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In b. B. B. 121b, in a similar context, viz. the Fifteenth of Ab, 
and with similar wording, we find this statement repeated, also attri- 
buted to c-Ulla. For a similar link between the Fifteenth of Ab and the 
removal of Jeroboam's guard -posts by Hoshea, see also y. Ta'- an. 69c, 
though at this point in y. Tar an, the reason for the setting up of 
the guard -posts is not given. 
Jeroboam's guard -posts are not specifically mentioned in 
Scripture, but they clearly have their basis in the story in I Ki. 
12:25 -33, where Jeroboam, attempting to take a firm grip of his north- 
ern kingdom, tries to wean his subjects away from their pilgrimage - 
loyalty to southern Jerusalem by setting up counter -attractions in the 
north, namely the golden calves of Bethel and Dan, houses on the high 
places and a new feast day. The statement that Hoshea b. Elah removed 
the guard -posts would indicate that these existed up to almost the time 
of the fall of the northern kingdom of which Hoshea was the last king. 
However unlikely this may be, the biblical stimulus for the statement 
lies probably, 
(a) in the name VW 1r1 and its link with 'salvation', though 
it was a rather unfortunate name to be borne by the king who presided 
over the demise of the northern kingdom; 
(b) in the qualifying addendum to the assessment of Hoshea in 
II Ki. 17:2, "And he did that which was evil in the sight of the Lord, 
yet not as the kings of Israel . . . ", the implication being that such 
a qualification was made to take account of his 'good deed', i.e. his 
removal of the guard -posts. 
2. b. Git. 88a. Here Hoshea's 'good deed' is stressed by 
Rab, who informs those who are puzzled by the seeming contradiction 
between the statement 'yet not as the kings of Israel', and the later 
267. 
comment in II Ki. 17:3ff that Shalmaneser came up against him and put 
him in prison etc., that it wasn't altogether Hoshea's fault, because, 
in spite of his having removed the guard -posts the people still did 
not go up to Jerusalem and as a result the exile was longer. 
1: 3 ̀ 1-1 ï l y b J `1~ a ̀ to ̀ L ;1 w `1 ì` ° U -1 ̀ ) D 1,1 )4 1 n -14a ak 
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3. b. M. k(. 28a. A similar 'good deed', or, on this occasion 
'good thing', mentioned in I Ki. 14:13 concerning Abijah, son of 
Jeroboam, leads to Abijah's receiving the credit for removing the 
guard -posts. There is a difference of opinion as to what the 'good 
thing' actually was: 
1 
R. Zera suggested 12 ) , `2 7115 .9 1 `t 71'I Yj U f 12 1_1" n. U while R. 
Hanina b. Papa felt f y `) " ] Lu 7 ¡1 U Ti 1 i1 ID -1 `l o is Lt 
171-0? L? K ̀l tU "2 1-6 t/J í`] ` 7 ̀1 ̀  1 71 
In the instances quoted above, three things emerge: 
(a) a close similarity of language: indeed, apart from b. Git. 
88a, the form of expression in the others is almost identical; 
(b) the setting up of the guard -posts is clearly attributed to 
Jeroboam and their removal to Hoshea b. Elah or to Abijah b. Jeroboam; 
(c) the verb describing the removal is 1219".n. which normally 
has the meaning, 'to abolish, suspend, cancel, undo, neglect'.1 - in 
general 'to do away with'. 
Elsewhere we find a tradition similar to the above, but with 
important additions as well as a considerable shift of emphasis: 
1. m. Mean. 4, 5. Here we have the tradition in its simplest 
form. In listing the nine occasions of the bringing of the Wood- 
1. JASTROW, p. 157. 
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offering with its contributors, the Mishnah tells us that on the 
Fifteenth of Ab, the wood -offering was brought by certain families 
31 `t `' 9 112 '3 ~ y ] 7 a h - "and the family 
of the Pestle -smugglers and the family of the Fig -pressers ". (Danby's 
translation.) This rather cryptic remark is amplified in the next 
reference. 
2 . t . Tat an . 4, 7, explains how the nickname 4 ' ti a 
arose. Apparently, when the occupying power ( 11 -' Y]) had set up 
k 
L I 
-`-1 -Ì J u`7 W7Ï" 7 t N17 N4 u'y`l u , l 1ti~-0 -1-lD 
?l.-) ß 4x117 u a`71 - qty 41'111D-1-1D -01.) la nya tula w 
the pious Jew had used all his native wit to outsmart his oppressors 
in order to fulfil his cultic obligations. He covered the first fruits 
in his basket with figs, and with basket and pestle prominently carried 
on his shoulder, he led the guards to believe that he was on his way 
to make cakes of dried figs in a mortar which lay some distance beyond 
the guard -post. Safely through the cordon he decorated the first - 
fruits ( 
1 
' y 17) and brought them to Jerusalem. 
A similar ruse, this time involving the carrying of a ladder by 
"11 4-1 7 n ~1,73 7 t] ``3Z on the pretence of fetching down some 
imaginary pigeons from a dove -cote somewhere beyond where the guards 
were stationed, ensured that the wood -offering reached Jerusalem. 
From all this the truth of Prov. 10:7 is confirmed, that the 
memory of the righteous shall be for a blessing and (with a sidelong 
thrust at Jeroboam) the name of the wicked shall rot. 
3. b. Tacan. 28a gives an equally full and almost identical 
account of the incident together with the conclusion. There are 
certain variations in the wording, e.g. the "occupying power ", this 
time, ïl y VJ -1 IA I1 ID had 13 set up í1s711 ;1 y 71`1A2-1 T'i-11) 
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1214? Il N7v t9a7 p a`kuvi1w -Tri 
The pious Israelite has become plural; after they have got safely past 
the guards, we have 13 ,Lj b n p ¡-1 `' y instead of 11 Tay Ta . 
From the above, the following points should be noted: 
(a) The fact that the Mishnah can refer to the `'7Sf 31. 
.11 y .1S11. `'s?S 'I .") without further amplification suggests that 
the incident in question was well known. This is understandable; the 
national memory loves and nurtures a story where the cruel oppressor 
is made to look foolish by the subject people, as many stories in 
literature and on screen from the Second World War bear witness in 
recent European history. 
(b) The mention of this incident in the Mishnah would put its 
occurrence quite early, pre 200 A.D. 
(c) The Hoshea incident and the `' ] 17 ~ 1 a affair are both 
connected with the Fifteenth of Ab. 
(d) In t. Tacan and b. Tacan., we see the worshippers acting in 
accordance with the prescription in the Mishnah, m. Bikk. III, 3, that 
as they approach Jerusalem 1 t l '1 7 1 Jul cf. also III, 9. 
(e) The speakers see in the incident a parallel ( W 1-1-1 7 ) 
to the Jeroboam incident, which is quoted in t. Ta`an. and in b. Tacan., 
using phrases we have seen several times in earlier references 
(though t. Tacan., as pointed out above, has some variations) 
11 3t 1 -1 1'1-10 t-u Th ; I? 11 11 `7 zß -1 la '117 N 7 
(f) The ladder- and -the -pigeons incident which is not referred 
to in the Mishnah, is linked with ' Z1 TJ 1 7l Z ;Z ?173 `? - ] , 
( t . Tac an. "JI `S 1 . 3 1 3 : thus the reading of Zuckermandel . We also 
have a variant in t. "IlL D 1 U ] ïl ti \ T35 , and in y. Ta` an . IV, 68b 
`':t1 `'TI]ìl ~`'75) 0 and in b. Ta`an . 28a ``71-D 1317 ~21)3t)U , 
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though the Munich MS reads T1T1 D 1 2 7 3 `'N.>al70 1) possibly because of 
the similarity between uY]`17U and 7 7D (ladder) . 
(g) We have a very similar narrative including both ruses, the 
`' i ~)n. and the Prov. 10:7 conclusion, in y. Tacan, 68b, but 
here the incident is not compared to the Jeroboam incident: it IS the 
Jeroboam incident. 
With this background we look now in more detail at the TC expan- 
sion, where we find the following elements: 
1. The extolling of the righteous sons of Wr]L) Vi who have 
acquired a T1 D 1T9] - like reputation because they removed Jeroboam's 
guard -posts $1 Z 14Tl-1TD. Lly1"1' "a' 11 1i-1 
TO 
?1 1-1 Tt -1 rJ 117 ` OJ 1 
t] 7 l-1 ~ K ~i D 1 y "Secretly" ( y] 2 ) they 
brought the first -fruits to Jerusalem; they also brought ladders for 
fuel for the sacrifices. 
2. These sons of Salma came from the family of Joab, son of 
Zeruiah. 
3. Some of them were priests and there was a link with the 
disciples of the prophets from Zoreah. 
The additions here are of interest: 
1. The report that the reputation of the sons of Salma was as 
good as 2D 'CTS] is clearly inspired by this word which is the name 
not only of a place but also of a sweet -smelling substance. 2 
2. While MT mentions a ze 7 ~ n 1 , TC identifies the Joab with 
the son of Zeruiah. As it happens, Joab b. Zeruiah is mentioned three 
times in b. Tacan. 28a, just after the "smuggling incident" (though 
1. JASTROW, p. 898 
2. JASTROW, p. 898 
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not in connection with it). It is doubtful, however, if TC is 
influenced by this in making his identification: it is more likely 
that TC felt that only people from the family of someone of the stature 
of Joab b. Zeruiah, commander -in -chief and symbol of strength and 
valour, could have acted as removers of Jeroboam's guard -posts. 
3. The statement that "some of them were priests" is probably 
based on the presence of the two words a ! D ) and 
n V n (> N 4 71-17 ) , and if anyone is to divide the sacri- 
fices, he ought to be a priest. But this leads to another problem: 
did TC really want us to regard Joab b. Zeruiah as the ancestor of 
priests? Joab was related to David, and, according to II Sam. 8:18, 
David's sons were priests. Even if we could regard II Sam. 8:18 as 
sound, the link between Joab and the priesthood would be tenuous; when 
we bear in mind how the Chronicler handled this verse in I Chr. 18:17, 
the link becomes even more slender.1 The link with the disciples of 
Zoreah is found in the mention of Zoreah in MT and in the reference 
in TC I Chr. 2:53 to "the disciples of the prophets of Zoreah". 
The most significant omission in TC is the failure to describe 
the ruses used to outwit the guards. The only hint of the use of a 
ruse is in the remark that they brought the first -fruits secretly to 
Jerusalem. Anyone unaware of the details of t. Tacan or b. Ta`an 28a 
would assume that the guard -posts had been removed by force. Whether 
TC was unaware (or only vaguely aware) of the ruses used, or whether 
he regarded them as so well known as to make their narration 
1. For a full discussion and a suggested emendation of II Sam. 8:18, 
see G. J. WENHAM, 'Were David's Sons Priests ? ", ZAW 87 (1975), 
pp. 79 -82 
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unnecessary, is difficult to say. 
Before attempting to draw any conclusions, reference should also 
be made to T. Ruth 4:20, where MT tells us Z17117 J114 -0?T1 rat)) 
in T. Ruth, this becomes 211 1 Nti-1 S. 141112D Il ~ 1v1im 
Tito 
MI 
ti71ti01 -1 111N1 11D 17~r2 -a1 ï1D11_011 -o n1-7 Wr3171D 
D11-93D TrI K4 lß ] 17 1 `'1 :i1 Zlii`1l T1 1121 1m, 
Here the following should be noted: 
1. T. Ruth regards Salma as 'righteous' while TC stresses the 
righteousness of his sons. MS C seems originally to have read 21 :`-ls 
Whether the correction, by inserting a "i between it and \ 14I , is 
by a first or a second hand I cannot say. T. Ruth attributes the balm- 
like reputation to father and sons, where TC attributes it only to the 
sons. 
2. T. Ruth uses 1 13 1 t9) . Both Targums mention it in its 
Aramaic dress with the 'balm' emphasis. T. Ruth also mentions it 
earlier `,al] 111-j`1 VD ?111 . This could mean: 
(a) 'he was Salma, from Bethlehem and from Netophah . . .' i.e. 
a place name; 
(b) 'he was Salma from Bethlehem, and Netophah . . ' i.e. a 
person name. 
The lack of 7 3 D. in Levine's MS (Cod. Urbinas Ebr. 1.),l and its 
inclusion in other MSS, complicates the matter further. As -1 D ̀1La ] 
could be regarded, from I Chr. 2:54 MT, as a son of Salma, perhaps 
T. Ruth has three generations in mind, which may be implied in the 
later statement ND 7 to] J i 1 WI pal D. 11 . 
1. LEVINE, p. 41. 
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3. As in TC, it is Salma and /or his sons who removed Jeroboam's 
guard - posts, i.e. Jeroboam's guard -posts are not being regarded in 
either Targum as an object of comparison. 
Where does TC stand in relation to all these traditions? 
TC and T. Ruth have each a similar expansion based on ï1D 1193 
and linked with Salma. Salma and Netophah are linked at MT I Chr. 2:54; 
we find Bethlehem and Netophah closely related in Neh. 7:26. It is 
difficult here to trace relationships and at the moment it would be 
best to regard both Targums as sharing in a tradition which had become 
attached to Salma. 
As for TC and the other traditions the relationships are confused. 
Underlying all the traditions are two stories: 
(1) That of the Jeroboam guard -posts and their removal by Hoshea 
or Abij ah . 
(2) That of the setting up at a later date of guard -posts by the 
occupying power and of the ruses adopted by the faithful to get their 
cultic supplies through the cordons: Figs and pestle; Ladder and 
pigeons. (The fact that only the former ruse is hinted at in the 
Mishnah may suggest that the latter was added later.) 
We may then presuppose some such pattern as follows: 
(a) Originally these two stories were separate; 
(b) In the transmission of (2), through the word 111 ti O the 
'ladder -pigeon' story is associated with Salma ( tAril7w ) and his sons; 
(c) In a 'history- repeats- itself' exercise someone compared the 
blocking of the roads by the authorities to a similar blocking by 
Jeroboam centuries earlier; 
(d) At a later point, (1) and (2) became telescoped, and the sons 
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of Salma (originally responsible only for the ladder incident) are 
credited with the removal of Jeroboam's guard - posts. Levine thinks 
that this telescoping happened in T. Ruth 4:20 because of the omission, 
perhaps through Haplography, of -11-1 -3 in the expression Ií'71171 Si 
u 7 1 w --, 7 , as in b . Tac an . 28a .1 "Whereas the legend 
actually refers to a later foreign incident of road blocking similar 
to Jeraboam's, the targum's falsa lectio presents it as the Jeraboam 
incident itself." The same argument of Levine would apply equally 
to TC 2:54. Against this argument, however, it should be borne in 
mind that: 
(i) the telescoping of the two stories takes place not only in 
TC and T. Ruth, but also in y. Tacan.; 
(ii) it is not necessary to presuppose a falsa lectio to explain 
T. Ruth's statement, for, as we have already seen, the Targumist often 
overleaps several generations or centuries to bring out his point. 
Levine's argument is based on the assumption that behind T. Ruth, 
(and thus from our point of view, behind TC), lies b. Tacan. 28a. If 
we were to replace this by y. Tacan 68b we would then have to account 
for the differing version in b. Tacan. Let us begin again with the 
two stories: 
(1) The removal of Jeroboam's guard -posts by Hoshea or Abijah; 
(2) An incident involving the setting up of road blocks by the 
occupying power and the stratagems devised by the faithful to outwit 
the oppressor and neutralise the effect of the road blocks. 
In the circumstances of the time it may have been unwise to be 
too specific in the retelling of (2), so the whole incident was related 
1. LEVINE, footnotes 5 and 6 to p. 109. 
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to Jeroboam using indeed the language of the story of Jeroboam's road 
blocks, on a 'let him that readeth understand' basis. It is this 
which is reflected in y. Ta an. 68b. In a different age, perhaps in 
a different area, where no danger was involved and life was safer, the 
story was retold openly, and the occupying power referred to, while 
the Jeroboam aspect became not the incident itself (as in y. Ta'an) 
but an object of comparison (t. Tacan., b. Tacan). 
From the above one thing emerges - that the link between the 
ladder -ruse and the Salma family is reasonably early. As the Hagio- 
grapha Targums are usually regarded as later than other Targums and 
as we tend to think of them as mere vehicles for passing on an 
inherited tradition, the possibility of the ladder - Salma link being 
early forces us to ask: is it possible that the traditions we have 
seen in Tacan. (t. and y. and b.) had their origin in TC I Chr. 2:54, 
this being the only place in the Old Testament where the sons of 
Salma and "31 D.í 1 occur together? If this were the case, the two 
starting points would be: 
(a) 1Z ?a 1 í7 ti U ladder story; 
(b) 111-11.3 7 first- fruits /figs story. 
While this is possible, it does seem a very slender foundation for the 
expansion in b. Ta`an. Even the somewhat incidental fact of the 
identification of three groups of contributors in b. Ta°an 28a with 
the family of Joab b. Zeruiah seems to bear this out. If TC I Chr. 
2:54 influenced b. Tacan 28a, it is odd that the identification of the 
sons of Salma with the family of Joab (found in TC I Chr. 2:54) is not 
found also in the 'ladder- passage' in b. Ta`an. 28a, where, in the next 
few lines after the 'ladder - passage', three groups are separately 
identified with the family of Joab. Nor do we have the 'balm' emphasis, 
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so prominent in TC I Chr. 2:54 appearing at all in b. Taean. Rather, 
the 'good reputation' is related to Prov. 10:7. 
At the risk of some repetition the following seems to me a more 
likely line of development: 
(a) A tradition, sometimes linked with the Fifteenth of Ab, of 
removal of Jeroboam's guard -posts by Hoshea /Abijah. (b. Tacan. 30b; 
b. Git. 88a; b. B. B. 121b; y. Tacan. 69c; b. M. K. 28a.) 
(b) Story of historical incident, commemorated on the Fifteenth 
of Ab, concerning guard -posts, figs and ladders, is reclothed in 
language of Jeroboam story and, for political reasons, is related 
directly to Jeroboam. 
(c) The ladder story, through II 'CD is associated with the 
Salma ( 117.312 v ) family in I Chr. 2:54, and the figs /first- fruits 
story is, likewise linked with I Chr. 2:54 through the TD- 1VT 
connection. (y. Tacan 68b). 
(d) TC, moving forward on the y. Tacan 68b basis, develops 
expansion in its own way, e.g. the righteousness of the sons of Salma 
because of their pious act of bravery, their reputation becoming like 
balm, ~I1D II) 1,(though this emphasis may have been developed 
originally by T. Ruth 4:20, linking I Chr. 2:54 and Neh. 7:26), their 
identification with the family of Joab b. Zeruiah, mention of priests 
(<' "g Tl and ".TT T1 ] )7) and prophets from Zoreah (cf. TC I Chr. 
2:53), while the "ruse stories" become abbreviated until N ,3S 1 
is all that is left to suggest secrecy and subterfuge. 
(e) Meantime the story as outlined in (b) and (c) is retold in 
another age or area, in circumstances where there is no need to have 
recourse to the method adopted in (b), and the Jeroboam guard -posts 
become simply an object of comparison, e_g.,t. Tacan. 4, 7; b. Tacan 28a. 
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The fact that the Jeroboam emphasis still exists in TC and in a 
rather vague form (see (d) above), may indicate that TC predates the 
Karaite clash. According to Levine1 the Jeroboam incident was regarded 
by later Karaites as the beginning of the Rabbanite- Karaite dissension. 
If TC had been involved in the controversy, one would have expected 
the story in TC to be much more sharply defined and used in a much 
more polemical way. 
(f) By the time MS V was copied the ladder -link t i 7 'D - -3 171) 
had been forgotten, as it reads NA 7317 m . Sperber's edition, not 
having any pointing, gives no guidance here, but MS C has r 10 171L 
I Chr. 2:55 TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
"And the family of Rehabiah the son of Eliezer, the son of 
Moses: the disciples of Jabez, i.e. Othniel, the son of Kenaz. 
He was called 'Jabez', because he established under his own 
direction an academy for disciples. 'Tirathim' they were called, 
because their voice when they sang praises, was like a trumpet 
blast, 'Shimeathim' because they were devoting all their atten- 
tion to the oral decisions,2 'Suchathim' because they were 
covered3 with the spirit of prophecy. These are the Shalmaites4, 
the sons of Zipporah, who were enrolled along with the family 
of the Levites, because they came from the descendants of Moses, 
the leader of Israel, whose merit was of more value to them 
than horses and chariots." 
For reasons which will emerge in the course of the discussion, the 
TARGUMIC EXPANSION of I Chr. 4:9, lO is also given: 
4:9 "And Jabez, i.e. Othniel, was more honoured and skilled in the 
Law than his brothers, and his mother called his name Jabez, saying: 
1. p. 109f. 
2. Reading 1,7 74.E » with JASTROW, p. 952 and LEVY, II, p. 139. 
3. MS C reads 1'1 Sr3-n but the meaning is not affected. 
A. SPERBER reads 1s1:1-2 yin , but the fact that a similar word 
in I Chr. 4:18 is interpreted also by using the verb 171)-G 
would suggest that f+ti is to be preferred here. cf. also 
Job. 36:29 and Ps. 27:5. 
4. So MS V. 3 u MS C. 
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'Because I bore him in pain'. 
4:10 And Jabez prayed to the God of Israel, saying, 'Oh that Thou 
wouldst indeed bless me with sons, and enlarge my border with disciples, 
and that Thy hand would be with me in business, and that Thou wouldst 
provide for me friends who are like me, so that the evil inclination 
may not provoke me to anger: and God provided what he had requested." 
I Chr. 2:55 is an important verse in Jewish tradition, for it is 
one of the few places where D ̀ -ìD U appear as a group, where Rechab 
is mentioned, and where there seems to be a link between Rechabites 
and Kenites. In Talmud and Midrash, it appears quite often as a vital 
proof text, often in conjunction with Ju. 1:16 or Jer. 35:18 or Num. 
24:21 or I Chr. 4:9f,, showing the connection between Rechabites, 
Kenites, Jethro, Jabez - always with an underlying emphasis on scribal 
activity with special reference to the study of Torah and often with 
an implicit reference to the great role which can be played within 
Judaism by proselytes. 
The expansion in TC I Chr. 2:55 could be regarded as a kind of 
"junction -box" where many of the traditions connected with the above 
names meet and intermingle, to give a remarkable piece of biblical 
exegesis. In form the expansion follows the "stepping- stone" pattern 
seen in the preceding verse, some of the Hebrew words being neatly 
exploited and with varying degrees of credibility made to convey the 
desired meaning. 
MT refers to families of scribes living at Jabez, divided into 
three groups, who were Kenites, linked through Hammath with the 
Rechabites. In the verse there are seven significant words - two 
groups of two separated by a block of three: 
1. II`'--1D -ID 2. 
3, 4, S úti3101 V .0``11 "J 'Ow 
6. Li. 4 7` -tt 7 7. D.D 
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An examination of how Jewish expositors have handled these words 
in relation to I Chr. 2:55 will provide a necessary introduction to 
TC's approach: 
1. ï7 ti7 D O Irrespective of what this word meant at various 
stages of Old Testament history, for later interpreters it refers 
especially to those learned in Torah and so skilled in the use of 
accepted techniques as to bring out its full significance. In many 
of our traditions it becomes the key word, and strenuous attempts are 
made to show that the various people mentioned, as well as some other 
associated people, had been busily engaged in studying Torah and play- 
ing a leading part in the decision making of the Sanhedrin. 
2. V a_ Noi Even though its location is unknown1 there seems 
little doubt but that in 2:55 MT it is a place -name whether we follow 
Kethibh or Qere. In 4:9, however, a man called Jabez enters MT 
abruptly, remains for verse 10 and then disappears entirely from the 
pages of the Old Testament. Perhaps it is from this mysterious char- 
acter that Jabez the place received its name.2 In Jewish exegesis the 
traditions which grew up around 4:9f are reciprocally linked with 2:55 
and its accompanying traditions - and in the process the Jabez of 
2:55 is 'personified': 
In MT 4:9f, three statements are made about Jabez: 
(a) He was more honoured than his brothers; 
(b) his name had boded ill: by transposition of . and .y , v 
1. See p. 260 above. 
2. cf. K B p. 388 "heros loci ?" 
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is linked with J. y , pain, his mother commenting as she named him, 
"Because I bore him in pain" - mlry=1 ; 
(c) his prayer changed the possibility of pain and sorrow into success 
and prosperity, "his life became a contradiction of his name ".1 
In b. Tem. 16a, we have reference to (b) and (c), though with 
considerable shift of emphasis, especially in (b). Othniel and Jabez 
are identified, on what seem somewhat slender linguistic grounds: 
[iK ,w ri-mn 1ti yu 3y~ tip 1u3tu 4ui3-1y Ti 
"His name is Othniel because God answered him, because he 
advised and spread Torah in Israel." While both the words y-. and 
have some euphonic connection with v. y -, , neither word by 
itself supplies all the letters of lay"' but taken together they 
fulfil that role. It is not quite clear if the 'God- answered- him',- 
'he- advised -etc.' approach is intended as the basis for the identifi- 
cation of Othniel and Jabez. It is more likely that each is regarded 
as a champion of Torah on other grounds - Jabez and his link with 
II`)DU (2:55), Othniel and his taking -1 !DD Ir'-17 (Jos. 15:15ff; 
Ju. 1:llff.) leading to the comment in b. Tem. 16a that he was respons- 
ible for restoring many teachings which had become forgotten during 
the period of mourning for Moses - and the linguistic ploy referred 
to above is simply a device to link them more closely with each other. 
This identification almost gives credence to the suggestion of Klein 
and Rudolph2 that t1 D of 2:55 should be 1I `-' D 4 , i.e. the 
inhabitants of Qiryath Sepher: The benefits of the 'merger' of Othniel 
and Jabez soon become evident. Othniel is so- called because God 
1. KEIL, p. 88. 
2. See p. 261 above. 
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answered him. But how do we know this? b. Tem. 16a finds the answer 
in the prayer of Jabez in I Chr. 4:9f, which has its climax in "And 
God granted what he had asked ". Here the prayer is not only quoted - 
it is also expounded. We do not need to mention all the details of 
the exposition, but the following points may be noted: 
(i) Within b. Tem. 16a there are in fact two expositions, one 
attributed to R. Nathan, the other to R. Judah the Prince; 
(ii) R. Nathan's exposition is much more Torah -centred than that of 
R. Judah which concentrates more on the practicalities of daily living, 
e.g. "Oh that Thou wouldst indeed bless me, 
R. Nathan 1 -11]11 R. Judah ì1' 1't irn`ÌD3 
and that Thy hand would be with me," 
R. Nathan `z17 Y3 1111,J1 TID31 W R. Judah vi T3 ti 2,i 'tun 
(iii) The same 'double exposition' is found also in Mekilta, Amalek 
IV, with some slight variants and a different context, viz., in an 
attempt to show that the Rechabites descended from Jethro 2:55b is 
quoted, the Kenites are seeking a teacher, Jabez is seeking disciples 
and the prayer of 4:10 is then dealt with. It is in a somewhat similar 
context to this, in ARNa Ch. 35 (Schechter, p. 103) that we get what 
is perhaps the best summary of Jabez' character as seen through the 
eyes of Jewish tradition: that he was 11.1 4 14 1 lu ti ß,1Z2 w' 14 
*1:] If/ v..31ti-7`1 a1a7~7 -1--0 Tli 71UN - I Chr. 4:10 is 
then quoted. 
Before leaving Jabez, it is of interest to note the unease felt 
by at least one expositor as he tries to change Jabez the place into 
Jabez the person. Ber. R. XCVII regards Jabez as a place - "the 
inhabitants of Jabez . . . who gave legal rulings in the Great 
Sanhedrin ". But the Mekilta takes us laboriously and uneasily through 
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the changes involved in making the transformation from place to person: 
in a reference1 to I Chr. 2:55, we are told that 1 s u II1il lawn 77`171 
1/41iy~ .v`l` . This prompts the question at-or , and 
the answer is given tp,y`, ".- 1-731111 Nix , and I Chr. 2:55 is 
then quoted in full as proof: 
3 -5 Block of Three. Dn31v0 n'-lyn1-0 11`31y-141 
MT I Chr. 2:55 now divides the scribal families into three groups, 
whose titles may have had some significance at one time - a signifi- 
cance which many translators and expositors have since sought to 
uncover.2 Though this verse is quoted often in Talmud and Midrash, 
only occasionally do we find the more adventurous expositor attempting 
to explain these three terms: 
Ber. R. XCVII, quoted in the preceding paragraph, dealing with 
Gen. 49:10, refers to the inhabitants of Jabez, the Tirathites, the 
Shimeathites, and the Sucathites, "who gave legal rulings in the Great 
Sanhedrin ". 
The Mekilta, Amalek IV, is a little more expansive: 
l i1sti-ji > ' -3Ìf) T]`]J'71 134'."1-11.)3 1,1w - u 411 y171 
L 
l y nvi ) ~1~D 1J1"1.T1 717 
C ï1D1U ltiD1Ua ratu1~ Ynizi aw 1-7 y - >a '141 11) 
While these explanations do remain reasonably close to the terms 
in question, it is in the next reference that we find an even fuller 
treatment: 
Sifre, Numbers. J¡l a , p. 73. 
For 13`'31,! -111 there are four explanations given, one of which 
1. Mekilta, Amalek IV 
2. see above p. 261f. 
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corresponds to Mekilta; 
For II`1.SinW one explanation is given D o ',3.1.1 -t nk-uW DLL' 7y f 
For IV-31 J kU , there are two explanations, one of which corresponds 
to Mekilta. 
These represent various attempts - some of them quite credible, to 
extract every possible meaning from the biblical text. 
6. 1) ~ ] 
1 
ìi When the Talmud mentions 'Kenite', one does 
not usually have to read much further before he comes across the Kenite, 
Jethro. While many traditions have become attached to Jethro's name, 
we are most interested in those which centre around Num. 24:21, I Chr. 
2:55, Ju. 1:16. We find the following pattern several times, 
1 
b. Sanh. 
106a serving as a typical example: 
Starting from Num. 24:21, Balaam expresses surprise that Jethro's 
descendants are operating in the Sanhedrin. This statement requires 
the following back -up arguments, stated later in the form of proof 
texts: 
(a) Jethro = the Kenite. Proof Text Num. 24:21 
(b) The Kenites are scribes. Proof Text I Chr. 2:55; and Ju. 
1:16 is thrown in to strengthen (a) and (b). 
The reason for Balaam's surprise is the tradition that Balaam, 
Job and Jethro were involved in the "exterminate- Israel -plan" in Egypt. 
And the answer to Balaam's problem is found in the fact that Jethro 
had fled, the implication being that he wanted no part in the plot, 
and his reward for this noble action was that his descendants should 
sit in the Hall of the Hewn Stones.2 B. J. Bamberger points out that 
1. e.g./b. Sot. 11a, Shem. R. I. 9. 
2. b. Sanh. 104a makes a different noble action of Jethro the reason 
for his descendants' becoming scribes, viz, that he had offered 
hospitality to Moses, Ex. 2:20. 
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the occasional attempt to minimise the importance of Jethro is more 
than counter -balanced by the mass of complimentary references to him 
in Jewish literature. "The predominant note is the glorification of 
Jethro, who . . . is the exemplar and ideal of the Jewish proselyte. "1 
7. =1.7)-1 . I Chr. 2:55b seems to suggest a link between 
Rechabites and Kenites, and expositors exploit this to the full, making 
the identification of Kenites, Rechabites and disciples of Jabez. 
This emphasis is strongest in Mekilta and Sifre: e.g. Mekilta, having 
shown that Jethro's descendants, the Kenites, are disciples of Jabez, 
and having expounded the meanings of the titles of the three groups of 
scribes (whether he regards them as three separate groups, or as one 
group with three different names, is difficult to say, though the 
latter seems more probable), he takes the last title 13.117ti w 
tl ,41 71kí a . . . and links this with t ` ;l ?1 11 where in Jer. 35:10 
the sons of Jonadab, the son of Rechab, dwelt. The fact that in the 
same verse, and especially in 35:8, we are told how the Rechabites had 
obeyed Jonadab's instructions (... 1771n. y 73 u. ) may indicate a link 
also with 7 .01 u . Mekilta does not bring this out, though 
Sifre refers to it. This obedience now becomes the basis for a discus- 
sion on the unconditional nature of the covenant made with Jonadab b. 
Rechab, and to reinforce the identification of Rechabites with the sons 
of Jethro, I Chr. 2:55 is quoted, leading to further discussion on 
Jabez, their becoming his disciples, and finally his prayer. 
Sifre also stresses the identification of Jethro's descendants 
with the Rechabites. His love of Torah is paralleled by the Rechabites' 
obedience to the commandments of Jonadab, the reward for such obedience 
1. B. J. BAMBERGER, Proselytism in the Talmudic Period, (1939), p. 191. 
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being that some of them became scribes, and I Chr. 2:55 is the proof - 
text. This obedience and the covenant made with them ensures that 
a-1a b "1 1)3 
1 
"11 ì1 3 D " 1" 
There seems to be a strong homiletical emphasis in this passage, the 
suggestion being that because God had honoured the obedience of the 
Rechabites - of Gentile origin - how much more would He reward Israel 
when Israel obeys Torah. 
In attempting to trace the relationships between these traditions 
and those reflected in TC I Chr. 2:55 and 4:9f., I propose to work 
through the targumic expansions to see if any elements in these have 
specific points of contact with the traditions which have been referred 
to above. 
The following labels are an attempt to grade these relationships: 
CR = Close relationship 
QCR = Quite a close relationship 
CDD = Some contact, but development different 
NPC = No point of contact. 
(Mekilta refers to Amalek IV and Sifre, Num. to--12.)71-3., p. 73) 
And the family of Rehabiah, the son of Eliezer, the son of Moses. NPC. 
The disciples of Jabez; an academy for disciples. 
Mekilta. Kenites sat with disciples of Jabez; Jabez seeking 
disciples. QCR. 
Sifre Num. They came to Jabez, to learn the faith of the 
Torah. QCR. 
ARNa. Ch.35 They were going to Jabez to study Torah with him. QCR. 
(No mention of TC's ?:S ~ Z111 in any of the above.) 
Jabez, i.e. Othniel. 
b. Tem. 16a; Qoh. R. 15g1. 
He was called Jabez, because he established under his own direction 
an academy for disciples. 
CR. 
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b. Tem. 16a (( ï-'î . . . CR. 
``71 y`1 ,j1 they were called, because their voice when they 
sang praises, was like a trumpet blast. 
Mekilta. . . sounded trumpet and were answered. CDD. 
Sifre, Num. as Mekilta,with further trumpet reference. CDD. 
The point of contact is 1. 1 171, but the replacement of 
71 S1 `1Î 31 in TC by the Aramaic ?4. , while retaining 
the 'meaning link' has caused the 'appearance link' to disappear. 
``JÏ ) 7 , because they were devoting all their attention to 
the oral decisions ( 0411 y7] U 
Mekilta. - heard sound of trumpet CDD. 
Sifre, Num. - heard commandments of father CDD. 
The point of contact is ni V . 
LI ``71 D 7 tL , because they were covered with the spirit of 
prophecy. 
Mekilta. - dwellers in booths CDD. 
Sifre, Num. - dwellers in booths CDD. 
The point of contact is 71 7 tiU - 17YO -} D o 1 
but as with 71 y 7 1 1 , the replacement of 11 J V ) _ -13 D 
by the Aramaic 4 ?TI in TC, while retaining the 'meaning link', 
has caused the 'appearance link' to disappear. 
These are the Shalmaites, the sons of Zipporah, who were 
enrolled along with the family of the Levites, because they came 
from the descendants of Moses, the leader of Israel, whose merit 
was of more value to them than horses and chariots. NPC : - 
1. JASTROW, p. 990, draws attention to a similar approach in Tanh. 
Vayakh. 8, where 1:1'4-1 tiki is explained using 1D II to 
enlighten tu-ia n7a to'Dryll1 w . 
',EXCEPT FOR a - 1 - chariots. 
Mekilta. - person -name 
Sifre, Num. - person -name 
The point of contact is the word 71 which as J _ 
chariots, as 7.1-3-1 = Rechab. 
4:9 
And Jabez, i.e. Othniel. 
b. Tem. 16a; Qoh. R. I. 561. cf. TC I Chr. 2:55; 4:13; 
. . . and skilled in the Law. 
b. Tem. 16a. Jabez fostered Torah 







Sifre, Num. - They went to Jabez . . . to learn the faith QCR. 
of Torah. 
4:10 
(bless me) with sons 
b. Tem. 16a. - 'by multiplying and increasing' (R. Judah) QCR. 
Mekilta. - 'by multiplying and increasing' (R. Judah) QCR. 
(enlarge my border) with disciples 
b. Tem. 16a. 
Mekilta. - 'with disciples' 
(thy hand with me) in business 
- 'with disciples' (R. Nathan) CR. 
(R. Nathan) CR. 
b. Tem. 16a. - 'in business' (R. Judah) CR. 
Mekilta. - 'in business' (R. Judah) CR. 
(provide) for me friends who are like me. 
b. Tem. 16a. - (may meet) me friends like me (R. Nathan) CR. 
Mekilta. - (provide) for me friends like me (R. Nathan) CR. 
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so that the evil_ inclination may not provoke me to anger 
b. Tem. 16a. - 'so that the evil inclination may not have 
power over me so as to prevent me from 
studying . . . (R. Nathan) CDD. 
Mekilta. - 'so that the evil inclination may not 
cause me pain to prevent me from 
studying thy Torah.' (R. Nathan) CDD. 
The point of contact here seems to be 1l-1 (MT), which, in 
previous expansion becomes 11"-I (b. Tem, and Mekilta) and 1.1`1 :11 
(TC), but here is used again and this time, in all three, refers to 
the same thing N1-1í1 -1 S" (b. Tem, and Mekilta) and *trill 14 -1,S`` 
(TC); the former group develop it in the sense of 'preventing' from 
studying, the latter 'provoking to anger': 
Taking an overall view of the above break -down of TC and the 
related traditions, one thing emerges quite clearly: that hovering 
around TC are three areas of tradition, b. Tem. 16a, Mekilta Amalek IV, 
and Sifre Numbers /7111., p. 73. Yet at no point can we say that TC 
has taken over in toto any of the traditions listed. At times we are 
very conscious of their proximity to our text, at times they seem to 
be exercising an influence from afar, if at all. The following seems. 
a reasonable classification of the break -down of the elements listed 
above: 
1. Some elements in TC have relationships - more or less close - 
to various traditions, e.q. Jabez = Othniel: b. Tem, and Qoh. R.; the 
disciples of Jabez: Mekilta and Sifre; the clauses in Jabez' prayer: 
b. Tem, and Mekilta, though here inconsistencies appear - some of the 
clauses follow R. Nathan's exposition, others are nearer to R. Judah's. 
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2. Some elements in TC have a clear point of contact with the 
other traditions, but the development proceeds in an entirely different 
way, e.g. in the final clause of the prayer of Jabez, the 'evil 
inclination' is present in each case, but its mode of operation is 
interpreted in two different ways in TC and in b. Tem. /Mekilta. 
Or : y 7] W is the point of contact, but in the development 
this becomes, in TC 2 0 1 1 in Mekilta 'to hear the trumpet', and 
in Sifre 'to hear commandments'. 
3. Some elements in TC have no point of contact with any of the 
traditions mentioned. There are two of these, one at the beginning of 
2:55, the other at the end. 
Instead of MT's a4-11)1) 117nnLunl TC has: And the family of 
Rehabiah, the son of Eliezer, the son of Moses. Instead of MT's 2:55b, 
' D `'M Al 41)3 T1 T3 U`141i1 í1. "'3``1 ì1 71'1.'1 , TC has: These are 
the Shalmaites, the sons of Zipporah, who were enrolled along with the 
family of the Levites because they came from the descendants of Moses, 
the leader of Israel, whose merit was of more value to them than 
horses and chariots. 
It could be argued that x.71 (which has become 'chariots' in TC) is 
a point of contact with some of the traditions,1 but the development 
is so different that I am disregarding it as a real link. 
Certain things follow from a consideration of these two passages: 
(a) the Kenites (and with them Jethro and his descendants) and 
the Rechabites, all of whom have played a major role in some of the 
traditions considered earlier, disappear entirely from TC; 
(b) both passages have a strong Mosaic reference: Rehabiah is 
1. See p. 286f. 
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Moses' grandson; the Shalmaites are brought into the Mosaic family; 
Moses' merit is valued very highly; 
(c) both passages have contacts elsewhere in MT Chr. and in TC: 
Rehabiah is found in the Old Testament only in Chr; the Shalmaites have 
been highly commended in TC 2:54, and now, through Zipporah, like the 
Kiryath -Jearim groups of 2:53 they are taken into the Mosaic family 
and become part of the Levitical structure; 
(d) One factor which appears in the second passage and is found 
elsewhere in TC, requires special mention - the merit of Moses. 
A look at three verses in TC will help to illuminate this idea: 
`1 2:55 14D' rt v1D 1' 0T 117117 ILI .. )3 
4:18: in an expansion which lists some of Moses' mighty acts 
through the interpretation of various titles, we are told that he was 
called 11 `1 T N D.17 y '-t -toro--1 
23:17: MT tells us that Eliezer had only one son, Rehabiah, but 
that Rehabiah had very many. TC tells us why: 1 ' 41 17 T 1'1:11 
I1 
This is not the place to discuss at length the 1 'Tall 41 1 T 
idea in Judaism, except to note that: 
(i) it is but natural that a religion which stresses that if a man 
obeys the commandments he will acquire merit, would in due course make 
provision for the merit of exceptionally good people to be transferred 
to others, as S. Schechter1 expresses it, "the merits of whose (the 
Fathers') righteousness are charged to the account of Israel ", or as 
G. F. Moore2 puts it even more succinctly, ". . . because of the 
fathers God blessed their descendants "; 
1. Some Aspects of Rabbinic Theology (1909), p. 170. 
2. Judaism (1927), I, p. 538. 
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(ii) a religion which stresses individual responsibility, will not 
allow a 'merits of the Fathers' idea to take too firm a hold lest the 
individual feel that he need do nothing himself; 
(iii) while in discussions of the 't 1N) ]1`t T the emphasis is 
on Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, other worthies also played their part, 
e.g. TC I Chr. 8:33 refers to Saul's sharing in Ner's merit; b. Tacan 
9a mentions Moses, Aaron and Miriam; 
(iv) Moses' merit, in the three TC references listed above, is 
described in grandiose terms: 
4:18 'it covered the house of Israel'; 
23:17 because of it Rehabiah's sons run into sixty myriads; 
2:55 its value to Israel means more than horses and chariots. A 
somewhat similar expression is found in the departure -of- Elijah story 
in II Ki. 2:12 and Elisha's comment on it, as given in Targum Jonathan 
rw1 J 131 T1-4-111-71.7. 71,1) h31 -Z7 
His merit has a wider amd more individual application. In two 
cases the beneficiary is Israel as a whole, as in the Elisha comment 
above and, in not dissimilar terms with reference to Boaz, in T. Ruth 
4:21, 'by whose merit' i1' 1D T 1 »-1 'the people of the house 
of Israel were rescued from their enemies, and because of whose prayers 
the famine was removed from the land of Israel:l In one case the merit 
operates for an individual, for Rehabiah - though one is left wondering 
why it did not work in a similar way for Eliezer: 
From all that has been said above about TC I Chr. 2:55 and 4:9, 10, 
some tentative conclusions begin to emerge: 
1. LEVINE'S translation, p. 40. 
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1. While TC is clearly dependent to some degree on traditions in 
b. Tem., Mekilta and Sifre, we see him going his own way several times 
within the framework of these traditions and at several points leaving 
these traditions behind, especially in 2:55; 
2. The most notable feature are the two passages listed under 
3 above where he replaces MT with certain elements not found in the 
traditions listed. These 'replacements' alter completely the thrust 
of the verse as we find it in MT and as we would expect to find it in 
TC had the traditions listed been firmly adhered to. Now, in TC, we 
start with Moses' family and the disciples of Jabez, the Shalmaites 
are brought within this family and the verse reaches its climax with 
a glowing tribute to Moses. 
3. It may be that these replacements provide us with a useful 
clue. In some of the traditions looked at earlier which included 
I Chr. 2:55 as a basic proof -text the major role was played by descend- 
ants of Jethro, Kenites, Rechabites, all of whom were equated with the 
disciples of Jabez and were to be found operating at the nerve -centre 
of Judaism, the Hall of the Hewn Stones. With this use of I Chr. 2:55 
by such traditions it seems natural that at a reasonably early stage 
such traditions would attach themselves to I Chr. 2:55 and be reflected 
in its Targum. The fact that such elements are no longer to be found 
in our version of the Targum may indicate that our Targumist was 
operating at a time, 
(a) when there was a reaction to the 'ecumenical spirit' of an earlier 
age, and the welcome to proselytes had become somewhat cooler; 
(b) when there was a reaction against the piety and loyalty of those 
who were originally Gentiles being held up before Jews as incentives 
to greater loyalty (as e.g. in Sifre) . 
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As part of this reaction our Targumist, while still showing the 
influence of e.g. Mekilta and Sifre, quietly removes from his expansion 
those worthies of originally Gentile provenance, and replaces them 
with the most Israelite of the Israelites, Moses, having already ensured 
at the beginning of the verse that the Er-1751) had become members 
of Moses' family. 
4. In TC 2:55 there is a reference to their being 'covered /over- 
shadowed with the spirit of prophecy'. This reference does not appear 
in either Mekilta or Sifre in their treatment of 3» ti u . Follow- 
ing out a suggestion made by W. D. Davies 
1 
that the Mekilta tends to 
downgrade the argument from prophecy because of the Christian emphasis 
on the fulfilment of prophecy in Jesus,2 is it possible that our TC 
is reaching its final format a time when this controversy had lost 
its relevance and our Targumist thought that it was time to rehabilitate 
'prophecy' and inserted ìl t4 7 a ri A to ra , but, to ensure 
that a proper perspective was being maintained, inserted the expression 
in a thoroughly Mosaic context? 
5. With the mention of traditions attributed to R. Judah the 
Prince, with Mekilta and Sifre in the background, but far enough in 
the background to allow for considerable development to have taken 
place, is it possible to give any area of dating for the TC expansions. 
The tantalising problem with so many Jewish traditional works is that 
though they may be late, they contain early material. J. Bowker3 makes 
a similar statement about Mekilta. "It is one of the earliest midras- 
him to have survived, and although it has undergone subsequent revision 
1. The Setting of the Sermon on the Mount (1964), p. 42. 
2. See Mekilta, Shirata III. 
3. p. 70. 
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and expansion it belongs basically to the Tannaitic period." 
B. Z. Wacholder, 
1 
however, prefers to place the work at the beginning 
of the eighth century. "The halakah, the sources, the names of the 
authorities, the technical vocabulary, the tendency towards abstract- 
ions . . . all point in the same direction - that the Mekilta is a 
post -talmudic work. "2 The author used the Mishnah, the Talmuds and 
the Tosefta, introducing well -known names for prestige purposes and 
inventing some others to produce a 'tannaitic' midrash. Though he 
does not make a thorough examination of Sifre, Num, he implies3 that 
there may be problems here too: Even if Wacholder is proved correct, 
the dating of TC would not be affected unduly, as there is still a 
'close relationship' with b. Tem. 16a - but the support of Mekilta 
and Sifre would have been welcomed: If, with Wacholder's dating, 
there is a dependence by TC on Mekilta, this would place TC more and 
more in a period where we would expect some references to Moslem 
rule. Leaving the date question open, one can still state that TC's 
expansions appeared at a time when it was felt necessary to restate 
the Jewish origin of the Jewish Faith with Jewish characters in a 
Jewish setting. 
1. "The Date of the Mekilta de -Rabbi Ishmael" HUCA XXXIX (1968), 
117 -144. 
2. ibid. p. 142. 
3. ibid. p. 119. 
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SURVEY OF I CHR. 2 
As in I Chr. 1 we see TC continuing his role as a Targumist, in 
constant touch with various traditions, e.g. in the Talmuds, Sifre Num., 
Ps Jon, which he uses in various ways to illumine his biblical text: 
e.g. in 2:17, he follows the Jether the Israelite approach and treat- 
ment as in b. Yeb. 76b and 77a, whereas in 2:54 the guard -posts incident 
is more in line with the approach taken in y Tacan 68b. Sometimes his 
contacts with Ps Jon suggest that TC is going a little bit further than 
Ps Jon, e.g. 2:3 in Ps Jon's treatment of Er and Onan, that they are 
guilty of the same sin, unnatural intercourse, is hinted at, but in TC 
this becomes explicit, which may show the influence on TC of both b. Yeb. 
34b and Ps Jon. We see a similar note in 2:18: in b. Shab. 77b 
and 99a there is some doubt about the significance of I? _V in the 
matter of spinning goats' hair /2-.9 their bodies. TC puts the issue 
beyond doubt by adding l' l )?1D . In the same verse we see TC 
going his own way in making Azubah a spinner. 
Some expansions in TC are of great length, e.g. 2:17, 18, 54, 55, 
some are very short, e.g. 2:19 Miriam who is called Ephrath. In this 
last expansion we see a technique which was used implicitly in 1:21, 
being used more fully here, that of identifying two persons, leading 
inevitably to a transfer of the qualities of the one to the other. 
Occasionally one is aware of a textual contact between TC and PC, 
e.g. 2:18 f~J14-13-A` i1j_71-* `J 1rJ 11 1 .- r) o 
but it is difficult to find any con- 
tact between TC's exegetical background and PC. 
Once or twice in PC we seem to have influence from the Sam. trad- 
ition. 2:13 PNIY310 becomes I Sam. 16:9; 17:13 has 1171u ; 
or 2:15 the tradition of the eight sons of Jesse: I Sam. 16:1Of; 17:12. 
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One disturbing feature is a deterioration in PC's text. In general 
it is close to MT, but occasionally a key word is missing whether by 
accident or design, e.g. ti171yynw" a in 2:17, several isolated 
verses have disappeared e.g. 2:23, and towards the end of the chapter 
the text presents a very ragged appearance, with verses missing wholly 
or partially. Whether this is the translator's fault or that of later 
copyists is unknown. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
I CHRONICLES CHAPTER THREE: THE DESCENDANTS OF DAVID 
I Chr. 3 concentrates on the descendants of David, extending right 
through to post -exilic times. We have here mainly lists of names, many 
well -known, some otherwise completely unknown. Some of the lists have 
parallels in Sam. and elsewhere in Chr. 
It is the purpose of this chapter to examine the treatment of 
these names in the Versions, paying special attention to TC and PC, 
with constant reference to the parallel passages where these are avail- 
able. Targumic Expansions will also be examined, in an attempt to 
discover if any of their exegetical emphases have influenced PC in his 
handling of the text. 
In an effort to achieve some consistency of treatment, most of 
the verses - especially in the earlier part of the chapter - will be 
dealt with under four heads: 
1. General Comments: these refer primarily to the verse in its MT 
setting and its relationship to a parallel verse, if available. 
2. TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT, leading to an examination of these 
variants and their origin. 
4. Conclusions 
3:1 -9 DAVID'S CHILDREN 
3:1 
1. General Comments 
This verse has its parallel in II Sam. 3:2, 3a. Apart from minor 
variants the main difference between the two passages is that in Chr., 
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David's second son is L2 N :, ] t whereas in Sam. he is n.07-D. T T , 
Are we then dealing with: 
(a) two men; 
(b) one man with one name which, through the vagaries of textual 
transmission has become two names; 
(c) one man with two names? 
ff L II 
As the order of the words in II Sam. 3:3a is ?1`'1i: 7 "="0.1):), 
S. R. Driver1 sees the possibility of dittography, though it is not 
quite clear how the acceptance of this suggestion would help solve the 
problem. Rudolph2 regards the fact that D A17 follows X21/7 as 
coincidental. 
Curtis3 starts from an original a 1.41-2 which became 817-1 (cf. 
LXX A Aoe \ou L,. ) which became 12 N~ 1 , but this seems a rather 
tortuous route to have to follow. 
The 'one man two names' suggestion is made by Keil4 and, in a 
slightly different form by Rudolph.5 The latter thinks that his true 
name was Daniel, Cilab - which has nothing to do with Caleb - being a 
complimentary nickname, meaning 'like father, like son', or 'just like 
his father' (literally: 'all father', 'completely his father'), a 
suggestion already worked out in TC. 
2. TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
"Daniel, i.e. Cilab, who completely resembled his own father." 
t11 74.7 ï 1 ~LI `1 o 6.-1-31 -i D.N17 14'111 
1. Notes, p. 246. 
2. p. 27. 
3. p. lOO. 
4. p. 77. 
5. p. 27. 
6. MS C reads 71`73'i i but the general sense is not affected. 
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The following points should be noted: 
(a) TS, at this point follows its MT quite closely; it is only 
in TC that this expansion is found. 
(b) There is a firm point of contact with the Sam, tradition 
which has Cilab but not Daniel. 
11 
(c) TC's method is, as Rudolph brings out, to split n?17 D into 
two parts, 170 and 'n_21 'all father', and thus to stress that Cilab 
was his father's son, that the resemblance between son and father was 
total. 
(d) Cilab receives attention elsewhere in Jewish tradition, b. 
Ber. 4a, but the treatment depends on a much more tenuous linguistic 
connection than in TC, viz. n.1,11-10 and Silt? , Hiph. to put to 
shame, affront, rebuke. Mephibosheth had often put David to shame in 
matters concerning halakhah. David's son 32.17 D is so called because 
he redressed the balance 41 to 'a~ J DJ-von 71 VJ 
i-1a . Though the connection is not very strong, two points of 
special interest emerge in b. Ber.: 
(i) Cilab is explicitly named as David's son; alt,7 D 13/3)3 k:4.; "ti 
(ii) The name Daniel is also mentioned - indeed Daniel is regarded 
as his real name, Cilab being the name he acquired. 
(e) A closer look at (d)(i), where it is stated clearly that 
Cilab was David's son, may help to make clearer the reason for the TC 
expansion. There may have been some suggestion that the child was 
not David's, Abigail having conceived already from Nabal before she 
met David. TC is affirming that Cilab is so like his father that 
there could be no doubt whatever as to parenthood. That such was the 
motive of TC here is strengthened by a remark by le Deautl which draws 
1. I, p. 46, footnote 1. 
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attention to a similar statement in Ps. Jon. to Gen. 21:2 where Sarah 
7 ~I.] I . conceived and bore to Abraham a son 
The background to this may be found in b. B. M. 87a, where, after the 
birth of Isaac, doubts are expressed about Isaac's being a son of 
Abraham on the ground that a one hundred year old man couldn't possibly 
father a son. The doubts are soon dispelled: `171 D 7 -11) r 1 3 -1 ~ 73 
I`-1. 11 1 é.1 ! l Xi -1 7 l . [l S ` 17 ̀ '7 , and everyone cried out: 
It P a ̀' :11).1 1 '17171 11 . This matter is discussed similarly 
in Midrash Hag- gadol1 where the connecting link is íi~31 `r2 II ] i -2 T' 
but the conclusion is the same as in b. B. M. A similar resemblance 
based also on 1> >7 Ili `?t D ~J11I is mentioned in Ber. R. LXXXIV. 6 
between Jacob and Joseph. This suggestion may be strengthened further 
by what seems to be an indirect reference to Nabal's character: that 
there was absolutely no question of Cilab's not being David's son, for 
had he been Nabal's, his (i.e. Nabal's) character would have shone 
through - stupid and churlish. Or, to put it otherwise, the very fact 
that Cilab was not stupid and churlish was added proof that he was 
David's son. If this is the thrust of TC's expansion, that those who 
were stated to be the sons of David were indeed just that, one is left 
wondering why it was necessary to bring this out in the case of Daniel/ 
Cilab, of whom the Old Testament tells us nothing further. Perhaps 
it is inherent in Jewish exegesis that an expositor, faced with the 
fact that a man had another name, regarded it as his duty to bring out 
the reason for this other name, and we have two examples of this, one 
in b. Ber, and the other, a rather better effort, in TC. 
1. S. SCHECHTER, Midrash Hag -gadol, (1902) I, 304. 
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As a tail piece, it should be emphasised that though TC is clearly 
influenced by the Sam. tradition, there is no hint of any specific 
influence from TS. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT. 
(a) j .117.0 `11011 I`tt ` 11 ;1`-)wis] ;.ooocr `-11-1 alo PC- 
This rephrasing is peculiar to PC; Fraenkel remarks1 that ßi and 
..o. come from PS II Sam. 3:5. Had these individual borrowed words 
been unusual loan -words or words of unusual significance, Fraenkel's 
remark would be more credible. But these are very common words and 
Fraenkel's argument would be cogent only if he were to go on to explain 
why PC should have omitted the o e L of the same Sam, verse, 
especially when he had a -112 ti 3 in his Hebrew text (and a correspond- 
ing word in all the Versions). Is it not just as likely that PC, 
seeing a somewhat clumsy sentence before him, abbreviates it - albeit 
in a not very elegant way? 
(b) 13 a -.11 o'1 o'1 , . PC 
Peculiar to PC: rather wordy. 
(c) .11417N Y-11-'71] ¡ ?10, PC = TC and TS. 
! *- L7 )1-10;13 ;0_1z cb, PC (less 7 a 1) = TC and 
TS (though both of these lack ¡q ) . 7 a l's .)a :.-3 for 
is clearly a scribal error. 
PC's use of this `b t technique is found also in TC and TS, but 
not in PS which is as MT. PC also adds his own extra word ;a 
(d) 113Y3?,)1 a PC = PS. 
(e) 17 " -13 = PS (cf. TC X1417 ) . 
:-..711S..3 in PC could be from TC's 7.1Ti7 7 , but this is most unlikely, 
1. p. 509. 
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as z7 is found in PS. The existence of may presuppose 
dictation as it is difficult to see how rf could fall out of the text. 
But even if this were the case, in this instance it would apply only 
to PS but not necessarily to PC. 
(f) J` a A] add 
\ 
1, cr1I, PC; as in the Sam. 
tradition. Here PC = PS. 
4. Conclusions 
(a) There is a strong influence, in three areas, from PS, but 
this influence is not total, for, e.g. in one significant area (use of 
gentilic adjectives) PC does not follow PS; 
(b) There is a hint of influence from TC (in use of gentilic 
adjectives); but as TC here agrees with TS, the strength of the 
influence is correspondingly reduced; 
(c) PC goes his own way in three instances; 
(d) When PC goes his own way, he is sometimes rather wordy, 
though once he abbreviates: 
3:2 
1. General Comments 
This verse has its parallel in II Sam. 3:3b, 4a. 
2. TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) t3.1171/.3'2.1417-1 po _ ,a _ PC. 
PC's omission of 7 before 121117 Vi > 14 is not significant, because 
we find the same omission in many Hebrew MSS1, in TC, in the other 
1. DE ROSSI, p. 171. 
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Versions and in the Sam. tradition. The insertion of 7 possibly arose 
in I Chr. 3:2 MT, because in the two previous instances, immediately 
after the name of the son came prefixed to the name of the mother; 
at this point the scribe must have been not only influenced by two 
e 
previous instances of 7 + mother's name, but also copying mechanically 
in that he failed to notice that II ti u was not a usual name for 
a mother. 
(b) 12 ail v. Nn-\ 0 L PC MSS. y Y+ \ IN PC Edd. 
As the form i \ off. is found also in PS II Sam. 3:3b, a connection 
between PC and PS may be indicated, but it has to be borne in mind that 
LXX A has B4 , Vg. THOLMEI, Arm. nrprw , Syr. Hex, 0 
(MS n o. Ç -& ). If the LXX emphasis is in due course seen to play 
no part in PC, the case for some influence from PS would be strengthened. 
4. Conclusions 
(a) As TC (apart from omission of 17 ) follows MT closely, and as 
PC has only one other variant from MT, there is clearly no evidence of 
influence on PC from TC; 
(b) There may be a possibility of influence from PS in . 
But it should also be noted that where the Sam. tradition prefixes a j 
to its two ordinal numbers, PC does not follow suit. 
3:3 
1. General Comments 
This verse has its parallel in II Sam. 3:4b, 5a. There are two 
clear differences of wording in these passages in MT: 
Chr. ` a l L 2 Sam. 17/2 
1 n to -1- 7 -1 P u 
The basic problem in both passages is: in that all the women 
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mentioned in the preceding verses are wives of David, why should Eglah 
be singled out as `1.11 U1 )1 u.3 ? 
H. W. Hertzberg 
1 
thinks it was because Eglah was his favourite 
wife. 
S. R. Driver2 sees in -r i-1 St tIM a parallel to Abigail, the 
name of whose former husband is given: 
(II Sam. 3:3); he assumes that the name of Eglah's former husband stood 
originally in the text but that for some reason this was corrupted to 
(n W W). Chr's '1 31 W ?4 would be simply a rewriting of this 
expression. 
H. P. Smith3 suggests in Sam. an original -1`s1 1`tn 2J - that 
David had married his half- sister, but that when this practice was 
later prohibited, äl `1 tl ? was changed to fl WN 
These three suggestions are attractive, but there is no supporting 
evidence for any of them, and one is therefore obliged either to follow 
the scarcely more satisfying approach of Bertheau4 and Keil5 that the 
expression in either Sam. or Chr. is inserted to round off the series, 
or to accept Rudolph's6 non -committal statement that both expressions 
are equally striking because unnecessary. 
2. TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
". . , to Eglah his wife, she is Nichai, the daughter of Saul." 
In the Old Testament Michal is the younger daughter of Saul and 
becomes David's wife, later saving him from a murder bid by her father. 
She is married to Patti but, after Saul's death is returned to David 
1. I and II Samuel (1960), p. 254. 
2. Notes, p. 246. 
3. The Books of Samuel, (1912), ICC, p. 274. 
4. p. 26. 
5. p. 78. 
6. p. 24. 
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from whom she becomes estranged following her rebuke of him for what 
she regarded as an unseemly dance before the Ark. She died childless 
and no doubt it is for this reason that she is not mentioned in I Chr. 
3:1 -9 where the emphasis is on David's children. 
Jewish tradition took a kinder view of Michal than did David and 
saw in her a woman of great beauty, a model of piety and motherly 
devotion (bringing up other people's children as though they were her 
own), but punished by God because of her rebuke of David. 
The basic biblical stimulus for the identification of Eglah and 
Michal probably lies in the fact that in our Sam. and Chr. passages 
Eglah, of all the wives, is singled out for the special appellation 
of "wife of David" or "his wife ". The reasoning here seems to be: 
Because Eglah is so singled out she must be his first and favour- 
ite wife. But his first wife was Michal. Therefore Eglah = Michal. 
The identification having been made, expositors don't always agree on 
the exact 'point of identification' between the two. 7 ),y is 
clearly the operative word - either the animal itself or some trait 
in the animal which has a corresponding trait in Michal, e.g. in b. 
Sanh. 21a Rab says that Michal was called Eglah 1p,% -an w 
` 
T1 7 XN O . One assumes that the third masc. sing. suffix refers 
to David. 
Midr. Teh. 59. 4 finds a welcome heifer -like stubbornness in 
Michal's character: "Because like a heifer that will not take the yoke 
upon her neck, so Michal did not take the yoke from her father, but 
bucked against it ". 
Ber. R. LXXXII. 7 in explaining the link, refers to another verse 
which had to be interpreted very carefully if Eglah (mother of Ithream) 
were to be identified with Michal (childless until the day of her 
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death, II Sam. 6:23). This was done by pointing out that II Sam. 6:23 
means that she had a child on the day of her death, i.e. that she died 
in childbirth. R. Judah: "Because she lowed like a calf and died ". 
The implication from this would be that Ithream was the child thus 
born. 
Ps. Jerome in his comments on II Sam. 3:51 in making the identifi- 
cation of Eglah, draws attention to the fact that only here is she 
referred to as "his wife" and brings out the "heifer" connection. In 
a less involved comment on I Chr. 3:32 he states simply "Egla 
interpretatur vitula, quam nonnulli putant Michol filiam Saul ". 
Leaving aside the "putant" this is the approach taken also by TC, "she 
is Michal, the daughter of Saul ". 
A. Sperber draws attention to a marginal comment attributed to 
-1T1 N -1`a D in Codex Reuchlinianus in Targum Jonathan to II Sam. 3:5, 
where, instead of -1'1-1 113114 ill-71.12 we have 
From TC's rather trite statement of the identification, without 
his giving any of the possible reasons for it, we can say very little 
more than that he mentions an identification which is amply testified 
to in Talmud and Midrash. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) ] Lii,zwItPC7 a 1. 
The other MSS and Editions have 44is found 
also in Syr. Hex. (cf. o(7(11 ocT C-k of LXX B) . This variant is not 
particularly significant as the interchange is between two labials 29 
1. Col. 1347. 
2. Col. 1370. 
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and , the reverse procedure being found in the next variant. 
(b) /21.1"a).-11.71 PC 7 a 1 6 h 13. 
PC 8 a 1 9 a 1 Edd. 
Here MT Sam. has 1--?b`'14 which in PS becomes ( : (7 
a 1), which has obviously been taken over by PC. 
(c) `1 J1 U.) Q " n + é, -_11 PC. 
MT Sam. has ` 1 , PS I cat aNJ , clearly borrowed 
by PC. 
4. Conclusions 
(a) there is no sign of any influence of TC on PC; 
(b) in two cases there is a clear influence of PS on PC, with 
a very slight inner -Syriac variation in one proper name. 
3:4 
1. General Comments 
The parallel passages to this verse are II Sam. 3:5b and 5:5; in 
the latter verse it is pointed out that David was king for a time at 
Hebron over Judah, then at Jerusalem over all Israel and Judah. Chr. 
speaks of him as reigning in Hebron and Jerusalem for the appropriate 
times without any mention of the extent of his kingdom. 
2. TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) 71113U1 crt 7 a 1 
t. d-N \ai 6 h 13 8 a 1 Edd. 
. . . ' \ csi 9 a 1. 
(b) ti 7] o . Pc 
The three rather different ways of saying the same thing in (a) above 
may represent an attempt at conflation: 
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I Chr. 3:4 17 /717 flww and II Sam. 3:5 l'l-11 7 -11'~ 4)10 
at, o .. ..1 \ te. and ., crt 
though PC makes his own specific contribution by adding / 
the final result (as in 7 a 1): 
Within the Syriac tradition the second is omitted only 
by 7 a 1. In fact the verse reads better with the omission, but 
whether this was in the mind of 7 a 1 or whether it was a simple error 
cannot be determined. 
4. Conclusions 
(a) as TC follows MT very closely (except for a 'natural change' 
made by all the Versions from 1177) to )-1'1,441),/ ) there is there- 
fore no hint of influence on PC from TC; 
(b) there seems to be influence from PS in PC's attempt to 
conflate PS and his own translation, but even in the conflation PC adds 
his own word to make the statement more specific; 
(c) the extras in one parallel passage, II Sam. 
and l,o m are not found in PC. There is 
a theological reason for their non -appearance in MT of Chr. but it is 
doubtful if the translator was aware of this motivation. In that so 
far we have seen several 'extras' from PS being transferred to PC, it 
is surprising that no transfer has taken place here; there may however, 
be a rather mundane reason for this lack of transfer: while the 
parallel verses to I Chr. 3:1 -3, 4a are in one compact passage in 
II Sam. 3, the parallel verse to 3:4b is found in a single verse in 
II Sam. 5, of whose existence when he was doing his work our translator 
of PC may not have been aware. 
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3:5 
1. General Comments 
In MT I Chr. 3:5 -9 we have a list of David's children who were 
born in Jerusalem. Similar lists appear also in I Chr. 14:4 -7 and II 
Sam. t:14 -16; there are some differences in these lists both in the 
number and in the form of the names. Our prime concern is to see how 
PC in I Chr. 3:5 -9 handles his remit and to isolate, if possible, any 
factors which may have influenced his translation. 
The parallel passages to I Chr. 3:5 are I Chr. 14:4 and II Sam. 
5:14. Each verse opens with an introduction to the section - a short 
introduction in I Chr. 3:5, and two longer ones, quite similar to 
each other, in the other verses. II Sam. 5:14 has II'`itP":1 tu 117?:1 
Ri) v1' "J , I Chr. 14:4 being a little more verbose. Of the four 
sons listed the only difficult one is 14yb1v (I Chr. 3:5) but j)j'tli 
(I Chr. 14:4 and II Sam. 5:14). At the end of the verse, I Chr. 3:5 
has a clause attributing the four sons to Bath Shua, a statement which 
is omitted by the other two verses. 
2. TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
. . the four of them to Bath Shua, i.e. Bath Sheba ". 
In II Sam. 11:13, she is y'17 jZ yu 71 
In I Chr. 3:5 she has become 17 21 11 y1 tu 41 
The component parts of the last name have changed places, and in the 
first name a Z has become a 7 . The latter change is best explained, 
as in Curtis1 as ". . . a phonetic variation arising from the similar 
sound of Z bh and 7 w. ". We have similar confusion in I Chr: 2:49 
1. p. 99. 
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where ?,11 UJ of MT has become v a tJ in TC. Indeed the pattern in 
the Versions of I Chr. 3:5 is somewhat confused: LXX B, Vg, Arm all 
presuppose J):110 , while Syr. Hex. has mss. ( Whether 
these represent an original .y 1 w or are simply correction attempts 
does not really matter. From our point of view TC may have been trying 
to ensure that the S)iMJ .11:1 in the text before him would not be 
confused with the N144.1 41 =1 who had played a considerable part in 
earlier history and simply added i.e. Bath Sheba. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) UJ-7W1 r'D 11 7 1-1 /71] zit;-0-1 
Vaa, e o . ' ' ny rn_g .\ of O PC 
This seems a rather expansive translation of MT, but the identical 
wording is found also: 
in PS II Sam. 5:14 for 71' kb11 ~ 1L 14,71 f11) zi ¡IT 'l 
and in PC I Chr. 14:4 fornI7w11 11 111t.4 us-1112~1 M1T)w 717t;1. 
PS II Sam. 5:14 is probably the parent version which has been used by 
the translator of PC to translate both introductory formulae in I Chr. 
3:5 and 14:4. 
(b) 2J 77l!1 N1, PC. 
2.9173W is the MT reading in II Sam. 5:14 and I Chr. 14:4. Though 
the Versions vary at I Chr. 14:4, )1771u being presupposed by LXX A, 
Vg, TC, )] W by LXX B and Arm, one thing is clear, that in PC of 
I Chr. 14:4 and in PS II Sam. 5:14 the reading is % q...._Noik Again, 
it seems reasonable to assume some influence from PS on both PC texts. 
(c) `tkÌ . ß n _ PC. 
This is also the reading of PS II Sam. 5:14 (7 a 1; Edd. 
and of I Chr. 14:4, 9 a 1 ( ?) and Edd.; (6 h 13 has , as MT) . 
The influence of PS is again evident. 
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(d) (-j rl ̀ J1 n y 7 w P D J:1-1 tJ om PC. 
This statement is lacking also in MT of I Chr. 14:4 and II Sam. 5:14 
and in the corresponding Peshitta text. Some influence from PS can 
be assumed. 
4. Conclusions 
(a) there is no sign of any influence from TC on PC; 
(b) in the four variants in PC there is strong evidence of 
influence from PS II Sam. 5:14 or from PC I Chr. 14:4. As each variant 
was matched by both PS II Sam. 5:14. and PC I Chr. 14:4, one could not 
say that the influence was clearly from one side or the other.. But as 
some of the earlier verses showed signs of influence from PS, it is 
reasonable to assume that unless there is some indication that PC I 
Chr. 14:4 is the dominating factor, PS is still the major influence. 
This, of course, is but natural if we assume that a translator trans- 
lated Chapter 3 before Chapter 14. 
3:6 -8 Parallel passages II Sam. 5:15 -16; I Chr. 14:5 -7 
I Chr. 3:6 -8 consist largely of a list of names with no narrative. 
I shall summarise briefly the results of an examination of these verses 
and the parallel passages. 
1. In PC there is some dislocation, the verse order being 6, 8, 7. 
Or it may be that . 1-.t7 20 has been taken from 3:8 and inserted at 3:6. 
2. PC omits a pair of duplicated names - yl3lu ~ 17 u and bL")I1 ~1 u . 
3. In 3:8 71N W ,11 causes problems: in 6 h, 13 and Edd., it 
becomes a proper name, , but is omitted by 7 a 1, 8 a 1 and 
9 a 1. 
4. On the whole each of the three passages follows its parent 
text, apart from PC's omission of the two names in I Chr. 3. The 
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striking thing about this omission is that these two names are the 
only two which are duplicated in MT's list; it would seem therefore, 
that PC seeing this, decided that one set of the duplicates should be 
dropped. This seems a more likely explanation of their omission than 
the presupposition of influence from PS. It should be added, however, 
that when he came to I Chr. 14 he did not follow the same practice, 
for the one duplicate in that list T1 D '12-N is reproduced twice: 
3:9 
1. General Comments 
While there is a mention of David's concubines and wives in 
Jerusalem in II Sam. 5:13, there is no parallel as such to I Chr. 3:9, 
which tells us that all the children mentioned so far were sons of 
David, apart from the sons of concubines, and Tamar their sister. 
2. TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
The only slight change in TC is that ! 0 becomes 
ll 
1 7 . 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) 1`1-1 "3Z 1j>.] r..0, wig a a1, PC (.._.o,, ,.e-1 
9 a 1). The addition of `.\ cs1 is not significant, 
the translator 
simply trying to expand the rather curt 170 into something more 
rounded, as in Vg and in several LXX MSS. The No cr-L.V0 though agree- 
ing with TC's 1 t?ti0 is coincidental, as both Aramaic and Syriac 
often add on the suffix in this way, e.g . 11 1J1 for 1-1N n.7 1' 
in 3:5. 
(b) 11"4-1111's D îa7Y1] om PC. 
This omission is puzzling; it is unlikely that the translator felt 
unhappy about attributing to David the possession of concubines, for he 
states elsewhere that some of the great ones in Israel had concubines - 
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Abraham (1:32) , Caleb (2:46) - (cf. also David, II Sam. 5:13) . The 
reason for the omission may be that PC, having been primarily concerned 
up to this point with a list of names of David's family, saw no point 
in mentioning the fact of the sons of the concubines when no names were 
given. 
4. Conclusions 
(a) there is no clear sign of influence of TC on PC; 
(b) as the verse is not paralleled exactly in PS, it is difficult 
to speak of influence from that direction. 
3:10 -14 THE LINE OF DESCENT FROM SOLOMON TO JOSIAH 
In these verses we have a list of kings who ruled over Judah. 
After Solomon, fifteen names are listed and, from the second king 
onwards, the pattern is X his son, Y his son, Z his son. This straight- 
forward list is not paralleled anywhere as a list. Possibly because 
these names were all well known, their reproduction in PC is generally 
flawless and variants are few and of little consequence; those which 
do occur are seen generally in words beginning with `j`` or la'', e.g. 
Tai) kiln" becomes 44--w 4. in 7 a 1 and Edd., .. \9-- pß7.. in 
6h 13, 8a 1 and 9 a 1. 
In 3:12, we have in TC, MS V only, a small expansion, "Azariah, 
his son, i.e. Uzziah ". MS V is simply noting, for the sake of clarity, 
the other name by which Azariah was known. The fact that for 71"-1T N , 
PC reads .1 0.. , need not imply influence from TC for, as in our 
day, perhaps under the influence of Isa. 6:1, Uzziah may at that time 
also have been the more familiar name. 
In this section, 3:10 -14, there is no sign of any external 
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influences working on PC; we see PC behaving as a normal translator 
and subject to the translator's /copyist's occupational hazards. 
3:15 -16 
3:15 
1. General Problems 
FROM JOSIAH TO JEHOIACHIN 
John Bright's 
1 
account of the last days of Judah gives the follow- 
ing picture of the succession of its last kings: Josiah, Jehoahaz 
(Josiah's second son), Jehoiakim (Josiah's first son), Jehoiachin 
(Jehoiakim's son), Zedekiah (Josiah's younger son). In Jer. 22:10 -12 
it seems clear that Jehoahaz has another name, Shallum. 
Certain questions emerge when we set these details alongside the 
list in I Chr. 3:15. Who was Johanan 'the first -born'? Is he to be 
identified with Jehoahaz as LXXL has done - Ì ems, r1 is ? Or, as 
Keil2 and Rudolph3 suggest, was he in fact Josiah's eldest son, of 
whom we know nothing more because he died before his father? After 
Josiah's death, Jehoiakim should have come to the throne, but, follow- 
ing Rudolph,4 he was pushed aside because of his pro -Egyptian emphasis 
and Jehoahaz (= Shallum) became king, but was carried off to Egypt 
after a short reign. Jehoiakim now came to power. If Jehoahaz = 
Shallum, why is Shallum in I Chr. 3 placed at the end of the list, in 
that he was older than Zedekiah, and he had been on the throne before 
either Jehoiakim or Zedekiah ?5 Unless the Shallum of I Chr. 3 is a 
1. A History of Israel 
2 
(1974), pp. 323 -329. 
2. p. 79. 
3. pp. 26 -28. 
4. pp. 26 -28. 
5. RUDOLPH, pp. 27 -28, accepts the order as in I Chr. 3:15, by assuming 
that Jehoiachin and Johanan had different mothers and that Zedekiah 
was born between 634 and 63.2. PS JEROME, col. 1370, commenting on 
I Chr. 3:15 refers to Shallum as the king whom Necho carried off to 
Egypt, and he then quotes Jer. 22:11. 
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son of whom we know nothing more and with no connection with Jehoahaz. 
But then, did Jeremiah make a mistake in 22:10 -12? It is difficult 
to give a completely satisfying answer to any of these problems; indeed 
it may be that we are looking for too much tidiness and exactness here. 
Perhaps the Chronicler was primarily concerned, not to give a list of 
the last kings of Judah, but to ensure that in his list, from the 
point of view of the return, certain important names were mentioned, 
viz. Jeconiah, Shealtiel, Shenazzar and Zerubbabel (3:17 -19). 
2. TARGUMIC EXPANSION 
"Shallum, in whose days the kingdom of the house of David came 
to an end." 
If Jehoahaz = Shallum, as in Jer. 22:10 -12, this expansion is 
rather puzzling, because the kingdom continued for some time after 
Jehoahaz. As Jewish expositors also had problems with I Chr. 3:15, a 
look their attempts to deal with these problems may shed some light 
on the expansion. 
In b. Ker. 5b and b. Hor. llb, these matters are discussed in 
almost identical terms: I Chr. 3:15 is quoted and three important 
points emerge: 
(a) Shallum and Zedekiah are identified; 
(b) Jehohanan and Jehoahaz are identified; 
(c) The order of the last kings of Judah is established as 
Jehoahaz, Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin, Zedekiah. 
The Jehohanan - Jehoahaz identification is understandable, but 
with Jer. 22:10 -12 in the back of one's mind the identification of 
Shallum and Zedekiah raises more problems. 
It may be that the Rabbis, with the four final kings settled, and 
having a Shallum in another list, saw an ideal opportunity to link up 
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Zedekiah, the last king, with Shallum ( < D 7 VJ , 'to come to an end, 
cease'), especially as Shallum is the last name in the list of the sons 
of Josiah in 3:15. Or, alternatively, for teaching purposes, they saw 
this device as a very useful method of imprinting on a pupil's mind, 
the name of the last king of Judah: Zedekiah = Shallum - FINIS: 
At any rate, in each of the above references, we have this identi- 
fication thrice stressed. 
With the Rabbis' love of extracting a double meaning if the word 
permitted, we find in each reference, two 'points of contact' for the 
identification: 
1 
He was called Shallum, according to our Rabbis, to 7 l u1r3 î 41 tU 
U N 73 , but others stated 71-1 z `' 11 o 7 n i1 /31-J L ̀u 
. 
TC simply takes over the latter explanation, reproducing it almost 
word for word - " `1) J " 1 t ' 1 -1 11 `'J., ?,1117T3 J1 17"1 U 1 
but leaving behind one doubt: when the explanation based on Shallum's 
name was given in the Talmud, it was in a 'Zedekiah = Shallum' context; 
in TC, however, where Zedekiah immediately precedes Shallum with no 
suggestion of identification, and where the expansion is simply attached 
to Shallum, those who read or listened to this expansion must have 
been left with the impression that Shallum was the last king of Judah. 
One still wonders how the Rabbis answered a query on Jer. 22:10 -12: 
Targum Jonathan gives no help. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
1 7 o a1 ",n a.- PC 
None of the emphasis in TC is reflected in PC. 
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4. Conclusions 
As PC follows MT, apart from a minor variant, there are no external 
influences at work on PC; in particular there is no suggestion of 
influence from TC. 
In this short section PC translates MT faithfully and in the six 
personnel listed I can find no variant in the four MSS and the two 
Editions examined: 
3:17 -24 THE HOUSE OF DAVID FROM THE CAPTIVITY 
IN THE LINE OF JEHOIACHIN 
Many of the names in this section are not found elsewhere in the 
Old Testament. PC does his best with a text which itself has many 
problems. Sometimes, he helps to make a difficult text intelligible, 
e.g. 3:21, but at other times his alterations lead to confusion, e.g. 
in 3:18, where MT lists six sons of Jeconiah, PC, by inserting 0A1-1 
after each name gives a continuous father -son line of descent. As was 
seen in 3:18, so also in 3:20, 22, 23, 24, when an inclusive numeral 
comes at the end of a list in MT, PC ignores it. In PC 3:23f, ten 
names have disappeared, whether because he lost heart, or allowed his 
attention to flag, or was working from a damaged manuscript, is diffi- 
cult to say. 
In TC, at 3:24, there is one interesting Targumic Expansion: 
". . . 
Anáni, 
he is the king Messiah, who will be revealed." 
t A 7 Ä , l 1 /Al? y W 7 ] ?Z 01-2 ( ~ 3 1 9) 
The operative word here is ``13 29 , the link most probably being T 
with `'7 ] N in Dan. 7:13, where 'I saw in visions of the night, 
7a W ti] 3 >1 ti y I-12,41 there came one like a son of man!' T 
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As to how the Rabbis treated this verse, we get some idea from 
b. Sanh. 98a. In the midst of a discussion on the coming of the Messiah, 
Isa. 60:22 is examined, a contradiction in the verse having been pointed 
out by R. Joshua b. Levi between T141):1 and T134) ~ 11 . The 
problem seemed to be: 
(a) if the redemption Messiah brings is to come at its appointed 
time, 
(b) to hasten it would be to bring it before its appointed time. 
The answer is given: 
(b) will happen if men are worthy 11,3`'11 N 701" 
(a) will happen if men are not worthy r14-1S1:1 1:)T ?5 . 
We have an abbreviated version of this discussion in the closing words 
of Shir. R. VIII. 14, I, with a concluding prayer "So may it be God's 
will speedily in our days. Amen." 
A further apparent contradiction spotted by R. Joshua b. Levi is 
then pointed out - between Dan. 7:13 and Zech. 9:9 where, in the former 
it is written ``31 N kb ]"N 1 0."D zJ`+73 J ',]3.N 0_19 1 ) 1 and 
in the latter `) 173 n J 2:3-)) 43 J . 
The problem seemed to be: 
(a) in Dan. the emphasis in the coming of the Messiah is speed 
(following Rashi);1 
(b) In Zech, travelling by ass, the emphasis is on slowness. 
The answer is given: 
(a) will happen if they are worthy N ~r1 VD `'] ] ]I D J1 17T 
(b) will happen if they are not worthy 177]TI t7ß :1711 "7 ̀J 7OT 012 
1. See also J. A. MONTGOMERY, Daniel (1927) ICC, p. 303. 
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In his discussion of this S. H. Levey1 seems to draw out a con- 
trast between "clouds of heaven" ( 4 1 3 y) and "humble" ( 4 3'9) . 
From his remarks I am not sure if he is interpreting this as a contrast 
between 'coming in majesty' and 'coming in humility'. It is difficult 
to be dogmatic here. In Levey's favour (if I have interpreted him 
correctly) is the remark following in b. Sanh., where king Shapur seems 
amazed that Messiah should travel on a donkey and promises to send a 
white horse. On the other hand, the previous 'contradiction' revolved 
around the 'speedy appearance' of the Messiah. Had Dan. wished to 
LL 
stress 'coming in majesty' he would have been more likely to use 7 2 
At any rate Anani seems to have become a title of the Messiah, 
through the linking of the "31N of I Chr. 3:24 and the '' 3 3 y of 
Dan. 7:13. There may also be a reference to this in b. Sanh. 96b -97a. 
where R. Nahman said to R. Isaac, *-117-1)1 /3'» -11-7 ,1-1 
and on being asked 'Who is bar Naphli ?' answered n 'u7 ; though the 
exposition goes on to base the identification on Amos 9:11 31D 41A 
T) 3 ii -11-1 , it may in fact be meant to represent u i S 
V E-+aE' .1v .3 
In I Chr. 3:24 Anani is the last named in the line of David; if 
Messiah is to come from this line, He must be either Anani or bar 
Anani. As to which came first - the regarding of (bar) Anani as a 
messianic title as a natural outgrowth of the verse, or the acceptance 
of '3 ) J of Dan. 7:13 as an attempt to make clear the nature of the 
1. p. 140. 
2. R. H. CHARLES, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of 
Daniel' (1929) p. 186, thinks that 17y was the original reading 
but that it was corrupted to t y "perhaps not earlier than the 
beginning of the Christian era ", and he therefore prefers the 
1 rrt of LXX to µêTa of Theodotion. 
3. See STRACK /BILLERBECK I, 66. 
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coming of the Messiah, is difficult to say. Equally difficult is to 
try to show at which point in time there was interplay between these 
two verses on the basis of 4112s) . Levey regards the Talmudic 
discussion on (N ~I W) -.31.) as possibly the origin of the Targumic 
statement. It is difficult to be sure as each word in its context has 
a certain amount of built -in 'exegetical thrust'; 
Some clues may be found in the following: 
(a) The Rabbis involved in the discussion, e.g. R. Isaac, 
R. Joshua b. Levi, R. Alexandri, are all of the third century. 
(b) J. Klausner points out2 that "as to actual names" (of the 
Messiah) "only a few are known to the Tannaitic period, in contrast 
to the following period, which knows them in great number ". 
(c) The only two references to a link having been made between 
I Chr. 3:24 and Dan. 7:13 listed in Strack /Billerbeck are to be found 
in Tanhuma. 
(d) The fact that so few references to bar Anani exist indicates 
that the title does not seem to have found much favour - perhaps 
because the passage of time and the non -appearance of the Messiah 
seemed to be giving the lie to the 'speedy appearance' idea involved 
in ')3 1, but our Targumist still had hope that the Davidic Messiah 
would come. 
(e) Because of the general nature of the expansion in TC I Chr. 
3:24, very little can be deduced from it. 
1. p. 162. 
2. The Messianic Idea in Israel (1956), p. 461. 
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SUMMARY 
In those passages in I Chr. 3 which have no parallel elsewhere, 
PC emerges as a typical translator dealing with 'a text which, in 
places, is quite difficult. Sometimes he improves his text, e.g. 3:21; 
sometimes he introduces confusion e.g. 3:18; sometimes he is extremely 
faithful, e.g. 3:15f; sometimes he seems quite careless, e.g. 3:23f. 
In 3:1 -5 which is paralleled in Sam., a new emphasis appears. 
Many of the PC variants are to be found in Sam., sometimes in the 
whole Sam. tradition, but sometimes specifically in PS, e.g. the 
addition of 4 '-1 in 3:5, paralleled in PS II Sam. 5:14; %_i 
in 3:3, paralleled in PS II Sam 3:4. PS seems, therefore, to be the 
main channel of the Sam. influence. PC, however, is not tied slavishly 
to a parallel passage; even where he is obviously using such a passage, 
we see him also going his own way, e.g. in 3:4 where there is clearly 
a conflation attempt with PS, PC supplies .1 1 . 
It should also be noted that in the list of some of David's 
children in 3:6 -8, paralleled in Sam. and later in Chr, each translator 
seems to be following his parent text and there is less influence of 
PS on PC. 




I CHRONICLES, CHAPTER TEN 
The intention of this chapter is to examine in considerable detail 
a short section of narrative in Chronicles most of which has a parallel 
in Samuel. My concern is not to discuss the way in which MT Chr. 
handled the Sam. material, but to try to see how PC set about trans- 
lating into Syriac a narrative portion of the Old Testament. Certain 
questions inevitably arise: Did he stick rigidly to his Old Testament 
Hebrew text? Was he translating from a Targum? Was he influenced in 
his work by a Syriac or other version of the parallel passage in Sam.? 
Is he a 'wooden translator' or does he give us any hints of an imagin- 
ative, independent approach to his work? 
Each verse is looked at under approximately the same four headings 
as were used in the previous chapter: 
1. General Comments; 2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS; 3. PESHITTA: Variants 
from MT; 4. Conclusions 
I Chr. 10:1 -14 THE DEATH OF SAUL 
I Chr. 10:1 -12 are paralleled in I Sam. 31:1 -13. 
10:1 
1. General Comments 
Parallel I Sam. 31:1 
The differences between MTC and MTS are slight. 
(a) vr311 51] ` p ri n 7 7 MTS 
(b) t 7 , 11-1 t 1 ` w' 1W11 1214 1111~ s W ] N 1D T '1 MTS . 
LXX Chr. B A drops /71.7 W ̀ W, possibly regarding the words as 
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superfluous 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
(a) T)7 ~`1] `¡DD 7 TC. 
Though the verb becomes plural, the subject remains a collective 
singular, Lj 11uJ v3 N . 
(b) tl ~ 1 7 Cl' \ :1-)In -1 ` I 1 I TC MS V 
24 .1 it a t ' tl y TC (A. Sperber) 
N a1 y1-2, n 1 -0-t -1 TC MS C 
V is difficult to translate. A. Sperber's version is the most straight- 
forward: 'slain by the sword', but C's version may be an attempt to 
say 'those who were slain by the sword (fell)', i.e. that the massacre 
was not total. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) LÌ ?4- W U s to r 1 1 ' .:- .0 . 1 Q.ja 0 PC 
A collective singular subject has become plural (unlike TC) and the 
verb also has become plural (like TC). This is in line with the Sam. 
tradition, and therefore with PS, BUT for l PS has L-2_11 1
11 
. 
(b) Ï1 11-7T]`'1 r u o Q\ 9_10 PC. 
This involves a slight modification and an additional word. Where MT 
reads: "and they fell slain . . . ", PC has: "and many slain fell . . ." 
It is difficult to know why the extra word ,sD appears here. It 
may be that a translator, in a mood of 'exactness', felt that the text, 
as it stood, gave the impression that a total massacre with no surviv- 
ors had taken place, and that the insertion of presented a 
truer picture of the situation. If this is so, then PC has the same 
1. cf. L . C. ALLEN, I, 119. 
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intention as TC MS C1 though his method is entirely different. 
Of slight interest also is the fact that while PS translates '1] D )7 
as Y-- ` , PC has 
4. Conclusions 
(a) Any influence from TC on PC can be ruled out; the TC with 
the sword does not appear, and though D.) `1 has become 1 DD ?1 ( ) 
this would be a natural change for a translator to make: 
found also in PS. 
(b) The PS change to plural of both subject and verb in PC, may 
suggest some influence from PS, but it should be remembered that PS 
k t1 (7 a 1 has Lit_it , Edd. Loral either 7 a 1 has forgotten 
the se yámé or he regards 1.ß1 as collective) has become in 
PC; the failure to transfer the p.ID of ?-_p to PC helps also 
to lessen the possibility of influence from PS. 
(c) PC goes its own way with k\_,0 , the 
being found only here. Rudolph2 regards this addition in PC as part 
of the original text and would therefore like to insert a- -) 1 before 
0-.1216-2..\ is 
`l 1 : "im Grundtext ist ;1 f11 "in Menge vor 1 X13 ausgefallen". 
Certainly the similarity of letters in -¡ïta ;Ia-1 , could lead to 
omission, but it seems more likely as suggested above, that a trans- 
lator with a feeling of 'exactness', and perhaps aware from I Chr. 11 
and II Sam. 1:1 -10 that not all the Israelites had been killed, used 
1 to convey what he thought was the correct picture. 
1. See para. 2(b) above. 
2. p. 92. 
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10:2 Parallel I Sam. 31:2 
1. General Comments 
In MTC and MTS three sons of Saul are named - Jonathan, Abinadab 
and Malchishua. In I Chr. 8:33 and 9:39, the order is changed - 
Jonathan, Malchishua, Abinadab, and a fourth name is added, Eshbaal. 
Another list appears in I Sam. 14:49 - Jonathan, Ishvi, Malchishua. 
Some identify Ishvi with Eshbaal e.g. S. R. Driver,1 some with Abinadab 
e.g. J. Mauchline,2 Ps. Jerome.3 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
TC follows MT closely. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) 1 41] ct :___u o PC 
A comparison of the two traditions reveals interesting differences 
and illustrates how translators can scarcely avoid becoming interpreters. 
CHR SAM 
MT 1tD '7 
Tg 7íÏ31 15 bit 
Pe sh ct :__Li o O 
vi1 D7 , to smite, strike, sometimes to strike fatally, is often 
translated by 'n-1/3 (Aram) or F- -b . This more neutral word ! ̀ 1 D 3 
is replaced in TS by a rather more definite one Irbil, i found also in 
PS, , while in TC the more neutral word is retained, but in 
PC a much more 'devastating' one is found ;u . From our point of 
view it is of interest that here PC and PS go their separate ways: 
though each ends up with much the same result, each uses a different 
1. Notes, p. 227. 
2. p. 191. 
3. Col. 1346. 
word to express it - Z-Z_ U and . While PS uses the same 
word as TS, PC does not use the same word as TC. 
(b) 1 a~ ., . CZ. PC 7 a 1 9 a 1 
PC 6 h 13 8 a 1 Edd. 
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The u n e _ is shared by PS - though not by TS, I Sam. 31:2. As 
mentioned in 1 above there are problems as to the identity of `+'1114 
in MT of Sam. and Chr.: at our verse, both PC and PS are in no doubt - 
they identify and Abinadab. In PC I Chr. 8:33 and 9:39, as in 
Sam. tradition at I Sam. 14:49 the same identification is made. Thus 
Pesh. does not have 71:17'111,. It may be that he was known by two 
names and Pesh happens to reproduce just one of them. This, however, 
seems to be too much of a coincidence, and we may have to accept the 
fact that here there is some impact from the Sam. tradition at I Sam. 
14:49 which, through PS, made its impact on PC. 
In passing some comment should be made on 7 a 1 in this verse. 
For he has Q '1 
of C u l_i- --2 \ he has uei éì 1M (i.e. he does not 
repeat the for the second object). 
he has L_. , all of which seem 
to represent bad workmanship rather than stylistic features. 
4. Conclusions 
(a) It is unlikely that there is any influence on PC from TC 
which sticks so closely to MT; 
(b) While there seems to be some PS influence on the u0-el. sub- 
stitution in PC, it should also be remembered that PC goes its own way 
in the translation of 13''1 . 
10:3 Parallel: I Sam. 31:3 
1. General Comments 
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(a) 41 la} a D`11`il .311uT2 3'W]i D ~-11Y]ìí MTS. 
It is difficult to know how best to construe the 11~Ui of Sam. 
S. R. Driver 1 thinks it has been misplaced and should precede W- 171]ii. 
H . P. Smith 2 regards T1113 T2 T]IU ' 321 as a gloss to explain o- 7}11, 
(b) 1 11 J add -11..1 l`¡] MTS 
The addition is Sam. 's way of emphasising Saul's plight. 
2. TARGUMIC VARIANTS 
(a) l r3 n `7 111 1 Jl `17 v -1 ``-j D , 7 `' L st `t TC. 
This variant is shared by TS, and seems to be an attempt, by using more 
concrete language, to give a vivid picture of the battle and of Saul's 
position. 
(b) 31QJ t7'1ïnuï »-1L1111í,``)7 ]~]17111 W,11 Wiz TC. 
u_112. a -11)3 Ts313 121, til ì zr..T1 Ts. 
From the awkwardness of MTS referred to in 1 above -1191-2 í7`t0]1+' 7-17)'} ;l - 
TS is clearly an attempt to make it more readable. The attempt however, 
is only a qualified success and there is a certain doubt as to whether 
we should regard ' 3 - 'archers, men who were skilled etc', or as 
'some', thus, 'archers, some who were skilled etc'. 
At any rate, TC, with MTC and TS before him, improves on TS by 
dropping -1--)a-1, , and leaves us with the impression of "very skilled 
archers" or "top -class archers ". 
(c) ntil Lti 
It may be that the Targumist, unsure of the meaning of í114"1 - an 
nati TC = TS. 
1. Notes, p. 228. 
2. p. 252. 
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uncertainty evidenced also in modern commentaries - substituted a word 
of similar appearance as it seemed to sum up Saul's emotional state 
at that time. 
If the approach adopted in (b) is correct, then the "extras" in 
TC are dependent largely on TS. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a)1191 D'1173 --11 ` k DUI L ,",gi_JOb VALI 1 PC. 
When one compares this with the PS reading one is surprised to find 
that PS with its (\ 7 'NCO is a simple rewriting of MTS; 
indeed, allowing for a slight change in the verb chosen, it is not 
unlike MTC: Lee's and Walton's versions regarded this as too abbrev- 
iated and try to restore the balance by prefixing 1%:_=7.1. The 
presence of t.._41 i ( in PC may indicate a link with TS and its T):11 , 
or it may be that, looking at TC, PC felt the need for oil before 
t ILD to ensure that there was no confusion between 'bowman' and 
'bow'. Also in this variant, the addition of .j_ in PC has trans- 
formed them into "very, very skilled archers ". u 
(b) 711H pr %01 ! ,i 4, .27o PC MSS 
(om QJk Edd.) 
PC alone has this addition which is what one would expect in a Targum - 
a clause introduced to give the sentence a more rounded -off emphasis 
and to make the meaning a little more specific. 
(c) -E7``l`tno In 17 11 ¡A 
-L) 0) It 
PC t %.1j1,0 PS. 
(om 
This also seems to be based on the Targum - but on which? is 
common to both TC and TS; cD1D is only in TS (and in MTS) though PC 
introduced a -11 in variant (a) from nowhere: °b_° __Y) 
may be a corruption from PS's 1 
PC's desire to use a pronoun for a noun. 
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or it may be simply 
4. Conclusions 
In this verse influences on PC are by no means clearly defined: 
the influence of PS seems to be weak, and while there seems to be some 
dependence on either TS or TC or both, it is interesting that one 
addition shared by both TC and TS j 1 2 -1 3 y for n i1 
is not found in either PC or PS. As well, we see PC introducing his 
own addition - "and when Saul saw them ". It seems, therefore, that 
PC, while aware of PS and TC (and perhaps TS) felt free to weave them 
into his translation as he saw fit, without feeling bound slavishly 
to any of them. 
10:4 Parallel I Sam. 31:4 
1. General Comments 
There is a remarkably close correspondence between this verse and 
its parallel in MT, the only difference of importance being: 
(a) ) 11"?y.T1i11] pr 47`11 -11 MTS. 
If we had available only the Chr. text there would be no problem in 
I 
((7 
the interpretation of .y,il i 1 `i : it would imply that Saul was 
requesting his armour- bearer to kill him to prevent the Philistines' 
'making sport of him' whilst he was still alive. The insertion of 
43111 ̀ 1j in Sam. confuses the issue: Saul is now requesting his 
armour -bearer to kill him, to prevent the Philistines' killing him and 
making sport of him. As J. Mauchlinel puts it, if "the Philistines 
thrust him through they could not taunt him or make sport of him ". 
1. p. 191. 
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Could it then be that the Sam. account stresses Saul's fear of the 
Philistines' making sport of him after he was dead? But the armour - 
bearer's killing him could in no way prevent that. It is because of 
the confusion thus introduced into the Sam. text that some commentators 
e.g. S. R. Driver 
1 
think that Chr. preserves a better text. Much 
depends on how we interpret -)1Z-1 to pierce, pierce through2. The 
other instances of the use of the Qal in the Old Testament involve 
death. But was death necessarily thought of as immediate or was it 
also thought of as following (perhaps at a later time) as a result of 
the piercing or stabbing? e.g. one of the Pual usages in the Old 
Testament, Jer. 37:10, clearly implies not immediate death, but very 
severe wounding. How does this affect the Sam. passage? 
(i) Most commentators accept the former emphasis, i.e. that -1 
implies immediate death. Once this is accepted we are immediately 
faced with the confusion mentioned above. 
(ii) It is possible that the latter emphasis, i.e. stabbing, not 
leading to immediate death, is what is intended here: that Saul was 
requesting that his armour- bearer kill him lest the Philistines wound 
him severely and degrade him whilst in that wounded state, a parallel 
to which we find in the 'hanging, drawing and quartering' technique of 
our own history. Against this, however, is the problem that in the 
first part of I Sam. 31:4 '17-1 would be used in the sense of 'to 
kill' and in the second part 'to wound severely'. 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
t 
(a) `'7`1 T -0] `+771iß 1.) TC. 
As so often the Targumist leaves us in no doubt as to how a word should 
1. Notes, p. 228. 
2. BDB, p. 201. 
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be interpreted. TS shares this variant and, what is more important, 
also uses I9 for the second usage of `17`1 in I Sam. 31:4. In 
the light of the discussion in 1 above, both TC and TS interpret `11Z -1 
throughout in its former emphasis. But neither of them, TS in 
particular, makes any attempt to explain how the armour -bearer's kill- 
ing of Saul would prevent degrading or mutilation after death. 
(b) `11,71 11171 }¡ ,(711`'`! TC MSS V and C; TS. 
l'I a7 ?l`1 TC (A. Sperber) ; some TS MSS. 
These differences present no problems, as faL) 17 and fZ 17 ) seem to 
be interchangeable.1 
(c) 1? TJ ..11 i1 i] ̀ ) .1 2 TC. 
TS retains LTD] . TC's translation is a little more descriptive and 
makes it clear that suicide was involved. 
It is difficult to know if TC in its translation was in any way 
influenced by TS, as they are both dealing with very similar wording. 
What is perhaps more significant is that the 'extra' in MTS (~] l `t1) 
is not transferred to TC. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) " 11-1 7 a 1- 9:_s) PC ref. 
7 a 1 uses the rarer word, whether by confusion of M and , , 
or deliberately; but what is of more significance is that is 
the rendering of PS. 
(b) 
-31 
'J .a PC; N e PS 
The thrust of 
1D 
is expressed better by J , and the \ may be 
a textual corruption, but so far as meaning is concerned in this 
instance, there is scarcely any difference. 
1. JASTROW, pp. 713 and 1080. 
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(c) 717`7yJl1i' pr u_Uq1p PC 7 a 1 6 h 13 Edd. 
PC 8 a 1 9 a 1. 
The variant in its second form is found also in PS. While one expects 
to find PS using uuLJ Q__\__VaJ Q as the expression is found both in 
MTS and TS, it is significant to find it in PC as it appears neither 
in MTC nor in TC. The fact that the O is omitted in PS and in some 
of the PC MSS may help to reinforce the possibility of borrowing here 
from PS. 
(d) `l ji n ce E m PC and PS. 
4. Conclusions 
The important variant in PC is the addition of ,j1-i G ( O) 
which is found in PS, and in TS and MTS but not in TC or MTC. While 
17LI' is used by TC for its ni1 and by TS for ' p i (1) and (2), 
O 
is used by PC for `7 -1 and by PS for i1Z1 (2) . One way 
or other TC, TS, PC, PS interpret '-q).-1 in the 'former emphasis' in 
para. 1 above, i.e. implying immediate death. 
There is also some affinity between PC and PS in the attachment 
of the suffix in ûi._a_._1D for fl .l , but the joint use here of 
czi 4 . m for n. ̀ 1T] is balanced earlier in the verse where PC uses 
for a--In while PS uses t__g_LIQ 
Another instance which helps to limit the influence of PS is the 
translation of j 17 k y , becoming p .l O in PC and f 
in PS. 
TC does not seem to have any influence on PC; the one feature in 
TC not found elsewhere, v rr131 is not repeated in PC, which uses 
7 as MTC, PS, TS, MTS: 
We thus seem to have some influence from PS, none from TC, and 
PC also able to go his own way. 
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10:5 Parallel I Sam. 31:5 
1. General Comments 
There are two minor differences between this verse and its parallel. 
(a) L'-1 11 1 5 J `1-a -) Tl 17 MTS. 
(b) al )3" 1ri 7111`7 MTS. 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
TC follows MT very closely, except for: 
1-7,D N n TC. 
This change happened also in the previous verse, and as in the previous 
verse, TS retains the D 7 of MT. 
The only inner -targumic variant is: 
L] J1 11 "D y TC MSS V and C. 
i 1 ~ D ``b Lj ,y TC (A. Sperber) . 
The suffix is added also in TS and MTS, though the noun used is .3.-)n . 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) n \ PC. 
This variant is found also in PS (= TS and MTS), and see also A. 
Sperber's reading in 2 above. 
(b) iI i -3 o PC. 
"with him" is found also in MTS, TS, LXX Sam. but surprisingly is 
omitted in PS. 
4. Conclusions 
The TC influence on PC is negligible; as in 10:4 the important 
change in TC, )D3 Ya`1 n1.1 becomes \ 9 in PC, as in MTC 
and Sam, tradition. 
The of PC is very close to A. Sperber's 1 y 
1 ~T.a`'0 but is of little value, as it seems a natural change for a 
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translator to make, being found also in Chr. LXX and Arm. The same 
consideration could be applied to PC's sharing of Ori-SLL_CO \ with 
PS. 
PS seems to lose its hold further in its omission of cort . PC 
has cr1___`ZL& (against MTC and TC) and as MTS and TS have it, one 
assumes it will be in PS also. This omission could force us into 
assuming that the influence on PC is from MTS or TS, but it is also 
possible that disappeared here for textual reasons from PS. 
The general picture, then, is that if there is any influence on 
PC, it comes from the Sam. tradition, and probably, from TS - or PS? 
10:6 Parallel I Sam. 31:6 
1. General Comments 
The basic difference between this verse and its parallel is its 
briefer summary of the casualties: 
(a) `111``x. 12 n 1a hn. 1mU]N 1-2D n1 1'1-?3 MTS. 
(b) J rj om MTS. 
In his summary, where '1i ~ I. 7D died, we run into the problem 
that later, e.g. II Sam. 2:8f, we are aware that one of his house, 
Ishbosheth, is still alive. This, however, need not indicate that 
here the Chronicler made a slip, but rather that in the Chronicler's 
eyes, with Saul's death Saul's house was finished: indeed he does not 
mention any of his descendants. 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
111'1 1701 -13 11 11)=1-1 i1 «1,a 11..1321 1-20 TC. 
In this short expansion TC is "setting the record straight ". He knows 
that after Saul's death there was still a survivor of his house, so, 
lest there be any misunderstanding, he qualifies the statement of MT 
335. 
by saying that all those of Saul's house who were there died. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) 1`7J] add u erCeilo n '-o PC (7 a 1 has 
which seems to be a slip of the pen, perhaps for (a_13_0.0). This 
addition is shared with PS, being part of the text in MTS, TS and PS. 
(b) `1 Tr'n. l' ̀1] v CA Q Z D PC ( o 1 6h 13 
%_.0 8 a 1 Edd.) PS has uorlei -4 \ ,atO : it is as though PS 
is trying to make clear that not all Saul's men were killed, i.e. 
not the entire army, but only his bodyguard, 'his servants'. But as 
the next verse speaks of the wider group under the title 'the men of 
Israel' I wonder if v erto did not stand originally in PS, 
but a copyist wrote u of o ^ \ for uQ o the confusion 
being even more possible in the Estrangela script: j_. . 
(c) ti P i 1-11143 .r tom l o cA lb n . -, o PC (less 9 a 1) 
{{ 
01:\--.---%3 t r_u__n l 4 a-1 } Q, PC 9 a 1 
The 4 _v,1\ o ai is shared with PS, TS and MTS. LXX Chr. 
and Arm also have E v T. v n 1 }J 
6.e 
O E t« t V nA 
4. Conclusions 
We have 'extras' in TC and in PC, but the extras in PC do not 
coincide with those in TC. The extras in PC are all, (accepting the 
suggestion in 3b above) found in the Sam. tradition, normally word for 
word with PS, which must therefore be regarded as the controlling 
influence here. This influence can be seen more clearly if we set the 
two verses alongside each other using 7 a 1 in each case - in spite of 
scribal blemishes: 
PC ciA riAz o o o Le. o 
PS v ai CLl n V, 0 I-304 O_L o %.43 
PC k. u 5 ( O o-i 1.Y1 n. a .-+ 
PS ,,-.1.1_31 O CT1 k_Np -"i 
so o 
uQ14 . 00113 
336. 
O 
If the suggestion in 3b is not regarded as valid, then the scales must 
tip in favour of TS's being the dominant influence. 
By substituting another expression for 141'11 0 , PC left room 
for Ishbosheth, whose theological exclusion MTC had managed to bring 
about 
10:7 Parallel I Sam. 31:7 
1. General Comments 
The parallel verse is somewhat cumbersome, Chr. giving a much 
shorter version but, in the shortening, a slightly different version; 
The three important differences are: 
L 
(a) 2?.1 -luiN w?1 170] k1v`' HIV 7N MTS 
(b) 12:T31 1 1J] `l`l``n -)UJW1 21yì î1v?J MTS 
(c) .1 J ] ``51 add I? w ti ßv724 MTS 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
TC follows MTC remarkably closely, as does TS its MTS. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) 17 h-1 lu`' VJ`'u L71 ' PC 7 a 1 ' 
:-m-- g PC rel. :.D-. * 
e PS. 
The 7 a 1 variant agrees with PS. 
(b) n) -1 u,vl 1 L_.I ;o 1 pc 
t.Ltin UN v \ PS (7 a 1) 
r00 n- f:"Z IPS (Edd.) 
The reading in PS (7 a 1) is strange, becoming even stranger in Walton 
and Lee, and there is a very strong possibility that a second 1: --71--\ 
has disappeared from PS probably because of the similarity of a-N,f, 
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and ,i 9 n .q , or more likely through Homoioteleuton with t r___-3» 
as has happened also in LXX Sam. A where 11 1 -)u.0-11 vrn,) 1 are 
untranslated. Thus PC here seems to be relying on a PS MS whose text 
was closer to MTS and TS. If this is the case we can see a strong 
influence of PS on PC, but PC also going his own way by inserting 
and by replacing 
I 
n 4 by a word more cognate with the Hebrew. 
If we reject the idea that some words have fallen out in PS, then the 
influence on PC must 
\\come 
either TS or MTS. 
(c) `\Z7 3 ``]. 1 , .-o PC; .. ro ., , VA,L k .D: ] o PS. 
)D1 in MT needs a more specific subject than "they ". LXX Chr. 
supplies l (r eti ,4 , PC ' L L.t , t \I-1\ Whether PC was under 
PS's influence or not is difficult to say, but one way or other we see 
PC also going his own way. 
¡ 
(d) In Y3] ' $. o PC B L PS. 
The singular form of the shared with PS, but not the verb. 
His use of %.,t,__LI f may be PC's way - like TC in lO:4f, with his 
N n - of stressing that Saul had committed suicide. 
(e) VI Ti ~ î 1] to--a PC = PS 
The suffix is not found except in MTC and TC, i.e. PC is agreeing here 
with the whole of the Sam. tradition. 
(f) iaUJ n o PC 7 a l; o : 1 o PC rel; 
2 -1 .0 PS. The 7 a 1 variant in PC agrees with PS. 
4. Conclusions 
It is difficult to avoid drawing three conclusions: 
(a) that TC has no influence on PC; 
(b) that the influence of the Sam. tradition on PC is strong, 
and the coincidence twice of the PC 7 a 1 variant with PS may help to 
throw some light on the avenue of this influence; 
(c) that even with strong influence from Sam. we still see PC 
going his own way. 
10:8 Parallel I Sam. 31:8 
1. General Comments 
This verse is very similar to its parallel with one important 
difference: 
7's) a n W13 "1"..3M 11 to J lU :11)1'1 MTS 
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2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
II 
(a) -1-.1 a. In el 413a 1-1117T1 n`'1 TC. 
This addition of "three" is shared by TS and MTS. 
(b) 1 7Dì1 1-13 , 1,17 "v TC. 
This addition is shared by TS. 
D ] has two derived meanings: 
(i) to fall to lie; (ii) to fall--) die. 
TC and TS seem to be expressing both these possibilities and in so 
doing are making clear that Saul's wish had been granted - that when 
the Philistines came, he was dead. 
As variants (a) and (b) are both found in TS, the latter seems to 
have had some influence on TC. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) 11- )n70n] Pc; .\ Ps 
These two readings do not seem very close - in fact the nearest we have 
to PC's variant is TS: 
(b) `1"aß. T ell 
Tia-1 
°l O PC. 
This is shared by PS, TS, MTS and TC: It would thus be difficult on 
the basis of one variant to decide which was the stronger influence - 
or to see in it PC filling in the number himself. 
339. 
(c) Ü -17n 7.] PC; 
st 
--b ¡ .-O PS 
The PC reading is shared only partly by PS, but almo completely 
(i.e. less the copula) by TC and TS 1/3-1 ~7'11 . It is diffi- 
cult to demonstrate how the hazards of textual transmission caused a 
to become a .D in PS; there seems, then, to be a clear 
influence from either TC or TS. 
4. Conclusions 
When two or more influences seem to be operating on PC, it is 
difficult to decide if or which one should have the pre- eminence. Even 
though PS shares a reading with PC in 3(b), the fact that in 3(a) and 
3(c) the PC and PS readings differ seems to rule out PS as the main 
channel of Sam. influence. As MTS operates only in 3(b), TC and TS 
are left as the two main candidates. Up until now in this chapter 
TC's influence has been very slight: it seems strange therefore, 
(though not impossible) that it should emerge suddenly now as a major 
factor. This fact tips the scale, albeit a little tentatively, in 
favour of TS. 3(a) may help a little more, as the PC reading while 
not by any means identical with TS, is nearer to it ( iti 17l ) 
than to TC ( 107`1`j) which, surprisingly is very close to 
PS 4,y:_,,,l bn1\ ) : One other factor may help further: -OW l 
of MTC and MTS becomes in TC /417 1 y17 and in TS N `7 Tt 7 , 
while in PC we have o and in PS n It \ ®b \ , i.e. again 
TS and PC have something in common. 
It seems, then, that the influence of TS is very strong on PC 10:8. 
10:9 
1. General Comments 
Parallel I Sam. 31:9 
There is some rearrangement and one important difference in this 
340. 
verse in relation to its parallel. 
(a) 1`12.D T1?17 iu?J -1 1N 1N10'-'1 1 1L.D ''+vn`13 
1'7D 71N 1t9'vD`1 ltu?11 71N 141 -1D'1 MTS. 
Both are saying much the same thing. 
(b)Dil"y 1N -1V t7¡1`1 7T`ß 1vaat? MTS. 
De Rossi 
1 
lists several MSS which support 71'-'=1 in MTC, Ehrlich2 
recommends its acceptance, S. R. Driver3 and Rudolph4 prefer TIN . 
The Versions are as divided as the commentators: 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
(a) 0111.1"'1'.1 ji 71Z1Ì TC. 
TC has used a rather stronger word. 
(b) `} 11 1!! 1 j1, ti `1 TC MS V; IA -1411 TC MS C. 
The strange reading in MS C must be a scribal error, as it seems to 
make no sense in the context. 
(c) a sr y 311 ] 
1117111 
. 71`ß3I~ TC. 
TC is here having the best of both worlds, by combining the fl ) of 
MTC with the 142). of MTS and TS 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) ï417D 31141 7tow) 3714 ThLJ`'`1 171t9"ti-i D'`1 
`oats o 
\, 
o cry, 9 0 ...a& o 
Q c Q..I Na r1 i' \-4, O crL-&.7 CLa.D0-9 D PS (TS and MTS). 
PC is clearly following the pattern of PS, TS and MTS, but goes com- 
pletely his own way be making 'head' plural and adding a plural suffix 
to both nouns. 
1. p. 177. 
2. p. 333. 
3. Notes, p. 230 




1 N M' 6'J PL. 
Only LXX and Arm share the of PC, all other witnesses reading a . 
There is nothing significant about this variant as MT reads a little 
strangely at this point and a translator, seeking greater clarity, 
would easily change the L to t? 
(c) aU] o o 1__.,'; ap, PC 
This variant, found only in PC, is an excellent example of a 'non - 
Targum- targumic -type' reading, and is an equally good example of com- 
prehensiveness. There could not have been many who did not have the 
opportunity of knowing about Saul's defeat. Though perhaps the classi- 
fication given here of urban areas was not completely applicable in 
Saul's day: 
(d) 1] i 1 `` . . . PC. 
As pointed out in 1 above, T1":1 is the reading of MTS and is followed 
by TS and PS (but not by LXX Sam.) and - partly - by TC. The 4114 is 
certainly the more difficult, and probably the better reading, but 
our witnesses did not seem to think so: 
(e) L1 ïl 12d7] N, o PC 7a l 8 a 1, 9a 1, 
0 crL-Na i O PC 6 h 13, Edd. 
The suffix found only in PC is a natural addition as it rounds off 
the sentence following 'their idols'. PS shares the in \ -m 
the . also being an attempt to make a difficult clause more readable. 
TS, like MTS, has 41~ . 
4. Conclusions 
Coming straight from the preceding verse where the influence of 
TS seemed quite strong and expecting to find this repeated or even 
strengthened in this verse, one discovers that PC has other plans afoot. 
On three occasions PC goes his own way; there is certainly some influence 
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from the Sam. tradition, e.g. in the lay -out of 3(a): it is difficult 
to say if this is coming through PS, who, especially in I Sam. 31:9b 
does not seem happy with his Vorlage and tries to improve it by 
rearrangement, with only limited success; there may be some influence 
from TS, but this must be immediately qualified by noting plm\q L-1 
for y 1 K .17 "1 and ò U for 2.ßy l 21 
To sum up - there is certainly some influence from Sam. - TS or 
PS? - especially in I Chr. 10:9a, but PC shows a strong independence 
in modifying his material according to his own taste. 
10:10 Parallel I Sam. 31:10 
1. General Comments 
The Parallel exhibits three important differences from Chr: 
(a) ßLI1j 71`I171Vi.P MTS. 
(b) X31 / 1/7 A] `1n MTS . 
(c) 171-1 ]1'3.-1 1LO 41`'1 31 111 L - MTS. 
There are various problems connected with these variants and 
various suggestions put forward to deal with them, e.g. that (b) and 
(c) were largely originally in the Sam. text but similarity of appear- 
ance of certain letters caused one of the elements to drop out, but 
at the moment our concern is to note the variants and see if TC and PC 
were affected by their presence. 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
TC follows MTC closely with one exception: 
(a) 11 -1 71.E Sp. 4 111-1 31W79 I-2'ai2 1-2y 7 -D TZT TC. 
Thus "his skull they fastened /nailed up in the house of Dagon" becomes 
"his skull they raised up on a pole opposite the idol of Dagon". TC 
is very descriptive; MTC's rather general statement becomes a much more 
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imaginative attempt to show where the skull was placed, and from Saul's 
(and Israel's) point of view, it could not have been in a more humil- 
iating position. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) 7 J .11 1,)1 Q a1_ L. t o poi ,J L PC . u Qi it L PS. 
As in 10:9, PC, by making a third sing. into a third pl. suffix, 
included Saul's sons and their equipment in the public humiliation and 
demonstration of superiority. But PC is even more precise, adding to 
his text o at._L -to . Fraenkel1 thinks the addition came from TS's 
ïl ~] " T but it may also be that PC was trying to be as exact and 
specific as possible, though it is difficult to be sure how he under- 
stood the terms. II Chr. 18:29 combines the words, R. Payne Smith2 
translating L_L_.I 10 as arma bellica, but in our verse the 
distinction may be between 'weapons' and 
(b) Li tl ~ îl 17 24 P `' 1I CiLam.4 PC. 
PS. 
Here PC follows its MTC, while PS uses a more specialised term based 
on ('hiding place', 'secret place') for 7111 .i l V.1 , of MTS 
or wJ! of TS.3 
(c) 
17 
7 l 71 Ì 11 J-t IA-11-711-71 1121 ti] 
PC. 
e o ` 4 0 e CA,:n_Jo Cri ---\CLe- p O PS. 
Rudolph's note in BHS on lO:lOb 'Syr. sec. I S' is true in general 
terms but difficult to work out in detail. A first glance at the Syriac 
text shows an absolute identity between PC and PS in the second half of 
1. p. 516. 
2. col. 1992. 
3. See R. PAYNE- SMITH, col. 746. 
10: 10b - , 1 1 p to - 
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causing one almost to conclude that 
here PC is relying on PS. But a glance at TS shows a similar identity 
of wording vu 11"7171 w1lWD. (apart from-1). Assistance from 
TS may be confirmed when one looks at the first part of lob, where the 
two words (apart from a change in suffix) seem much closer to TS than 
to PS. 
MTS `1NAL 41 `¡J1 4.11 .1 21`1 
TS 
PC \ L C7 9 O 
PS 
The verb N I especially is much closer to atj than is 
which is clearly meant to represent y12. j7 (cf. LXX Sam. KaTETïei`ecXV 
Thus Fraenkell may be right when he regards the two above words in PC 
as a 'deutliche Uebersetzung' of the appropriate words in TS - leaving 
aside, of course, the difference in suffix. None the less, some doubts 
remain: one can understand why PC avoided using =A for 7117 .g 
because of 's association with crucifixion. But .51-01 was 
al .s ~D7), ~7 
still available (as in TC), and though it had also associations with 
crucifixion, it had a much wider range of use: one wonders also why, 
if PC used TS so extensively in 10:1Ob, he didn't also transfer the 
Tt-1.T11a J of TS in translating 10:10a, preferring in fact to 
stick to MTC or TC. 
4. Conclusions 
As suggested in 3 above, relationships are quite complex. Any 
direct influence from TC can be ruled out, for while its use could 
be assumed in j jl 11 7.S1121 - PC could as easily have 
1. p. 517. 
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taken this from MTC's it "'Zit? N , and as well the addition in 2(a) 
above is not taken over by PC. Clearly there is some influence from 
the Sam. tradition if only for the 
11U 
jly. substitution for .11"'M. 
11 , and it may be that this influence has come through TS, though 
we can still see PC going his own way, e.g, in the use of a plural 
suffix and, pace Fraenkel, in his addition of No crtì _t, 
10:11 Parallel I Sam. 31:11 
1. General Comments 
The differences between this verse and its parallel are of little 
consequence and are simply noted: 
(a) `1 yip tun] ti 4 N 1 )1tS`'`I MTS. 
(b) ,1 1 " `{ Y17 Vs `' `' ~ atom MTS . 
LXX here seems to have read ].W ' for Qs a- giving 
-rrocv T E-s o t l4 oc T ca t, t... o u v T E-S ror ñg pt S 
(c) ttlN .17&] 
At end of verse LXX adds after [MIL»? : l<ot l 1-w Q P oc-ij . 
u} j12.1- MTS. 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
11 
(a) `1 y . tU~ 1701 < `' 4.0 `A 7D TC. V and C. 
r.f] TC (A. Sperber) 
The W 3`A1 of TC is a helpful addition, nothing more. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) tLJ ] ' 17 33 . PC = PS 
(b) 1U3 V 170 PN1 PC = PS 
(c) 17 i 21 tt] L PC; u X 0 1 PS 
Up until this last variant PC and PS are identical in wording. 
Surprisingly, PC's inclusive concern for Saul's sons in earlier verses 
with his changing of singular to plural suffixes is lacking this time 
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and PS has taken over that role in his addition of 
Only PS introduces here to replace , the nearest being Vg to 
I Chr. 10:11 (:) which has 'super Saul': 
4. Conclusions 
The TC addition is not found in PC, which leans very heavily on 
the Sam. tradition, showing its agreement in the two major variants 
3(a) and 3(b) above. But is the dependence on PS, TS or MTS? It is 
difficult to say: if the dependence is on PS we have to account for 
the failure of PC to take over ualn -i 10 
( 
v o L o ; if TS or 
MTS, we have to explain the omission of 7s? N1 / ti ` y ; indeed LXX 
Sam. might be more suitable, for it has none of these difficulties: 
10:12 





I Sam. 31:12, 13 






this verse is considerably shorter 
first to the 'extras' in I Sam., 
The warriors arose, ïl 
(b) They took the bodies.. J7 `n. atn1ri n 
(c) They brought them to Jabesh, tIlu [10R 1.0- 1u3"1 1
(d) i r112 "1 their bones and buried . . 
There are two slight differences within the 'joint' material - 
(i) 7 21a~l I Sam. 31:12 
(ii) , JN 12 1[1 » I Sam. 31:13. 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
(a) V.a1~a i11-2:ì1J Via" -1 2s;i1973 TC V. 
?77L913 TC C, A. Sperber 
It is immaterial which is accepted but the latter seems to be the more 
likely reading. 
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3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
As these variants are so numerous it is easier to reproduce the 
text of PC than to list them. 
ot.A CLA t 1 
o-i ri i - ; l U o o Lit , 01 n rn 
rrt h 0-7:19,0-1 O L QI 0:,_0010 
..e . -z . , o 
The following should be noted: 
(a) The words underlined in PC represent material found in PS, 
but not in MTC or in TC; these underlined words agree in every respect 
with the wording in PS; there is no significant difference between the 
underlined words and the wording in MTS, but they do not agree entirely 
with TS where instead of lU l!1 L1,11 Ñ 3 U" 1 we have 1177.1 
Ti t? 
1 
12121 .3.1.33 l t 1 7 y . The problem of burning 
corpses is not avoided lin as it is in TS, because MTC had no 
reference to the occurence. 
(b) In the non -underlined words, i.e. the 'joint material' there 
are some variants between PC and the PC reading is given first: 
(i) u `. \ : -1-, ] L. -fu 1 PS 
MTC and MTS both have ! R U~ A 
(ii) O o PS 
MTC and MTS both have 7-1 
1_~7 
. 
(iii) , L] { 1 0.1 PS . 
MTC MTS 17 u K a. 
(c) In the joint material we have one reading which seems to be 
an attempt to conflate MTC and MTS. 
n _ 0 for a1 1M``J. 1 (Chr.) 1 N :141 (Sam.) 
4. Conclusions 
We can rule out any influence of TC on PC. For the rest it is 
hazardous to draw more than general conclusions: it is clear that 
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there is an extraordinarily strong influence from Sam: all the variants 
listed in 1 a -d above are found in PC. Were it not for 
which seems to be nearer than ItaA to 7 7 t. n , and for 
which seems to retain at least a toe -hold in MTC, one would be almost 
forced to conclude that PS had been taken over en bloc by PC. Indeed 
the PC readings listed in 3b i -iii along with the Chr. emphasis in 
0.-.1;'\-.10 may represent the original Syriac attempt at translation 
from MTC, a translation which in due course was so heavily affected 
by PS as to make it almost indistinguishable from PS. 
10:13 -14 No parallel 
1. General Comments 
Rather like a Targumist, the Chronicler; having told us with help 
from I Sam. 31 the story of the final disastrous battle on Mount 
Gilboa, adds his own comments, his own theological reflections on the 
reasons for the decline and fall of his nation's first king. His 
style, especially in 10:13 is unhappy: Curtis 
1 
refers to "the heavy 
peculiar style of the Chronicler ". We see this heaviness, particularly 
in 10:13b: U 1 ̀ l '17KJ. LPAUJI7 1.111 . The first infinitive 
would have read better as a finite verb, and the 
of the second infinitive is doubtful: Rudolph2 
as a marginal gloss while the former also allows 
need for the existence 
and Ackroyd3 regard it 
for dittography with 
1. p. 184. 
2. p. 94. 
3. P. R. ACKROYD, "The Chronicler as Exegete ", JSOT Issue 2 (1977), 
p. 8. 
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the following (V -1 N . 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
10:13 (a) 7111'1] ,--) T1777473a TC. 
(b) -ln lu] add iz5y .nNa1u 7.DL72 i14311f17,a TC. 
(c) 1-15] u3D5ti )10 1r3 y1;n5 1 TC. 
10:14 (d) w-1-11 t45a51rl .1].1 TC. 
(e) otin'3-71 "., a-7-t. 11° TC. (f) ìl11"sa, 1uî---11.17h3 add. (MSC il11?.Z) 24'-11)43. 
'3:13Z `1 ~.y.-1D 7L3F1 1-?>1 (MSC î1N11.711 ) i14Y11411 TC. 
(g) 1ì1J1'7]41l add. ..`" TC. 
In these seven alterations we see TC behaving as a Targumist is 
normally supposed to behave: 
(i) (a) and (e) : the use of 1.-1 s-r3 and q -7 113 with the 
sacred name - though we see 1`ln~ used simpliciter with the verb 
b 11 later in the verse ;1 
(ii) (c) and (d) : the use of l)] ?57p71z. y71r312 as a trans- 
lation for l[7ì e.g. in Ex. 18:15 TO, Ps. Jon., Neo. I; 
(iìi) (b) and (g): filling in details which his parent text implied 
but did not state. MT: 'Saul did not keep the command of Yahweh': 
what commentators put in brackets or between dashes as a probability, 
e.g. P. R. Ackroyd in the Torch Commentary2 states: 'This unfaithful- 
ness consists in disobedience to the divine COMMAND - an allusion in 
all probability to the Amalekite war story of I Sam. 15 - and . . .11 
TC states as a fact adding 'when he made war with those of the house 
of Amalek'. Similarly in Ì .1 71 ~1-3~`I : the subject 'Yahweh' is not 
named as such, but this is implied in the word; TC makes it explicit. 
We see the same principle in operation in LXX, where at the end of 10:13 
we read Re( pi rï E v o' r c ocvr N_ ou.V1 rr 4,... cvAStan addition 
which, preceded in e2 by one of the few Hexaplaric signs in the Greek 
1. cf. TC I Chr. 13:10; 15:26. 




is regarded by Allen as a late gloss.2 
(iv) (f): making it clear that seeming contradictions have their 
explanations. TC was obviously worried about the Chronicler's comment 
that Saul had not sought the Lord, perhaps because he realised that 
elsewhere (in I Sam. 28:6) it is specifically stated that Saul had sought 
the Lord. This is possibly why he is at such pains to stress that he 
hadn't sought him in the correct way, using the correct liturgical aids, - 
'with the help of the Urim and the Thummim'. But having said this, the 
Targumist has raised a further question which he must now go on to 
answer - Why did he not use the Urim and the Thummim? Answer: 'Because 
he had killed the priests who were at Nob' - and only the priests could 
use the Urim and Thummim. Here is the Targumist dotting all the 'i's' 
and crossing all the 't's'of the Chronicler's own argument that Saul's 
ruin was complete long before his death - it was complete, says TC, on 
the day he killed the Lord's priests and thereby cut himself off from 
the Lord. 
(v) (f): homiletic emphasis often emerging. It does not require 
much imagination to see how a preacher or teacher would set about using 
the material in the preceding paragraph to illustrate the theme that 
cutting oneself off from the 'institutional Church' or falling out with 
the Establishment brings certain disaster. 
Two things remain puzzling in variant (f): 
For 21~077111 1.1~î1 tZ3 , MS C reads i1`'n `)7z. 
As the apparent suffix' here is a singular suffix it would attach itself 
only with great difficulty to a plural noun. It may be a scribal error 
on C's part but, surprisingly, he made it twice.3 
1. L. C. ALLEN, I, 98. 
2. II, 40. 
3. It may also be a case where W is used interchangeably for 71 . 
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R. le Deautl in his translation, by placing a full stop after 
'Thummin' finds here an example of the Lex Talionis: "Because he had 
slain the priests who were at Nob, Yahweh slew him . . . ". By thus 
punctuating the verse the of n ti 12 t.o r i presents a problem which 
Le Déaut solves by omission. There may be some punctuation sign at 
this point in MS V, but MS C does not display any such sign. Le Déaut's 
punctuation may however, be influenced by the picture of Saul painted 
by Jewish tradition,2 which, while regarding him as a tragic hero, saw 
his death as punishment for the killing of the priests at Nob in spite 
of Saul's remorse over the incident. But in our verse all 1~ ego 
i-k-1Yrn a -112.11,1, which is then itemised, seems to be the 
reason why Yahweh killed him, not just the incident mentioned in the 
clause before 1`7In 
i1 
. The reason for mentioning the Nob affair, 
as suggested in (iv) above, was surely to show why the Urim and Thummin 
were not available, and I feel therefore, that the sentence should read: 
"In that he had not sought guidance from Yahweh through the Urim and 
the Thummin (because he had slain the priests who were at Nob), Yahweh 











Variants from MT 
Q1 L9 o PC. 1 'i n ̀ -13.-i 17 y .-1 
ix1lta5 T17.1 ] 
tan-ill om PC. 
111`7 add 
1a1`17~y] om 
411017n dlu D.W.1 
Q( at 
,. , v t,,D 
L, 91U PC (9 a 1 M-12. %ol-ek ..9\0) . 
\1 PC . 
PC. 
! 
oil, 10 L...___ o-L. Lt PC. 
In these verses we see PC at work without the benefit of parallel 
passages to guide or distract him. 
1. I, p. 65 and note 5. 
2. See L. GINZBERG, Legends, IV, 72 and VI, 238. 
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Like TC his approach is also "targumic" in that starting from the 
'heavy peculiar style of the Chronicler', he gives us a very readable 
version where most of the rough places are made plain: 
(i) In contrast to TC he concentrates more on omission than 
addition, but his addition and his general approach betray no connection 
whatever with TC. 
(ii) Literary blemishes are transformed, e.g. in the rather clumsy 
1O:13b IU ì -1 J 3.-u4 1 -1t..W 5 al) `1 mentioned in 1 above, the 
first infinitive becomes a finite verb ((b) above)1 the second is 
omitted ((c) above), as in Vg. By contrast, the damaging effect on 
style caused by the retention of the second infinitive can be seen in 
LXX where Tou .r,vOor.( stands somewhat orphaned, at the end of a 
clause. 
1 
We see a similar feeling for literary style in the very next clause 
ïl `1ìl '11 kJ`1 1 ?4/7) . In MT there is some contrast intended here 
to what has gone before: this contrast PC sharpens considerably by 
simply reversing the word order %La u olam k 1_,"4n--h and he makes 
the crime even more culpable by bringing out its personal nature in 
his insertion of ai 0L. \! ((d) above) . 
(iii) Stylistic reasons may also lie behind one strange omission 
((e) above) and a change of voice ((f) above). 
By omitting 17111`'ÌQ"1 and changing an active into a passive 
voice, it would appear at first sight that for some theological reason 
PC was anxious to dissociate Yahweh from any involvement in the death 
of Saul and the rise of David - especially as TC had gone out of his 
1. In his translation, 9 a 1 seems to be aware of the pun and allusion 
referred to by Thomas WILLI and quoted on p. 8 in the article 
referred to in foot -note 3, p. 348. 
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way to stress the fact that Yahweh was the prime mover in the whole 
operation. The notion that PC wanted to avoid making Yahweh the sub- 
ject of a particularly violent action can be discounted as Yahweh is 
the subject of such a verb e.g. in I Chr. 13:10 concerning the unfor- 
tunate Uzza1 ßb1, I o cm . It may be that his motive for the 
changes was stylistic: 
(D() for him the presence of )i-111')3".1 seems to have been a good 
illustration of the principle that over -statement of the obvious 
weakens the force of the argument: anyone who had read 10:13 did not 
need to have the basic fact repeated in 10:14. With Ina-11-) gone 
and with Yahweh's operation so strongly presupposed in the section he 
saw no reason at this point to push Yahweh into the forefront and 
simply changed the active to the passive voice. 
() In MTC there are two climaxes - which by the very definition of 
the word involved, almost denies the validity of the preceding state- 
ment! These are: Yahweh killed Saul; Yahweh handed over the kingdom 
to David. PC takes a much more effective approach: as Saul's death 
and the reasons for it have already been clearly stated, by removing 
`17141'/1"1 he disposes of climax 1. This means that the spotlight 
can be focussed fully on the real climax - the rise of David, which 
can now move on rapidly to the Divine approval (11:2) and its confirm- 
ation (11:3) . 
4. Conclusions 
Influence of TC on PC can be ruled out. By his handling of this 
short, rather awkward section in MTC, PC shows himself to be a literary 
artist, who by omission and some rephrasing presents a much more effect- 
ive account of Saul's end and David's rise. 
1. cf. I Chr. 21:14 
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SURVEY OF CHAPTER lO 
It is notoriously difficult to show how one block of literary 
material is related to another block. The many millions of words which 
have been written in an attempt to unravel the relationships between 
blocks of material in the Pentateuch must serve as a warning to anyone 
who feels that such relationships can be easily disentangled and 
clearly demonstrated. A. E. Housman's1 words on textual criticism are 
equally valid in our context. Speaking of the folly of having hard - 
and -fast rules, he says: ". . . their simplicity will render them 
inapplicable to problems which are not simple, but complicated by the 
play of personality ". It is this 'play of personality' for which it 
is so difficult to legislate, be it in the realm of textual criticism, 
literary relationships or - which is our prime concern - translation 
from one language to another. In our instance the matter is further 
complicated by the fact that the translator is not just trying to 
translate one straight -forward passage into his own language. A large 
portion of that passage has a parallel elsewhere in the Old Testament, 
a parallel which has identities with and similarities to but also 
important differences from our passage, a parallel which no doubt 
existed already in other languages and in his own. Will the trans- 
lator make use of the parallel in one or several of its various versions? 
If he does, then the 'play of personality' is given much more scope 
and the rules of the game become correspondingly complex. 
As we look then at PC's attempt to translate I Chr. 10:1 -12 into 
Syriac, certain features emerge: 
1. A. E. HOUSMAN 'The Application of Thought to Textual Criticism', 
Proceedings of the Classical Association, August, 1921, xviii 
(London 1922) pp. 68 -69. Quoted in B. M. METZGER, The Text of 
the New Testament (1964) p. 219. 
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1. The strong influence of the Sam. tradition is very obvious, 
e.g. the insertion of the difficult ~ ] 11-11 in PC in 10:4, or 
the reshaping of the structure of 10:3a in line with Sam., or (in more 
detail) the changes in 10:10b: 
MTC "And his skull they fastened in the house of Dagon." 
MTS "And his body they fastened on the wall of Beth Shan." 
PC "And their bodies they hung up on the wall of Beth Shan." 
2. It is sometimes difficult to decide which is the more powerful 
influence within the Sam. tradition - MTS, TS, PS, e.g. again in 10:10b 
the following verbs are used: 
MTS fastened: 7 y {Z fl 
TS hung /lifted up: In.117 
PS fastened: p -1....n 
PC hung: o.. 
0AL and h a1j 1 seem to be more closely related to each other 
than to the remaining verbs. This suggests that the influence from 
the Sam. tradition on PC has come by way of TS. 
Or 10:7 MTC "they forsook their cities . 
MTS, TS, PS. the cities ". 
PC the cities ". 
As "their cities" is the more natural reading, it is unlikely that PC 
changed MTC's on his own. It is more likely that Sam. is influencing 
him here: but which Sam? One cannot, in fact, answer this question 
without looking at the wider context. 
3. LXX Sam. does not seem to come into the reckoning because 
though there are occasional points of contact, the respective variants 
often seem far removed from each other. Attention has been drawn 
already to the omission in PC I Chr. 10:7 shared by LXX Sam. A, and to 
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the u of 10:9 agreeing with E&S '.I V . Of considerable 
interest is the 1ko k F o , cr i V oc This of 31:12, almost 
agreeing with 0--- 1 o . But the agreement is vitiated by og- uz ous : 
the more difficult reading is and if this alone had been 
found in LXX Sam., serious consideration would need to have been given 
to its influence. The Sam. parallel to b 7'l, in I Chr. 10:7 is 
surprisingly LXX Sam. has 1.615 t-r'n \Ets otú1-wv but 
this time PC agrees with the rest of Sam. with - 0-0 ; There 
are other unusual variants in LXX Sam . e_g I Sam . 31:3 j] ~177] -1 fl 
c 
becomes EtS T o u rt o\ko VS'P 1 tx ; 31:8 y -Ina becomes 
C--I[I To- oen . . .;or 31:12 `l~] To4ti becomes 
Iot% To c{., pr. Iwvot o4V Tou uiou aurou; or 31:13 1741t,}4;1 311131 
becomes U?ro Tv(v 6( u ea y : none of these is even hinted at in 
PC. 
4. Even when it is clear that the influence is from the Sam. trad- 
ition, PC sometimes has elements not derived from Sam., e.g. lO:lob 
MTS, TS, PS. "And his body . . ." 
PC. "And their bodies . . ." 
5. The pattern of influence is not always consistent, e.g. PC 
10:7 seems to be strongly influenced by PS, but TS seems more dominant 
in 10:8, while it is difficult to be certain about 10:9. Or one whole 
clause mayLseem to depend largely on Sam., e.g. 10:6, suddenly to find 
in it a basic word which is in MTC but not in Sam., o b ( Ì3l I7) 
6. Sometimes PC launches out on its own, e.g. 10:1 'many slain'; 
10:3 'and when Saul saw them'; 10:710 1,( ; 10:10 'their bodies'. 
7. The influences of TC is scarcely perceptible - if at all. It 
could, of course, be argued that where MTC and TC and PC agree,PC is 
relying on TC, e.g. 10:6 Ì.`1n -tiI1~YJ- uL o . This could only be 
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regarded as valid if it could also be shown that at least some of the 
TC variants from MTC are reflected in PC, e.g. 10:4, 5: r1'Í3 J1N ; 
10:7 "all the men of his house who were there ". But of such variants 
there is no sign in PC. Much the same can be said of TC variants from 
MTC which are found also in TS, and reflected in PC. Four such may be 
quoted: 
10:3 'bowmen who were skilled at drawing on the bow'. 
10:4 'and he was very much afraid of them'. 
10:8 'his three sons'. 
10:8 'killed, lying'. 
Since these variants are found also in TS, which exerts quite an influence 
in the passage and as otherwise TC 's influence seems non -existent, these 
three shared variants do not seem a very solid basis on which to rest 
a case for TC influence on PC. 
8. There are some 'non- Targum- targumic -type' readings: e.g. 
the addition in 10:3 
{ßÿ,o 
k w o ; or 10:9 for J. JO- 
\ o -- s.4;(1. n\ 
9. In spite of the overwhelming Sam. influence, MTC has not been 
completely obliterated, i.e., there are still words appearing in PC whose 
presence shows that MTC was not ignored: 
10:1 Inn 1 ? 3 as opposed to 1:1`.1-31112 a is preserved in 
10: 6 .11 iJ - Q b 
10:7 12- - \\ (less 7 a 1) 
10:10 ti 11.2),1 - OCTL -' , where Sam. tradition used j17 `),111LJ 
or a special substitute. 
10:12 ¡l 7Nn 
It is difficult to sum up the results of this examination in a 
few words, but the general impression created by such a study is that 
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PC had used MTC, was not influenced by TC, was strongly influenced by 
Sam. tradition that influence coming perhaps through TS and PS with 
perhaps slightly more emphasis from TS than PS, and was able from time 
to time to launch out and give his own unique rendering. 
This seems to imply that PC did his work surrounded by various 
versions of Sam, taking a little from one or other to supplement his 
Chr. material and sometimes introducing his own approach. 
There may be another possibility, the clue for which can be seen 
in 10:12, mentioned in para. 4 to that verse: At some point PC (1) 
prepared his translation on the basis of MTC. 
Some time later PC (1) or a PC (2) had access to the Sam. tradition 
(at this point it is not necessary to say which version or versions) 
which was used extensively in revising the original PC: much new Sam. 
material was added even when it meant jettisoning or adapting PC mater- 
ial, but in spite of this some of the original PC survived, e.g. in 
10:12: 
PC MTC MTS TS PS 
o:.. for 11:1101 11ur îm7 0 0 
Lev for ì17N ¡l >U24 ïl - ( I GA 
o- _.. for 131k' a'1 ÌÁJ.'1 op0 
This (1._..4_,1 o is the most interesting and valuable reading, because 
it shows that in spite of pressure from Sam. the Hiph. /Aph. emphasis of 
Chr. did not disappear, conflation taking place between Sam. and PC, 
the result being o (without object suffix) shared by both PC 
and PS. 
The difficulty with an 'Ur PC' approach, with all 'Ur' theories, 
is that, without a copy of the 'Ur text' to hand, any reconstruction of 
this text can become quite arbitrary. In fact in some verses where 
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Sam. and Chr, are quite similar and where the Sam. wave may have 
completely swamped any other distinctive MTC features in PC (1), 
it would be impossible to reconstruct PC (1). But here and there an 
occasional PC (1) 'rock' has survived, as indicated in 10:12, and it 
is from these that we must begin - 
e.g. 10:6 op 
10:7 7 
While such 'rocks' are few, they do provide the clue to what is a 
more satisfactory approach to how PC set about his work. 
As the translation into Syriac of the non -paralleled material in 
10:13 -14 shows considerable literary flair, there is no reason why PC's 
"unique renderings" in 10:1 -12 (cf. 8 above) should not have come in 
at the PC (1) stage and survived the revision. 
The one big weakness in this approach is that with Sam. most 
probably being translated before Chr. it seems unusual that PC (1) 
would have begun his work without having access to the Sam. tradition 
in at least one or two of its versions. 
As already stated in para. 4 to 10:13 -14, PC in these verses, 
which are without a parallel, shows his literary ability in taking a 
difficult piece of material and giving us a much more readable version. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
II CHRONICLES, CHAPTER 19 
In this chapter it is my intention to look closely at a short 
section in Chr. which has no parallel in Sam. or Ki. Without the 
distraction of a parallel passage, we may have a clearer view of how 
PC sets about his work. Each verse will be examined under the same 
headings as were used in I Chr. 10. The Syriac MS 7 a 1 lacks II Chr. 
19. Thus when PC is quoted as evidence for a variant 7 a 1 is not 
included. 
19:1 -3 JEHOSHAPHAT REPROVED FOR HIS ALLIANCE WITH 
AHAB BY THE PROPHET JEHU 
19:1 
1. General Comments - 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
(a) il`Iï1`` 111ÄÌ' J1`ß. -1 TC. 
This expression is found regularly in TC. 
(b) ` II? 10 a] [J 1 17 tp I IC1 / TC MS V; h L 7 1r13. TC A. Sperber 
La seems the more natural preposition to use, and the may have come 
in because three consecutive words begin with the same preposition. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) Fri j i1r-1 ; u 9 )1 PC. 'Towards evening' has 
replaced Judah. In 18:34 we learn that Ahab remained in his chariot 
a, , -1 y - , and that he died at sunset. Fraenkel 1 
1. p. 736. 
361. 
thinks that part of this phrase has strayed into our verse. The time 
factor may also have played some part in the variant. The impression 
in MTC 19:1 is that "After Ahab's death, Jehoshaphat returned . . . ". 
PC leaves the impression that he returned shortly before or shortly 
after Ahab's death. But the reason for this change is not apparent. 
The Syro -Hexapla also omits ¡111 ., but puts nothing in its place.1 
4. Conclusions 
TC has no influence on PC and in the only variant in PC the trans- 
lator seems to be going his own way for his own reason. 
19:2 
1. General Comments 
(a) yß[1 1 and 11 ¡1 i hml in . The rest of the sentence sug- 
gests that these words refer to Ahab with whom Jehoshaphat had 
recently been linked in an unholy alliance. For this reason 17 1~ k]ui 
would be a better reading, unless the reference is meant to include 
Ahab's men and the people of the northern kingdom, in which case J1 
could be taken collectively2 and the ti ?.17Vj retained. LXX obviously 
read a singular for `,Rj its , though it construed it as a passive 
lc'pUtt 
c 
(b) M.ilN ri . . j y j . Because the finite verb following 
the infinitive is imperfect it is natural to understand the infinitive 
also in this sense. A timeless present seems to be called for, which 
is captured in ARSV by 'Should you help the wicked and love those who 
hate the Lord ?'. 
1. W. BAARS, New Syro -Hexaplaric Texts (1968), p. 120. 
2. cf. CURTIS, p. 401. 
362. 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
(a) ì1 N1 TC MS WI i 1 2 I 01) TC MS C ; 
A. Sperber. As the reference is clearly to a person the latter reading 
is to be preferred. 
(b) L 1 7 ìl Ny "D 7 1D ~1-) a 
117 
-)0D 1 Tc 
A delightful example of a targumic attempt to spell out MT's 'shorthand'. 
The MT wording has been tripled in the process: 
(i) TC's introduction of -11.3D has helped strengthen the note of 
moral recrimination. 
(ii) By prefixing 7 ;1 to i1s1" `'U 17 , using a Perfect, he has 
shown that he regarded it as a reference to the recent war. 
(c) -a ì1N 117 D "11 i MS V . N 1 A. Sperber. 
In view of (b)(ii) above, it is surprising to find MS V with the Imper- 
fect where a Perfect would be expected, as in A. Sperber. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) ti`1 
not is irrelevant, has survived in I KKi. 16:1, but here he has disap- 
peared - for reasons unknown. He has survived however, in the Syro- 
om PC. A Jehu, whether identical with ours or 
Hexapla,1 where as with LXX he becomes ,_ i rather than V-- LS) . 
(b) 71'Jl . . -1517-1 I\ -et : O4 PC 
C1-1I LICJ u Oi 01 1 1 
\ 
(i) Though the L_11 follows the infinitive, its addition is very 
similar to TC's /01047 . 
(ii) By thus placing the two finite verbs PC has given a neatly bal- 
anced sentence, each clause ending with a second masc. sing. Perfect 
form. 
1. BAARS, p. 120. 
363. 
~]1)1,Y1 I)S12. 1"'17J3 , + . 9 a 1; 
; 6 h 13, 8 a 1, Edd. 
The rather wordy MT is effectively reduced to three words, a verb 
replacing the noun. The Syro- Hexapla1 prefers the Greek approach 
which largely follows MT. 
4. Conclusions 
At first sight V 11 and t show close affinities with 
TC, but the 1111.3 note in the same clause is not transferred, and 
one wonders ifi1is not coincidental, each translator seeing 
the need to make `) T`9ki a little more determinate. 
PC's reshaping of 19:2aV? is an improvement on MT and his abbrev- 
iating in 19:2b gives a much better result. 
19: 3 
1. General Comments - 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
(MS C does not have this verse.) 
(a) d11 I"3 1 1] 111 r'1J`I TC MS Vi N4312 WW1 TC A. 
Sperber. Though different verbs are used, the meaning is much the same. 
For a similar expression in II Chr. 12:14, both MS V and A. Sperber 
use f -pp . 
(b)17.1'7117)411 ur-V, 1 ~ . ~ ti -1 ' l73 J Ï y ] dl n 12 TC. 
As mentioned at I Chr. 1O:13f, this expression is often - though not 
always - used in the Targums, e.g. in II Chr. 14:3 and 15:12 N J1 t7 fl-1 
replaces 11") . 
1. BAARS, p. 120. 
364. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) 17 n.1,--A add , c& c PC. This is a pecul- 
iar addition: it is as though the prophet were trying to indicate 
that it was his (the prophet's) personal intervention in finding these 
virtues and laying them before God that had tipped the scales in 
Jehoshaphat's favour. 
(b) -fïsy 7 i] c}_1 O-N-13 I PC. While the 
verbal change may not be attributable to textual corruption (perhaps 
, but unlikely) it still makes sense. But I find it 
difficult to construe 1- 'O - the meaning required is 'concerning 
you', 'with regard to you'. The only way which seems to give a reason- 
able meaning is 'from your presence', i.e. 'concerning you'. But even 
this is rather forced. Or it may mean 'good words have been heard from 
you', i.e. you have spoken words which are good in the eyes of Yahweh. 
Or again, 'good works have been heard (as issuing) from you'. The 
Syro -Hexapla has less difficulty and reads: sua, 
(c) it- -a 
UN, i \ m 4. e u __-3 . t -b PC. 
This strange reading may have come from PC's inability to understand 
31 1 `1 A 1 , an inability reflected in his translation of 71 71 to 
and IV' lu k by in II Chr. 31:1; 33:3 and 34:3. Fraenkel 
sees PC's lack of desire to mention sT11TW as the reason for the 
change. Here he seems to have taken a word of similar appearance, ..t 
and used it as the basis for a new virtue for Jehoshaphat, which shifted 
the emphasis from the cultic to the moral sphere. 
1 
1. p. 736 
(d) 
365. 
`p, ̀ ' n 5 N V115'1 " Q\ PC. 
Just as TC frequently uses a particular expression for this Hebrew 
phrase, PC also has its own expression, putting the emphasis on prayer 
rather than on instruction (See also I 21:30; 22:19; II 14:3; 15:12 
etc.) The addition gives Jehoshaphat an 'alpha plus' grading for his 
piety. Though this expression, with its 
I 
._pa has a Jewish 
emphasis, it may have developed in Christian circles reflecting the 
ascetic and monkish attitude in Syriac Christianity. 
4. Conclusions 
As so often the TC additions /alterations and the PC additions/ 
alterations do not coincide. (a), (c) and (d) could be regarded as 
the readings of the non -Targum -targumic -type. But in spite of his 
difficulties PC has given us a readable version where for much of the 
verse he goes his own way. 
19:4 -11 
19:4 
THE APPOINTMENT OF JUDGES 
1. General Comments - 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
` 
(a) )'. ' 1-1 add 24.7, 7 N7 TC. While 'teaching' is not 
actually referred to in MT, in that a mass conversion is reported in 
the second part of the verse 9 '7 )4 12 is a legitimate addition and 
very much in line with the targumic emphasis on teaching and instruct- 
ion, as seen in the set expression in the previous verse. 
(b) 1 ¡ 1 ~ ! ):--1 
1711 
-T /7 TC. Another normal 
targumic approach, the insertion of ?,.11 7 11`1 to avoid the rather 
too direct emphasis implied in 1-11í1~ i 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(MS 8 a 1 rather indistinct in this verse.) 
(a) `lî1 
366. 
It is difficult to say whether this insertion represents a textual 
error or an expansionist tendency. The normal expression, as in I Chr. 
21:2, II Chr. 30:5 is o - ; . There 
is a slight possibility that a scribe seeing S-» through 
force of habit wrote the full expression as above, then added Ì;n..A 
:_9 1 , as in his text. A later scribe, thought \.`-\ 
was an error for , but when he had 'corrected' the text 
he realised he had to supply a verb to give proper sense. This is 
possible, but there are too many leaps to be made before the goal is 
reached: 
``jj 
(b) :l`ïl` AlJ s'._,y Y, \ PC. Th i s 
variant is not only targumic, it also follows much the same route as 
TC, both inserting U { n as the fence to prevent direct contact 
with God. This pattern is not followed consistently by PC, e.g. in 
II Chr. 30: the 1 `1 1 ~ 7 V 
L., 0.._\ 
of MT becomes 1 n.111 
'"*1 ?11117 1'i`') in TC, but in PC ., L \ 0 0 L cf. also II Chr . 
30: 8f. 
4. Conclusions 
Even if 3(a) can be explained on textual grounds we still have in 
3(b) an expression which is targumic in character and in this instance 
is very close to TC. 
367. 
19:5 
1. General Comments 
(a) 1`'yl i7 is listed in Curtis1 as one of the 
Chronicler's 'syntactical peculiarities' found only in late books. 
Here the expression is used distributively 'in each city', 'city by 
city'. The same form of expression is found also in I Chr. 26:13, 
iyUti `1511uL1, 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
-14) i02)71 `''1125 '"-)12.)-1 TC MS V. 
"1 12.1 `'1 ̀ 2 12 TC MS C, A. Sperber. 
The V reading may be an attempt to make better sense of a form he was 
not very happy with, though in the example listed in 1 above, I Chr. 
26:13, he follows MT exactly. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
I 
(a) -)-'24) i YL7J \ L L.; a_00 PC. As with 
TC, PC here seems to be making the best he can of an expression he is 
not quite sure of, though, also as with TC, he reproduced the similar 
expression in I Chr. 26:13 with no difficulty: whether he understood 
it or not is another question: His use of IL" 
l 
ç . 00,_1 o along- 
side ' 1,\ i" s \ .';0_1) seems to make the distinction between 'size' 
and 'being fortified', though one would have thought that, in the nat- 
ure of things the 'large city' should be also 'the fortified city'. 
Ehrlich2 remarks that in MT, the writer is thinking not so much of 
fortifications but of their significance: ". . . nur grössere Städte 
wurden befestigt ", and interestingly, in a footnote he quotes the Syriac 
1. p. 35. 
2. p. 365. 
368. 
word as an example, which is "eigentlich Festung, dann aber 
grössere Stadt schlechtweg". PC, however, does not use L à..0 here 
but uses a much more neutral word and brings in the differential through 
two adjectives. But as pointed out above it is not clear if his differ- 
ential is validi Earlier, in 19:2, we saw PC using two verbs of the 
same form to achieve a neat stylistic balance. Could it be this same 
feeling for balance and repetitive symmetry which inspires this extra 
expression in 19:5? 
4. Conclusions 
PC seems to have had some difficulty here with the Hebrew but it 
is doubtful if his 'improvement' helps in its understanding. 
19:6 
1. General Comments 
(a) `7 tit9DWV p` L' ? ¿) . 2 is a preposition 
whose exact shade of meaning it is sometimes difficult to determine. 
When one judges t1-11.12 or `t) for man or for Yahweh is it 
(i) on behalf of, representing, on the authority of (TEV), in the 
name of (JB), - as Keil1 puts it most comprehensively 'not on the 
appointment and according to the will of men, but in the name and 
according to the will of the Lord'. 
(ii) as in the sight of, i.e. to please him (NEB). 
While both (i) and (ii) approach the question from opposite ends, the 
resulting judgment may be the same: 
(b) T9D L03 `1a-1 3 II0)7N1 . Keil, 
2 
and Curtis3 
1. p. 380. 
2. p. 380. 
3. p. 404. 
369. 
suggest we make 'Yahweh' subject; J. M. Myers1 thinks a NilY" has 
dropped out through haplography and thus Yahweh would also be subject, 
Rudolph 
2 
also regards haplography as the cause of the trouble 1`t 1`'/ 
Gesenius-Kautsch.3 
and makes 7 -1 the subject of the clause, as does 
It is immaterial which of the above we accept, 
as all of them regard Yahweh as subject,which is a much better approach 
than LXX which seems to have read UD 
4ocl uEQ( úµt..uV %oOl T15 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
(a) U-i 1\4)1 N IU7 4I a 1=1-1' TC 
(b) 111Z1"121 `~ "-1 24.17117 tl -12 TC 
(c) D 0`rlJ1] 1~717 TC 
(b) and (c) are normal circumlocutory -targumic ways of speaking about 
Yahweh, and in our context, there are two things to note about these 
three variants: 
(i) In (a) and (b) of MT is clearly taken in the sense of 1 (a) 
(ii) above. 
(ii) TC in (c) certainly treated 123)3)1 in the same way as the 
commentators mentioned above in 1 (b), i.e. with Yahweh as subject. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) 1 l 71 '1 2] add Nam l PC. This addition represents 
the kind of homiletic emphasis one would expect to see in a Targum. 
We find a similar approach in I Chr. 10:14 ai atM . We may also note 
that the 17 of 1 (a) gave no problems to PC and is simply reproduced 
as 
1. II, p. 106. 
2. p. 256. 
3. §147a. 
370. 
(b) TDwr3 : uon31 t oual -L.: aQ,a 4%J-it& Pc. 
While it has a certain deuteronomic hortatory tone and sets a very high 
standard for the judges to aim at, this variant cannot be said to have 
any real basis in the text and must be regarded as a somewhat free 
rewriting of 19:6b which should not have been beyond the translator's 
competence. 
4. Conclusions 
The PC variants differ from these of TC, and represent PC going 
his own way, with a strong hortatory emphasis. 
19:7 
1. General Comments - 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
(a) 7'1 `e 1)3 L! `i Tt TC. ID -IT obviously 
suggested a more appropriate attitude than t J so far as God was 
concerned. 
The rest of the verse is very close to MT, as no doubt the Aramaic 
flavour of some of 19:7b -1 11 'Ls ri 7131 13 -3 T, laton1 made 
translation easier. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
1 
(a)j19 "7J mire Aí19 `i1 "71419. 9oaü0 PC. 
The rewriting of this clause has brought a considerable shift of 
emphasis: where MT used `1T13 to introduce a note of warning to 
the judges in their work, PC has given a statement of the assurance of 
God's presence with them for ever. Why the 'fear' element was omitted 
is difficult to say, for in verse 4 this very element was introduced 
by PC, nor does the word `1119 seem to have presented any great diffi- 
culty to the translator, as twice in recently preceding chapters, II 
371. 
Chr. 14:13; 17:10, he had rendered it faithfully as s cam! t \, u 
We must, therefore, once again accept a certain amount of free writing 
on PC's part. 
(b) 1 ti 1 ̀' ma)] ;, 
P _o PC. While this agrees with 
TC, it would be enough to say that is is targumic in character. There 
are only a few instances of U. with the Divine in Chr.; TC uses 
II-11? or ì3-1n ~tD, e.g. II Chr. 10:15; 13:12; 24:16; in the cor- 
responding instances in PC, we have 
'p 
:-.0 , a change of verb and prepos- 
ition, and a rephrasing of the clause. 
4. Conclusions 
There is a slight targumic emphasis in 3(b) but in the main variant 
3(a) we see PC going his own way but the reason for this is not clear. 
19:8 
1. General Comments 
(a) IILIU1 -1~ 71u`'1] mu3 ica-rcotcauv-rai-5 Év 71_6-&a- iestAl,1 LXX 
(i) LXX, with Vg habitatoribus presupposes `°3 1.0 and offers the 
first of three proposed solutions to the problem of the clause quoted. 
Curtis1, Myers2, Rudolph3 accept this reading and for the preceding 
1 -1 7 `1 they read `' 3 ̀ 'ï in giving finally Ú17U -1" ``alt]~ 
(ii) Keil 
4 
takes MT as it stands regarding 'and they returned to 
Jerusalem' as the complement to n 9 ?tom i , 19:4, though he would 
have preferred it at the end of'19:7. 
5 
(iii) Ehrlich stressing the importance of the Jerusalem court reads 
1. p. 404. 
2. II, 107. 
3. p. 256. 
4. p. 382. 
5. p. 366. 
n17u,-,,m ,aú,7 'and they had their seat at Jerusalem', 
which is how ARSV understands it also. 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
(a) Z3'117 ì1 1131 /Z1 1ï1 TC MS V. 
372. 
l ̀ a TC MS C, A. Sperber. 
(b) Di ttl -l' iav~1' nl t%j1'I7 l a Tri TC. 
(o) ß1-1 161 ? 1\1 U' 11'2 TC. 
(d) 1117 `+ tiD 10)37] "`~ T] WI -l% TC. 
The last three are 'targumic' in character - showing reverence 
for the divine name or adding the word which helps to a better under- 
standing. In (a) `n. may be a scribal error, but there is no real 
shift in meaning introduced as a result. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) ` ] I1 111 dt-3 o PC. In MT this is the 
one group which lacks 1Y7 : PC simply repairs the omission as do 
LXX and Arm. 
(b) L 117 u41 ;_¢L. ,:.1 PC. This is another 
'targumic' style addition as with 11`'0. in TC. 
(c) 3 -117 7-2 om PC. The omission is unexplained, unless, in 
that in 19:10 he translates a`1 by ' 1.,, and as he has already 
used i . in 19:8 for 1.9D 1a 1] he avoided repetition of y 
dropping j' 1 altogether. LXX has 1CP t a-) v and Ke t v 4_t Y 
(d) 177til1 -14 SOU :9ß10 PC. Apart 
from supplying a preposition as did TC, he has made the verb singular. 
Thus both TC and PC understood -lay,- as coming from kr11 W . In 
using the singular he is giving even more credibility to Keil's approach, 
that this remark complements 19:4: 
373. 
4. Conclusions 
There is little of consequence in this verse. Apart from 3(d) 
where PC alone has a singular, any alterations in PC are largely 
'targumic' in character, but do not coincide, apart from 0- .4o u , 
with similar alterations in TC. 
19: 9 
1. General Comments - 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
(a) ìl ] ̀ i UN a.] add tD 11121 TC . The other MT occurrences 
of 1)17]N do not receive this addition in TC. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) 01-14I7 J 1 S' 41 ] , ._ c PC. Though Syriac 
also had a \\....t n3 construction it is not used here. 
4. Conclusions 
Of the few variants in this verse the only thing which can be said 
is that the PC and TC variants do not coincide. 
19:10 
1. General Comments - 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
(a) 015 13-1 `?'TO T ?-n-, A-)), 
7712 1`-7 lit `NT1 2,1-) alt? TC. 
The somewhat cryptic expression in MT is usually interpreted as imply- 
ing a distinction between murder and manslaughter. TC simply trans- 
cribes MT's 
(b) 711 it 7' D TC. 
(c) " i111-I K ïl ti ti TC MS V . ~ 11 ~ `l TC MS C , A . Sperber. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
(a) 7`1 \\--O PC MSS; %._00 PC Edd. 
(b) u,--1y21. ai n PC. 
(c) 3 om PC. 
(d) WIn~`>] 1-4.1-b e.-13 PC . 
(e) tip-.17y Tyy 1`zil oat.._Li i_.\:...to 
( f) i]> ̀ n ' a \ o t , I Pc . PC. 
374. 
Though there are many variants they are of little significance. The 
omission in (c) is strange - either PC ran out of legal terms or the 
number of words beginning with /7 led to the omission of one of them. 
Three times (b, e, f) he changes suffixes and in so doing introduces 
a slight change in meaning. While in MT anger was in danger of falling 
on the judges and their brethren, in PC there is the danger of its 
falling not on the judges, but on their brethren and their brethren: 
4. Conclusions 
Apart from 2 becoming /1-111/ before Yahweh there is no 
F. 
contact between TC and PC variants, the former having come in primarily 
to elucidate the text, the latter through carelessness. 
19:11 
1. General Comments 
(a) 217TS i1 . The variety of translations in modern 
Versions is sufficient indication of the difficulty of translating this 
phrase: 
ARSV. May the Lord be with the upright. 
JB. Yahweh will be there to bring success. 
NEB. May the Lord be on the side of the good. 
TEV. May the Lord be on the side of the right. 
Jehoshaphat rounds off his charge to the new judges with a kind of 
benediction. Rudolphl suggests we read ( ) L1t 1 1L y U y 
1. p. 256. 
(in BHS, he suggests 
375. 
~ V]y ): while the textual grounds for this are 
not very strong it does seem to be what is meant - May Yahweh be with 
the judge who judges justly. 
2. TARGUMIC ALTERATIONS 
(a) W1Q 1 1 l 10 ] to 23 -) j ] Y173 1 2y1-1 s I TC. 
(b) Vas-1a`1 10 ~1DT TC MS V. 
i 1 ~ TC A. Sperber. 
(c) -CI i.1 ~ ' `T 11 173`'TJ TC. 
(d) J O 1 Q N 1 t7 1 11:)-1.J1) J. TC. (A. Sperber 
has )4 -1T9í7 for ß\17-1-1' .) 
On the whole these variants represent attempts by TC to clarify and 
fill out MT. The rather odd title for chief priest in (a) he rewrites 
in a more regular way but still allows >v k 1 to play a part in the 
sentence. The name is different in MS V possibly through a simple 
textual error. 
3. PESHITTA: Variants from MT 
As much of PC is at variance with MT the extent of the difference 
can be seen in the somewhat wooden translation of PC, as follows: 
9 a 1 
'Behold I have appointed over you priests who will judge you (6 h 13, gal, 
Edd. omit 'you') with a judgment of truth and a judgment of faithful- 
ness according to the commandments of the Lord. And Zechariah the 
son of Shemaiah has shown to all those of the house of Judah all the 
commandments of the king and he has shown (sc. them) to the officials 
and the Levites. And (6 h 13 and Edd. omit 'and') everything he has 
repeated before them. And he said to them, 'Be strong and do:' and 
may the Lord be with (you as) your help (9 a 1 n n O_1 ; 
6 h 13, 8 a 1, Edd. `3-.0:_'' ) for ever.' 
Three things may be noted: 
(a) ti, -1 a TI L.. 'at PC . This agrees with MS V of TC. 
(b) 7a7Jl`` 4 - ' `L PC. 
376. 
(c) appears in PC at the end of this prayer as it 
appeared also at the end of the prayer in 19:7. 
(d) The meaning of the whole verse is rather confusing. In MT, 
Jehoshaphat gave a charge to the judges along with details of heads 
of departments and ancillary personnel. In PC, (whether we follow 
9 a 1, or 6 h 13, 8 a 1 and Edd.) Jehoshaphat informs the judges that 
the priests will be judging them, the head of one department has dis- 
appeared, but Zechariah is still dealing with the commandments of the 
king which he has passed on to the officials and the Levites. 
4. Conclusions 
(a) There is some affinity with variants in TC, fl4-l7 1- 
(MS V) and LA '._o % , 110-1 NO and \!!...2-1;4.0.1....= . The latter 
may have been part of a stereotyped blessing and therefore not so 
significant. 
(b) When one reads PC's translation, certain questions immediately 
arise: Was the text from which he was working defective? If not defec- 
tive, did he misread it or fail to understand it? Did he misinterpret 
a good text? Fraenkel1 thinks he can see misreadings or a bad text, 
e.g., 'I t - -1 n r1 he read as `11-113* and translated as . 
To attempt to give a rational explanation of the translation is diffi- 
cult. In some ways the verse in PC reads like TC I Chr. 2:54 or 55, 
where one is vaguely aware of MT in the background. But in TC I Chr. 
2:54 and 55 there was some motive behind the alterations and expansions. 
Here PC does not seem to be trying to drive home any particular point: 
at the beginning of the verse it is stated that priests will be judging 
the judges but this point is not really developed, and anyhow the fact 
1. p. 736. 
377. 
that the priest Amariah is in charge in certain matters has already 
been brought out in MT. Reading through PC's version leaves the impres- 
sion of a translator in a hurry: perhaps he was trying to meet a dead- 
line; nearing the end of a section already behind schedule, he glanced 
at his MT, formed a garbled version in his mind and wrote it up as 
best he could. 
SURVEY OF II CHR. 19 
This chapter has a considerable number of variants from MT, some 
of which can be explained as the result of: 
1. Attempts to improve style: e.g. in 19 :2 the awkward 1 T N 6 
1]1 ... is replaced by two balanced clauses each ending with 
the same verbal form (though not the same verb); in the same verse a 
rather unwieldy clause is reduced to three words 'the Lord was angry 
with you'; in 19:5 the 74,11 1 ̀ +y7 becomes "and large cities ": 
while it does not help the meaning, in form it provides a neat parallel 
to a similar phrase shortly before. 
2. Failure to understand MT: e.g. in 19:3 we have a reference in 
MT to removing the Asheroth: this is changed to a non -shedding of 
blood reference. Either he did not understand the Asherah reference; 
or he did not want to mention the word (Fraenkel), or he saw in 1-11-1u u 
the verb h.--10 . Or the 1ßy1 - ry2 of 19:5 becoming "large 
cities ". One would have expected the translator to have understood 
VD \WO -1 -1 fJnyti of 19:6, but his 'be strong and give a 
true judgment' may indicate that he hadn't quite grasped it. 
3. Carelessness either in translating or in text transmission - 
e.g. the addition after :.._n in 19:4, or the omission of 
í`Z. `7 -05 in 19:9, or the mix -up in suffixes in 19:10, or the rather 
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chaotic state of 19:11. 
4. Targumic Influence 
(a) Readings from TC. I have noted seven points where there 
appears to be affinity between TC and PC. This may seem quite a heavy 
incidence in a passage of eleven verses and suggest a strong influence 
on PC from TC. But if variants are to be weighed rather than counted, 
the picture may change considerably. 
Three of these relate to Yahweh. 
19:4 
I 
;l ¡ ¡1 Lj A " `1 !1717 it -117 TC . 
p PC . 
19:7 21`11~ ì]J `~ ï1-1 TC. 
19:10 lifl'17 ] L: . PC. 
All that these indicate is a certain Jewish background in the trans- 
lator, which could suggest a Jew, or a Christian who had been a Jew 
and was still affected by the old thought- forms. It should also be 
pointed out that there are some instances in TC where circumlocutions 
have been used which do not appear in PC, e.g. 19:8. 
In 19:8 í7L2 111-1 becomes in TC and in PC f'O . 
The 'to' is presupposed in MT, and as most translators would do, TC 
and PC simply make it explicit. LXX and Vg cannot be quoted as support 
for either side as they have a different understanding of the text at 
this point. 
19:11 MT has TX' 1JT , TC 7ï1'` -lJT , PC L. . A simple 
scribal error especially if the letters look rather similar could 
account for this. 
19:11 a1 t 1 u y71 -p 7 -1 yro Z TC . ;,70 '"\ PC . 
Here the wording is very similar: it may be that this was part of an 
old liturgical formula shared by both languages, or again it may betray 
a certain Jewish background in the translator which is reflected in 




"., D71 V n5 TC. 
1 nnh L- - n .\ 
f 
NA PC. 
19:2 ,: ¡l T! 11 . . . -vs-NO? . Both TC and PC make the infinitive 
dependent 'on P; J1 > ̀ 1 7 / 1 1 ( . Again the agreement is close. In 
MT, there is an infinitive on its own without a preceding auxiliary 
verb; in normal speech, if the infinitive is to be retained some kind 
of auxiliary verb precedes it. As the reference here is probably to 
Jehoshaphat's recent alliance with Ahab, -1` and %%I seem to 
be the natural verbs to appear, both in past time. 
Apart from the last two examples, where a case could be made out 
for influence from TC, and where I may have been over - pleading the case 
for non -TC influence, the earlier examples seem to be instances, which 
spring from a certain "Jewishness" in the mind of the translator, some 
of them indeed being changes which any translator would naturally make. 
If one is to assert that TC is having a very strong influence on PC 
then one ought to be able to show that PC shares other types of variant 
than those which one would call 'typical targumic expressions'. In 
some of the verses from which the above instances are taken, there are 
some quite significant changes in TC. It is of note that these changes 
are not reflected in PC. 
(b) Non -Targum- targumic -type readings. Some of these are found, 
of minor nature, e.g. in 19:3 where the statement is preceded by 
.ND or 19:6 where to ,1í1s117 PC adds . 
Thus, while there is a certain 'targumic' emphasis in this chapter 
it seems to go far beyond the evidence to state that this has come by 
way of TC. 
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There are still some variants left for which none of the above 
reasons provides an adequate explanation, e.g. 19:1 where 1 -t11" is 
replaced by "towards evening "; or 19:7 where; "and now may the fear of 
the Lord be upon you ", becomes "Now may the Lord be with you for ever ". 
It is here that we have to remember Housman's phrase, 'the play of 
personality' in the translator and put these down to his own individ- 
uality. 
The Septuagint does not seem to have had much effect. Some of its 
variants have been mentioned already and none of them agrees with any 
of the PC variants; if LXX were exerting any worthwhile influence some 
of its variants ought to appear, as e.g. we see them on the whole 
faithfully reproduced in Arm. 
If this chapter is a typical example of PC's work, we find a 
translator with some literary feeling, but who also betrays a certain 
lack of comprehension of some of the material before him, combined 
with not a little carelessness. If some of PC (1) I Chr. 10 was of 
the same quality as certain parts of II Chr. 19, it is not surprising 
that when PC (2) had access to the Sam. tradition, he felt obliged to 
make some changes to PC (1). 
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CHAPTER SIX 
THE ARMENIAN VERSION OF CHRONICLES AND KHALATIANZ 
This chapter has its origin in a comment by Prof. Michael E. Stone 
in EJ, Vol. 4, col. 862, in an article describing the Armenian Version 
of the Old Testament: "Khalatian (Moscow, 1899) published a version 
of Chronicles apparently reflecting the translation made from Syriac 
prior to the revision according to Greek manuscripts ". If the latter 
part of this statement can be shown to be true, important consequences 
follow for our understanding of the Peshitta text of Chr. Before exam- 
ining the statement in more detail, it is necessary to say something 
in general terms about the Armenian Bible. 
The origins of Armenian Christianity and of the Armenian Bible 
are obscure. Although St. Gregory the Illuminator (c. 301) is normally 
regarded as the one who evangelised Armenia and whose work helped her 
to become the first nation to adopt the Christian Faith, he was probably 
the country's most important rather than her first evangelist. Trad- 
ition links the coming of Christianity to Armenia with the apostles 
Bartholomew and Thaddaeus, 
1 
and occasional references in ecclesiastical 
writers, e.g. the mention by Tertullian2 of a church in Armenia in the 
second century or by Eusebius3 of a letter being sent to Armenian 
Christian communities in the third century, suggest the existence of 
a Christian presence in the country some time before Gregory. It is 
difficult to be precise about the place of origin of Armenia's earlier 
1. See e.g. F. C. 
2. A. ROBERTS and 
Vol III, pp. 
3. Ecclesiastical 
CONYBEARE, The Key of Truth, 1898, p. ciiif. 
J. DONALDSON (Ed), The Writings of Tertullian, 1880, 
217 -9. 
History (ed. W. BRIGHT) (1872), VI, 46. 
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evangelists. There are, however, some clues: e.g. the facts that 
Gregory had spent much of his youth in Caesarea in Cappadocia, that 
there he had been consecrated bishop, that he brought back with him 
clergy from Sebastia in Cappadocia, that Cappadocia bordered on Armenia 
and itself had been evangelised early in the Christian missionary 
outreach l, would lend support to the possibility that the Greek -style 
Christianity of Cappadocia had moved into Armenia and had made some 
impact there before Gregory - that Gregory was continuing a process 
which had been in operation for a considerable time. The other clue 
is to be found further south, for, with the establishment of Syriac 
speaking Christianity not far from Armenia's southern border, it is 
extremely likely that missionary thrusts from this quarter had penet- 
rated some areas of Armenia before 301. Indeed, some think that by 
Gregory's time this was the stronger emphasis in Armenian Christianity, 
e.g. K. Sarkissian2 remarks: "From all the evidence at hand it appears 
that up to the time of St. Gregory the Illuminator the Syriac -type 
Christianity was more widespread and, therefore more influential espec- 
ially in the southern regions of Armenia than the Greek -type Christian- 
ity which existed most probably in the north - western provinces ". After 
Gregory, and during the rest of the fourth and the fifth centuries the 
Church continued to expand along these two lines.3 It seems, therefore, 
a reasonable assumption that between the third and the fifth centuries 
there were two emphases in Armenian Christianity - the Greek and the 
Syriac. 
1. cf. I Pet. 1:1. 
2. The Council of Chalcedon and the Armenian Church, 1965, p. 80. 
3. cf. K. SARKISSIAN, A Brief Introduction to Armenian Classical 
Literature, 1960, p. 14, note 7. 
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In Gregory's time, however, there was no common written Armenian 
language. For the few who could read Greek or Syriac, Bible- reading 
was no problem, and there is evidence that from the time of Gregory 
schools for the teaching of Greek and Syriac were developed. For the 
rest, it would appear that the Scriptures were read in the churches 
in one of these languages, then expounded in a kind of 'Targum' in the 
local language. It was dissatisfaction with this state of affairs 
which, at the beginning of the fifth century, under the inspiration of 
St. Sahak and St. Mesrop, led to the invention of an Armenian alphabet, 
followed by the translation of the Scriptures into this language. 
"The translation was first made from a Syriac version. But later 
in the middle of the thirties of the century, it underwent a 
radical and detailed revision on the basis of a Greek - Septuagint - 
text which was brought from Constantinople by Armenian students 
who were completing their philosophical, theological and biblical 
studies in the imperial city. "1 
A statement such as this, which is found - with occasional variations - 
in most discussions of the origins of the Armenian Version,2 stresses 
the fact that the two main 'partners' (albeit sometimes uneasy partners) 
in Armenian Christianity each played a significant role in the product- 
ion of the Armenian Bible. Scholars differ, however, as to which was 
the prior emphasis in the translation, those who follow Moses of 
Chorene stressing the Syriac, those who follow Lazar of Parbi, the 
Greek. 
There is one other 'non -theological factor' which may have had an 
effect on the final form of the Armenian Version, though it does not 
directly concern us here. This was the desire of the Persians on the 
1. K. SARKISSIAN, A Brief Introduction to Armenian Classical Literat- 
ure, 1960, p. 15. 
2. cf. e.g. S. JELLICOE, The Septuagint and Modern Study, 1968, p. 259f. 
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eastern frontier to eradicate the Western influence from Armenian life 
and culture, one of their methods in accomplishing this being to 
'discourage' Greek -style and to 'encourage' Syriac -style Christianity. 
Moses of Chorene, e.g. tells us that at one point all Greek books were 
burned and the study of Greek forbidden.1 
The Armenian Version we have, e.g. in Zohrab's edition, seems to 
rely so heavily on LXX, that it is possible that, even if an earlier 
version had been based on the Syriac, when a revision was made in 
accordance with LXX the Syriac influence was largely obliterated, 
either as a reaction against Persian tactics, or because the Church 
felt that the copies of LXX which had now come to hand were more accur- 
ate. 
With this background we return now to Khalatianz, who feels that 
he can bring us into almost direct contact with the Syriac Version on 
which the original Armenian translation was based. 
In the last decade of the nineteenth century, G. Khalatianz dis- 
covered in Echmiadzin an Armenian MS of Chr. different from anything 
he had known.2 This discovery led to his being made aware of an earlier 
version of the same material in a thirteenth century MS in Jerusalem. 
For this MS he makes very high claims: "This newly- discovered text 
is, to all appearances one of the oldest if not one of the first works 
of Armenian literature still in existence today ".3 Khalatianz believes 
that his text,4 (KH), represents the first Armenian translation which 
1. See E. TER -MINASSIANTZ, Die Armenische Kirche in Ihren Beziehungen 
zu den Syrischen Kirchen, 1904, p. 20. 
2. G. KHALATIANZ, The Book of Chronicles according to the Oldest 
Armenian Translation, 1899, Intro. pp. I -IV. 
3. Intro. p. III. 
4. In this chapter KH = the Armenian text of Chr. published by 
G. KHALATIANZ in 1899. See footnote 2 on page 384 . Arm(Z) = 
the Armenian text of Chr. in Zohrab's edition of the Armenian 
Bible, 1805. 
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was made from a Syriac text - a translation which was later revised in 
accordance with LXX. This Syriac text, which he regards as a Syriac 
'Targum' based on the Hebrew, disappeared, to be replaced by a version 
(i.e. our PC) based on LXX. 
If I have understood Khalatianz aright, there seem to be two assum- 
ptions which may serve as starting - points for an examination of his 
text: 
1. KH should have much more in common with MTC than with any other 
Version - unless it be TC; it should contain no LXX variants. 
2. Khalatianz assumes that our Peshitta is based on LXX; many scholars 
today, while acknowledging the influence of LXX, would prefer to see 
this as due to later interpolation by Christian scribes into an already 
existing Syriac text. 
1 
If PC is a revision of an older Syriac version, 
with LXX not forming the base as Khalatianz suggests but rather being 
inserted here and there by scribes later on, then it seems highly 
likely that traces of that older Syriac version should still be visible 
in PC. The implication of this for our study is that there should be 
at least an occasional point of contact between KH and PC. 
The scope of this chapter, therefore, is limited. It is not an 
attempt to produce a history of the Armenian text of Chr. The aim is 
to examine in KH, the five chapters of Chr. already looked at in this 
thesis, in the hope that such an examination will indicate if KH has 
any real points of contact with the other Versions, in particular with 
PC. Zohrab's version, Arm(Z), is used as a point of reference to 
represent the standard Armenian text. 
1. See ROBERTS, p. 220. 
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When comments are made on the Armenian Version of the Old Testament, 
its heavy reliance on LXX is usually stressed. This reliance is very 
obvious also for our five chapters in Arm(Z). To narrow it down a 
little more, one normally finds that where LXX A differs from B, Arm(Z) 
agrees with A. A small selection from a very large number of examples 
will illustrate this reliance: 
1:4 T11 :I LXX adds, "sons of Noah ". = Arm(Z). 
1:41 1110"1 1 °3 LXX B is as MT, but A adds, "And Elibama and the 
daughter of Ana ". = Arm(Z). 
10:10 '1 I1 71 tit . . . 71 )J'O by LXX uses the rather neutral 
Z- U rv1KolV for each verb; Arm(Z) uses the corresponding neutral 
b ri t,ii for each verb. 
II Chr. 19:6 DI) LI n 7 11 J L707Y91-3 LXX has "And with you are 
words /matters of judgment" = Arm(Z). 
Such examples could be multiplied; indeed when an unusual reading 
occurs in Arm(Z) one turns automatically to LXX, usually to find it 
there also. 
One finds an occasional unique reading in Arm(Z) e.g. 
1:53 1 )2 u LJA fl uUi n 
10:6 11U17 W1] Isvl..tnft.CLI 
II 19:3 fin, add. wui{bic1 Rq U ET Cl t 
Occasionally a variant in1ArJm(Z) agrees with or closely resembles 
a reading in PC, but normally some LXX MS is seen to share this reading, 
e.g. 10:9 (¡ I ?3.] Arm(Z) replaces 1 by 'to' = PC. But LXX does 
likewise. 1 
H. S. Gehman1 examined the Armenian Version of the first five 
1. "The Armenian Version of I and II Kings and its Affinities ", JAOS 
LIV (1934) 53 -59. 
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chapters of I Ki. in 1934. Three sentences from his conclusions are 
of interest from our point of view: 
p. 54. ". . . it is very apparent that the Armenian translator used 
a text which was very similar to A." 
p. 58. Speaking of occasional agreements between the Armenian and the 
Syriac he adds, "but in every case the Armenian form has a counterpart 
in some Greek MS ". 
p. 59. ". . . in Kings there is no trace of the original translation 
from Syriac into Armenian." 
These sentences seem to apply equally well to our five chapters 
of Chr. so far as Arm(Z) is concerned. It is of interest that Bo 
Johnson finds only slight traces of Peshitta in I Sam.1 
Turning now to KH, a brief review of each of our chapters in Chr. 
is given, then an attempt is made to take a synoptic view: 
I CHR 1 
A. In the 'names section' which comprises most of the chapter, the 
following groups are isolated: 
1. KH = Arm(Z) = LXX. There are occasions when these three witnesses 
share a reading, and there is no clear way in which the reading could 
have come from the Syriac: 
(a) 1:15 ']~ 1-1 ?'nv o<6EVvaclr3V LXX A; Lul-i u_190.3 Arm(Z); 
11-1 u1-11 c1.1 4, KH. 
Apparently, though it used the Definite Article, 7-o v , LXX regarded 
the Hebrew Definite Article ïl as the vowel C4 and as part of the noun. 
1. MICHAEL E. STONE in review of BO JOHNSON, Die Armenische Bibelüber- 
setzung als hexaplarischer Zeuge im I Samuelbuch, 1968, in RB 77 
(1970) , p. 260. 
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Arm(Z) and KH have w . This initial oC / wu is understandable if the 
translator is using a Hebrew Vorlage, or if he is copying from LXX. 
But if he is using a Syriac Vorlage, with the Article at the end of 
the word 1.2..J....0D , the initial a / W becomes more difficult to explain. 
It may indicate that KH is following a LXX MS - unless of course his 
Syriac Vorlage had a Alaph: 
(b) 1:43 y 7M7 ÇOAokk LXX; wr1wÿ Arm(Z) = KH. 
'14L u p LXX b y e 2; u r,1 n ri w j Arm (Z) ; u 6 
n r wKH . 
Thus TC equates I117 with Balaam, son of Beor; some LXX MSS and 
Arm(Z) and KH equate 'J with Balak, son of Zippor (Hum. 22:2, 4). 
PC has $n'-1 
(c) 1:45 IIWlrì Av-o µ LXX; wunJ' Arm (Z) = KH; -®4. -0 PC. 
2. KH on its own, e.g.1 
1:12 13`117U7' rlr Lill, 4awcr KH. 
1:33 X11 0. 1\1] L.s. s . 
3. KH = PC, with qualification, e .g . 
1:40 LI :1"S T 0-, PC; nt -13.41. KH; BUT some LXX minuscules 
also have 0g0Á . 
4. KH = PC 
1: 17 -1 zJ1M;I ;I PC; w P L1, . , . e u +-u r Lr KH . 
KH has preserved the ¡ , though it should be stressed that t and 4 are 
very easily confused. 
1:32 ï1 -11-0' p4 PC; %6r7ai.nn rLu KH. 




Two things, however, should be stressed: 
(a) Group 3 variants are few and Group 4 variants fewer. 
(b) Against the small number of instances where KH = PC must be 
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mentioned the majority of PC variants which find no reflection in KH. 
From approximately twenty such in I Chr. 1, three examples are selected: 
1:17 lu r3] .f_o PC L n i n KH 
1:18 `) 7.1 :. aN. PC b i b p KH 
1:32 41 ?1 i1 -I ~] om PC 921`1 S 44 1-LI CLI S w KH 
B. In the 'prose section' in this chapter, e.g. four brief passages in 
1:10, 12, 19, 43, we see in KH a tendency to launch out on his own, 
with an occasional omission along with a hint of verbosity. Links are 
more with MT than specifically with LXX or PC. We see the hint of 
verbosity in 1:10: 
MT "And he began to be a mighty one in the earth." 
KH "It was he who was first (to be) a mighty one upon the face of the 
earth ". 
In 1 :12, for í2'.171D D I X we have in PC 'LO , i_e 
the Object- thereby providing a second subject 
for the verb. KH does not follow. 
(b) PC, with TC, has updated the proper name to 'the Cappadocians'. 
It is surprising that this is not reproduced in KH, as Cappadocia was 
on Armenia's border, unless perhaps there was some tension between the 
Greek and the Syriac emphases in the Church at the time of translation 
and the translator deliberately refrained from referring to the 
Cappadocians. 
I CHR 2 AND 3 
Here, as in I Chr. 1, there is a little narrative and many names, 
and the pattern in chapter One is largely repeated here. There are 
two things to be noted: 
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1. Instances where KH = PC without qualification are scarce, e.g., 2:18, 
No tt PC; Lurt.nV KH (even though the 
1 
has become J) . 
2. KH sometimes seems to have misunderstood his text, e.g. 2:3, where 
becomes r and is regarded (quite legitimately from the formal 
point of view) as a third sing. masc. imperfect of the verb 'to be' - 
which seems to make Judah the one who acted evilly: But this is nothing 
new with translators, e.g.,PC in 3:21 introduces several extra gener- 
ations through his misunderstanding his text: 
I CHR 10 
The impression created by a reading of this chapter is that we 
are dealing with a somewhat freely rewritten version of MT, a version 
which has few contacts with LXX and Arm(Z) and even fewer with PC, and 
whose peculiarities may be classified as follows: 
1. Prolixity. 10:8 is a good illustration of adding words without 
necessarily improving the sense. In this rather 'wooden' translation 
the KH extras are underlined: "And it came to pass on the morrow and 
(KH omits 'and') the Philistines came, they came down to the battlefield 
to rob the dead and they came, they found Saul and his (KH 'the') sons 
fallen in the midst of the dead on Mount Gilboa ". This verse illust- 
rates also a stylistic feature which occurs several times in this 
chapter - the juxtaposition of two verbs without a copula, the first 
verb being one of motion: 'the came, the came down'; 'they came, they 
found'. (cf. 10:3, 7.) 
2. Omission. e.g.,10:1 And they fell wounded on Mount Gilboa ". cf. 
part of 10:3. 
3. KH = Arm(Z) = LXX. 10:6 "And Saul died and his three sons on that 
day." Though PC shares the 'on that day' addition with LXX and Arm(Z), 
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as KH lacks the other PC variants in this verse, there may be some link 
here with LXX and Arm(Z). cf. 10:11. 
4. KH = PC. Most of the contacts here are uncertain, e.g. 
10:2 For 'Abinadab' some of PC tradition has uo._L.. For 'Malchishua' 
KH has atlu n 
t % , which may be an attempt to reproduce un A.. 
10:5 'And he died'. PC adds crtaQl . KH has wI.,r1 ¿4, , which though 
not identical in meaning, may be regarded as having some similarity. 
10:11 t1.1=" 1777 .,L PC - p,w Lht KH, though LXX also has 
` 
t 1<oCT o t K nu 
10:12 While this verse has been freely rewritten in KH, the GLL-(O 
of PC which was mentioned earlier1 as a possible 'firm contact' with 
the original Syriac, has survived in Wail r 4.1 without a following 
object; this is found also in Arm(Z), in contrast to LXX, which has 
Ive -vcoty .ocuToc (less MS d which omits otú-rat ) . I must acknowledge 
here that my limited knowledge of Armenian does not permit me to say 
whether 0b p r t without following object may not indeed be a normal 
mode of expression - in which case, the comments on this verse lose 
much of their relevance. 
It should be that the rather special reading in PC in 10:9 
0 ` Yl\, O 1---.%;(10\ does not appear in KH. 
Even though our examination of this chapter has produced very few 
contacts with PC it must be remembered that this chapter in PC because 
of its parallel in Sam. may have been more subject to revision(s) of 
the text. It is just possible that a chapter with no Sam. (or other) 
parallel may have had a better chance of escaping thorough revision 
and could therefore take us back nearer to the original Syriac on which 
KH is said to be based, i.e. we are more likely to find contacts between 
1. See above, p. 358 
KH and PC in such a chapter than in I Chr. 10. Such a chapter is 
II Chr. 19. 
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II CHR 19 
As pointed out in the preceding chapter, PC's handling of II Chr. 
19 raises several questions - indeed at times his translation suggests 
that he did not really understand his text. For whatever reason, his 
version is sometimes very free paraphrase. 
Looking at KH, the following features are noted: 
1. Prolixity, though not quite so much as in I Chr. 10, e.g. 19:7, 
where MT has "And now let the fear of Yahweh be upon you ", PC omits 
'the fear of' in his rephrasing, but KH has "And now let reverence and 
fear of the Lord be upon you ". 
2. Omission. Certain phrases and clauses just disappear, perhaps 
because of difficulty of comprehension, e.g. 19:5 M'S11 1 `'y 7 ; 
but sometimes the disappearance is inexplicable, e.g. 19:4 "And he 
brought them back to Yahweh, the God of their fathers ". 
3. KH = Arm(Z) = LXX, e.g.: 
19:2 Ti T t 1 ¡1] o fre.tiT,Is LXX ; L.2 t i1r ruus Arm(Z) = KS; l-u PC. 
19: 6 T.)n ] 13.-1 t731 'j Fac t p.E-8 Xor ( T-v s e Cr E -wS LXX 
tst_ 
C 
E ES L] riç, (7 W L' Arm(Z) 
QL ("7 U(L it Er 9 h l3 tuv+Wuas,w. KEI. 
4. KH = PC. These contacts are rare. 
19:2 Agreement in tenses in the 'helping- the -evil haters -of- Yahweh' 
clause. 
19:5 í- 1~Uzt11 ice cTOCS LXX = Arm(Z) ; ,, PC; Ill KS 
19: 6 it 1 ïl `'71 add _ L PC; add i_íß j KH . 
But it must be stressed that again and again in this chapter, PC goes 
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its own way and it is only rarely that we see KH having even the suggest- 
ion of a contact with PC. 
It is also noted that there are no significant points of contact 
between KH II 19:1 -3 and the Syro -Hexapla of these verses as found 
in Baarsl. 
SURVEY OF THE FIVE CHAPTERS 
Looking at the five chapters together, certain features stand out 
clearly: 
The transmission of the many names is at times faithful to MT; at 
times these names are spelt in a way which differs from any . other 
version, with occasional contacts between LXX and Arm(Z), and PC. 
In the prose sections: 
(a) Prolixity, omission and rewriting are constant features of KH when 
set alongside MT: perhaps, because of these features, we may wish to 
call it a "targum ". 
(b) There are no clear links with TC. 
(c) There are some contacts with LXX and Arm(Z). 
(d) There are a few contacts with PC but many PC variants are not 
found in Y.H. This is particularly well illustrated in II 19, where in 
PC and KH we have much 'rewriting', but the KH variants seem to have 
very little to do with the PC variants. 
Khalatianz felt that his text represented a Syriac Targum (based 
on the Hebrew text) which disappeared and was replaced by a Syriac 
version based on LXX. Certainly KH has sufficient paraphrastic elements 
to justify the title of ' targum'. But in the nature of things it is 
1. p. 120f. 
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difficult to establish whether the remainder of Khalatianz' statement 
is true. As pointed out earlierl, it was felt that, if it were true, 
there should be at least some points of contact between KH and PC, 
and a lack of LXX variants. The links with PC have been few and doubt- 
ful, and there have been some LXX variants, this latter fact suggesting 
that either at the beginning or somewhere in the course of transmission, 
LXX influence had a part to play. 
PC II Chr. 19 seems to me to be an important factor in the discus- 
sion: 
(a) With its lack of Sam. or other parallel, it had a greater chance 
of escaping drastic revision(s), and it does not seem to be based on LXX. 
(b) Its general appearance in PC does not give the impression that it 
has been revised: one would certainly have difficulty in finding with 
what it has been revised, and one would also feel that the reviser 
should have done a better job. 
(a) and (b) suggest to me that PC II Chr. 19 may not be far removed 
from the original text - and here one has to note that worthwhile con- 
tacts between PC and KH are difficult to find. 
It could be suggested that both PC and KH in II 19 show 'targumic 
features' and that therefore they represent different versions of a 
Syriac Targum, or that they are both independent Targums - but this 
brings us into an area of speculation where hard facts and firm proofs 
are difficult to come by. 
1. See above, p. 385. 
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Summing up, three things may be said: 
1. On the linguistic proofs for the early character of KH I am not 
competent to pronounce, and they have therefore been left out of the 
argument. 
2. Khalatianz' assertion on the relationship of KH to the Syriac 
Version is difficult to disprove, as he believes that the Vorlage of 
KH disappeared. 
3. If the criteria worked out above1 are valid, it does not seem to 
me that we can state with confidence that in KH in these five chapters 
we are in very close contact with the original Syriac text. The 
verdict would have to be 'not proven'. 
1. See above, p. 385. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In this study five chapters of Chr. have been examined: I Chr. 
1 -3, 10; II Chr. 19. The first three consist largely of names in 
various kinds of lists, with a minimum of narrative material; the last 
two are straight -forward narrative, one of these being closely parall- 
eled in Sam. 
In TC's version of these chapters we see various alterations and 
expansions in the biblical text. Certain comments can be made about 
these: 
1. TC's expansions usually 'grow' out of the text, even though occas- 
ionally the growth is a little forced. 
Sometimes a man's name invites an expansion; just as in MT (1:19) 
Peleg is so called "because in his days the earth was divided" ( kr)1/4 5 , ), 
so for TC, (1:20) Sheleph is so called "because he drew . . ." ( V T1 17 ter); 
or (1:10) Nimrod's unfortunate name with its 'apparent resemblances to 
j`l'17I made him the great rebel. Occasionally several names in a 
verse are extracted, their common noun meanings substituted and a 
large expansion is built round these, TC moving from one word to the 
other as though they were stepping stones e.g.,1:50 Hadad(r), Matred 
and Mezahab. 
Sometimes a little background information is required to complete 
the picture: (10:13) in MT we are told that Saul had not kept the word 
of the Lord, and TC, as it were, adds a footnote reminding us of the 
occasion "when he made war with those of the house of Amalek ". 
Sometimes a difficulty in the biblical text has to be cleared up. 
In 10:6 MT all Saul's house died: but elsewhere we are aware of a son 
of Saul still alive after Saul's death; TC therefore reshapes - "All 
the men of his house who were there died ". 
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Sometimes MT's language has to be decoded and spelt out in detail - 
II, 19:10: "between blood and blood" becomes in TC "between a man who 
has committed a capital crime and one who has not committed such a 
crime" - i.e, between murder and manslaughter. 
Sometimes, for theological reasons,certain statements must be 
reshaped, II, 19:4 "to Yahweh" becomes "to the fear of Yahweh ", or 19:3 
"to seek the Lord" becomes "to seek instruction from the Lord ". 
Sometimes the man X is made equal to Y, in line with a suggestion 
in b. Meg. 13a as to the way to interpret Chr.; by identifying X with 
Y, the attributes of X (those inherent in him or derivable from the 
linguistic form of his name) are transferred to Y to highlight his 
virtues or his vices, or in some way to draw particular attention to 
him; e.g. 2:7 Carmi = Zimri; 2:19 Miriam = Ephrath; 3:15 Zedekiah = 
Shallum. 
In these and in many other ways we see TC acting as a Targumist 
is expected to act, i.e. translating his biblical text in such a way 
that its meaning, real or derived, is made clear to the hearer or 
reader. 
2. While TC no doubt made some contribution to these alterations 
and expansions, he must not be regarded as the author of them all. As 
we read our chapters, we feel we are surrounded by a great cloud of 
witnesses: we hear echoes of some of the traditions which are now to 
be found,e_g.,in the Talmuds, Sifre Num., Mekilta, or in the Targums, 
e.g. Ps Jon or Tg Ruth. To change the metaphor, TC is the filter 
through which many of these traditions reach us, e.g., 2:17 the Jether 
the Ishmaelite - Ithra the Israelite controversy appears in several 
places but the discussion in our verse seems to depend very much on 
b. Yeb. 76b and 77a, and as the controversy centres around Ruth the 
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Moabitess, there are also possible links with Tg. Ruth. Filtering 
involves selecting - e.g. 3:15, the Zedekiah - Shallum identification 
and expansion: we find in both b. Ker. 5b and b. Hor. llb two reasons 
for this identification: one of these TC takes over and reproduces 
almost word for word. In 2:54, the guard posts episode: the basis 
for the development in TC seems to be closer to the approach taken in 
y. Taran 68b than that taken in t. Taran 4, 7, or b. Taran 28a, and in 
the background one is aware of contacts with Tg. Ruth 4:20. Or in 
the expansion in the following verse, 2:55, dealing with Jabez, Jethro, 
Rechab etc., we have clear links with similar discussions in b. Tem. 16a, 
Sifre Num. /1Z11-1. , p. 73, and Mekilta, Amalek IV, though the line of 
development is not always absolutely clear -cut. In 1:13, with Buthnias 
and Sidon, we feel that Ps Jon's expansion at Gen. 10:15 has been 
involved; and the goats' hair episode in 2:18 shows clear points of 
contact with Ps Jon's handling of Ex. 35:26. But here we are in danger 
of going to the other extreme and regarding TC as a mere plagiarist, 
using his scissors and paste to reproduce vast chunks of e_g.ithe Talmuds. 
It should therefore be remembered that: 
(a) often we find, e.g. in the Babylonian Talmud, varying trad- 
itions on the same theme. TC had to decide which tradition to use in 
his exposition; 
(b) while sometimes, comparison of traditions shows that TC has 
almost identical wording with this or that tradition, often, by a 
slight shift of emphasis, or by introduction of new material, or by 
simple omission, the tradition appears in a new form; 
(c) from time to time we find in TC traditions or comments which 
have not been preserved elsewhere: whether we make their author TC or 
the tradition he represents, is at this point irrelevant. 
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For example, 1:20 the peculiar interpretation of Hazarmaweth is 
found only in TC; in 2:55 though Moses plays only a minor role in the 
related traditions, he is brought into the narrative and given pride 
of place. 
Thus, if we may once more change the metaphor, TC is not a lone 
voice crying in the wilderness, - through him many voices speak, but 
it is he who controls the timbre. 
3. The last sentence of the preceding paragraph leads us into a further 
area of discussion. When we compare TC with the traditions which seem 
to have links with his statements, we sometimes see TC making his own 
contribution: 
(a) This contribution sometimes gives the impression that TC is 
the last term in the series: 
(i) Occasionally a comment by TC puts beyond all doubt an issue 
which, in some of the other traditions, was left rather ambiguous, e.g. 
2:18: it was not quite clear in Ps Jon to Ex. 35:26 and b. Shab 74b 
and 99a how was `J to be interpreted, an ambiguity reflected in the 
variant reading 1 ri . TC makes it absolutely clear by adding 1`7 -1J 
' T), that X29 is the reading and that it means exactly what it 
says. 
(ii) Occasionally TC seems to be one stage further away from the 
original biblical stimulus, e.g. 1:43 where TC had an opportunity to 
use J J 7 1 in the Bela -Balaam context as had been done in Ps Jon to 
Num. 22:5, but uses another verb instead, which may suggest that TC 
had moved away from the original 'foundation- pillars' of the expansion. 
In 2:54 a rich background of outwitting- the -enemy traditions by various 
ruses, is condensed into a one word allusion nY 3 `S - an indication 
perhaps that the stories were now so far in the past as to be almost 
forgotten or that they were so well known as not to require retelling. 
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(iii) Occasionally TC gives us a "loaded expansion ", exceptionally 
brief, but opening a window on to a vast panorama of exegetical trad- 
ition, e.g. 1:24 Shem, the great priest; 1:44 Bela, whom Phinehas slew 
in the desert; 2:19 Miriam who is called Ephrath. Sometimes an 
extended expansion indicates that it is the last term in the series; 
sometimes exceptional brevity indicates the same phenomenon, the 
almost cryptic brevity implying that herein is a reference to a story 
or series of traditions so well known as to need no further elaboration. 
These three suggestions, in slightly different ways, indicate a 
certain lateness on TC's part. 
(b) This impression of lateness finds some confirmation in the 
fact that occasionally there are hints of contacts between TC and works 
which are normally regarded as late. The word 'hints' is used, because: 
(i) I have not had access to any of these works, my knowledge of 
them coming primarily through references in Ginzberg's Legends of the 
Jews. 
(ii) sometimes the links are quite tenuous. 
For example, 1:10 Nimrod and his shedding of innocent blood: the same 
expression is found in Tg. to Psalms but the event referred to may 
relate to Ma(aseh Abraham; 1:19 Peleg and Zawwaat Naphtali; 1:19 Yoktan 
and Yashar Noah; 1:46 Hadad and Midian: the TO expansion seems to make 
much more sense when read in the light of Yashar Shemoth. 
In dealing with the dating of Jewish traditional works, one often 
finds a comment such as: "This work was compiled in the ninth century, 
but many of its traditions go back to Tannaitic times ". It is when one 
tries to be more precise in the dating of these traditions that diffi- 
culties arise. In a Targum, which, by its very nature, was continually 
growing and being adapted to new situations, attempts to date the 
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material are especially hazardous. On the basis of our five chapters 
all that can be said with confidence is that in a work which, because 
of its parallels, is in touch with many traditions of many ages, there 
is an impression of lateness in the final shaping of some of the 
traditions - possibly a considerable time after the dating of the 
Babylonian Talmud. 
4. Some light is thrown on the work of the Targumist through the fact 
that occasionally we find ourselves in a position that because a verse 
has a parallel in Gen., and because that Gen, verse has a number of 
Targums extant, we can compare several targumic interpretations of the 
same verse, e.g. TC to 1:10 with TO, Ps Jon, Neo I, Neo I M and FT 
to Gen. 10:8, 9; or TC to 1:50 with TO, Ps Jon, Neo I, and FT to Gen. 
36:39 (Matred). It is of interest that, apart from TO, while the others 
show a great similarity in the handling of the common material, they 
all show certain differences. These differences (as suggested at 1:10) 
may reflect regional variations; but what is of more significance is 
that these variations show that the Targumists, though sharing a common 
tradition, felt able to exercise considerable freedom within that 
tradition in their interpretation of the biblical text. 
Coming directly from our five chapters of TC to the same chapters 
in PC, and having been told by, e.g.,Eissfeldt1 that PC was translated 
. . in dependence upon a Targum", a reader will naturally expect to 
find in PC some, at least, of the targumic features he has found in TC. 
He will find: 
(a) in PC a text which seems to be based on MT, with very little 
evidence of influence from LXX or Vg; 
1. O. EISSFELDT, The Old Testament (1965), p. 700. 
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(b) an occasional textual contact between PC and TC e.g. 2:19; or 1:50 
(though for the latter the parallel verse in Pesh Gen. already has the 
variant); 
(c) one name up -dated in I Chr. 1, Tr -ITlD 1:12, in much the same 
way as in TC - though he will also find that this has already happened 
in the parallel verse in Pesh. of Gen.; 
(d) no real hint in PC of any of the exegetical traditions he has been 
introduced to in TC, Aphrahat or Ephrem. 
(e) certain Jewish -style reverential expressions used sometimes in 
relation to God; e.g. II. 19:4, 7, 10; 
(f) some expressions which could be called 'non -Targum- targumic -type' 
expressions but which in reality are neat paraphrastic turns of phrase - 
10:3 and 10:9; 
(g) that PC has variants from MT and that TC has variants from MT, 
but that rarely do the two sets of variants show any points of contact, 
and that when they do, as, e.g. in I Chr. 10, the parallel verse in 
TS usually has the variant as well and may therefore be its source; 
(h) that where parallels are available, PC shows considerable reliance 
on these - in Gen, to some extent, possibly on Peshitta, in Sam. to a 
very large extent, TC being for the most part the channel of the Sam. 
influence; 
(i) where no parallels are available: - 
(i) a text which shows certain praise - worthy literary features; 
(ii) a text which may have been either based on a rather defect- 
ive manuscript, or translated by someone whose Hebrew was rather 
defective, i.e. either the translator could not properly decipher what 
was in front of him or did not wholly understand it, and did the best 
he could with the material /equipment he had; 
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(j) some serious gaps in the text, especially amongst the names in 
I Chr. 2 and 3. 
Thus we have in these five chapters a translation which at times 
is very faithful to MT, especially in its reproduction of proper names, 
at times somewhat careless in their reproduction, at times relies 
heavily on parallel passages, especially in the Targumic form, at times 
uses Jewish 'set expressions', at times either with a poor knowledge of 
Hebrew or working from a poor text, gives us readings which seem to be 
more inspired guesses than accurate translations. 
Whether such a translation can be called a Targum is a moot point. 
While it is difficult to define a Targum in sufficiently broad terms 
to include such disparate versions as TO and Ps Jon, and sufficiently 
narrow to isolate the distinctive features of that literary genre, to 
call TC's rendering of these five chapters a Targum seems to be follow- 
ing the practice of Humpty Dumpty in Alice Through the Looking Glass,1 
"When I use a word . . . it means just what I choose it to mean - 
neither more nor less. ". 
From the above one thing is clear: TC as we know it, had no part 
in translating our PC, or if it did, it developed since in such a way 
as to bear no real resemblance to its original form. 
One other matter from the earlier remarks requires further dis- 
cussion - the fact that there are several serious gaps in the lists of 
proper names. Dr A. P. Hayman has informed me that in MSS in Peshitta 
Num. there is sometimes a marginal comment 110;0,e, , telling the reader 
to skip the following list of names. But the names have not disappeared. 
1. LEWIS CARROLL, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the 
Looking Glass, (n.d.), p. 242. 
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Can it be that, because a book was read in public services it was 
important that it be in good condition, textually and otherwise, and 
the fact that such gaps and signs of shoddy translation /transmission 
appear in PC is an indication that it was not read in public worship? 
This may be part of the reason, but it raises again the question of 
the status of Chr. in both Judaism and in the Syriac speaking Church. 
There seems to me to be a partial parallel between Chr. and the Gospel 
according to St. Mark. As most of Mk. was found in more suitable 
lectionary form in Matt, and Lu., (e.g. parables and Sermon on the 
Mount), Mk. tended to fall out of favour in the Middle Ages - assisted 
no doubt by Augustine's disparaging comment on Mark as being merely 
Matthew's 'camp- follower and abbreviator'. In drawing attention to 
these facts, Stephen Neill 
1 
comments that this view of Mark is reflected 
in the fact that of the more than seventy Gospel lections for Sundays 
and Saints' Days in the Prayer Book of the Church of England only three 
are drawn from Mark ". He notes a similar pattern in the sermons of 
John Donne. For much of its material Chr. is paralleled in Sam -Ki., 
where more of the history is covered, in a much more readable form, 
and without the nine daunting introductory genealogical chapters of 
Chr. or the regular appearance in the main narrative section of long 
lists of names of singers, gate- keepers etc.. It is understandable 
that Chr. should be used less and less, the consequent neglect giving 
the impression that it was not of much significance. The fact that PC 
does not use TC may confirm this low status in Judaism, i.e.,PC did 
not use TC because TC was not in existence or had not been widely 
disseminated. 
1. STEPHEN NEILL, The Interpretation of the New Testament, (1964), 
p. 107. 
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At some point Chr. is translated into Syriac, either from a poor 
MS or by a poor Hebraist, or perhaps a combination of both. This 
first attempt, PC (1), is revised in accordance with parallel material, 
e.g. from Sam., though traces of PC (1) are still visible, e.g, in 
certain surviving words in PC I Chr. 10. The unparalleled material 
may have escaped revision. 
The low esteem in which Chr. was held did not help in the trans- 
mission of PC, leading no doubt to further gaps and a particular care- 
lessness in the transmission of proper names many of whom seemed 
otherwise unknown. 
It is difficult to say whether the translation was done by Jews 
or Christians. There is certainly a strong Jewish flavour in some of 
the expressions used, and there is no inherent reason why Jews should 
not have done the work. Christians from a Jewish background could 
also have been responsible. The comment at I Chr. 5:2, of which 
Nöldeke1 makes so much, lies outside our chapters. 
It is equally difficult to give a time for the translation. If 
the lack of usage through lack of popularity argument is valid, then 
the translation was made later than earlier. There is one reference 
in 2:34, 35, where Sheshan's daughter is given as wife to his slave. 
1. "Den rein jüdischen Character zeigt die Stelle I. Chron. 5,2, wo 
es heisst: "aus Juda wird hervorgehen der König Messias "; 
wer diesen Zusatz gemacht hat für den war doch Christus noch 
nicht gekommen. 
T. NÖLDEKE, Die Alttestamentliche Literatur, (1868), p. 263f., 
quoted in C. A. HAWLEY, A Critical Examination of the Peshitta 
Version of the Book of Ezra (1922), p. 2. 
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PC manages to exclude all reference to the 'slave' aspect of the 
marriage - which may reflect a situation, e.g. in the Christian Church 
at a time and in an area where there was a strong fuedal pattern, or 
indeed where there was some regulation prohibiting such a marriage. 
But further than this it is difficult to go. 
I had hoped, at the outset, that an examination of our five chap- 
ters in the Armenian text of Khalatianz might bring us closer to the 
'original' Syriac text. In the nature of things his argument can be 
scarcely proved or disproved: if I say that A resembles B but that B 
has disappeared and is no longer available for comparison, it is diffi- 
cult to proceed further. Thus if the original Syriac from which the 
Armenian was translated disappeared soon after the translation was 
made, it is difficult to say if his text indeed represents that 
original. By an examination of our PC I have been unable to substan- 
tiate his argument and therefore leave it 'not proven'. 
As stressed in the introduction, this study has been carried out 
on a narrow basis - a mere five chapters. Any conclusions drawn are 
not necessarily valid outside these chapters, and it may be that - 
should the basis of the examination be widened - some of these conclus- 
ions would have to be revised. 
407. 
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